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"Knowing is a process not a product.

It thd small work room of an'elementary

are holding

asks them a

chool two fifth grade boys

an animated conVersation. A young graduate student occasionally

.

quention, buther intervention into the conversation is rare.

They seem to hav 'rx, great deal to say. At the moment, Paul is speaking

about a new way pf loolving at behavior:

I never reali'ted.... I always-thought it was mnn's brain
which separated him from animals. Now you realize thai
it can be the environment that makes one man differeat
from andther. I' never really 16okcd upon it like this.
EEC, you know, it br.ings it out. tdke in math, why one
and ond equals two, In the new math,:that brings it out.

A discussion follows about why the course they arc describing leads to

'net/ thp-nking ribout man and hIs behavior. Paul ngain specks out with his

opinion:

It isn't co rigid. It's like this: you don't have to

stick.with it. .1,7e.'vo. gotten into half-hour long dis-

cuusions on the ontire opposite subject, yet just
sprouting lIttle by littlerand.it's really interesting
and the teacher gets really wrapped up and she keeps

',ming along and we learn alot more than what ue would
have stcrt,t,d out with and-it isn't rigid. It's like

scilething you cen lean into and turn any way and not,

you know: "You have to concentrate on it."

'His friend David has au enplanation ready:

I think it's pnrtly because there's all the materials
the filmi, the booklet.p and, 5)ou know, I could

keep on going. 3t ma3c:1s it more intre.:ting and
easier to do -111.7.1d "Hare iss the book. Rend."
And you have to cive exait to ILos H. f;he's a great

teacher. Ohe vade it so thnt in EEC studies, youlook
forwgrd, it isn't one big black thing which you don't
understand..

Alf

erome Brun'er, Toward a .Theory of Inntruc ich p. 72.
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These co nts do not sound.like typical school-boy reactions to studies.

What kind of 5012001 work has elicited such response? These are youngsters

in the process of making their own assessments of EV: A COURSE OF sTury.

They arc participants in the interview phase of an evaluation designed to

assess this new couse in the social sciences. They andtheir schoolmates

in many parts of the country provide evidence for judging the power and

limitations of this curriculum innovntion.

To provide a basi- for comparing achievements of the course against

its goals, a brief review of the MOOS gnstalt foll.ows. What are the

assumptions underlying the'course, its view of man 'and learning, and its

structural and conce!Itual components? Any such review must begin with

the thinking of Jerome Bruner. The force of Bruner's ideas has been

paramoua throughout the development of MAU: A COURSE OF STUDY. In

Toward a Theory of Irstructinl
1

ha exTresses the theoretical stare md

currikulum guidelines evolving from thin stance that form the "working

paper" for,this course. Eost fundanentally, Bruner believes that the

distincuishirg chlr ctcristic of human beines is thut they learn. With

this, as the basic assumption, he has dr!fined the important corirponens of

what he calls the will to lecrn dnd has deliner'.ted the factors that lead

to satisfaetiontinieducated lec:nir

Curiosity is the first major instigator of the will to learn. (Watch

children work with building blocks: their desire to see how high a pile

they can build before it will come:,tumbling down-illustrates the intrin'Sic

motivation of c;uriosity about objets and ideas.)

pompetence in learning is the second attribute. (I* get interested

. in what we are good_at is the way Bruner puts it.)

1-Harvard University Press, Ctmbridge, 1966.

11
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Identification is the thi 1,.6omponent. Specifically this takes the

form of competence models. .POr the child such people control a rare
44%

resource of some desired 'ipmpetence; but "what is important is, that the

resource la attainable by interaction.... In the process of teaching a

skill, the pnrent or teacher passes on much more. The teacher Imparts

01
attitudes toward a subject and indeed attitudes toward learming itself...,

AP

The nned te.2zycn, or reciprocity is'the fourth contributor

of the will to learn. (Brumx considers this need to be one of the most

fundamental motivating aspects of human behavior as we know it.)

Where the will to learn becumes a probleM, it is not so much in learning

itself but "in the fact that what the school imposes often fails to enlist

the natural energies that sustain spontaneous learning -- curioslty, a desire

for competence, aspiration to emulate a model, and a &ep-sessed commitment

to the we!) of social reciprocity."
2

Giv:n the attributes of the will to learn, Bruner defines the critical

question thus: -How do we stimulate thoucht in the settin8 of the school

where curriculum is t students confined, and a path fix:ed? replies

most importantly that children, like adults, need reas urance that it is all .

richt to entertain and express highly subjectiSre ideas and to treat a task

as a problem where you invent an answer rather than find one out there in

the book or on the blackboard. He is concerned with reesttiblishing in the

child's 4Lizid his right not only to have his emn private ideas "but to exprens

them in:the public settinc of the classroom. It is implicit in Bruner's

annwer thot imtruction is a viable necns.of promoting learning; that one need

not destroy the system to achieve chance; that it is possible to recast, reform

1
Ibid., p. 123.

2
Ibid., p. 127.

3



the inatitt'ition of the scbool and that the people who compiise this institution

are themselves capable of growth and change.

NACOS exemplifies in curriculum a view of man and education that is

nruncriaa in scope and attitude °and is intended to actuate the motivators

of learning just described. This commitment is reflected in the assumptions

Lthout learnibg that are apparent in the materials and exercises of the.course

and in students' and teachers' reactions to it reported in thib evaluation.

TI,zse assumptions can be summarized thus.:

1.. That it is in good measure a social process by which children and

teachers caz articulate and share ideas with pne anothei.

That com.etence over a body of knowledge will lead to increased

nelf-conWerce and comprehension of one's operating assumptions about life.

That the world can be observed, conjectured about, and to sone'degree

ordered --1 understood using the tools of the behavioral sciences, and that

an ineU-".' :life can be viewed as part of the larger flow of human existence.

In its fornulation, the course is intended to draw consistently upon

rewarding, not puniti-re, behaviors in the c issroo41,1. It aims at enlarging

human rapacities rather than refining narrow skills. And--it is structured

around the counity of learning rather than around hierartglical or status-

defined roles such as student, teacher, authority.

conceptual,kestion of the course, "What ma:es non human?

is pored out of Bruner's abidiag concern with "man: his nature as a species,

the forces that shaped and continue to shape his humanity. He has classified

the five "-Assive contributors to man's humanization" as: 1) tool making,

2) language, 3) soci*organization, 4) the management of man's prolonged

childhood-, and 5) man's urge to explain his world. "We seek exercises and

1
Telks to Teachers, Social Studie,. Curriculum Program, E.D.0 1968-69, p. 4.

1 3.



material,p," ,heiPwrote, "through which our pupils can learn wherein man is
4

istinctive in his adaptation to the world, and wherpin there is a diacerrible

continuity between 'ram and his animal forbears."
.

In Talks to Teachers the Social Studies Program Director, Feter B. Dow

relates these ,comeeptual issues to specific learning goals for.children"

using the course:

1. ....to stimulate children to think about the nature of man by

provLing them wdth interesting studies of animal behavior and human groups

taken from recent.work in the behavioral sciences and anthropology. We

4ope that these studies will provoke students to reexamine what they think '

they 'know about themselves ard about huran beinEp generally.

2. ....(to) awaken in children en awareness of the fact that what we

rer;ard as acceptble behavior is a product of our culture.

The instrumental or pedagogical aims of the:course that are intended
e.

to develop children'p conceptual understanding-and personal self-confidence

have been specified by =op staff as follows:

-.1. To initiate and dpvelop in youngsters a process of question-posing
(the inquiry method);

2. To teach a research methodology where children can:
a. Look for information to answer questions they have raised
b. Use the franework developed in the course (e.g. the concept

of the life cycle),(and apply it to new areas;

3. To help youngsters to develop the ability to use a variety of
first-hard sources as evidence from which to develop hypotheses
and draw conclusions;

To conduct classroom discussions in which youngsters learn to
listen to others as well as to express their own views;

5. Tolegitimize the search; that is, to give sanction and support
to,open-ended discussions where definitive answers to many ques-
tions are not found;



6. To encouraee children to reflect on their criit experiences;

T. To create a new role for the teacher, in)whieh the teacher
becomes a resource to children, rather than only an authority.

It is clear that these goals center aroundithe procen Of learninc raiher

than around the product. just as Bruner suggests, these goals put highest

importance on the 6ommunity of education, on exploration, and oniquestioq- .

posings.rather than on factual specifics or information pqr se. The course

is repaete in concepts-and inforaation; but the content, the materials

are not superordinate

interaction of method
31a

to the critical process goals. Rather, a continual

and material has been.devised.1 Conceptual grasp

and mastery of a body of information are never considered separately from

the method of working through pl.oblems. Learning methods, data sources,

and classroom techniques have been developed to implement the major

1
In Brune0sword,-"A curriculum... is the enterprise par excellence

where the line between subject matter and method grows necessari,ly in-
distinct." (p. 72 - Toward a Them.y of Instruction.)

15



1 -
conceptual themes., Bruner has stated that humans translate thasir experience

into a model of the world in three ways: through action, image and symbol

(therenactive,4conic and symbolic nodes); -and that materials for learning

must be conveyed in all of these ways. NAN: A COURSE OF STUDY attenpts tO

integrate all three modes of learning0'althoup we find that the iconic and

2
symbolic nodes 6re noit heavily emphasized.

1MAN: 11 COURSE OF STUDY hes two major units: "Man and Other Animals,"
the Section including the anjnal studies of salmon, herring gull, baboon,
chimpanzee and others; and the section studying the lives of the Vetsilik
Eskimos in the Pelly Bay region of Canada. The brodhure describing the course
summarizes as follows:

The naterials fall into three categories: film and other visuals, written
materials, and emactive deVices suth as games. Film is the primary source of
data in the course. In color, with natutal sound and a minimum of commentary,
it'is u7sed to siainlate field observations:. Children gather information and
form questions on the basis of repeated viewings in small or large groups.

"TWenty-three booklets of differing style and purpose replace the usual
textbook. Sone booklets supply data for various units. Others stress con-
cepts such as adaptation, and their use spars several Units. In addition,
there are field notes, journals, poems, songs and stories.

Ganes, construction exercises, and observation projects are other learning
activities that permit chAdren to work with a. ninimum of teacher direction in
suin31 groups and individually.

To help teachers adjust to t.hese new demands and to encourage professional
growth, a workshoP program using.readings, tapes and films designed exclusively
for teacher use accompanies the course. TWenty suggested sessions built
around issues of content and pedagogy constitute the substance of the workshop
series that runs concurrently with the course."

aFilms and records, readings, and continual use of classroom discussion
activities stress the interaction of the visual and aural with students' mani-
pulation of ideas through language. As brief illustrations of integrated acti-
vities, the following two examples will orient the reader. The lessons with
which the course begins concern the life cycle of humans and otner animals.
Making life ropes of various stages in life cycles, Children construct from
paper and string, clips or scotch tape, a physical rcpreseniation of the idea.
The cycle itself is an exercise in model-building, 'ima organizing methed of
viewing sequential stages of growth and development. The suggested discussion
follosling construction of the life cycle of a human, for exanple, then is
focused around verbal manipulation of the model, examining the common elements
in the life cycles of all creatures, and the elements that may-be unique to an
individual and within species. The construction of a "baboon environment
board" several weeks later is another integrated activity, where children work
with their hands to create the visual model of an environment that expresses
their symbolic understanding of baboon troop organization.
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These conceptual and pedagogical goals involve specifically the following
themes and methods.

I. CONCEETUAL TBZ1E3:

1. Life cycle (ipcluding repro.
duction)

2. Adaptation

3. Learning

4. Agression

5. Organization of groups (in-'
eluding group relationships,
the family and community,
division of.labor)

6. Technology

7. Communication and language

8. World view

9. Values

III. LEARNING NETHODS:

1. Inquiry, Investigation
problem-defining
hypothesizing-informed
guessing

experimentation
observation
interviewing
literature seArching
summarizing a991 reporting

2. Sharing and Evaluating of
Interpretation

3. Accumulating and Retaining
Information

4. Exchange of opinion, defense
of opinion

5. Exploration of Individual
111 feelings

6. Exposure to diverse aesthetic
styles

II. DATA SOURCES:

1. Exawples of PrimarzSources

Student experiences
Behavior of family
Behavior of young children im
school

Behavior of animals

2. Ramples of Secondary...292E21E

Films and slides of animals and
Estimos r

Recording of animal sounds
Recordings of Eskimo myths,
.egends and poetry

Anthropological field notes
Written data on humpnn, other

animals and environments

IV . CLASSROOM TECHNIQUES

Examples

Individual and group research, e.g
ftirect observation or reading of
texts

Large and small group d-iscuss ion

GaMes

Role play

Large and small group projects such
as art and construction projects

Writing/of songs and poems
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In the process of evaluating, MOS, we frequentLY encountered,from

educators and researchers interested in the progress of this course, a

questioning attitude with regard to its behavioral goals. Werethere specified

and assessable behavioral outcomes expected of the.course? As the previous

description clearly indicates, the course has not been framed within the con.

i'ines of a behavioral psycholom nor have its developers thought specifically

in behaviorist terms as they prepared and tested lessons, materials, etc.

Reading the teachers1 guides or other descriptions of the course, or

browsing through 'student materials, makes it clear that the course was

developed within a humanistic framework, despite its emphasib upon an antfirol.

pological and biological introduction to the study of man and other sninsAls

and upon sound ethnographic documentation of this study. Its organizing ques.

tion, "What makes man human?" has always bean asked.in the broadest possible

sense, wad its framers, from Bruner on, have emphasized the adbiegge and

resonance. of the-questions posed throughout the material.

We did attempt,'however, to review various .lessors of the course in

terms of specified inputs and expected outcomes. Disenchantment with this

method was quick. It was indeed possible to pinpoint and specify behaviors

for each individual lesson; but the course as presented within sueh an outline

lost its special power and charm. It lost its essential quality: the incld-

sive coherence of qeveral powerful organing ideas. By their specificity and

attachment to a given lesson, the defined behaviors undermined what the

developers expected to be the culminating objective of a theme as it recurred

throu&out the course. We were, in fact, reminded of William Janes's judgement

many years ago on his own field of psychology when he declared it "a nasty

little subject -- all one cares to know lies outside." There was a good pert

of the problem. From another perspective, one,vorking party member who had



'
helped to create the materials of the course and who worked through with un

lespon definitions statirg behavioral goals pertaining to the thene of "learn-

% ing", said: "We hope that the thene of learning gives youngsters a way of

considering the effect of learning on their own lives and the ipportance of-

learning to the human species. The formal way in which these behavioral goals

are stated leaves little room for the teportance of individual a-ha's: those

moments when a Child gets an idee that helps him order hie experience in a new

way. We can't predict what causes this to happen in any one classroom, but we

know that it does. Fbr exanples as I once did.the life-rope exercises with

a class, one child begone fascinated with the idea that what she was learning

was shaping her life, would influence her life as an adult. She began looking

at what she was doing eith this perspective, using the emeerience of other

children to contrast izith her nen." So we returned to such specification as

we have presented in this chapter, with a decision that this level of defined

goals for the course presented adequate criteria for evaluation of children's

learning.

The global expression of goals does not mean that we cannot expect

asseseable outcones from the use of this course in the claesroom. The goals

described in this section are accessible to re earcla and indeed provoke those

working in educational assessnent to reach beyond its traditional nethodologe

for measuring learnings, to more innoVative,,reflective and hum= programs of

evaluation.

The Evaluation Program'

We have looked on the evaleetion,erocess in the trost global sense as an

ext nsion of a huean need: to know where bre hae been in order to understavd

where one,is geingito see.what was in order to see what is. The current term

*
Described on the previque%page:e 1 9
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frequently applied to such activity is feedback -- the uop of information to

, judge .the effect of.previous experience and to consolidate or change behavior. .

Both stUdents and teachers need ways of summarizing and reflecting upon

what haes been learned -if mastery and growth are to be recognized and consoli-

dated. 'In addition, methods of evaluation indicate to students and teaChers

the ideas, attitudes and methods considered important in a course or1;1740.uca-

tion generalli.. A basic goal of this evaluation program has been the,congrueuct,

of the evaluation instruments with the objectives of the course. The zange and
.

diversity of assessments devised was intended to complement purposes sTd themes

through emphasizing a human, child-eentered methodology that fanned out to

encompass the teacher in the classroom and drew from both children and teachers

their best thinking about the materials.

We have fognd that youngsters seldom have been asked to participate in

the considerations affecting the process ofitheir own education. Yet educators

exrect such curricula as the social studies to provide children with resources

for making decisions affecting their private and public lives as citizens.

Much of this evaluation, then, is centered on youngsters' perceptions and
114

critical insights; by eliciting from them their own ideas about thetaterials

we hoped also to strengthen the efforts of the curriculum to develop a student's

abildty to use ethnographic sources as evidence, to progress in skills of hypo-

thesizing, analyzing and synthesizing, and to become an active and enthusiastic

participant in classroom activities. A piece of curriculum cannot be evaluated

realistically without understanding its impact and functioning from the stu-

dent's point of view. In the past) evaluation has been too focused on teacher

asse oments of a course with nothiJag but achievement test scores as evidence

of student learning.

In.developing a comprehensive evaluation program, we found support in
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pruner's Towarbeorol:ii_t_nsruction. He set down valuable guidelines for

those with enough teuerity to venture into this area. His enwhasis.on the

"intelligence".function of evaluation, and on the importance of understanding

the teacher who is teaching and the student who is learning becane important

comronents of our'work. In addition, his point of view on the uorality of the

'proTession served tg urtderscore the need to eveluate in an eerloratory theught-

:
ful, yet dieciplined manner: "The aims of the educational enteSprise.., center

tenon the problem of wasting the development of human beings so that they cat
e-

use their potential powers to achieve a good life and make an effective contri-

bution to their society. When one loses sight of that objective, both educa-

tion and its evaluation becone technical.and sterile. The task of understanding

how human beings, in fact, can be assisted in their learning and development

is the central task of a theory of instruction, and techhieues of evaluation

derive.from it in the same way that the practice of eedicine derives from the

el
medical sciences.-

Ralph W. Teler, in recent comeents on the famous eight-year study, al-o

gave support to the general style we developed when he noted that "a conpre-

,,heasive program of educational measurement should include an assessment of the

conditions of learning if the results of the appraisal of what pupils were

learning were to be adequately understood." At the December, 1966, Conference

on Educational Realities of the Azerican Managenent Association, Tyler further

suggested that to determine the nature of a class, a constellation of student

and teacher characteristics be considered, and that external influences on the

class and the total learnins process all be studded. Tyler went on to suggest

that in this context broad objectives should be pursued, including asSessnent

/Ibid., p. 166-67.

21
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of "several kinds of behavior such as knnwledge, skills, prdblem-solving,

interests, and the like." Given objectives of this kind, Tyler noteh that a

soPhisticated approach to evaluation is essential, and suggested the needfor

4-variety of methods, including interviews, obsdrvations, questionnaires,

performance tests and records of habits and practices.

Instrumento

How have we gone about.understanding what this courbe meana to children?

How have we determined the use to which they put it, the questions it raises^
4.

in their minds? We have used the interview method to understand what children

make of the course, how intimately thelPuse,the materials; and classroom envi'01 --

rowel:It checklists to understand how, both az individuals and as groups,. .

-they vIew the course materials and the work they-do in class. 'rests helped us
,

to judge the consistency-with which a body'of information was conveyed:to

groups of children by the materials and teaching of the course. We have no

fotdness for test-giving, test-taking per se, and have voriezed in this evalua-

tion the use of Objective measures of learning. Pre-tests and post-tests at the

beginning ard end of eadh of the two NACOS units have served mainly as groin)

measures to provide a standard imitput against which we can compare how dhildnen

from dtfferent settings and krade levels are able to deal with the materials

presented in the written test'format.

grom teachers a personal response, an individual interpretation of use and

meaning have been sought. Here again, the interview has proved a flexible

technique. Observinz in the classroom has gllen us an understanding of the

course-in-action on a daily basis,,and has permitted anlevaluation of changes

in teacher style that maybe attributable to the course.

The range of these methods' has providea a validity that excAled that of

any one technique. When several different.techniques resulted in corroborating

'2;1
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information, we began to feel confidence in the findings. Escentira3Y, then,

we have used both clinical and quantigllative assessment and, in'addition, we

have experimented with styles, forlmeasuring objective and subjective behavior.

In exprinenting, W; hav6 found thiethe devices thepselves affect the students,

for our interviews and che4klists seem to.provide youngsters with a methodology

in itself -- 4a approach to qvaluating situations quch:as the classroom and'

their own responses to a course of 6tu1y.,

.

In
The Clinical Method. Duriitg the teaching of the course, ve interviewed

0

periodically a sample of students from city and suburban 910pgsho repre.

sented all ability levels. These interviews were conducted using send-

structured open-ended leading questions. Students were interviewda either

individuraly or in smal1 groups by trained interviewers with the interviews

recorded. When interviews were analyzed from transcriptions, they' provided

not only rich illundnation OT the more objective data, but causal explanations

for the objective performance and insight into the adequacy of coverage of

the otijective materials

Evaluation Checklists. Completed b

a unit, checklists1M6Yed information on classroom euVironnent,

student involvement and participaIion, syccess of presentation of maerials

through various media, reading and honeWork, students' assessment of the# own

attitudes and learning styles, .Results of these checklists were tabulated by

testing of

all students involved in the field

demographic sub-groups and; were subjected to factor analytic tectirOqUes.. In

addition, the responses to open-ended questions at the end 9f the checklist

- helped us interpret the limited-choice questions. Two or more checklists

accompanied, each unit.

2 3
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me,

,Pretests and Post.Tests. These tests stressed many attributes of student*

learning: reading ski,11s. une of evidence and ability to general#el

vocabulpiy, graphing, and mapping, laerpretation of visual materials, attitudes

and personal preferences. To collect this i:nformation, we used objectiive

essay and sobe formats. I

glasbroom and Teacher Tralhing Eva3.uitlon. 3tudyin6 the classroom tram the

stadents/ perspective, we soon learned that we had to focus also on a critical

.variable in the educational process: the clansroom teacherc The first year's

assessmentdof the tbacherls role weie culled from the students' point of view.
0

For the'last two years of field testing, we added an extensive ieries of

classroom and workshop obscrvationa, and teacher interviews to supplement:the

ptudent.centered approadh and to.azsess the effect of the NACOS teacher traimt
/

16g program; 'Through classroom observations especially, we wanted to larn

moraoaboui the interaction of curribulum, methods, students and teachers.

* We sought subjective,asnessments froethe teacher on the curriculum

materials, elassroom style; etudent response, and the workshop experience.

Teachers vere\ asked to define their roles and to give their viewn of the

functioning of a unit. Coupled yith this intenstve material, this additional

information from obserwer's reports of classrooms and workshops permdtted us

to evaluate more directly the relationship between teacher characteristics

and student charaCteristics, with E&C curriculum'materials as the ,catalyst.

r 1
'Relationship with the Working Parties. Evaluation staff members responsible

for Constructing the test instruments for a unit had many sessions with working

parity members to be sure that they understood the coaceptual aims, Skilla, and

" 1The term designates the group of scholars, teacheXs, researchers and
artists reaponaible for the construction of a unit.
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attitudes of inquiry intended for each unit. From these dialogues and from

close knowledge, of the unit content, the pretests were constructed.

Talks with the working party members also .provided information for student

chacklists so that from the field test samples we had profiles of "respmse to

many attributes of classroom environsent, individual and class perception nmd

reaction, teacher style and ivact of materia1s.

PersPectivt of Evaluators. As we develOped and carried through the evaluation

program, we confronted the issue or bias or ::ontamination of results caused by

long and clase exposure of staff members to the Etc philoaophy and to MAN: A

COURSE OF STUDY working party members. This close relationship could promote

personal and subjective inclinations falloring EPC materials and 4au1t in dis-

torted findings. Keeping this caveat constantly in mind, we realized; on the

other hand, that no evaluation can be value-free. Everyone has asaunptions

about education and 1:4 best goals. To work freely and well in a situation,

the evipluator must feel synpathy fdr the global intentions of the curriculum

project -- in this case, creating*the inquiring, interactive classroom focused

around issues of man's humanness. For .example, in assessing another EDC .

curricul= poncerning the racial issue, there was never any question in our

minds but that we supported the of that program: to promote racial

understanding. Our task WAS tO leurn how, and to what degree if any, the

curriculum achieved its purpose, and at the sue time to ehed more light on-
.

the process of learning. The task in ossessing MACOS was essentially the sane.

In the analysis of the collected data, several organizinq questions helped

give4bfocus to the investigation. These que tions are answered from many

perspectives and sources of evidence tIcroughout the report.

1. Does MAN: A counsE OF STUTThe4 students learnto understand

thenselves and others.in waya that were not accessible to them

25
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before, and are they able to 114'e this new knowledge ir and

out pf the classroom?

2. Do studenta gain a more adeurate knowledge of opecific.topica

by using these materials?

Are they better at uaing evidence (including evidence from all

types of media, not only written) and Ob'serving natural and

social phenomana?

Can they go beyond specifics to sone organizing conject&es libout

human behavior?

3. Is there a consistent style of _pedagogy embedded in NAN: A COURSE

OF STUDY that is identifiable by and appropriate for different

types of students?

Are the pedagogy and apprOach of the materi, a different from

those of traditional social studies?, \

If so, how does this pa4gogy affc!ct learninG and class activities?

4. Do teachers' styles change in the course of teaching these'

materials?

5. How do the socio-economic and ability variables affect the teach-

ing and learning of thismaterial?

Is the course most effective with highly verbal students, or does

it work az well for students with p6orer' reading and writing

skills?

Does a unit function as well in the inner city as in well-to-do

suburban oystemort

Are there special motivational values for disadvantaged youngsters

in various media?

2
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BackgrOund Issues

BecaUie Jerome Bruner has been one of the few to put to paper his

thoughts about learning Rnd specifically about the instruction of young

people, he has teen particularly vulnerable to the criticisns of educators

who find in his expressive prose.and provocative ideas and insights a highly

visible practice target for their own intellectual volleys.. In Teaching as a

SUbversive Activity, for example, Post aud Weingarten haVe raised the cruCial

question, "What's worth knowing?" end have faulted Bruner for failing to cone

to grips_with this essential concern. They furthpr guestion "What will the

students think about? What are the problems they will use their inquiry skills

on? Since MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY is very clearly posited upon strong be-

liefs about what's worth knowing - the origins and meaning of nan's hunanity -

this evaluation has tried to consider in nuch depth children's responsiveness

to the course. Given its broaa dUtext, what i.ssuesi if any, particularly

seem to trigger curiosity and a searching attitude in students? Is the ques-

tion, "What makes nan human?" a question that children consider worth inquiring

into?

Another concern educators and psychologists have expressea is.that out of

Bruner's conceptual stance evolve curriculum pieces much more concerned with

cognitive skills than with emotional and inaginal'development. Richard Jones,

in his Provocative book, Fantasy and Feeling in,Education, has diseusocd this

issue at sone length. His concern with "overemphasis or cognitive skials and

Post, Neil and Weingarten, Charles. Teaching as a Subversive Activity,
New York: Delacourt Press, 1569, p. 54.

,?7
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curricular materials, and... underemPhasis,on enotional skills and pedagogy...a

is an important caution to the new social studies. This evaluation attempts

tO give careful thought to these faeets of learning, and hair used the evalua.0:

tion evidence to explore students' total iesponse to the course. When students
\

are-confronted with triggering experiences about humans and other aninal

species from materials on ilominance aggression, affection, dependency, do

they begin to reach toward personal expressions of these motivating forces?

Regarding Jones' provocative book, we must note an inportant point. LOut

of his experience as an obeerver of MA033 in the classroom cane his acknowlm

edgweent that without the curriculum, without.the organized "rational" basis

of the course: it would not be possible to cote.to sone understandings About

human behavior, including their own, Which he found Children could reach. The

information. vacuum is one of the most dangerous aspects of classrooms where

teachers are almost wholly concerned,with the emotional lives of their chil-

'dren. Children do not vent to explore endlissly their own interior regions;

they need groueding in the observable world of experienee. jcines has clarified

this point well in his chapter on "The Course of Emotional drawth" where he

delineates Erik Erikeon's stages of human development. He points otit that

achievement, industry and skill are critically important to youngsters

age.

Unfortunately, Professor Jones Aid not observe.classroom uee of the final

version of MAN: A COURSE .OF STUDY. From his work with earlier versions, haw.

ever, he specified the absolutely critical issue of the teacher's stance and

role in supporting explorations of feelings, and in going beyond expression

ealy, to relating the personal to the general framework of the materials; in'

mmpwPnPm.gIIMIImmftmieemiw..

1
Jones, Richard M., Fantasy and Feeliav on Education New York: New York

University Press, 1968, p. 97.
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other words, helping youngsters worktoward general ground. What techniques

help to relate the personal to the general, and the private experience to the

public domain? Illustrations of teachers' uee of the meterials are Used in

this document to address this issue. To, conoider the scope and depth of

children's feelings, the reader should explore the many interview protocols

given in this report. They, more clearly than other evidence, help us to

evaluate the emotionalTel!vance of the course .and also reveal the diversity

waye children respond to its emotional components.

The body of this report creates a descriptive and analytic pathway through

'the functioning of the course. It.presents the attempt to understand that

dynamic entity of a course in action that occurs at the intersection Of

materiels, students, teachers.

The tire must come, however, when in the role of evaluator, ope stands

back and reflects about the course in terms of its major goals and their

achievement: does the courSe succeed on its own terms? This tank is under-

taken in the concluding section of the oveririew that follows.

2 9
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Overview .

ASLIA.12shalsaul
This report has been organized with the intention that its format.

will prepare the reader to consider the findings from the same base of

evidence we had. Its magnitude has permitted us to include much of the

collecied data, particularly interview pnotocols. In this volume, following

the overview, we begin by exploring a rather loag Section of student inter-

views. Maay complete transcriptions ere included, as well as inter;retations,

so that the milder can begin to develop a feel for the ways children use th
s

ideas and materials of the course. We believe that what children have to say

is interesting ia its own right, and too seldom has been documented. These

interviews are intended to lay the groundwork of understanding foi the follow-

ing section based upon quantitative analyses of group data. Test results and

checklist fIndings are presented to demonstrate the Learning gains, learning

problems, and pedagogical climate related to MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY. Data on.,

control classes are part of the checklist results. An analysis of the major

variables of group data close this section, La the form of factors interpreting

student learning styles in the course.

Volume TWo begins with a consideratima.of many general issues, presentim

findings about use of'films, the special problems of students' conceptual

mnstery of the meverials, and interview results from control classes and

teachers. A study of the simulation games used in the Netsilik Eskimo section

of the course is next, followed by a delineation and tabular presentation of

,classroom observation results. The critical issue of'teacher education is

considered through observation evidence gathered during in-service workshop

sessions, and through interviews with leaders of these workshops. Teachers'
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views about the course close the evaluation repOrt, with several appendices

completing the-volume.

1his overview first presents a sunmary'of major findings from each
&

section, in the order'of their preaentation_in the report.

at
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Stmlent Interviews

1. On the whole, stuaents eamonatrated in in-
terviews that they learned a wealth of informa-
tion; a real payoff of the scholarly research
that wilt into MACOS ie.found taIlhe greet body
.of data that Children accumulate. They were
also developing metitpds of investigation and
working with evidende, an4 ware using the course
ideas in perSonal reflecttoeyays. In the pro-
ceas, the meaning of seraous investigation grew,
mid the respect for "a long-term kind of thing
that'learning call often demand," as one teacher
put it. The models of Irven'DaVOre,'..1ane.ipoodall
and Niko Tinbergenwerecritical here, forTacm. .4
were admired scientists who wre specialists in
their fields and devoted their energies to long-
term investigations.

2. Th's themes of the course having special
relevance for children included the ways in which
creatures reproduce, nurture, protect.the young,
and succeed or fail Ln tha struggle for survival.
They were also intrigued by roles various members
of groups fulfill, be they members of a baboon
troop'or members of a human society, -For example,
in studying the Netsilik, they were particularly
Laterested.in the male and female roles. Almost
universally, both boys and girla selected dhe
male role'as the one they would prefer to have
La Eskimo iociety.

...men go out and-hunt....woM;an have to

stay home and do the housework...you
%just stay around the house and-miss all
the action.

It was clear Chat girls saw their own lives as -

containing much mere excitement, choice and chal-
lenge din the lives of Netsilik women.

3. One area in which the course appeared to'hsve
considerable impact is Chat of mede/-building.
Conversation of youngsters revealed a giowing sense
of'the interdependence of'species members, particu-
larly among primates, and indicated a buddiqg model

, for considering human needs. The model involved
cooperation, nurtuicate, protection, and the sharink
of responsibilities. Stufly of the Netsilik unit

4
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seemed to be essential foi ihe full develop-
memt of thisdel, but-its foundation was laid
in the first uMit, where analogies with human
behaviors were:made during the animal studies,
pertaining for-example to differing lengths of
dependency among species,.and exploring
special purposes of human dependency.

4. In general, however, fifth graders did not
think in models, but in terms of specific ex-
amples. They seldom went beyond specific mani-

"festations to organizing concepts. So they
needed many examples as a base for developing
a general idea.

A related point is.that children found it
difficult to generate new examples of themes or
concepts, 00 it was important to-provide a range
wad clarity of examples to accompany the organiz-
ing ideas of the course.

In a set of follov-up interviews.a year after
study of MACOS, attributes of behavior, both
human and other animal, ware raehlled by stu-
dents with accuracy and a good sense of,the organ-
izing framework for considering human and animal
similarities and differences. There appeared to
be little carry over of methodology, however.

6. In general, children seemed to become much
more aware of similarities between humans and
other animals in the course of this study than
they did of differences, and in this sense, there
was a certOn degree of "overlearnine that seemed
to impede-somewhat their ability to make distinc-
tions based-on an understanding of the special
nature ofthe humanizing forces Bruner has deline-
ated.

7. Relating both to classroom management and to
peer relationships, we noted an increase in chil-
dren's desire to work without the teacher's direc-
tion. As children developed a competency to work
in groups independent of the teacher's help; they
forthpightly expresscd the desire to ba freer of
his or her influence. Me interactive group also
seemed especially valuable as a device that eli
cited expansion of children's ideas. By discussion
and small geoup work, fifth graders did exchange

3 3
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their views productively with one another.
(this was evidenced even within the group
imterviews), enlarging the range of each in-
dividual's thinking.

8. Children showed great awareness of the
aesthetics of learning materials. They tiFd
the ideqs they word assimilating and using
back to the specific style of presentation oE
these ideas. They were aware of textures,

, light qualities in films, colors and illustra-
tions of booklets, type of print, details of
format, etc. 'The combination used in NACOS
of text and illustratiods appeared to facili-
tate understanding.for children frequently
referrdd o the illustrations as putting into
pictures the ideas of the printed word.

Arrwork, illustrations and booklet stYle
all appeared to conteibuie notably .to.,a'"good
feeling"--a positive valencetoward the course,
and drew shildren into the materials.

9. Children, particularly in the suburbs, were
very impattent with obvious repetition in mater-
ial. They were anxious to be considered mature
learners, and they did not like to feel they
were being subjected to blatant repetition as a
learning device. Thust some of the "saturation"
techniques backfired in that they appeared to
dhildren as condescending, and provoked negative
response. On the other hand, all children were
disturbed by cursory run-throughs of material
and wanted a sense of completeness and thorough-
ness of work. The satisfactions of task com-
pletion and mastery of specified materials Meant
a great deal to youngsters of this age.

10. Active involvement in such projects as
creating the environment boards became a power-
ful motivator of pride in Work and interest in
ecological details.

11. It is interesting Chat the Netsilik unit
proved to be theJavorite of the majority of
dhildren because "it's about man." The course
does not succed as MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY with-
out the Netsilik materials. It is ia this %limit

that ehildren become most speculative and re-
flective about the course. Teachers shauld take
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care to pace the course so ihat the.Netsilik
study gets its full share of time during the
school year.

12. There appear to be powerful instructional
values in the use of ethnograPhic films. Boys

and girls couvayed,duriug the interviews a
sense of the power of these films to make strange
and unfamiliar human.habits mare known and thus
wore acceptable as par t of a necessary rang@ of
human bdhaviors arising from human necessities
and ways of life.

There were a lot of things that I did- j
n't ut I don't think they should
ch them. Like when thdy took thd
animal and they skinned him, I didn't
like that, but there's no reason why
you should Change it, because it's true,
and that's what they did..We have to
clean fish and take them apart before
we have to eat them too.that's their
way of living.

13. For all classes films worked,a magic all
their own. One student in a center city school
put the velue succinctly: "I like to see what
I'm talking about." .Another child said:
"Everytime we learn something new, we Should
hsve a movie." All Children made comments about
the value of the films in conveying the total
environment and surround of the material:

...you learn more about it than reading.

You see how they act and im reading you
just see the pictures. Like the salmon.
(in reading) you don't see the way he

.acts, how fast he 'goes. They're just
shown in a picture just staying there,
(you have to) make believe the water's
flawing by.

14. Center city Children cflso show more motivation
,

to read the NACOS booklets than more traditional
classroom texts. In describing the "concept book-
lets" of the course covering such different topics
as innate and learned behavior, one Child in a

large center city school told an interviewer:

3 5



I like the booklets. They took a very
hard question and broke it up....See,
they had a question at the beginning and
them the') had a story to tell you about
the question.

Because children do not have to depend solely
. on thelwritten word, Chat word becomes less
threatening and all-powerful. They can relax
and browse dirough booklets, recognizing.words
from the new vocabulary they are acquiring and
begin to view reading as a more pleasurable
activity. The vivid and pertinent illustra-
tions tharaccompany most of the reading mater-
ials help the Child with poor reading ability
to tie images to words and written ideas.

gnantitative Analysosalloming_Gans

1. Analyses of test results for both units of
the course indicate that children did make sig-
nificant gains in learning; and these gains were
signIfiLJnt for sub-samples controlled by various
background variables such as school grade level
and'grade average, sex, school system, measured
ability, father's education and occupaton.

2. in terms of absolute knowledge, children knew
a lot more of the material covered on the Man
and Other Animals test as they began-the unit,
than they knew about the Netsilkk Eskimos,as they
began that unit. This, of course, could be ex-
pected in light of children's high interest in
animals and the general availability of informa-
tion about them.

3. We separated the items on the Man and Other
Animals test into four style categories and found
similar improvement in pcore on items of each
style: reasoning, information, integrative and
animal. The Nan and Other Animals unit does not
tend to favor learning in one area at dhe ex-
pense of another.
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4. While students in all schooksystens improved
their,scores from pre to post 4,1st on the Manrand
Other -Animals unit more than would be expeCted by
chance, the amouat of increase dgfereebarkedly
among the systems. It is interting,,however,
Chat the pre-post test chcnges dcroso systema
were smaller than the differences.ehiChirere found
among the systems on the pro 004t.

5. Among the-meat remarkable of the findings on
the.Man end Other Animals test is that LOraing
gains were not associeted-with students' intelli-

, gence or previous /knowledge' of the area. Those
students with poor academic background, found so
often tn the center city, gained-in Learning and
mastery over the ideas and concepts as much as
those whose beginning positions were meal stronger.

6. It is apparent from the evidence that where a
unit dealt with happeningsdescriptive aspects
of behavior--children were quicker to grasp and
retain the content. Where inferential or con-
ceptual skill was called for, Children found more
difficulty and fell into more confusion.

7. On over-all vocabulary competence, a 30% 'in-
crease, from an average 40% to an average 70%
level of knowleZge,,was found. Certain words
that recurred throughout the unit were correctly
defined by over 80%-of the sample (such as "struc-
ture'," "reproduction," "life cycle," "environ-
went," "pradator").

6. In the Man and Other Animals unit test, we
found a great relationship between amouat of
reinforcemeat of an idea through various media
and exerciseb, and the gain in learning that
took place by,the end of the unite. In the few
instances where le9rning seemed to be going in
direction opposite to that desired, a close

inspection of ehe course revealed contradic-
tions end lack of clafity in the presentatioo,
or no material directly vaated to that idea.

9. We cannot help 1-crioded of Rnbinson

Jeffer'e admonition poe,xy: never /et an
Ipe., sit by itself withodc a presenie of some
sort. Uitll eleMentary age children, tying an
idea to en example seemed to be the most success-
ful method for ensuring its discovery and reten-
title, particularly when the example was conveyed

3 7
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visually, verbally, and often as part of an
enqctive vercise.

10. The knowledge of the 4th; 5th, 6th, and
ungraded students as they began the Netsilik
unit was virtually identical. This differed
from the pre-test results in the Man and Other
Animals unit. Sixth grade students had a
better grasp of primate behavior than did fifth
graders, who scored higher than did fourth
graders.

11. While students in all grades improved
significantly on the Netsilik post test, the
mean increase-for sixth graders was slightly

larger than for the younger students. As is

illustrated fh several ways in this report,
some of the conceptual portions of the course

were morgOdifficult for the more immature
students than they were for older students.

12. Test gains en the Vetsilik test were
largest for those students of higbeet I.Q.
.and least for those of lowest. The differ-
ences in gains between the low and middle
and middle and high I.Q. students were small
(in the first case, less than half an item
difkerence; in the seconecase, two-thirds of
an item difference).

13. We included the semantic differential
scale in the appraisal of the Netsilik Eskimo
unit, for the unit seemed to contain.b large
quotient of attitudinal materials. Students'

perceptions of four basic concepts were tested
(ARCTIC, ESKIMO FAMILIES, COOPERATION and
AMERICAN FAMILIES) in a pre-pcist design. The

most basic and most important finding is that
stereotyped or uninformed views of both Ameri-
can and Netsilik families, cooperation and the
Arctic, in general show a slight shift toward
more realistic and informed.interpretations.

. On basic perceptions of the four concepts as
well as the changes after experience with the
Netsilik unit, urban and suburban children's
patterns of response were highly congruent.
The curiicuIum experience, while influencing
children's responses in some measure, did not /
make a marked change in patterns of answeri
the semantic differential itema.
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14. The responses of the students to the
dhecklists indicated'the paramount role of
visual mat*ials,"particularly films, in
learning and also ease and enjoyment of
learning. Whenever Children were given the
option of selecting reading or films as
favorite learning format, there was unequi-
vocal choice.of fiLn materials. We have
found this at all grade le%els where honest
ethnographic or documentary treatments of a
topic are provided.

15. The easiest activities for .children were
the viewing, listening, talipg modes, with
the more analytic, verbal aaivities of ex-
pressing dpinions (as differentiated from
"talk" per se) and doing written work seen
as most difficult. Communication skills
were viewed by teachers as major growth areas
and areas of important change In dhild be-

,
havior.over the course of a year.

16. In general, checklist results showed
that boy-girl difference's in preference for
materials or learning styles were minimal.
There were slight differences in personal
assertiveness apparent between boys and girls.
Boys expressed less outward attentiveness in
class, more independent cogitation about the
Idess of the course, yet said they were more
freqLently "bored" and less "interested" than
did girls. Boys showed more questioning atti-
tudes, yet Orls felt they must participate
more in class discussions to get good grades.

17. Croup wol:k and the dyadic pattern of
working with one friend were overwhelmingly
preferred to solitary endeavors. Very few
liked to work best with the teacher's help,
or in one big group... This probably reflects
the developmental level of this age group,
where task accomplishment ln company of peers
is a particularly satisfying way of working.

18. The course also appeared to modify stu-
dents' views of data sources. The book per
se as the authority and source of truth dimin-_
ished in emphasis. Afp the course progressed,
MACOS pupils appeared much less inclined to
rely on books as sources of information.

39.
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19. Interactive work sPemed to function as
en aid in better mealtsdiss. Children
realised that it wee not the major mods by
which information and concepts were conveyed;
it mat, rather, au exploratory sctivirywhere
ideas were consolidated, revised or expanded
through the interchange of children-sad teacher
with each other.

20, Suburban control classes revealed a pat-
tern of class activities similes to that of
MACMS students; the urban control classes 4

Showed the most clear and obvious differences
in class activities compared wit4 NACOS stu-
dents, For example, the urban ciontrols sew 't
"answering questions" as a major way to learn.
This was not true of any other samplel.

21. Youngsters studying MACOS more fr,cuently'
than controls selected social studies Vis "my
favorite subject." MACOS was clearly more fun
and less boring then other social studies.

22. Ihe use of smell group work in NACOS was
much greater then in control classes. In feet,
637 of urban control students said they "mime'
worked in small.groups as contrasted V3 157: of
the NACOS students.

23. Suburban children in control classes learned
under a pedagogy quite similar to that of NACOS;
but the content did not appear comparable in .

appeal and in involving students.

24. While, thercheckliet findirgs helped us de-
fine the predominating experientes in MACOS
classes, we needed a better'summarizing method
to learn what Checklist options for several
questionsmould cluster together to form a more
h olistic learning style. Factor analysis is
the technique we chose to use to explore these
interrelationships.

25. Using factor auelysis, we were ble to
differentiate seven different learning styles:
the discursive mode, the town meeting set, two
ttaditional pedagogics1 styles, one of which
was question-answer end the other projects,
tlea eager beavers, a reeding-film factor and
two non-lesrning factore, the unpsyched and
the critics.
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26. Most of the factors were not associated with
the ability of students; however, there were
three exceptions: discursive students tended
to be brighter than average while eager beavers
ella the, unpsyched tended V3 be below average
in measured intelligence,_ _ _

27. In general there were few aifferences re-
lated to socio-economic background; the excep-
tion was again that of the discuraives who-
tended to come fram suburban backgrounds and
the eager beavers from the center cities.

28. Those students who were lot accomodated
by the' %%COS learning styles were those who
did not farticipate in the interactive learn-
ing activities, or were those who did not
seam to possess a minimal amount of social
taturity and mental development necessary for
full participation in the issues of the course.

29. The learaing gailis did not differ by
learning style with the exceptions of the
three styles, the discursiveS, who learned
more than the average- student, and the un-
psyched and the critic's, who learned less
than the average student.

30. There are two extensions of this finding
that ane relevant to the area of classroom
management. The first is that students enjoy
learning when modern pedagogical styles are
t!sed more than they do with traditional styles
and second,' if the criterion of Learning is
broadened to include the social as well as the
cognitive skills, the modern pedagogical styles
would be superior teaching methods.

31. These findings tend also to reinforce a
fact that all good teachers alread5r know, that
the silent student who is not engaged in the
course but who cOu1d be thought of as quiet
and reflective does not seam to be productive
either in his awn mind or in terms of his
learning gains.

41
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Issues of Media. Metpods, Mterials
-

1. As the most expensive component and basic
text of MACOS, film, was given special atten-
tion in the evaIuation.--Totbcenter city and

- suburban teachera commented on the power of
- film to convey course material to slower young-

sters. They also stressed the importance of
%film for its imaginal qualities and for the
way its information provides a basis for rais-
ing questions end drawing conclusions.

2. The Netsilik,films were particularly im-
portant in drawing students into a web of
reciprogal relationships with people shown
-on the film into a "shared experience:" As

one teacher sdid,

They're not just asked to imagine
- information...It takes novelists;"I

think,.to create the cldseness.to
the study that these films do.

%

3. The quality and real-life footage of all
the films of the course were the critical
variables'in the high degree of believability
these films had with youngsters. Film scenes
seemed to.remain in children's memories as
affective triggers to recall. There was an
unusual degree of identification with the life
presented via the film, and films worked strong-
ly in the area of values. As Allport has so
well put it, ivalues are simply 122snitam_ms:
ceived as related to self..." The more it is
possible to f-ind links back to the self--to
open pathways to self-reference--the more one
connects with the area of values, or feelings,
and thus the more intimate and important all
such knowledge becomes.

4. The personalizing of Imowledge is an un-
failingly powerful motivator of learning. Thus,

in the Netsilik unit, the stories of Eskimo
lives were.a. particular success; while in the
Man and Other Animals unit the anthropologist
Irven DeVore's diary and films were especially
liked. Children take enthusiasticslly to ma-
terials that convey a sensR of.human involvement

4



in a process of problem solving. Most text-
books are deaaly precisely because the per-
sonality of the writer is conspicuously
absent.

5. There seem to be tiffere.nt -kinds of learn-
ing moit distinctive to the two units of the
course. The Man and Other Animals unit con-
tinually reinforces and interprets a few basic,
themes, while the Netsilik.nnit Is mere likt
the life cycle itsjelf-a seasonal following
of the lives of people. It is a life-style
unit exploring the total environment, and
also it is more value-based, centered as it
is upon human behavior.

Ihe most consistent learning; seem to
occur in material organized as do the Man and
Other Animals unit; the Netsilik unit elicits
more personai, selective learning depending
upon ihe'particular interests of a child.

6. There are special problems for children
in grappling'with some of the larger concep-
tual issues of the course-particularly lan-
guage, innate and learned behavior, and na-..
tural selection. Generalizations for the
fifth grader seem to be almost accidental re-
wards drawn out of series of examples, and
are for the most part categorical--"Eskimos
are nomads"--rather than relational. Children
ability to mnster and use correctly the con-
cepts in the course imam to depend heavily upon
the quality and numerousness of examples they
acquire Tfith each major theme. On a broad base
of examplps, children begin to construct rudi-
mentary general structures, and to lay ground-
work for later insights and organizing ideas,
as their own capacAties for formal thought
mature and are put in service of new ex-
periences.

7. From observations in classrooms, one im-
portant point rElated to use of.the inquiry
method pr hypothetical, question-posing mode
in the classromal, seems clear: children, through
question-posing and follów-up projects, can
demonstrate their grasp of the conceptual and
methodological framework of'the course; howevei,
for success in this'ares, the teacher is critical

4 3
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and.plays a fovel role--defining tasks of
investigation, guiding children im setting
up working arrangements, and following through

by serving as a guide for give and take abput
the collected dat, and the new questions raised.
These are mediaiting or iMplementing functiana
that can,be a new role for.many teaehers, one
that takes some practice and some reflection
to develop.'

8. Interviews wlth students sand teachers in
control classes suggested ame general themes
Which appear to be eharactiristic of non-MACOS
classream situations: students im these class-
rooms-preferred a setting in which they played
a fairly active role in a variety of activities,
particularly &haring of ideas witb one another
and the teachar. Yet the majority found them-
selves in reatrictive class environments in
which they elre expected to play 'a fairly

passive role. All of the.non-MACOS teachers
complaned of a luck of audio-visual resources
related to Cy: mateeials they were teaching.
.These control,t6achers often .expressed dissatis-.
faction with their present teaching methods and

a desire te change, but felt.unfamiliar
newer approaches Buell as groupini. They seemed

to want to ehange, hue eimply did not know where

to begin.

9. A special research project was undertaken to

determine: the effects ofplaying the hunting games
that are part of ehe Netsilik unit. To a sample

of 585 students in one school system, pre-post
tests were given whieh were designed tokmeasure
several dimensions connected with hunting in gen-
eral and the games in particular, such Gs know-

ledge of facts, knawledge of strategy, rules add

structure of the game, and attitudes toward

playing.

The results clearly suggest that the hunting
games in MACOS were highly successful as teaching

devices. The test questions measured.a variety
of kinds of knowledge which-were related to Che

g He-experience, and on all of *eye kinds of
knowledge questions, the students did well. Over

a series of plays, the students improved at play-

ing the gamea. Attitudes toward the gams experi-

ence mere uniformly very favorable.
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TheAato also clearly indicate psat
,studyintlmat games and planning for future
ones improved the learning of mast of the
kinds of krowledge tested. It appears that
studenta must reflect on their play in order
to learp much from it; simply playing the
game La not nearly as-good in bringing about
learning. When the teachers encouraged study.
and planning, it also improv0 learning.

In these gaimes, sex was significantly
associated siith the quality of play, and
with that kind of Learning dependel. on
quality ofgay. Boys greatly out-performed
girls in actual game performance. Soya were
far auperior in knowledge of the most effective
strategies in the games.

General school perfor:iance, as rated by
teadhers, was not associated with learning
the effective strategies of the games. Gains
on all other kinds of knowledge associated
with the games were significantly associuted
with school performance. From additional
analyses, it appeared that the achievement
level of the group with which one played mede
very little difference. This indicates that
teachers mny group 'students at their conven-
ience.

n the C a sroom: Ob rv tion Findi

1. Seldom has it b4en documented that ma-
erials per se have the powlar to change teach-
ing methods or teadher bchavior tn the class-
room. In a. group of classrooms observed
regularlyIuring the teaching of NACOS .

discernible positive changes ih teacher
style occurred that seemed attributable to
the methods and materials of the course.

2. ,A comparison of pre-MACOS social studies
lessons and MACCS lessons of the same teachers
showed that these teachers moved in the direc-
tion of an open, student-centpred classroom

4
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with ihe intrnduction of NACOS. In the
. NACOS lepsons, teachers talkedsiesa end were
less dominating; studeqp gave longer re-.
spouses, were more apt to raise issues for
discussion, and engaged in'more student...to-
student-exchanges.

A different comparispn of.eerly and late
MACOS lessons did not ceveal significant peda-
gogical differeuces. It appears, then, that
where MACOS produces pedagogical chenges,'
these appear early in the use of the course.

3. Comparison of observation data on MACOS
and traditional social studies lessons reVeals
vast differences in the lives of the two sets
of classrooms. NACOS sessions contain a
variety of activities and learning modes;_non-
MACOS sessions possess great uniformity. In
the latter, reading the textbook and anrwering
questions are the major forma of activity; in
MACOStroups, students more equally divide
their time between reading the text, watching
films, question-answer, guided discussion,
and writing. Activities found in MACOS ses-
.sions which fail to occur in non-MACOS cise
observed are: arts and crafts,, guided discua-
sion, open-ended discussion, role-play, and
listening to records.

In terms of perceived objectives of the
lessons, both groups stressed information,
the non-MACOS group emphasizing information
and skills-more than the NACOS group. NACOS
lesspns often were aimed at conceptual develop-
ment; non-MACOS lessons never were.

4. Examination of the verbal aspects of MACOS
and non-MACOS lessons shol4ed that the former
were more apt to be pupil-centered, student-
to-student interactive discussions. In MACOS
classes students gave longer answers to more
opinion-oriented questions, they talked to and
listened to one another, and they appeared in-
terested in the proceedings. MACOS teachers
were less controlling, and they tended to draw
out students more.

Similarly, comparison of items op class-
room atmesphere indicates that MACOS teachers
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were more open in their raationship with
'students than ware other teachers (MACOS
teachers were more expressive; they were
physically closer to their students).

5: Of the various comparisons made between
subgroups of NACOS classes, only the dif-
ferentiation between idea- and student-
ortented lessons revealed significant dif-
ferences. (Iu an idea-oriented lesson, the
teacher was primarily concerned with the con-
cepts and facts in the curriculum. The stu-
dent-oriented teacher emphasized students'
hehavior and interpersonal relations.) Both
teaching styles can be effective with MACOS
materials; in a small sample, however, student-
oriented lessons were closer to the NACOS
pedagogic model of the student-centerea, open
classroom.

Teacher Education: Experiences in the Field

2. As MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY entered the
phase of development where full-scale field
testing was in progress, the staff acknowl-
edged the need for a teacker education
program.1 A series of objectives has been
articulated which can be-summarized as fol-
Iowa: to provide continuing support for the
classroom teaching of new material, through
assisting teachers to' develop the necessary
informational, conceptual framework for
working with the course in the classroom,
and tO examine and experitgut with new peda-
gogic approaches. Beyond assisting teachers .

I.,

At present, teaching.of the course requires
participation in in-service workshopsfleaders
of these workshops, which meet on some regular
schedule over the course of the school year,
have been Xrained during summer institutes in
the course content and issues of the course, and
have been either classroom teachers themselves,
or administ,rative personnel fram the system.
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in their initial experience with MACOS, it
was also hoped that the seminars would con--
tribute to a new spirit of professionaltmm,
counterbalancing to some degree the frag-
menting OA isolating tendencies of many
school systema. .It was hoped Chat the work-
shop would be a'participatory model fer the
kinds of behaviors'the course developers
would like to see between teachers and stu-
dents. To assist workshop leaders a "pa-
rallel curriculum" or set of seminars Was
deVeloped; the early version covered such
topics as.reviewing films and readings bf
.the course in the light of pertinent ques-
tions and classroom techniques.

411.

2. Following Bayles, two leadership styles
were conceptualiaed--one as idea-oriented,
the other as people-oriented--and this proved
a useful dichotomy in actual operation. An
idea-oriented leader tends to be concerned .

with NACOS materials at both the factual and
conceptual levels. A peoplc-oriented leader
would be more concerned wikfh participants'
behavior (tu the seminar and in the classroom)
and with the interpersonal relations of the

group. It should be stressed that in this
situation neithez role is inherently better
or more successful than the other.

3. What seems te be required for the success-
ful idea-oriented seminar is deep understanding
of MACOS content and the ability to convey
these insights and to help participants to come

.to an understanding of the course. Such ex-*

pertise was sometimes lacliingin the observed

seminars. Fulfillment of idea-oriented goals
seemed easier to discern than success with
people-oriented goals, since the latter often
inv.olves changing basic behaviors.

4. Certainly, the nature of the curriculum
played a-part in creating behavioral ehanges
in the classroom; but the workshop program,
with its consistent reinforcement of a:new
methodology, appears to have been necessary.

One leader commented:

Teachers have really had a new 13ok
at kids, because in the nature of
this material, if you listen at all

'4!

Is
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to dhildren, You come out with a
brand-new reapect for what they
have le say. And thatis the area
I think thit we've succeeded in
most....

They are, I think beginning to see
Chat they can comfortably change.
But they're not, going to change all
at once.

5. We did seem to observe a natural rhythm
to the majority of workshops. Early in the
course, teachers were much more interested in
specific lessons and daily planning. They
wanted, and probably needed, to "get to know"
the course at a fairly straightforward and
operational level. As the year went on, how-
ever, and they became familiar with the teacher
manuals.and classroom materials, they showed
iore willingness and interest in looking at the
course from broader perspectives.

6. Unlike NACOS classrooms, urban and suburban
NACOS teacher seminars show distinct differences
a ' these,relate to group needs. It appears that
tt_chers, in.the observed suburban sample, had
become acquainted with the MACOS pedagogy before
actual contact with the course. That is, the
teaching meczhods they used in other social
studies curricula were similar to those found
in MACOS. These teachers showed a lack of
interest and participction in seminar discussions

. of pedagogy. Rather, they were more imterested
in general discussions of the content of the
course: debating the values implicit in
particular material, for example, or analyzing
the conceptual structure of the Wetsilik unit.

Urban teachers were more concerned about
utilizing what tended to be a new classroom
pedagogy. They.wanted to talk about "how to
do it" in terms of specific techniques and
implications of the approach. Both groups
shared a need for factual information about the
course and for an opportunity to preview student
material.

7. In addition to analyzing seminar programs
in terms of the leader's orientation, we

4 9
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correlated the success of individual sessions
.againot sex of lender, professional.statuo of
leader, length of session, an4 location of
school system. No sl.gnificant patterns were

found. In a negative way, we confirmed what
ether -researchers -ha= -found-_andithat

educators intuitively know: no single
attribute determines the effectiveness of a
group.

8. Although workshop leaders as a whole did
not follow closely the suggestions of the
Parallel Curriculum, on the basis of the data
we have obtained over the course of the past
year, it is clear that in many ways the goals
of the program were implemented. Workshop
participants were exposed to an abundance of
information requisite for an adequete under-
standing of the course content. The seminar
also provided them wieh an opportunkty to pre-
view the couree materials. Participants en-

gaged in discussions of the newer pedagogy
presented in the course and were given support
for their endeavors in these new directions.
And, for some groups, the seminars provided
participants, heretofore wotking in isolation,
with a new sense of cohesiveness and profes-
sional identity.

9. Observations of the individual seminar
groups indicate, howeveil, that no one seminar
realized all of these goals. Depending on the
interests of the leader aud those of the parti-
cipants, emphasis tended to shift ia one direc-
tion, often resulting in the neglect of ether

'areas.

10. Toward the end of the year teachers in
interviews conveyed their own views about the
importance of the workshop to their use of
their course. Their responses indicated that
they did have definite positive impact on their
teaching of the course. In the workshops,
leaders were invitee, almost coerced by the
na.-ure of the group, to consider alternative
ways of presenting ideas and managing their

classes.

All reactions indicate that the value of
the sessions was only related to contents.
Sharing and building on the c n experience
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01111m

of teaching the course seemed to give teach-
ers a speCial interest in and enthusiasm for
the worksheps. The workshop situation also
gave potentially controversial topics a
hearing. Teachers shared with each other_em-
parienees that demonstrated that youngsters
could and would work seriously on topics that
some teachers had not considered appropriate
for the fifth-grade classroom.

An uneipected complementeriass between
the teachers' guides and the workshops seemed
to occur, for the workshops tended to promote
more reflective teaching which offset the
rather programaatic nature of the teacher
guides.

...we get a chance to find out what
kindsrof things would you like to get
from this discussion. But you have to
ask yourself. This is great. You
don't have a teacher's manu:31 telling
you what points you ought to get across.
You are aeking yourself what is impor-
tant to you.

There was no indication that teachers did not
want to attend workshops; rather, the reverse
was the predominant attitude.

I'd say the best part iu the workshop
we have to take. You get in there
with a bunch of people, thero must
be 15 or 16, and there the excite-
ment about the unit is contagious..

51
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nterviewa with Teachers

1., Many teachers, after working with MACOS
far nalre_.away with it new_concapt of .

skills as developed in the upper elementary
grades. The skills teachers mentioned most
frequentleas emphasized in the course were:
active listening, communicating, and sharing
in group exchanges; and observing, abstracting
and contrasting. The development of both the
social and intellectual sets of skills was'
commonly attributed to the major mode of
Nerking in NACOS; oral expression, either
whole-class or small group.

2. Another important shift documented by
teachers was the shift from the didactic mode
of teaching and learning to the interpersonal
mode. Awareness of others, contact wlth othefs
in the classroom op an idea level seem-to be
characteristics that distinguish a NACOS class-
room from other classrooms.

3. Teachers selected as the most salient

and 2Lcttipgaiacteristico of-the course,
in the classro m:

a. D ersity of acttvity and materials

b. The verbal expressiveness and the
respect for others' opinions encouraged
by the activities

c. The power of the film to convey the
themes of the course tb promote skills
of observation, and to motivate Children
to become involved in the ideas of the

course.

4. Interestingly, they spoke less often of
conceptual goals as a strength of Che coUrse
Chan they did of materials and methods, peda-
gogic goals, and classroom climate. If we

regard concepts and methods as two classes of
behavior outcomes, we find Chat teachers after
using the course for a year agreed that peda-

gogic style--interactive, communicative-was
for them the most important strength of Che
course. They were specific in discussing
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mkthods, while speaking more broadly and en-
orally, and at Less length, about the con-
ceptual.structure of the course.

5. Olt of the iateractive mode, teachev4 be-
lieved that Children of all ability levels
gained confidence in their own thinking-and
developed a willingness to express ideas.

6. On the whc4gi canter-city teachers in
this sample-expressed a less integrated use
of tEle-65urse. Either they stressed exprea-
sivilskills to the exclusion of content goals,
or they were caught in the dilerima of author-

ity-control concerns, where fear of (or dis-
interest in) student participation aborted
the intentions of the couroe.

7. Criticisms varied from teacher to teacher,
there was less consensus on negative attributes
of the course than on the positive factors.
The most common criticisms were that tradi-
tional skills were neglected and that independ-
ent projects were not stressed. Since the
course does operate on a consensual basis in
terms of class work, the lack of individualized
activities was seen as a problem area by some:
"If a kid isn't interested, what do you do?"
Many also felt that too long a period had been
allocated to the early adimal studies, to the
detriment of the Netsilik unit. Evaluation
findings based on student responses would
support this criticism:

B. Toucher manuals wore almost unanimously
'extolled. Rather than seeking lass specifi-
rcity.in lesson plans, first year teachers
i expressed appreciation for the explicitness
of the suggestions and the clearly delineated
continuum of lessons, many feeling they would
have floundered without this guide.

9. Some first year teachers expressed their
own difficulty in mastering the ideas of the
course, finding the concepts complex and the
amount of new material overwhelming.
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In addition to the miljor findings just summarized, several issues

need to be considered that help to answer the question, "Does the course

succeed on.its'own terms?"

Recierocitv and Diversity

The fundemental learning style of MACOS is enoesPhasis upon reciprocal

learning. The course in its suggested lessons mirrors closely the process

by which it was constructed--not by single individuals working independently

of one another, but tbrough a group process (the working party) where

approaches and ideas were exchanged and debated by seholars, teachers, artists,

and tresearchers. From 'this perspective MACOS can be seen as fundamentally

democratic in its operation. Translated into classromn terms this, means

that the responsibility for formulating a position on,questions raised by

the course materials is shifted from "authority" centers--texts, teachers,

lectures, didactic films--to student resourcefulness-in integrating informs-.

tion from data sources. Ldeally, the teacher in NACOS is central not asa

source of "answer but as the catalyst of -events, as a model of one who

explores and questions human behavior and who is visible and available to

students in a mutually concerned search for understedding. Films, field

research, information and concept booklets, student and teacher inputs serve

as these data sources. The suggested activities do raise questions and pose

problems to explore using these materials, but the materials are also in-

tended as triggering mechanisms for student-generated questions. If the

desired outcome of social studies in the schools is a totally consistent and

common body of information, then the methods of this course are not the

a
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appropriate ones, for they can and should lead to some diveraity on-inter-

preratim. If, hourver, the educator believes Chat knowle'dge obout behnvior

is not definitive, not circumscribed, but open-ended and subject to a range

of educated response, then Chis course makes that responsiveness possible.

(In) Che give and take of a seminar...discussion is
the vehicle.of instruction. This is reciprocity.
But it requires recognition of one critically
important matter: you canaot have both reciprocity
and the demand Chat everybody learn the same thing
or be "completely" well rounded in Che same way
all the time. If'reciprocally operative groups are
to give support to learning by stimulating each
person to join his eftorts to a group, then we
shall need tolerance for Che specialized roles
that develop--the critie, the innovator, the second
helper, the cautionary. Fpr it is from the cul-
tivation of these interlocking roles that the parti-
cipants zet the cense of operating reciprocally in
a group.1

Juxtaposed against fhe diversity of expected outcomes is the riven

nature of the materials. Both students and teachers comment frequently on

the "packaged" aspect of the basic data sources. This input could be viewed

al, the structured or programmed attribute of fhe course; students and

teachers are presented with a sequence of activities and a set of materials

such that there is no need, unless desired, to search out further material

or to decide upon basic pedagogic strategy.

there a contradiction inherent in this sitdation of packaged materials

ond tmen-ended expectations? Not in operation, for the core materials are

not intended to function as boundary conditions of the use to which they are

put. The data oi the course are noc like pieces of a jig-saw puzzle where

there is only one right position for any piece, but are more like paints in

an artist's palette; how they are selected and used depends upon the talents

and predispositions of ttle painter (with a corresponding range of results).

1
Ibid., pp. 126-27.
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Social Lemke

It is evident from the evaluation that MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY has been

especially successful in meeting ita goals for social learning. One might

well jud& that these goals for children are as critical in the social studies

and in the social sciences in general as the more content oriented goals. The

idea of a community of letirning, of people actively engaged in exploring and

sharing ideas together, was perceived by the majority of children and teachers

as a reality and a pleasure, adding to the life of the classroom a new dimen-

sion of interactive learning.

We observed, and deduced from objective data, a range of teacher styles

running from tha very open to the quite traditional, but we found that on

the whole,-teachers seemed to utilize the general methods suggested in the

teacher manuals, and to noti c as a result children's increased confidence in

)

expressing ideas, neu attention to each other, and ability to communicate

effectively in discucsion situwzions. in terms of social learning, this is a

notable accomplishment. It appears that the combination of curriculum

materials and pedagogical suggestions worked to produce a high degree of en-

vircnmental consistency in classrooms across the country. More variety of

activities and materials, more small group work and open discussion; and

Leacher mediation and guidance,rather than dominance and authoritativeness,

were the norms rather than the exceptions in MACOS classes.

An example Chat smnarizes social learning and its impact on attitudes

came from a control class situation where youngsters were using the standard

school-developed social studies curriculum, but in addition using MACOS aa a
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science or anthropology 'study. The teacher, interestingly, used MACOS dethoda

for that study, but showed no carryover into regular social studies, gnd the

children were adotely aware of the difference in learning methods. They

6escribed in an iinterview how they did small group work only in NACOS.

Boy 1 ...it's easier to discuss different thipgs in a small
group than it is with the whole class. ...the other
way, you just keep it to youself and say, "Well, I'm
not going to tell anybody else about it."

Boy 2 I know. In a way it's something like any other thing.
ft you're telling somebody something, they'll usually
want to hear what it is. Like at first they'll sey,
"No, your idea ip no good.". Then they111 get Around

--to, "Okay, what is your idea?"

ibis "approach" rather -than "avoidance" attitude is encouraged by the struc-

turing of MACOS lessons, and the kinds of questions raised by the course

content. A child in the center city put it this' wry:

I think when we went in small groups for discussion and
we gave up our own thoughts (was best). That's all we
knew doout it--our thowhts. And then whorl the other
children brought up their thoughts, we learned more.

Social learning of this typa is not didactic, not second hand; it is ex-

periential learning that corles from doing, from participating in the class-.

room--what we could.idescribe as real-life learning of socially interactive

This emphasis on what mi ht be called, after Bruner, the reciprocally

operative group, reflects one way of considering the learning process, one

method of arranging classroom happenings and children's time in school. It

emphasiees social process and consensual task completion, in that children

during MACOS essentially do the same things at the same time. Thus this

rvethod which we have referred to in the report as interactive learning can
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be contrasted with inothei stle of more-independent'or individualized in-

struction, where the child works more on his own, on projects or 'research

of special interest'without the Continuous flow of interaction 12

While we do not have research evidence to shed light on, learning gains,

student satisfaction in learhiag, or attitude development attributable to the

latter method.(were NACOS materials utilized in this wsy),it seems reasonable

to suggest that the interadtive mode6ay be a particularly felicitous mode

for upper elementary age youngsters, where task orientation and working with

peers are ksown to be pertinent concerns of youngsters at that stage of .

personal development. Although the interactive style of this course is one

of its strengths and sudcesses, we are not suggesting that the group. focused
. ,

process is the beat or the 'only mode by which children of various ages should

learn. As one's own identity as a'single individual with special talents cad

preferences becomes of parmeunt importance in the adolescent years, a pre-

ponderance of consensual ta

719

ks in school may be far from the best operating

style. (

Both the independent or individualized and the interactive styles of

educating the young, however, are quite different from a third form of

teaching, that which one thinks of as t aditional school learning which is

more dependent, more rote, more teacher-centered and less speculative than

either of the above methods. As children grow and learn, there seems, to be

little evidence that this third.position should ever be the predominant

.,
learning method if we wish to educate thoughtful, confident, and responsive

human beings.

This evaluation.does raise-same questions about how

learning functions on a day-to-day claatroom basis. For,

the community,of

example, there does
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appear still to be a lot of "teacher talk" in the course, despiteits

apparent diminution over the year's time. This would suggest the need for

in-service emphasis on classroom process in Interactime learning. It would

be .good if teaChers began to'recogni.ze early Chair own natural,propensities

- I
to talk a lot.

We also found Chat many of the lesson plans lead to the teacher raising

vet of the questionalor consideration. some modification of this focus of

question-posing might be in ofiler, as a further topic of in-service considera-

tion.

Relevancy

It is often difficult for center city children to develop a sense of

agency, of power to sh pe their existence, as they cope with the complex

multiverse of experience that surrounds them. There ore different avenues

of approach in education that can be taken toward helping them develop

control of their experiences.

In social st,Idies, one could see the decision as between teaching

surface or external craftiness (4ecific wayd to function in.the daily world)

and teaching models-for organizing experience, aiming for long-term, in-

ternalized understandiny. The kinds of topics viewed OS relevant under the

first.rtibric would be 'dealings with police, shopping in the supermarket, how

to get a specific job, etc.

The consideration of these topics can be fruitful school pursuits. But

is it enough? Does it not relegate these children to the dead-end status of

third'-rate misids, never being challenged to develdp and use modas for

5 9
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organizing experience. As the eminent psychologist Jean Piaget has streosed,'

the mind is developed through uie. To believe Chat more general and inter-
°

disciplinary education is not relevant to the center ity dhild is.p. relegate

'n whole group of citizens to an inferior statui and 4reate a society that

cannot be changed. What are the alternatimes, however? MAN: A COUR'SE OF STUDY

appears to have demonstrated one viable wayexamining the most basic survival'

mechanisms of livifig creatures with a view to contrasting and comparing be-

havior of different species, including and emphadizing

Are questions arising from the study of behavioral, anthropology questions

)

that children consider worth inquiring into?: Within the framework of a course

such as MAN; A COURSE OF STUDY, at whit points do children touch base with

their own lives and ncerns? The issue of relevance has been a legitimate

and important one among educators, partieurarly as it pertains to ehildren

in the center city. Considering.that these children are as much if not more,

1.
concerned with basic diminaions of survival than are ehildren in suburban

situation, we find that MACOS has taken as its concerns:

family and social relationships

.issues of dominance add protectiveness

roles of males and fezales

what maV.C8 a good parent

what does deptndricy mean

huw does a group survive

It is hard to think of a set Of iasubs.more Closely reflecting the psycholo-

gical needs of center city children ih terms of their own development and

what they choose to become. Throughout the evaluation of the course, these



dimensicins have shown consistent power to motivate'ehildren to want to learn

and to generate reflective thinking.

to the Netsflik

Thuir interests range from the salmon

but always with a personal reflection about the topics Chat

shows the links of course iaterials td the child's life.

Uhat I liked about the salmon, they made me most
curious. At first I wondered, why do you want to
swim up _this stream, this certain stream ta lay
the eggs? And...he does not know he's going to
(Ito steer hateaphds this point. This made me
like him more. And I liked his struggle,.he
struggled very hard to go upstream. And some-
times they'd make it and sometimes they'd fail.

If we lived in the Arctic, my father wouli--like
the mosquitoes started biting on the little boy,
and the mother tried to protect him from the
mosquitoes, and she gave him a balloon to enter-
tain him and he fished and got food.

That's what they sort of mean by feelings. The
Netsilik love each other...and they call each
other by pet names. And they care for the young.

6

The course helps children to find a model for knowing themselves,

for underetanding basic human behaviors and how these influence lives. For

examiae, reproduction proved to be the topic that center city youngsters

found especially personally intriguing. The course affords many opportunities

for teachers and students to discuss together the topic of human and other

animal reproduction, and the special qualities involved in:human nurturance

and care of the young, putting the topic in the context of survival of the

species and purposes of dependency. It is a responsible, responsive context

that appeals to the deepest needs of young people at a time when their just-

budding sexuality hints at serious questions they must address; Through the

-study of many different groups of animals, and then through the study of a .

human group, the student finds value in stable elvironments, in continuity,
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in cooperation among members of the group. Interviews reveal a growing sense

of the interdependence of creatures, and indicate a budding model for

considering human needs, involving cooperation, nurturance, protection, and

the sharing of rcesponsibilities It iS hard to deny the relevancy Of .these

issues. Further, the intiluacy'with which the ceurse connects the social

scientist to his work--the way, in which materials are put together to show'

the time energy, and methods a person brings to the study of a fieldr-made

strong impressions on youugeters:

This man--Niko-Tinbeggen, r think it is--he made this
big study on gulls. Thirty years.he spent listening
to the gulls.

Teachers noted that the "model" experiences coupled with the opportunity to
IR

carry on experiwentation and observation on their awn, helped children to

understand why persistence and long-term effort can be nedessury 'to achieve

goals and find out the meanings in experience.

There is tinother dimension to relevance, and that is in terms of persona

competency and hummn curiosity: lenrning is relevant if it makes people

feel mote able, more in,control of situations, and possessed of more under-
.

standing about fundsmental issues.of behavior. Along this dimension of

mastery,'children express,as the course progresses, many ways in which its

materials and classroom exercises contribute to competence and understahding,

in which student-initiated learning is taking over from external imposition

of ideas.

Before the teacher used to always give us the an swers.
Now wo have to find it out for ourselves in the book.
(Is that harder or easier?) Easier. (Why?) Sometimes
you never have questions to ask, but when you do, you
write them down,.then look at the film, and then you
know the answer. By figuring out answers yourself, you
learn more. ...when the teacher tells you all the an-
swers, you don't hardly know because you forget.
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The experimental activities of the course where ehildren use source data to

raise-questions about behavior and then search for answers demonstrate the

powur of the inquiry method when the problems available for inquiry are of

inter4t and are not "fake" bu) t real data sources.
,

I like (baboons) because we get to have our own
machines (film loop viewers) and we get to watch
film alides and we write notes about things that
they do and their behavior and things like that.

(How do you learn the most, through films or
slides?) The slides and the maehines we have.
Cause you can watch Chem and while you're watehing
take notes and we wateh,the film cArer and over
again and get good ideas about the stuff.

Teachers recognized this element of relevance in speaking of the scope

of discussion opened up by the course and how students were using their

learning outside of school, in home aituations whore, even in TV viewing,

they felt an area of expertise, a competence, that delighted Chem and gave

them pleasure in learning. This is personal relevance of a high order.

Kids love to discuss things. And if the teacher can
come up with-the right questions or'the right answers
at the right time, it's tremendous. You find the dis-

cussion'going-ell over the place. I mean, you start
out with the herring gulls and territories, and you
end up talking about territories all over the world.
You talk about salmon laying six thousand eggs and
you end up talking about population explosions in
China. You talk about why animals fight with one
another, and you end up talking about the war in
Vietnam.

...there have been times when they have related'to
somebody's life tine...last night when they saw the
television program, "How Life Began" they were able
to relate material about the herring gull and the salmon
and they said, "I kept telling my father about it and
I kept telling my brother about it until they said
'Keep quiet, I want to watch the program,' but we knew
so much." jla,42re that was a wonderful feelipa for

Chem that tic hAd . rxat nnrierstandinp about this

sublect.
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As another Child put it: "We can grow tip now." This self-reflectfon on the
rl

ways one learns, on how one generates ideas by observation, question-posing and

careful recording of information is a truly relevant skill. It is the.snien-
,

tific method made operational for organizing the experiences of daily life, in

that it gives Children workable procedurevand the opportunity to employ it

ever time.

One of the problems, of course, is that Later sdhool work does not

always provide continuing opportunities for usinb these methods. When chil-
1

dren return to traditional classrooms, or to situations where the quality of

curriculum materials is far different from NACOS (perhaps more didactic,

surely less 'complete in scholarly coverage of material, 'and lacking in thti

wonders of the films and visuals Of the course), the half-life of this

experience may not be long. We have done very 4ittle follow-up wipc, qnd

what we did undertake di4 not ahoy; most youngsters addressing.a newly posed

problem with the methods they had learned in MACOS. We need further research

of a follow-up' nature; one antleipates disappointments, particulerly for

children who return to a school career dominated by mor6' traditional styles

of learning, to which they can either adapt or opt out.

Children have expressed in their own words many exampies of MACOS

mzt4tuls dealing with idtas close to their own cutting edge of experience.

iheir overriding concern appears to be the area'of relationships, for example

the child's rekAtimship to its parents, friends' relationships with each

other, a female's relationship to n mole; In our work with this age group,

we have repeatedly noted that they are struggling to penetrate to the mean-

ingfulness of experience and to translate into language ond imageto share

6
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through words and artistic expressions or constructionstheir budding

insights. They are growing in ability to separate titoughts about experience

from the experience itaelfto be aelf-coaacioue and refleelive in behavior.

They demonstrata in what they say a very personal, immediate need to under-

stand the relational wild: what leads to joy, what makes a person ;161
f

sad, what is "good" buman behavior. In terms of growth, it is the integziolim

point of the internal world with the external action that in at issue here:

fhe great happening of adolescencetrue solf-consciousness.
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JtFoblcmg eiSermlemaitanam

Mfe found many instancea, both in tests and interviews,wheic

there appear to be special problems for children in masterini the

larger conceptual issues of the course. Youngsters have considerable

difficulty in grasping the uniquely human quality of language, in

identifying correctly innate versus learned behaviors in humans and

other animals, and in dealing with the topic of natural selection.

The problems demonstrated'in answering test questions in

theae areas were illustrated in interview material. For example,

many youngsters were not able to make conceptual distinctions

between behavior controlled by innate urges of animal species --

the internal drives that arc beyond control or understanding by

the animal -- and behavior governed by/man's symbol syotem for

organizing experience and creating rutes of life.

Some of the problem seems to be explainable in terms of

children's level of cognitive,development and the accompanying

need for a great wealth of good, graspable examples. Children of

this age utilize in their thinking one to one correspondences and

generalizations seem to be rather accidental rewards drawn out

of a series of examples.

Teachere also find MACOS content new and very difficult,

which further contrlbutes to conceptual problems of children.

Do teachers master the course over time? Research into long-

term use would help to answer this question.

Knowing that children schooled in the suburban settings of

the interviewed field sample had a history of learning with
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pedagogy more like MACCS methods than had children iu the center

city we do not find it Emprisiug that on the whole suburbsn

youngsters showed more ability to elaborate an idea in couverostion,

to deal with conceptual themes fluently and to show a someWhat.

more highly developed level of formal relational thinking.in

their interviews. In fact, in light of the compare

observations made in city control classes indicating the lack of

emphasis on opinion-giving, drawing conclusions from evidence, or

hypothetical or reflective thinking, it is encouraging that center

city fifth graders in the course of one year, could show growth

in the communicative, reflective ways that seem to occur based on

much interview matetial.

With the problem of languatt, it has been suggested and is

such an intriguing idea that it is here documented, that the natural

sound In the Netsilik films may be contributing to the confusion

in children's minds about the special powers of human langungc .

The stimuli of language in the film, being a foreign tongue and

therefsre ince:laprehensiblc, may be sufficiently ambiguous in

meaning to fifth graderc that they do not make the link for them.

selves that this "sound" coming from the mouths of the Eskimos

is a unique symbol system. While it is clear from interviews that

Children relish and remember vividly the stories of the Netsilik,

these were read in booklets, or heard on records in Englioh

translation (and most children seemed to know that it WIE not th.,\

Eskimos themselves speaking); thus considering again their level

of cognitive development, one source of confusion about language

'6 7
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may.be that they do not easily make the abstraction from sounds of

the Netsilik to language' as they know it, that is,_they may not

be translating sounds per se into an abstract category of srbolic

communication, Ergo: baboons and Neteilik may appear to :be

communicating in the samb faahion, which is incomprehensible to

students but comprehensible within the humah and animal groups.

Inquiry

While the interviews show, and checklist findin g? indicate,

qhildren's uoe of inquiring attitude, hypothesizing and observing

during the study of this course it is difftcult in verbal

evaldiations to judge how well they understand that these are

approaches to problems. At this age, they are not self-conscious

about the methods they are using. They do use these methods (ea

teat Insults on the Man and Other Animals unit show, for example,

where they can take given data on a skull and by observing and

exploring this evidence, make inferences about the type of

animal), but the majority have not translated the "doing" into

an articulated system which they can express. The observation

exercises now part of the cotirse were introduced specifically to

make explicit within the context, of the child's own Dimity,

school and neighborhoe4, methods for data gatbering and analysis.

Ethnocentrism

Since one-of the learning goals of the course is to awaken
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in children an awareness of the fact that what we regard as

accepchble behavior is a product of our,culture," the issue of

ethnocentrism is important to an evaluation of the Netsilik unit.

. The interview materials demonstrated that children do Make

links between some Netsilik ways and our own, for example,

between feelings for family and friends and their way of relating

to one another, and such feelings as we expresa them. Where basic

similatities'in human behavior have been grasped, children

demcnstrate verbally that the unit is having positive effect in

creatine a sense of the family of man. Do ihildren go beyond the

easy correlation of similarity, however, and begin to understand

and sometimes enjoy till! diversity of human behavior? To this

question, we have less clear signs of growth. There is evidenci

that at the functi.mal level bridging occurs. By that, we mean

that the instrumental prol)lem-solving behavior of the Netsilik

elicits most favorable reaction fre,m children as an expression of

a culture different fram their awn, not highly technclegical, but

very inVentive. Netsilik solutions to hunting and survival needs

are considered clever and functional by youngsters.

The diversities that elicit Emptional responses do not ao

easily build to positive attitudes: the issues of infanticide and

senilicida, the killing point of the hunt, the skinning of animals,
a

and the treat of the caribou eye. For example, one scene in a film

shaving the food treat of the fish eye, was universally mentioned

by the children who saw it as the most difficult scene to stvmach,

6 9,
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in a literal same. There is rational understanding of such

baavior, but it is not really seen as "acceptable" -- its yleceral

impact is too disturbing. Even the physical appearance of the

Netsilik -- sallow and less groomed than our own prevailing adult

standards dictate -- evokes gomment aLout the poor, sad-looking

Netsilik idthout mtch consideration of differing standards.

The Netsilik belief system, el:pressed in terms of logic and

spirits seems to skirt some middle ground of feeling and drove out

some sympathetic and some distancing responses. The "distancing"

reactions could be attributed to several factors. Children are

learning the myths and beliefs of their own culture, and the

magical and shamanistic system of the Eskimo is in some conflict

with our scientific interpretations of the world. Eskimo beliefs,

because they do carzy out a "tragical" viaw, are ridiculed by save

youngsters who have themselves barely emerged from the "magical"

interpretations of early childhood -- and when they do not take a

position of cultural relativism, take an "adult" stand of

II scientism": we have science instead of magic; we now 1:now the

ansuers. This is always put forth in the form of a rather easy,

top of the head kind of coament. A class case study also documents

that in nome cases children ncvvr come to understand that myths

tip

are not literal interpretation of reality; in these cases, the

tlacher seems especially responrahle for such misinterpretation.

However, despite some misunderstanding or skepticism and

relegating of magical beliefs to a more "primitive" way of

ling with experience, many children do grasp the importaeee of
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a belief system to organizing and understanding daily life. On

a word list exercise in the interviews where they select fram

several options the two words most important to the Netsilik in

their daily hies, almost without exception children select

"belief," end with geed reasons as the interviews illustrate.

One concise insight was this:

If you believe in something, you're not afraid.

The sympathetic, even empathetic responses of some children seem to

'derive fram emotional kinship, from deli ht in the imaginary, the make-
!

believe, and the intuitively true.. They,feel drawn to the imaginative

and perceptive qualities offIthe Netsilik songs and stories. It seemm

appropriate to emphasize t ese in the course. In addition, most of

the Netsilik myths contain cutoly reaListic insights into hats=

feelings and behavior that strike resonant chords in children. Sharing,

guilt, appeasing the powers that be, all contain elemen7.s of human

p.sychology that ring Me.

It iS important to note thnt children begin to value diverse

expre'ssions of humanness not through rational understanding of technology,

social organization or cultural symbols, but through encoupters

personalities and their stories, either shown on film or told through

records and written roterial, where basic psychological dimensions are

illuminated through examples specific to Netailik culture and beliefs.

Telling stories is as old as man, and clearly the impact of "Stories of

Beginning Times," "Songs and Stories of tbe Netsilik Eskimos," of the

records, and of other personal expr6ssions can be felt in the remarks

youngsters are formulating that show a good deal of sympathetic under-

stahding.
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The ethnocentric responte is modulated into more catholic views,

not by growing appreciation of diversity per se but by growing aware-

ness of underlying as well as apparent similarities. The mixed

,reaction of children to Netsiliks was further shown in the small

amount of change in their view of Netsilik families from pre

to post testing on a semantic differential item. As vieued by

children, there were both positive and negative valences in the

Netsilik materials; that they did not move toward more positive

views in the test situation could reflect this mixed response.
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Difererat r cher Education

While there was considerable variation La teachers' attitudes taward

and teehniques of classroom management, NACOS tended to create pedagogical

similarities within the wide range of classes using the course. Students'

checklist responses demonstrated that urban and suburban MACOS classes ware
rr.

significantly more alike than were urban and suburban non-MACOS classes.

Further, suburban NACOS and suburban control classes were relatively similar

in terms of the pedagogy employed and general classroom atmosphere. The

effect of HACOS, then, was to produce changes in the pedagogy of urban groups

in the direction of an "open classroom", making the urban MACOS groups more

like emir suburban counterparts.

The teacher seminars may have been instrumental in effecting pedagogical

changes in the urban classrooms. Though all seminar'groups did some work in

both the course content and pedagogy areas, urban and suburban groups

differed in their stress, and this difference reflected the needs of parti-

cipating teachers. As a suburban seminar leader dxplained, "Their (the

teachers') interest is about 65% content and maybe 357. pedagogy." Judging

i from the student checklist data, the rel vely lower interest in pedagogy

stemmed from the prior familiarity of burban teachers with the types of

teaching methods stressed in MACOS. The course content, however, represented'

major innovation, and this was what suburban teachers wanted to discuss in

meetings with their peers.
r

Urban teachers, in contrast, tended to View innovation of teaching style

as the major function of seminar sessions. For them, the'methodology-in the

teaCher guides represented a new approach to classroom management, and they

were eager to discuss questions of the "Haw do I do it?" variety. Many of

these teachers would openly admit their fears about and lack of experience

r

7 3
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with new methodologies; for them seminars provided emotional support.

Although course content vas as unfamiliar to urban as to suburban teathers

and both groups spent a good deal of time in the content area, there was

more focus on pedagogy,b3 the urban group.

We would suggest, then, Chat the different emphases of urban and

suburban seminars occurred in response to felt needs,.and served in the long

run to produce the overall similarities. of NACOS classroom teaching style

that emerged. There is a.hint in the data Chat the teacher seminars., even

those in suburban situations where more tine was spent on content, may still

be a critical facto& in all teachers' generally common interpretations of

social goals of the course. TWo classes of students in a suburban situation

used the course without teacher attendance in any workshops. Differences in

these students' perceptions of class environment compared with other suburban

MACOS students' perceptions centered around type of verbal exChange, e.g.

opinion giving and question raising; they appeared to do less of both. They

also reported they thought less about the material Chan did the rest of MACOS

, students. These results are from a small, select sample, and can point to

only tentative conclusions; they dc,, however, suggest that the absence of a

teacher seminar may have an impact on the social learning of students in

MACOS classes1 for many of the interactive, affective aehievements generally

associated with the courflm experience did not take place.



turriculurit is Not Dead

-

The data from checklist findings suggested.some especially provocative

conOusions. Suburban Children in control classes apparently learn under a

pedagogy quite similar to Chat of Mat,. but the content does rot appear

comparable in appeal and in involvLng.stud nts. &ru9er
1
has written Chat

curriculum is the endeavor par mcellence where the line between method and

content grows necessarily indistinct. Yet suburban checklist findings in-

dicate that this happy union does not always occur. Tbe teachers in suburban

situationsvas evidenced both by these checklist findings and class observa-

tions, are likely to be using (before or without MACOS) a pedagogy involving

interactive situations, but the content of the social studies is clearly more

boring and uninteresting to large nembers of children than is NACOS, despite'

group work, discussion, and other pedagogical diversities.

Even when school systems support the open classroom, then, this in no

way guaranter that the majority of children will bring enthusiasm and motiva-

tion to learning situations. Classroom management procedures per se will not

energize the American classroom. Curriculum materials have a critical role.

to play, and quality of content seems necessary to catch students' enthusiasm;

progressive classrooms focused on student participation are not in themselves

sufficient.

Further, the heartland of resistance to change--the urban center class-.

room--responds to curriculvm-methods innovation in measurable degree; students

in urban MACOS classes perceive their activities in a way that is comparable

to those in suburban schools. They respond to these ehanges by sharing with

their suburban peers a new pleasure in social studies.

'Ibid., p. 72, .
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If we have evidence thlt open classrooms using mmall group work and

discussion do not of themaelves generate student iaterest and involvement,

the,next question is obvious: what,about the opposite case? Does innovative,

substantive content utilized in a teaditicnal way promote the seme learning

as such content used in the interactive classroom? We have very little

evidence to answer this question. However, a class taught in this

traditional style did acquire a new and workable-vocabulary, but children

came away with a very limited understanding of the bro%der concepts of the

course, as well as with iim of the rocial skills developed in other classrooms.

We are convinced ftm the data we have gathered Chat the real power of

NI,N: A COURSE OF STUDY derives from the integration of sound, exciting

content and entleing pedagogy. From this perspective, curriculum is far from

being dead; it can and has served as a focus tor changing the intellectual

and social climate of the classroom.

Has MAU: A COURSE OF PTUDY succeeded on its cern terms? Even if wl ceaeider

the several problem areas mentioned, the overwhelming weight of the evidence

weuld say ye3. The materials have revitalized the social studies classroom,

and their integration with an interactive pedagogy seems to serve well the

upper elimentary grade yoangsters for whom the course was designed.
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STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Introductlas

We have found that the interview as a method permits a much more

reflective review of a curriculum than is possible with other evaluative

devices. The tempo is relaxed, the style is conversational. In the
4

interview, the questions focus in large part on summarizing, comparing

and evaluating both content and classroom processes. The interview also

encourages more Lengthy and exploratory answers than in class exchanges

for the teacher can seldom take the time to think through a topic with one

child. la addition, it is a more personal over-all review than classroom

discussion, where the child doesn't summarize in his own mind the verbal

exChanges as work progresses. Class discussion is a. joint effort, and a

child's contribution is often piecemeal.

During the teaehing of NACOS, we interviewed periodically a sample

of students fram classes in cities and suburbs. For each interview,

trained staff used a set of prepared questions covering grasp of the

material to date, both information and concepts, and including queries

about happenings in class attitudes toward various topics and sections of

the Course, and evaluations of the media of preSentation. Samples of sueh

questions are included in the Appendix. The interviews were semi

structured aad open-ended, With given questions asked of each youngster;

some of the probing follov-up questions were unique to.an interview depend-

ing on the responses of a child. For any one class, three or four inter-



views were conducted.wlth individual children, and a group interview with

three youngsters. Chil-drenlwere selected who were representative of the

'range of abilities, interests and backgrounds in-thei3

classesT

All interviews were transcribed and contentlianalyzed in the manner

exemplified in the following section. AA we analyzed tills unterial, ye

were seeking causal explanatitels for the objective rerformance of students,

and insight into the dynamics of ihe course in the tea...life situation. In

addition to youngsters studying MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY, children and teachers

in several control classes,were also interviewed to obtain same comparative

information.

One in-depth analysis of student dsvelrment, two class case studiei, and

several interpretive reviews are included inithis seotion 'of the evaluation.

The development of suburban youngsters is stIbd-first, attention is then

turned to the center city, followed by an evaluation of the control gro4P'

interviews. AA additional data for the reader's perusal, the appendix

contains a group )f interview ertracts giving reiponses to various aspects

of the course.

MACOS in the Suburbs

As an in-depth study illustrating student development over time, we

have selected a class of fifth grade attdents in a New England suburb. These

youngsters represent a well-to-do segment of citizenry and have come to

MACOS with what is considered good academic preparation. The system is

innovative and has had a long working relationship with Education Development

Center. In other words, we are taking a look at a group for whan we

anticipate no special problemS with reading level, articulateness, or

7 9



school skills. While no situation can be ideals. what is it possible to

achieve with these materials under optimal Conditions? What are the

strengths and weaknesses of the course as reflected in the responses of these

childreni They were interviewed five or six times over the year, and

abbreviated scripts of these interviews are given in this section, preceded

* by interpretive comments.

The teaCher of this class has previously used classroom methods that

4
are similar to those of NACOS. She is in many ways a model of her style

the student -oriented teacher. lq,years, she is one of the older teachers
_-

participating in the field test, yet in spirit she displays a zest for

new experiences that Is not surpassed by any young teacher. Her own use

of language is exceptionally vivid. She also considers herself a dedicated

professional and probably more than a bit of a psychologist, judging from

the emphasis she places upon interpersonal situations in the class and

upon developing each child's bec$t sense of his own competence. The greatest

'strength of NACOS, in her view, is.that it brings youngsters to reflect

upon their own behavior and their attitudes toward others.

The school these children attend is in a wealthy area of the suburb.

The students are school- and achievement-orleOted, and very verbal. The

general atmosphere of the school qinveys a sense of freedom, respect for

the dhildren, ind accomplishement. The principal, concerned and capdble,
4

shows much enthumiasm for the EDC materials and often visits the class to

view films, etc.

Over the year, it is consistently noted during classroom observa-

f:
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tic= that the teacher is vivacious, relaxed with the children, fairlY

active waLlang around to student GratLns, standing. She speaks in a

mederate voice and never shows anger, or num than the ndldest

displeasure toward a child. The classroem La large, cheerful, and

decoratedwilai a plethora of student work. Sestina arranaerents vary
S.

with particular activities, but tea to be groups of five boys and

Purniture is the airplane type of table with separate chairs.

Zhe children o2ten pull_ their chrirs over to mother group az sone-

tizins sit in a close circle around the teacher. pharther descriptions

of class lessons and teacher style are given on pages v 31-39.

nat can be said'in specific terns about the teaCher's instructional

style? Faavination a the data obtained in nine class * sip visits

reveals the following positive characteristics. The observer consistently

noted:

1. A sense of wholenesb in the class on an emotional and physical

lavel. The teacher often set at the sone height and close

to the students.

2. Freedom of movenent arid e:a3ression on Vac part a stmlents.

3. Little teacher tan; she never monopolized the lesson.

I:. In general, at least um-ler:ate student interest in tho Lcon.

At tines there ires real ereitement.

5. Precuent relatLonship cer the content of the lesson ..Lo the

child's personal situation, though this, of course, varied

vith the specifics involved. Creating such relationships vas

the goal of the teacher.

G. In all but one lesson observed, there vas sore aroup vork.

81
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4.

Ta A varipty of activities in succession during a typical social

stuaics lesson; for c.Immiles individual work, groupeiscussion,

amd tinally i uholc.elass pooling of ideas.

-7

8. Aal lessons observed tyre verbal and DY.Mbolic in nature..
t

'Children started off being basically vertal, and tha teichaes
Vti

mprebsed aim was to enhance verbal facilitY Nevertheless,

there uss evidence in the roonlof enactive projects.

9. Thequostions oskicLby the teacher tsually.called for lengthy

responses: tsestions uere both factual and opinion, primarily

the latter.

10. Cenuim discussion uor. a comnon occivrence. There vas

discus.don for at lcapi; part or every lesson, whether as a

uhole class or in small croups. The ability to conduct or

facilitate these conversations was the teacher's forte.

To turn nou to the scriits, the reader trill meet four boys and

tuo girls. First, a group.of three children whom we shall call Ellie,

Kathy, and Joey. The interview scripts am presented first,"eaoh followed

by a brief commentary.

t32
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Group: Kathy, Ellie, Joey

December 5, 1967

el

Ellie: All right, let's start from the beginning. We took a test.

Interviewer: How did you feel about Chat test?

Ellie: That test ciidn't weigh at all, because we didn't know a
thing about it, and she wouldn't get mad at us, if we 'got
everything wrong.

And mostly it was about the animals' environgents, and
they were in the environment, and how it helped fhem to
live there. And their structures and behaviors, and
what offspring meant, and a lot of other.words.

Interviewer: Was it'a hard test?

All: No.

Ellie: Tests are only hard when you know Chat somebody else is
going to get mad at you when you don't do it right.

Kathy: We studied about how salmon reproduce.

Joey: And how long they live.

Kathy: And we made charts in die beginning. And we've always
done it. this way, Mks. A., you ask all the questions 01
this little booklet, and Chen at the eud of the chnptex
you're iittlaying about, you have to angwer them whs..- you'-e
all done studying about it. We did Chat with the salmoil.

Joey: And we read all the booklets.

Interviewer: What kind of questions?

Kathy: Well, kids usually ask how many eggs do they lay, how i:-..,

it usually from the sea to their birthplace, and um...

Joey: Haw ble, they are.

Kathy: How 'ig they are and how much they weigh.

Ellie: And haw they protect their own eggs.

Kathy: And howthey protect themselves.

83



Joey:

Kathy:

Ellie:

joey:

Kathy:

Joey: s

Kathy:

And the males fight to mate.

And at the end, the part we were studying about we had to
answer the questions.

And how they store food to make the long trip. And how
they're born. And we saw a film that showed the stepa
of how they're.born and...

They die after they lay their eggs.

And we wrote poems about it and drew pictures too, to go
with the poems Chat tell about what we have learned.

And when they're out of the eggs they still have s little
poudh under their stomach, and they eat that until they're
big enough.

Yeah, they're called fingerlings, and after the winter
when spring comes and the snow's sway and they're ready,
they go downstream -- soon they go down -- and then when
they get to the ocean, they swim around. And when there's
about four,maybe a little more, they mwim back upstream
and they go back to the top of the waterfalli...they won't
go over a waterfall except on a sunny day.

Intervieumr: Why is that?

Ellie: Because if they can't telel, if they want to go direct to the4
top, they might strain themselves on land,

Interviewer: What are they climbinc up the waterfall for?

Ellie:

Kathy:

Tb get back to the river, where they were born.

They know how they get to the river because if they smell
..,chere are certain kinds of chemicals in every kind of
water and every tributary of the river.

Then they want to get beet( to thq'place they were born
and they want to spawn again, and they mate off. And the
male gets savage looking and he develops a hook jaw and
the female starts getting very plump because she's going
to do the eg4s. And then she flies...swims over the place
and she drop0 eggs, about.a thousand or two thousand at a
time and'themale goes oar ard fertilizes them. And they
do this in several holes which.the female digs.

Interviewer: Do you learn most Of this from the films or from the book-
lets or the class dtscussion, or What?

131 I
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Ellie: The film told exactly the same thing that the book:did, -

only in different words. Like it just dhowed the pictures.

Kathy: And one thing good about the booklets is especially the
one the salmon.

41.

Ellie: Upstream.

tKathy: Their going upstream is the second part. The first one
about the salmon was Oery easy. And the pictures werel?'t
complicated, so it was easy to get your ideas acrosi, and
Chen it left plenty of room for you to discuss them. Do
research on your own. And if it tells too vouch informa-
tion you're not going to go out, branch out on your own.

Interviewer: Hew about you, Ellie? Can you give me dn example of
structure and function?

Ellie: Like 0 herring gull has a certain structure in an instinct
so that when....

Kathy: The oil on his feathers,so that when it goes down part
way in the water it won't get water logged. The oil will
shed the water.

Interviewer: No kidding, I didn't know that. Where did you pick up that
information?

Kathy: Ih the book.

Joey: Yeah. The oil on their feathers sheds water, so that they
can fly right up to the ground.

Interviewer: Do you find the herring gull as interesting as the salmon?
mean, I assumed yorliked the salmon.

Joey: No.

Ellie: And it showed how the parents, they recognized their babies
by the black spots in the back of their head, and their
voices. But if the chicks grow real big and taller than
the parents, when they go near the parents they have to
duck, because the parents think they're enemies, cause
they're large and they don't want Chem in their territory.
So the parents can kill one of their awn chicks.

Ir
Interviewer: Is it instinct, do you Chink, that makes the herring gull

recognize his own chicks?

5
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No, it's remembering.. He doesn't have a,large brain, I

mean, compared to his size. And he atill doesn't have.

He's got a bird brain.

Interviever: Did you study behavior yet?

Ellie: We studied animal behavior and human behavior.

Joey: ihe eye, and hearing.

Kathy: But the behavior, there was another book that had birds

on the cover. lhat little book. And it showed that it

had pictures on one page of different beaks of different

birds. And then it was numbered: AlB,CIA

Ellie: It had jawbones of animals.

Jawbones... We were supposed 6-guess the animals. And

then there were beaks, and it was a question which one

eats nuts, which one eats plants, which one eats meat.

Interviewer: Haw could you tell?

Ellie: Because it was the structure of the beak. And the one

that'eats nuts was a strong round beak.

Joey: The one that eats-plants was flat.

KaLhy: And we learned... they had skeletons of the head. And a

horse, and a sabre-toothed tiger. And a deer. And they

asked you to say which one ate plants, Which ones ate

tougher plants. Whidh ones ate tough animals, and whidh

ones ate not so tough animals.

Interviewer: How did you find out, or did you just know?

Kathy: The book told you it to begin with. The book gave you

keys. It gave you clues. And if you went back and

looked, you could get more out of your clues.

Interviewer: Are there any parts that you find particularly difficult

or that you dislike? Or things that you like especially

about it? Anything?

Ellie: I like the salmor a lot, because it was just so natural

and it was compact.

And another thing, we haven't really gone irto the herring

gull yet. We just sterted it yesterday.



Joey:

4

And the herring gull works on Shifts all the time, to
keep the eggs warm, 'cause the female herring gull feeds
and eats for the young. Just before the eggs are going
to be hatched, so that she can regurgitate it-to them.

Interviewer: Is this instinct, or is this learned?

Joey:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Commentary

It's both. The maher of that one must have told it to...
how to...

That's what I wondered. Because the humanlmother teaches
the Child how to cook and to sew and to beaa mother %of
bar own Children. But we have 21 years to Lenin it, and
t!!sy only have three months. *Since we dan't know their

language, vs don't know...how they teach it.

And this man --Nlko Tinbcrgen , I think.it is he 'made

this big study on gulls.

Thirty years he spent listening to the gulls.

The series of interviews with a group of three -- two girls and one boy --

contains a wealth of insight into the feelings oflifth graders about sdhool and

their studies. For example, in their first interview they respond to a question

on the evaluation pre-test with the following:

That test didn't weigh at all, because we didn'e know a thing
about it and she wouldn't get mad at us, if we got everything

wrong.

Tests are only hard when you know that somebody else is going
to get mad at you when you don't do it right.'

4

A whole philosophy of education is embedded in these young suburbanites'

spontaneous summaries of testing. Their remarks do give us pause, as they

reveal the sources of motivation for succeeding on a test avoiding the anger

of the teacher -- and the burden of tension this adds to a "testing" situation.

When the group begins to talk about the questions their class is posing,

'nd the information they are absorbing, they sound like a chorus, counterpointing

one another in a continuing round. The reinforcing of various media is

supported-by the child who mentions:

l% 7
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The film told exactly the same thing that the book did, only
in different words. Like it just ahowed the pictures.

These youngsters have a desire to please and be successful in school and

this comes out in iemarks such as the comment that the booklets Left plenty of

room for discussion.

And if it tells too such infonmation, you're not going to go
out, branch out on your owe.

This neat surely be a reflection df teacher attitudes, either present or past.

The wealth of information whieh they have stored .0 is elicited asIthey

bounce ideas off one another. As one child thinks of an 'example, another picks

up from there and goes on to a complementary thought or gives added details.

When they discuss behavior, it is apparent that some model building Is going on;

they are clear about the importance of structure im determining functions,

giving many accurate and imteresting examples.

The course)helps youngsters to develop a method of investigation and

working with evidence. This is illustrated by the child who has no difficulty

explaining how they were able to decide an animal's abilities by its body

structure:

The book told it to begin with. The book geve you kiwi. It
gave you clues. And if you went back and looked, you could
get more out of your class.

There are also references to human behavior, analogies to human ways that

begin to merge in this early interview. The different lengths of dependency

of herring gull and human, and the purposes of human dependency, are stated.

What is also stated, and this anthropomorphism is neve.- quitepspelled as the

course progresses, is dhe belief in an animal language:

Since we don't know (herring gull) language, we don't know
how to teach it (the things it needs to learn).



The meaning of serious investigation begins td-be understood by children

as they learn about the major investigators in each study (in this case,

Tinbergen): "Thirty years he spent listening to the gals." This modeling

culminates in their awed fascination with Irven Devote and Jane Goodall. Their

teacher, interestingly, noted their growing "respect for a long-term kind of

Ahing that learning can often demand," based upon the scientists who are .

specialists in their fields.
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Group: .Rethy, Ellie Joey

January 5, 1968

Interviewer: What do you remember about the herring gull?

Kathy: The way they regurgitate. Everyone laughed when they

did it.

Ellie: We saw a couple of films.

Kathy: And it was weird.

Ellie: The fmnniest thihg was in ihe film when they were fighting

for eich other's territory. The gull didn't know what to

do. So he looked down at his feet and it was ao funny.

Kathy: He didn't know whether to stay in his own territory or

to ge.t clobbered.

Tnterviewer: Mat do you meih-by-thir territory?

Ellie: They each have a territory, and if they go into someone

else's, they get beaten up.

Interviewer: How do they 1.now Chat they are in someone else's territory?

Joey: They eat all the grass around the territory.

Kathy: They also have to recognize other people's territory, too.

Joey: j The chick has to recognize his own territory, too. They

are really furry.

We got a lot of charts - herring gull behavior no. I. and

no. 2 and herring gulls in groups. We did work from that

- we turned pages one and two and did a summary about that
then turned the next couple of pages and did just the

meaning of th t.

Kathy: We saw films about fhem, and the pictures.

Joey: Pascription of the copper plates that they had done in

class to get the feeling of the gull./

Interviewer: Which of the booklets did you like the best?

Kathy: I liked Gulls in GrotTs, because it told how they interact

and went together and flew, and what they did at different

ages.



Ellie: I also liked the Gull Behavior because that told how
they react when they are alone just with the family.

Jo'cty: I liked the fiist booklet - they have all the baby chicks
and where they hatch from.

Interviewer: Did you enjoy the movie?

All: Yes.

Interviewer: Did you like the salmon film better?

Kathy:

Ellie:

Well, lie saw the movie twice and the salmon movie wasn't
as slow. The herring gull movies isn't that hard to
understand, and -- I mean, it went over too slow -- so why,
I mean we got the idea and then they keep telling you
about the idea, and then pretty soon you forget about the
idea they were talking. You started getting so bored,
they went so slowly, they didn't tell you enough - they
told you clot, but they tried too hard to get the idea
across.

The salmon always moves, so it was real
pictures, but I liked the gull movies.
better, because you could get real close

hard to get good
The pictures are

uP.

Ka thy,!,,,%- tikah, and you can't get to the water in

V ,
the salmon.

Joey: He'explains how you can get pictures of the salmon in
the, water.

I like the blown-up primate pictures. The ones under

WHAT MAKES MAN HUMAN.
Kathy: 1

Interviewer: How far along are you on the baboons?

Ellie: Well, we just started, but we've done a whole lot. We

brought in pictures and had slides, and we are going to
see a couple of movies.

Interviewer: What was in some of thase

Ellie:,

Kathy:

General themes pertainin.g to the baboon.

And they showed the stages.

/Ellie and Kathy go on to describe a picture which Mrs. A.
really liked - the one with the adult male dhowing hie
canine teeth./

Interviewer: You said before that they were primates. What do /ou

mean by that?



Kathy:

Interviewer:

Joey:

Ellie:

Interviewer:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Kathy:.

Interviewer:

All:

Ellie:

Kathy: -

Ellie:

Interviewer:

Kathy:

Ellie:

It is the high3st class of mammals uhich is the highest
class of animals. I mean, we are primates; they are the
smartest, they can learn the most, they don't have as much
instinct. Humans have very little instinct compared to
the salmon and the herring gull.

Can you give an example where we don't have instinct in_
a situation, but the salmon and herring gull do?

Well, we don't swim in a river.

If someone asks you what is two and two when we e born, we
don't know, we have to learn it.

Does a herring gull?

Well,osometimes.

He doesnq learn it at all.

He doesn't learn it at all.

All he knows is that he has a certain number of chicks, and
that's all.

How does he know that?

Well, he doesn't.

We looked at some of the books - The Culls Way, and there was
another hook, All Lhout the Gulls . and we looked at them.

We studied them. Most of the kids learned that... They had
beautiful pictures of the gulls; I really think that they
were wonderful. Aed they had different photographs of
under the mother, what it looked like, and...

They were really good.

What did you think of the writing?

I liked The Culls Way just as I did the salmon; it tells
you just the right amount of information - not too much
so that you get bored, but not too little so that you still
get interested. But just enough so that you want to find
out about a certain part that interests you.

\-"While we were studying about the herriiNg4guII, we also
learned a lot about other birds, because while we were talk-
ing someone would mention that such and such a bird does it
also, and we would spend the rest of the time talking about
Chat other bird.
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a.

Kathy: Ye:, I know, because aIl our talks just go on and on. You
can start talking about herring gulls and end up taking
about chairs.

Ellie: We just have our good days and our bad days. I mean,
when Mrs. A's gay (she mimics a gay hello)...

Kathy: And.when She's cross (she ninics a growl).

Commentary

The group nakes it clear-that the a/fective responses are often the linking

memories that trigger recall. They remember that the herring gulls regurgitate,

because "everyone laughed when tOey did it." The images they remenber are of

behavior that they interpret as emotional expressions:

The gull didn't kLow what to do, so he lookeeldown at his feet,
and it WATS so funny.

They view such scenes in much the sane way as they weuld respond to a comic

movie. It is also noteworthy that when asked what they remember,about the herring .4

gull, their inrediate responses come exclusively from the film.alaterials.

When they discuss the booklets and their preferences, eadh selects different

themes and sectiona that had special appeal. Both girls nention group and

family behavior in ways that suggest that they also have human 4Mensions in mind

as they think about gull benavior. Joey shows an interest in the birth of the

Young

What happens when materials continue beyond the attention span of students

is clear in Kathy's remark that in the gu* film:

They kept telling you about the idea, and then pretty soon
you forgot about the idea...you started getting bored...
they told a lot, but they tried too hard to get the idea
across.

It is always startliag when youngsters seem so aware of the pacing and

presentation of materials. A bit later, Kathy goes on to praise a gull

f



bcok because It contained, to her mind, the right amount of information:

Not too mueh that you get bored, but not too little, so that

you still ger. interested. But just enough so that you want

to find odt about a certain part that interests you.

When they discuss instinct it is notable that they have few examples at hand

of situation's where salmon and herring operate by instinctive behavior whereas

humans don't. They find it difficult to generate, from what they have learned

. so far, ex les that pertain to the question posed by the interviewer. They

cprreet one another as they start to think through the question, and then finally

gravitate to one lengthyexample of herring gulls, an example that is part of the

information they have learned about gulls. This point is made here to stress

how important it is with this age group to have a range and clarity of examples

to accompany the organizing ideas or concepts in a course. As we can see by the

wealth of illustration they give when it has been provided in the waterials,

they absorb examples and details likei;lotters, but cannot generate their own

unless guided specifically to new illustrations.
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Group: Ellie. Kathy, Joey

February 1, 1968

Interviewer: You were telling ma about the test. Were you referring to

just that, or what?

Kathy: No, the whole program. Like on the print you use -- you
use the printing to help convey the meaning. Well, I don't

think you need to. It is good material, but everyone can
see that baboons go around in circles, and you wad this
several times in the book, so I don't think that you have

to repeat it.

Interviewer: Do you think that everyone in the elas :. gets it the Haut
time? l

Well Group One, I think so.

Do you think that we should have different things...

Kathy:

Interviewer:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Joey:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Joey:

No, I don't thiek so, because it is very, very understanding,
and it doeon't hurt to repeat it. It will just let -- you

know, the more, the better... (Joey agreeing)

Yeah, for some kids it is good, but what I don't get is

Mra. We read that book three times by ourselves...

Four,

...and I could memorize part of it: "A bal;bon

climbing monkey that lives on the ground." We

had a callous rump. We didn't have to be told

I didn't know anything, really.

is a tree-
know he
that.

But you said it on the first page, and then on the very last
page -- I know he has three-dimensional eyesight; you told

me once.

Bur for some kids, you need to repeat it.

I don't think you should make'three magazines, and the smart
kids get a smart magazine,

Kathy: I don't think that that is right either. For same kids,

I think that it is good to have it repeated several times.

Interviewer: Well, do you think that it is too easy, or isn't that the
problem?

Kathy: No, that is a different problem. I don't think that it is

easy at all for a lot of kids. But I don't get structures

and behaviors. I don't have to be told that,you put a tack .



Ellie:

Kathy:

on a chair and use it to hang aomethiag up.

Islike the first test, because you told ua what an offspring
4obas: a jump to one side. (laughter)

Yeah. I mean wow .of'course I know What an offspring is.
It is a bunch of kids -- the yoymgr.

Interviewer: But all of you didn't know fhat before.

Kathy: It WAIS 66 funny...

Joey: This morning we paw two movies. We saw the young baboons
just born...

Kathy: Yeah, thibig pink ears, pad riding jockey style.-- thexwere
so cute; the.), were big show-offs.

Jaey: The juveniles were jumping. One was in a 'tree; another goes
up, and then a third, and then they all fall down. .(group
laughter)

Interviewer: You reialy liked that part.

Kathy: Yeah. It was so funny, we wanted to see it again, but Hrs.
wouldn't let us.

Joey: We are going to see it tomorrow.

Kathy: Oh, good.

Sllie: I liked the films better than anything else.

Kathy: Yeah. So did I.

Interviewer: What did you like about the films?

Ellie: You learn more from them. When you read it in a book,
you have to picture it in your mind, but when you see it
in the movies, you don't.

Kathy: I also think that films should have speaking with th

Joey: They do, or some of then.

Kathy: There was for the infant, bet I wanted to find out more about
the juvenile. All the juvenile had vas posted an the 9-ereen:
"This is the first month," pr nine months, or ten mailehs.
I wanted to listen aak_see.

Ellie: But every once in a while they would say, "Notice this..."

Joey: And then we had the sounds of the juvenile when it was running
around.
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Ellie: I liked the records on Dr. DeVore.

Interviewer: Did you like his tooki

Kathy: Yeah. The trouble is that it is sori of long,ibut I liked, 9
it.

Joey:. It had a lot of information.

Kathy: It was somebody else's ideas.on the same thing we are studying;
it liasn't.just ihe facts. (Ellie simultaneously laid the
same thing.)

Interviewem Dp you ihink the baboon is a lot like the salmon when he
first was born?

Kathy: No.

Ellie: Because a baboon h'as to stay with his mother. 'All the time,
for the first week or sO. After that, he goes out and then
comes back,

Interviewer: What else have you been doing in class?

Kathy: I liked the cut-outs. Environment boards -- it ws really
good.

Ellie: We are using clay and all the materials ie have.

Kathy: Ile make clay animals ,and all the animals we thought of,
and that helped.

Interviewer:. What goes into an environment?

Joey:

Ellie:

All bushes and grass and giraffes.-

Mat I,don't get is, if there is,a lion or tiger on the .

environment board, there shouldn't be any other animals on
the board, but I suppose that the environment board is
sUpposed to stand for the whole savannah of Africa,.so...

Kathy.: (describ'es the environment board in her Classroom) ...made.
bushes and a grove, and hid the panther so all y6u could
see was his tail... (she was very pleased with this.)

Joey: Two'days ago, .we looked at some Magazines and stuff and
saw some lions andltheetahs.

Interviewer: iDo you read other'magazines at home, or at...?

Ellie: She tells us when to get magazines and when to look at home
for any articles. Sometimes she doens't know what magazines
they- are in.



Kathy: I li4ed the pictures -- photographs -- vhich are under Phdt
Hakes Man human?' The big ones on the baboon, the big show,-

off.
If

Ellie: The one showing the big one yawning.

Joey: He's not yaWning.. He's shaving his teeth.

Kathy: I liked the cut-outs, as I said before. It shows the.mdle
baboons about half my size, but he was standing up on his

hind legs.

Ellie: Yeah'. They are life-size.

Joey: Yeah, they are about my size -- prett7 small.

- -Kathy: The female is pretty big.

Gownentary

-

The one very verbal young lady in this group interview, Kathy, had more

criticisms to make of the material as the year progresses:

4P r

I don't think you saw Is.ids as smart as they are...you use

the printing to help conveY the meaning. Well, I d'onit:

think you need to. It is good material.

She also criticizes the repetitibn of ideas in the booklet's. Her classmate

Ellie, however, doesn't agree. Ellie feels.thatk

I didn't know anything, really...for .some kids, yon need to

repeat it. -

4

Ellie, incidentally, has the highest I.Q.,in the group, while Kathy's is

below the norm of-this suburb. There follows a brief review of the best

policy'for preparing reading materials. None of the youngsters wants

different levels of reading difficulty for different tracks of reading

abiliti6s. Kathy's main objection to some of the reading materials is

repeated here: avoid repetition and over-explanation of too-simple items.

4

Their response to film materials is highly positive. On the whole, this

bright group of youngsters finds more to be critical about in the booklets

than in the films.

Vie
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I liked the films better than anything.else...You learn
.mnre from them. When you read it in a book, yin' have to

picture it in your mind.
4

This is a vdry frequent remark made in interviews with youngsters -- they

find dhe visual images more "complete" l'f3 a source of informatiqn.

It ig important to 'note their response t9 dhe Field Notes of Irven DeVon;

because it reveals their manner of distinguishing source materials from a

traditional text:

It WAS someone else's ideas on the qame thing we are

studying, it wasn't just the facts. , 4

The field notes conveyed the personal involvement of Dr. DeVore in his field

Work, just as their own active involvement in creating environment boards

becomes a powerful motivator of pride in, work and interest in ecological

details.

The male-female dimension within the classroom, and the personalities of

Kathy and Joey, are brought into the interview as it closeS with a delightful,

brief exchange between these two on the baboon cut-outs: "Ya, they're about

my size," says Joey, plretty swell." "The fmmale is pretty big," Kathy

replieso!
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Interviewer:
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Lilies Joey.-

flarch 13, 1968

The troop booklet is of silly. Sometineeit is'
WCZU.S2 it says'things that the.other booklets snid.
AnC whLt you've alre..:.6; said, it doesn't make sense

to s...7 it all,over

I lii t. this booklbecause it's sort of... It crolains
thinL;s really Vell,clui the cut pages are nice,because
you read things on e,ch pr..L;6.

I liked the ones about tho lizboon life. I aidn't 117-e

'the FAructure and Function ones so meh,because wc ;:.caked
nout so mudh in clary..; th.,t when we... We talked about it

before we got to the boo!det and thenl'you know, it wc.s
just... :Yhat we tall:ell :2.bout, we wrote, we saw.

I the booklet thtb cave with things toocolof in or
3unched out the thinL;s lid fitted it to3ethert I 10cd
thet,bnd I think you should ri.:he more of those.

Lee, the things....Therc were sore directions on the

te:..cher's desk saying Chat iou could put little;stanCo on
thevIcnc: we nude a yhole troop. And then there was another
9iece of peperand it haC....it said, "Color red, a sizn

for vale. Color so-L.nc--o for soneLhing." But she wouldn't

let vz do that.

The thing I don't lic is LIRA your tests are so... UI, .

-ell, I like sore of :our tests, but whenlyou know,ou
have this tbing saying "Your thing will be confi,enti,1
and no one else will look at it except when it's cvi...cuated

0

Evcuated? Evaluate(:.

YeAll so I vent to Era. A. Lnd she 3ot so angry...

Ho, A. doesnq :;:! them..

:Ale does.

Lae looks on the back c.nd she says, °You didn't e;:p1L1n thW
snd then she looked irr;ie.e and saw what I wrote for ::nothor

one o. the thin3s =IC IJhpn she said, "Erase it." 11ILL then

she Lot so angry and she checks on us.

he did not:
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Kathy: Dut she gpt

Intervelrer: can 3et b.-_ek to so)...e of tthe nails?

'Kathy: Jell, the baboon rilli,esl)ceidlly the one that when
the stages, you know, hov old, they were idjuvenilc:,
and shovilm the ::lars nc verything. But one of your
iij1z ,Jcsn't goodlbee.mSc it shouldn't have any noise
or .:47thin3oand it .bout tuo.seconas ldng. And
,the Zirst thing it "Onc uonth old and one nother"

T. AM sou "Co-and-so Olt" and that uasn't good.

Ellie: iTo., Inked ihat fill4 but I think it should !ape been
talLing,because the Z.i.1:1 is cpod, but Ithen yOu...just
see betwvior and you don't hear uhat has happened before
7ical 114 ;;arn baboons Does he'do the'sare,thin
or 6oes he rake a di:fcrent reaction to a diaerent
'oon? Even thpugh thc 1),-:boon didn't say a thik; to
I think it's better

I tholkAt you could har61-,- see itlbeenutic the uhOlc.

Interviewer: ix.6 did't like the 'Aructure and Function boola.:.t:

Kathy: io, it's-too babyish.

IntcrvieWer: 71,ouL

Ellie: ell, ..!e liked that cm:y:1'10, !ye ansveruti the questions Lil.t
.And I thin!: '011 .7hould have put nore (..uestions.

Yeh, that boolle't vss :;ooe,ar.d you chodld hav put a

little rare qucction.: ittbecaucc it reolly helpec
to ..ij_Leuss it. Like th-e 7L2s one over here about t!!o
02 these aniuols and 2)e-t-eaters,and ue.should have-1140
1"11't hind of rk2:1t-ef?" Or soliething lihe that.. You

thins ,J1 .2parotc questions. Because the
,:ith these b oc ; 1. jou mike the print* so ii

th;.t :cm can't rea,i

Ellie: I lihed these fial: note..., but I think thati7ou
f-liuult.: have a boo;cleL .juSt.of'Dictures.lihe'the oictures
ia Picl: Votes, but die-T shouldn't be like this.

Intervlever: You don't really 11.'h (. u11.1 c-rtoon ..ype or hand.-e.1!-1
picixxelft

Wu like the slides.
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Kathy: I li c( the snilties.

Inteilviewer:

Interviewer:

Ellie:

Intervicuer:

Kathy:

Interviewer:

Kathy:

Interviewer:

All:

_ Kathy:

'ci

Interviewer:

Ellie:

Joey:

Kathy:

The 'That?

The shilties. The snaty Mil. On adapti* you %noy?

I on't think I saw it.

ell., the orance 0710 Lxcen sniltieqoand the oranzp would

3e-t along better<in thc orancp environmentoand the ',:yeen

Oh, I heard about tilat.

It was a real neat Ybu should have oade 1,Dre,be

cause sorotizaes you coulvn't see e:;actly what !".11s oinJ
on. rispeciall:(i....

Diti you see it.tuice, O just one tive?

Once.

Tell, do you thinh 7ou could see it twiee7 !ould it

Yeah.

The idea.at first 'you Ctidn't 3etsbecause there was no

tal!.inL:,so-that you lict; to see it.

:bst of'the baboon riL.i 're sew.twiee,and I thinh that

we should have seen then twice. If we'd seen the once,

we 'rouldn't hayc... -ee, the first tiLe we vere_juSt sup-

(*set; to watch. The '...;ceonC -Ulm t ,erc supposcC

loo;, for special fca:tures.

Maj, UO you have an:thilv; else you want to say in :pn-
sl'al Zhout the baboon unit? 0.

Jell, on the tests they just don!t"e:Tlain about the
baboons, but on the re..xler tests that they give,it says

eadexl". or cco.:th.:ng lihe thatpand then they saj
wor53and then they 'iyite".jour evaluators" at the end,
and ;1then at the bottor they say, "For ,cvclu-

tos Aal, like you think we're babies ark
,on't hnou tohat words Fran. ,

And on thut save testIthey cave iss a dhoice lihe "A jurp

to one side."

That's ridiculous. 12 we're goinc to think 'offsprin:..;'.

is "jui.ip to one side'
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Intervi9ver: .:c11, 141,,,,be soLe stuoentz :.id et sore tite.

Interviewei":

Kathy:

Intervlewer:

Ellie:

Interviewer:.

J.Cathy:

Interviewer:

Ellie:

Kathy:

11, the feirst test-bc,fore we started, a lot of -oco.01c
aio.

.:011000

You should naLevp a ncw test. Because ye know ever/-
thin that cones...

JtLt Tre want to see if there's chance, if you've lneii
soLet:hinc.

But the olatest.is sup-A,ozcd to see... You should hu,r,
the s,oe test:Ito see,..r you've learned anything. It
not yoinz to do any .,gro. J.4' jou have different tests.

no vou didn't laze having the same test?

Jell, if you hnou the lower... You knew' the questions.
The tecmher told :).ou thot thut wcs the test you were
goinL; to have, you ;Jun! wh..t.it was going to asL you.
You Lnev that it's coin to say so-and-so or it's pot
_ping to say so-um-so. And so you could fill it OUG
quXo:17;end it's sup:osc, Lo taLe you a whole nefio I
an( that :doesn't ra:ze an., sense.

you should put out rore tests, but not tests
Lhbout how .ue feel about the course, but tests about the
bL..boons and how they re.xt. ;:rs. A. doesn't 1=1:o out

test; for US. he

You llhe to tui.e. testsf

Yes, we do.

2o. The'thinz about... :Jot too many, but the thing is
soretil7bs, since Tirs. A. doesn't give them, you coulc
harCly tell, what all I supposed to be knovinc c toot
so7s, dell, here, you better know.this." And soncti-ca
you con cet the idea 13ut .rou uro not...you don't

Interviewer: You : ean you've learneC. loss beoLuse you haven't hcAl
test;.?

Kuthy E, Ellie:

Kathy:

Interviewer:

But I tlaink they...

You w-nt to wrap it Lli up ;,Ind say, "There, I knor...

I see.

,

U t,/
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Joey:

Ellie:

Joey:

Ellie:

Kathy:
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Yeah.

I tbink when the baboon troops come tosothoe In the
rdnge,,you know, say a waterhole, that they... I think
that the small troops would be nervous, because yuls
know the big troop woula just...pick them up: But

reelly thibk the small troop would be...

At the. waterhole. At.the overlapping part.

I think they'd tie nervous, because ii said in the film

they'd be nervous, and it says in the booklets that they

wouldn't.

Qp theSests that you do send Out, you knostp.like.if you're

going to seed out now that you've heard oueopinion, if
you're going teLsend out more tests on the baboon behavior

and not how we feel about the whole course, then you
should put, like, more really about the.baboon. Not about

any other animal.

Sometimes on your tests abolit;baboons you say something...

"Hoy about the salmon? How about the herring gull?" Be-

. cause the same question, you know, applies for all the

things. And you shouldn't have...

You know, we did solibuch work on the salmon, and even more

for ;the baboons, but the herring.gull, it wee junt hardly

nothing. There were about :two booklets on the herring gull.

that make any sense. There's a big ore that has a shiny

cover and it has three little booklets in it, but thatrS

the only one I can remember..

The importance of the teache..''s respecting the confidentiality of the

eveluation instruments is clear in the beginning exchange. Obviously the

youngsters are disturbed whdn they feel the teacher reviews their checklists

and euggests changes or additions.

The youegsters mention liking the active, manipulative exercises such as

naldne a baboon troop. We notice a little growing rebellion on_Kathy's part

over teather oontrol of class activities. In the previous interview, she

criticized the teacher's revieW of her checkZist; here she rather quietly makes
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the statemencl,that she, knows that EDC had suggested color-coding members of

4

the,baboon troop: YElut she wouldn't let us do that.

As they continue a discussion of the booklets, another comment is made

about the print qualit of sgate of the booklets: so light that "you can't

read it hardly."

Their view of testing they present here is certain!

mold. They miss p-equent and formal testing, because:

in the traditional

What am I supposed to be knowing...and a teat says, well,

you better know this.

Despite the comments made ia their first interview tbat summarized punitive

,attributes oil testing situat:ons, these youngsters are used to clear-cut

benchmarks. It is not only teachers who osk for more fre4uent, forma

evaluations than have so far been built into fhis course. In addition, there

,is a desire for sl.ecificity of test t ms; in this group there is criticism of

the comparative; contrasting questions we asked on the pre-post tests-. In

other words, they clearly see tests as cues or guides to the "learning" that .

s suppose:: fo be going on. Yet their background has not Kepared Cheri for

tests that seek relationships. They cannot quite believe that they.are not

bei4 pry.pared for a traditional test of sequential recall.
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'April 27, /068

Ellie. Kathy., tind Joey

p.

Interviewer: Well, tell me something about what you've been studying
that you remember.

Ellie:

Joey:

. Kathyi

I like the family unit.

They make a lot of mov.ies.

The family unit is so closely knit together, and they'rc ao
hospitable.

Joey: They lived in igloos and things like that.

Interviewer: Whatdo you th.ink'of Eskimos arid the Eskimo %Tay of life?

KaL4y:. I Chink it' pretty good. I like .Che cold, I

Minnesota, 4nd I could just walk into Canada,
don't mind the 'cold, I think it's wonderful:

.
. .

gets hot that gots tn&.
.

Interviewrr: Mat do you think-about everyday life?

Kathy:

Joey:

lived in North
and so, I
It's when it

I Chink it's pretty unique, and it'u unique in sone way,
because the fmnily talk'at same time)

...and if the hunting's bad, you die.. If the hunting's bad
here, I mean, there's still a store. Bitt they don't go to

Stop nnd Shop, they go to Stop and Fire. They have to shoot

to kill, and if they don't they're dead.

- Interviewer: So-you-wouldn't like to,live up there?

Joey: No.

Interviewer: Do you think they make the moat of the situation?

Kathy:

Joey:

Kathy:

ii

yeah,
a

I Chink,they do, because they store things, and their ig:go is
an extremely organized sort of shelter, because it doesn't waste
any bit of space.

I don't see how it can be cold, I mean how it can be worm
inside an igloo.

Insulated.

You know when we have our science fair in the gym, they could
ttirn all the heat off, and it could be'a ffundred degrees, all



Kathy:

the people rubiling acainst each other, and when you go
into Che covers at night, in your bede it's not the covers
that make you warm, it's you. .You give out waYmth. And

so that's how their igloo could easily be warm.

I read in some outside materiel Chat some Eskimos, not the
Netsilik, but some don't...that live farther south, doult

build their hoUses that way, and they use skins, and they
have a piece of ice on the top and when it gets warm, it
just drips, drips, drips.

Interviewer: What did you think when you heard that you were going to start
on the Eskimos? Wera you interested in doing that?

Kathy: When I first heard we were studying the Eskimos, I thought,
"Ch, the third year!" This is the fhird ye.ar, good grief.

Idterviewer: Do you still feel the same way?

Kathy: You know, what I thought was good, I liked the-approach about

the first bcoklet. we ever saw was the one about religion, and

thought that was wonderful, except at the time, the book,

reading it was uwful easy material to read.

Ellie: .
The booklet about religion wns umm, oh, what was the name of

tit? The weird stories.

Joey: The teacher spid that everythitpg happens, and that there is

moTe than oneeway to say the earth was created, and they all

happened once. (laughter)

Interviewer: What do you think of the Eskimo religion?

Kathy: I think it's sort of primitive, but I think I like the

recording, and the little tales....And how it was iecorded,

because it was recorded welL

Interviewer: Do you think we should go in and tell the Eskimos what we think

is the "real .,tory"t

Ellie: No.

Kathy: That makes sense. Our ideas about religion are just as clear

as theirs ever will be.

Ellie: The Eskimos have always been this way. The Eskimos are this

way now. The Eskimos will never change.

Joey:

Kathy:

To them it isn't funny.

I think theywill change, but the thing is, even modern man
could never, never find a.way to solve Same of the problems

that occur in the Arctic. Never.

Joey: Anyone could think up a story like tne pne they did. Some guy

must have-thought.it up Well, Adam and Eve, that's just as

kooky. -

07.
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Kathy: I lf:.00 4.4e large blown-11.1,1-4-Acture in oui. tlessromi.

Interviewer: Jhy you lihe thesc,niciarcs7
/-

Kathy: Because they're clode up, and you can Go up and e=inine
them en, you can write a whole
lcrze story about every single one of them, because the
phOtorapher capture, the people at such an Lingle .that you
cou:d we almost ever:thinG about their life, but still
kno:mbout just them.

Jecy: I thin% they're Lind of prinitive.

Interviewer: 'That?

Joey: The,Eukinos, I think they're htmd of primttive.

Kathy: I thin% all Eskimos are :And of primitive. Their culLure
is, their society 5sn't very oramtzed.

Interviewer: 'Ilat do you mean by priviLive?

Joey: Just plain..

Kathy: :ell, they're nmuJc, cu that puts them far behind a lot

of other culturcc.

Joey: Thai; doesn't have anriin io o with it.

Kathy: Yes it does, if you ci:z.; oac place.

Joey: Sole people travel a lot.

Kathy: If you stay in one plocc ;.1-1d don't rove rith the hen....

Joey: They'ci develop things, I %now, but.... P

Kathy: ...you'll develop art, ;Aid science.

Joey: But if they did stay in one place and didn't move triter
their rood, they'd die, an t:. no one would find out.

Kathy: ,Yerf,tnt.suppose they live somplace else, then I thin4
they uould be...a more hi,lhly organized society, but because
of the arctic elirate, they .an't. They have to be Eolvlds.

:Joey: But is it their fault?

Kathy:0 It's not:their fault.

Joey': :!hy Conkthey Love?

Kathy: You can't transplant cultures or people.

Intervieuer: ..!hy not?

Kathy: You can, but they arc not goinc to adapt for several-thousand



Ellie:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Joey:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Vathy:

Joey:

Kathy:
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years.

Man can adapt any place.

Yeah in a few thousand years.

No, not in a few thousand years.

All right, a few hundred.

No, a few days.

Oh, yeah? You take me to a little island off the Pacific

Coast...

If you lived with the Eskimos,you'd adapt to them very quickly.

Yeah, -in generations.

No, in a few months. You could adapt to them. Not fully,

but you could live with them.

No, you couldn't, they were born with

have a child in the .%rctic.. He, would

at the r.rctic ways than you would be.

child's child would like be almost an

they had grown up that way.

things. .You might

be a little better
But like, your
Eskimo, because

Well, that doesn't take a few hundred years.

Well, to be fully an Eskimo, it would take a buet.th of

generations.

Interviewer: What's an Eskimo?

Kathy:

Joey:

I clasay.it as a raw meat eater.
1

Uchhhh! So my dog is'a raw meat eater, and he
4
s not an

Eskimo. (laughter) He wears a fur coat and he's not

an Eskimo.

1.4ft

Interviewer: What makes him different?

Joey:

'Kathy:

Joey:

Kathy:

He doesn't use knives and forks.

He isn't human. ,

Then they all don't eat ray meat.

I know, but the...some Eskimos doland the Iddians of North

America....

Joey: They're a little more civilized than you think they are,

you know.
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Ellie: The people in.Alaska live almost like we do.

Kathy: I kno0. Because they live in large towns like Fair-,

banks. You should go out to a little teeny weeny

suburb and....

Suburb? /laughter/

Kathy: Or a country town.

Jopy: ,Like,if you say they're raw meat eaters, how are you

going to tell the difference between a dog and an

Eskimo?

Kathy: Because they're human. Your dog is a dog.

Joey: You don't know. You're just classifying from

primitive actions.

Ellie: Lirs. .... would tell you that definilion.

"I don't know a thins about Eskimos, I'm just

a person. Eskimos are raw meat eaters. Does

that mean my doz's an Eskimo? /laughter/

Ellie: If I didn't know anything about Eskimos or where

they lived, or anything, if you classified-them as raw

meat eaters, I woukia't know what they were at all.

I wouldn't even know that they were hpman.

Joey: You have to have.more descriptive.

Kathy: I think they are people who are adapted to Live in the

Arctic.

Ellie: Well, they probably think that you're the same thing..

And you say, no there's no snow here; it's simple

to live here.

Joey: I'm sure some people in the world besides Eskimos

have eaten raw meat. People eat raw ... /indistinct/

Joey: Yichhh. That's likechocolate covered ants. Fried grass-

hoppers.

Joey: 'They're raw.

Interviewer: And people eat raw fish. Okay, what have you thought

about the films in general that you have seen?

Kathy: The.films are good.

Ellie: I think the films, the baboon filmslwere about the

best. The Eskimos....

Kathy: The baboons?



Interviewer: You likpd dhe baboons bettpr?

Ellie: .I liked the baboon film.

But you can't have hn Eskimo film like the baboons, because
how are you*going to show how he lived so long'aga?

Kathy: I think it's the best you could do, but it shouldn't have.beee
5hown. It's extremely boring. /referring to Rasmussen film/

Ellie: No, it isn't boring; If you had a record, you would have to
imagine it; and you'd think of the film apd of how good it was.
But I don't Chink the sketches were thaegood. I thihk it
should have been color film.

Interviewer: Do you like Man and Animals film# better7

Kathy: No, I don't know. I like all the films,'but some of them, like
Knud Rbsmussen one was...it didn't show a lot. It showed him,
but it said Knud Rasmussen went to Denmark where he was
welcomed. The blahb-blab-a-blab-a-blab, Picture, picture,
picture, picture, music, music, music, music, Knud Resmussen

. went....

Joey: The music told you a lot. The music told you Elgin.

Kathy: Oh, yeah.

Joey: It did. It was like Peter 5nd the Wolf, Happy tunes, and his.
own tune.

Kathy: His owit tane7

Ellie: The traveling part. If you didn't hear the story, you could
probably tell from the music.

Commentary

This interview and the one following cover the childrens' responses to

tha Netsilik unit. We notice in this interview, as in others, that the triggers

to remembrance are often very personal. Ellie remembers and likes the pictures

that were huni in the room "because one looked like my sister in first grade."

In startling manner, they tie learning to the very specific quality and

,style of presentation of the materials. They are even aware of the surface

texture of films, of their light quality (the RasMussen,film, it seems, is so
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roundly .denounced.by this gibup because it has a gray; dead quelity to it'

Chat to adults lends it au artibtic air.) SoIe Rf their criticism of the

Rasmussen filM may also reflects criticism of 'Journey to the Arctic."

Children in this class seem to find it more boring, moie hard to follow,

and less involving Chan the DeVere journal.

Again, we notice what-a good probing question will reveal about'

children's thit*ing. 'When Kathy exclaims that "all Eskimos are kind of

primitive,".the group is asked.what th4 mean by primitive. A very good

examination of the nomadic life is made here by the three youngsters. They

are aware of the necessity of settling in one place for a full development

'of civilized society to evolve. And they note the effect of climate on the

Netsilik pattern of life and Che restrictions imposed by'the environment.

Man's adaptability is then explored with some sophistication, and the effect

of being reared in a cultfire is made by Kathy, who notes that a non-Netsilik

child born in the Arctic:

...would like to 'be almost an Eskimo,'because't ey had grown

up that way.

Throughout, these dhildren show outstanding ability to listen to each

other, to build on their own remarks, and to carry ideas to some kind àf

summation and conclusion. The value of the interactive group in eXpanding-

ideas is demonstrated here, for the set of group interviews is on the whole

richer than the sets of individual interviert:
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Kathy, Ellie, Joey

June, 1968

Interviewer: You said you liked the second question. Does this matbrial

seem real to you? Does it seew like a.true story?

Ellie: I think it does.

Kathy: Sometimes I think that when they were doing one of the films--
now, they uere.travelling to the fishing weir or something--

they looked so unnatural, because the child kept on staring
back at yqu like there was soulething... something he was try-
ing to show off, you know, because it didn't look real to me.

It rooked like he was just, you know, doing it in front of the

camera.

Ellie: Well, he was.

Interviewer: Do you think that made the rest of the film seem fess real?

Kathy: Yes, because, you see; the child, you can't blame him, because

he's a kid, just like Ellie iad Joey and I, but you-could tell
that someone was watching hiA very-closely, or trying to direct

him, -because, you know, he kepi; on moving that way.

Joey: I thought they were Pretty real.

Ellie: I thought they were pretty real tod.

Joey: There weren't that many kids in the thing anyway.

Hllie: The films were the best.

Kathy: I liked the films, and the stories.

Joey: And when they kill the caribou, you're not going to get... I
mean,that's ,otta be real.

Kathy: I can't stand those things with ir5. .... I'd rather read it

myself.

Interviewer: How much have you read on your atin?

Kathy: A whole bunch.

Ellie: She likes to let us take the books home.

Joey: On Firm Ice, I just read the whole thing.

c-

: 1 3
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Kathy: I like On Firm Ice because it's so interesting.

Ellie: A Journev*e the Arctic was so dull that I didn't even...

Kathy: I know. It was GO boring, because --not all of it-- some of

the things had nothing to do. I'll say the pages, such as,

ohsyes, on page twentrfour, on April 13.'

Joey: That's my birthday.

Kathy: The thing is, ohdoey, the thing is that they tell about a

certain group of people, and then they tell names and every-

thing, and then all of a sudden they go on April 14, to Net.s1.1-

1k, and you can forget abOut the people 'you've learned on

April 13. But there's a whole set of new names to learn...

Interviewer: Do you think it's the organization, then, of the book that

Kathy:

bothers you?

Yes. I think that no matter how he wrote it, it should have

been switched around, because it's kind of hard to learn all

the new names, and then forget one and then learn a custom

from one set of Eskimos, forget that, go on to the Netsilik

and others, and... .

Interviewer: Tao much traveling, in, other words.

Kathy:

Ellie:

Joey:

"kW

Yes. It starts Netsilik on this.me, but then.on another

page --I forget which one-- he...oh, Fishing at the Stone'

Weir, August 2, p. 70, you go back to the Netsilik, so it's

hard to keep the Eskimos,like the Netsiliks and the other

Eskimor,straightened out.

I don't know What I'd dcoWithout Family Winter at Last. And

e didn't Let to the main:.

Because you don't know who they are,and then you hear about

Snnnerek, end then you don't know-Who Sannerah 'lc; and then

you look ht that thing on the chart.

Kathy: Yeah, that's what I like.

Ellie: We didn't get to read The mez Lives of Kiviok.

Interviewer: You didn't read that at all?

Kathy: Yeah, but On Firm Ice, I liked this book,because it had stories

in it, and I like stories aboat them, because they seem so

real and natural, and I like to settle down with these,books.

Ellie: Yeah. I also really like A Journey, to the Arctic, the chart

stating the types of Eskimos. It helps me sort them out when

he talks to them, because I have no idea where, you know....
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Interviewer: Did any of you read The klzinni Lives of Kiviok?

Kathy: She didn't even tell us about it.

4 Interviewsr: How auout Thet Stories of Eskictoe.

Kathy: Oh yes, soi;e of the stories of the iskimos I loved. I like

their way of thinking. Sewed the Hivh Hills is a book that

EDC says to take alook at, because it has the same ...some

of the same... songs and junk that this book does. I like

that one. And I think that the pictures, whoever does the

pictures for all of these books does a great job with them.

Interviewer: Are there any of the poems that you liked particularlS; in

there?

Joey: Yes. I liked the big story one, Maflic Words Behind the

Caribou. We didn't do so well on our first two times trying

hunting baw and stiuw caribou, and so we had to make up our

own nagic words, and I liked thisobecause it helped me.

Ellie: I like older pictures.

Kathy: In this book about the.., it tells about this fish, "a

coupre of years ato when I was nedrly 11, --was only 10,"

well, the people are all mixed up,because there N-e toa many

people, and you t; o from one caw', to the next and the names

are all mined up. You don't have time to straighten all

your... but also I liked on pa.e 17, because you can.tell

who this 'ooy... this boy!s a coaceited something or other,

and he doesn't believe much in Sasiel., And at the end of the

_story it's like he's tryin to rob EskiIik. He's trying

to...he's dirootina Samek.

Joe*: But he'S noL robbing him.

I Lnou, kit he's teaching theul a lesson. He's directing

SaLlek uhile he teaches them a lesson, whatdver you want to

call it.

Joey: No, he's no,: directing him.

Kathy: He vas so. He's telling...he even tried to go back and he

prevented hirJ, huh?-

No, Samek didn't, whatever the 'conceited one's name is...

Kathy:

Ellie: All right. &mak, well, the conceited hid, we'll call him

that, Mt. Conceited was tryinr,. didn't want to go back.

Samek wanted to go back.. I'll show you where it says so.

Where is it here?
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Interviewer: Did you all like that story, though?

All: I liked it.

Inteiviewer: Did you read it on ypur own?

Joey: to, she read it out loild in_ClasS.

Kathy: Yeah, but I took it off the shelf one time, and I read the

whole thing. Also, I think the pictures in the whole seriesIpl.

are good. My favorites, though, are the abstract ones, where. A

you have to think to find out what the picture means.

Interviewer: And where are those stories?

Ellie:

Kathy:

Interviewer:

Kathy:(

On Firm Ice.

No, not On Firm Ice ..as much as... I think these pictures

force you to think more about the Netsilik culture.

%hie World We Ifnma?

Such as on page 2, they show.., you have to think: There are

like two guys, and one's givin:, thunder, and one's givinL

li3htnit1boand you can see the Eskimo down below, but the uhole

way it's orLanized, and the snow falling everywhere, you can

get the feeling.

Interviewer: Okay,

Joey:

Ellie:

In The Arctic and Arctic Animals, this book is so filled

with facts, you know. She told us, "Take a look at the wholr.

book," you know. "Read up to. the middle of the book, and

then when you- get to all the aniDals at the end of the bat:,

-summarize it and what...."- And we haven't really learned

summarizin3. We've learned it, only it's not so4much fun
when you're doing it under the subject of social studies, so

we, like, copied the book, and it was so boring! The facts

are good, but... I could have read it on my own.

What I used to think, with The Arctic and A c_tic.Aniwaln, the

lest time you came in, we act) a group of rids plan the...

Interviewer: A demonstration.

Ellie:

Joey:

Kathy:

Yeah, a demonstiation of seasons in .the Arctic animals.

On The Arctic and Arctic Animals,' in the cover, I didn't get

it. On the Arctic and Arctic Animals, what is that? You
*MOM. ,I=VMMIN.

know, two Arctics. What's that ilean? Amd 1 couldn't get it

on the Arctic, and on the Arctic Animals.

I think they should be separated; I think one should be The

Arctic Animals and one bein,...



Joey: , Too wuck trouble.

Kathy: No, one Leik, about the stars and copstellations and all w

like that, because the two subjects maY run together; like

in the cover, you can see they run together, Jbut it's sort

of confusin; you read all about how the seasons are chan3ing

do a demonstration, and all of a sudden you jumpto the ani-

mals, and you don't get any warnik I thidk-a-theTiiere-

two separate booklets...

Interviewer: Okay. Can we. leave.the owo booklets for a moment here? Be-

cause I.don't haveAvry much more time. If you were an Eskimo,

would you rather be a man or a woman?

Kathy and Ellie: A man.

Interviewer: Joey, do you agree?
-

Joey: I'd rather e a man,becdese --I am one anyway-- but you can

give more...

Ellie: You're more value; you're more liZe.

Kathy: Yeah. I wouldn'tlike to be killed for anyone;

Joey: We had a discussion in the class today, and we were saying

that if they had a lot of boysothey might trade with another

family for a zirl, which I think is pretty dumb, because

it's lae trading a nickel for a di,Je. If they value the

boys so talch, why would they want to trade them for a girl?

Kathy: But if you had all boys, then the uother couldn't take care

of them.

Jo0: Why couldn't they take care of chew?

Kathy: A f;otta takecare of... looh, you gotta have tub

wolizen in the family.

Joey: A wife can sew as long as she wants. She doesn't have to...

Ellie: Yeah, but there are other thins to think of.

Kathy: It's time-consulaing.

Intetviewer: But Kathy, you and Ellie sa:;.d you'd rather be a man because

a woman would get killed, t'ut what if you were allowed to

live, you know?

Kathy: Even if...I mean, the woman has to get up early. I like

gettik; pp early. The woman has Lo'get up early; everyone

else gets to sleep. She gets up early. She's the first one

up and the last one to bed. She....

7
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Joey; The boy has wore,hardships than the girl.

Ellie: But I'd rather be a man, because the woman doesn't get any
sleep at night because.., and the man, you know, the WOM84 has

to sew elothes for the whole Zaaly, say, you have a very
large family, and it's boys, so *you're not going to kill all

the boys,_snAnciL when you're a mak_all _you have to do

is hunt and...

Joey: All you have to do is hunt?

Ellie: I:d rather 3o out and fight and go'huoting.

Interviewer: What do you think shout the practice of infqnticide?

Joey: What's that?

'Interviewer: Killin,; the young childreh.
44$

a.

Ellie: Well, if it's going to be that la),, it's going to be that way.

Kathy: I don't Lnow. 'I wouldn't like to be killed, but...

Interviewer: Was this a common thing, or did it rarely happen?

All: Rarely.

Ellie: That's why I take it.
r-

Joey: See, one fnLiily had three L;irls, and 1.t didn't have any boys

at all, awl they didn'..t 1411 any of the girls. They didn't

have any wore chilfiren either.

Interviewer: Why-didn't theT'Eskimosachange their way of life at all?

Kathy; Because it was impossfhle to hive central heating in a house

where they...you can't even pujc the pipes in.

The ground is so frezen that you oen't put pipe!' underneath,

and you can't...
Joey:

Kath . Some central heating you need.

Besides, you're used to ir, you're used to it, and you

can't teach old dogs new tricLs.
Ellie:

Joey: There's moici than central heatiag.

Kathy: Okay. Burning coal. How do you cart the coal all the way

up there from the timber line? /'

Joey: Land the plane and put it in the liouse. You could do that.

Interviewer: Is there any way they could get food, other than continuing

S



Kathy:

Joey:

Kathy:
C.

Elite:

in hunting, and to move.arbund?

don't know. I think their WaY of life is4suited to.their,

climate very Well. Same of the conveniences we have will
never eve suit them, like the central heating bit; you could
not get the-Tdpeis in, hnd thcy would freeze to death anyway.

_

EVen if you could get'the.pipes in, the water would freeze..

Yeah, I said.that.

Arid when the water fre'ezes, the pipes expaid... and...*

Interviewer:.Did they change ett.cue?

Ellie:

Joey:

Kathy:

Ellie :

f

Yes. They go guns. I mean, guns I consider pretty good,

but they got.... Naw that theY've got guns, they might, start

killing off thv whole population: So what's...

They might start killing each other.

Yeah. I think some.of.the bad habits we have acquired as. Ei

culture are because of the evils that we've created for our-

selves. ta
Vow... I mean, they didn't have crimes anywhere

murder was considere41 a family affair long ago.
cause in their culture it's got tO be that way,

they've got these modern:guns, they're going to'

it, and they'll...

Interviewer: Yell think they're going to have trouble.

Kathy:

Ellie:

',IntervieZer:

else, and
I mean, be-

but now that
find uses for .

I think that their etilture Would not be ruined by 'the...

Well, we did. We invadedinto theik country.

Is there any
1923?

Ellie and Kathy: Yes.

Interviewer: What?

Kathy:

Ellie:

value at all in studying the way they were in

I think...and I also think that some of'these books, if

poccible, should have be n written one or two years ago,
because I liked to know how they.used to live, but.I also

want to know how a modern girl my age...

All we ,alave to do is Mow their 1;ackgrounds frem way back

there in order to see the ccmparisons. You've gotta learn

the far-back before you learn the future.

Joey:. Yeah, but.still, do they believe in the same thIngs?

419,
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Kathy: :Yeah. Let me say...

- Interviewer: Okay. I want to show you some,cards. Think of the words(Leor,

-love, friendshlp, beliefs, finny, dreams). Which two do you

associate with the Eskimos and their life, and why?

All: Beliefs, *

Kathy: I think love. Love and beliefs.

Ellie4L. Beliefs, beliefs.

Kathy: -And something else.' Family.

beliefs and fkiendship, because you can, you know. Ti'ey

Kathy:

Joey:

I don't think friendship has... They only know, most of their

relatives. They're almost suspicious of strangers. I think

"fear," because they're almost suspicious of strangers%

Oh, but that is dumb.

They have a fear of li6htning. They're scared of things'like

that.

Ellie: .-Tliat's a belief, that they're scared of lightning.

Kathy: s Yeah, I guess so, but I take "love."

0

Joey: No, beliefs and family.

Ellie: Beliefs a;Id family, or beliefs and friendship.

:Kathy: I don't think so, because you can love a kamily, or friend, or

a stranger. Love is haw they're... They wouldn't have a cul-

ture if they were not that associated with loveybecause...

They uouldn't"have a culture if they weren't family, because the

man needs the uifeond the wife needs the man.
Joey:

(athy:w All right. But they need love.

Elrie: They'need friendship.

Joey: Friendship?

Not to be a husband'and wife, but I meanoif you say "fawily,"

you kind of associate with *fur friends.

Kathyi' 1 don't thiL so.

Ellie: It all depends on your description of families.

Xathy: I don't think so. Actually...

ia#
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Ellie: I wean, a,faidly can be a friend, but a friend can't be a member

of the faiLily.

Joey: Yes, he can.

Kathy: Ah, I don't Enow. We hid friends that would come over to the

house, -and -they*Ire lust like the family, a member of the family,

butt they're not... NIL

Ellie: That's friendship. It's,atways friendahip, because...

Kathy: Well,.I'm not 3oin8 to be friends pith my brother. I love him.

I'm not going to be friends with him.

Ellie: I don't love wine.

Kathy: I'll be enemies with him any...

Interviewer: You're not friendly with the people you love?

Ellie: Yeah, but that's not me. My brother cheats in Monopoly.

Joey: My brother doesn't cheat;k: just beats me up all the time.

Kathy: My brother's always...my mother says never to huet him, because

he's sort of sick, but still I don't think that has anything

to do with what we're talking about, because love has...their

whole culture is associated with love. If the man didn't love

his wife,they uouldn't have a child, and you wouldn't have...

But they have to liy that,way. They've got to hire someone

to suppdrt them so Jhey will have a child. What happens when

they grow old, and then... Even if they don't love each other,

they're goinll to have one.

Ellie:

Kathy: But you've ;,ot to.

Ellie: you fdon' t have to love

Kathy: You do.

Joey: But the child is part of the family.

Kathy: Correct.

Joey:
A You've tot to support them.

Interviewer: What's the opinion here?

Kathy: Love... Love.

Joey: I don't think so. You love your family; you don't amily your

love.
,)



Interviewer:

Kathy:

Joey:

Joey:
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other onc would you chrere, Kathy; besides love?

I'd say, "beliefs."

And I'd say, "family andbeliefs."

I'd say, "friendship andteliefs."

We've got a threc-way tie here.

Interviewer: One nore question. Did you see any Mrs that made ynu admirc
a the Eskino?

Joey:

Kathy:

Ellie:

Joey:

The way he hunted animals; the way he hunted the caribou.

Yes, that one, the way he cut them up.

Yes, and his knowledge, and how he... I mean, knowing where
the caribous arc going to cone, and then judge, "Well, you
know they're going south, but where do you think they'll'

aPpro:imately go?" I nean, "Will they go through a ,narrow
crossing place or a wide one?" Their knowledgf for that.

I think they're just kind of, you know,..I thini, they encourage
a little kid, I mean, maybe they taste good, be, ahen be ate
that eyeball, I really got sick.

Interviewer: I., there anything that made yofklislike this Eskimo?

Kathy:

Jeey:

Ellie:

Joey:

I think hels...he's not fickle, but hers sort of like
because he doesn't pay any attention to the guys that do him
any good. He doesn't even have very nany... He's always giving
food and junk, not food, but he's always giving his services
to the gado who can do sonething for him, and he's not 'feeding,
well, not feeding... he's not loving the gods who make happiness;.
he's trying to make the gods that cause hardship and junk,
make them be nice to him. I think that he,should make the
good guys be nice to him, not the bad.ones.

They already are nice.

The story, like, when he hid the fish in the castle, he muct
have been.., not generous.

See, there's a story about a man, and his sharing partner; i
in Stories of the Netsilik Eskimos, I think, not §tories ard
Songs, but just plain Stories and he becomes friends width his
sharing partner, but the man is lane, and then during caribou
hunting time he's okay, you know; he's good for a kayak, or
he hunts them real well, but when it comes tide for the beal
hunting time, he knows that he's no good, so he just leaves him
out there, and the next-door neighbors take pity on him, and
he turns out to be a real great seal hunter, if you take him
across the ice in a sled thing, and when the guy that used

a
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Kathy:

Joey:

Interviewer:

Commentary

to be able eo hunt witl-with-the caribou cahre to them, he had

not had good hunting while hunting the seals, so the other ,

guy that was lame shared with hike, and they Said, "Isn't it

nice to have a good sharing partner?" and I tnought that was

realLy very ood.

I think that the Eskimo has a buneh of humor, but some of the

ways he ireat ,p. friends and junk are the exact sane way WeAo,

and.I always think of them as a generous people, but...like,

Kunak said, "A man must decide what he has to store, and what

he can afford to give away."

But I mean, seven parts of a big.,boautlful trout.

Thanks very much.

This final interview is truly a culminating one for the course, for it

contains so much information on the way youngsters use and think about the

Aetsilik unit.

The first questioning we have heard.about the films' veracity comes in

this final group interview:

...traveling to the fishing weir...the Child k'ept on staring_

back at you...like he was just, you know, doing it in front

of the camera.

Their attention to the process of film-making -- "Someone was trying to

wee steady.
direct him, because, you know, he kept on moving that way" Of IR

This was noticeable in the previous interview when they voiced their

disappointment with the "Knud" film becaude of its musical accompaniment

and grey, flat quality.

As time goes on in MACOS, we find in many interview situations that

children begin to voice more and more desire to work without the teacher's

direction or supervision. Here, too, we begin to get comnent that they
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would rather do things an their own. We have found that as children

avelop a campetency to work in groups independent of the teacher's help,

they forthrightly express the desire to be freer'or his or her influence.

Specific criticisms are made here of the Rasmussen Journal. In

contrast to DeVore's diary, this journal seems to them to jump from one

thread to ancther in its development, changing the cast of characters

without warning, and not returning to pick up all the story lines. An

important point is that the youngsters like to be able to idantity the

cast of chqracters and follow along with their aetivilies over. time. Tlicir

favorite reading is On Firm Ice, sapporting the checklist findings that

cLoriei e1ie1t a eammon, enthusiastic response from youngsters:

I like stories becausE they seem so real and natural, and
I like to :dettle down with thcse,books. .

They became very involved in stories that particularly catch their fancy, .

such as the one about the young boy Sunniek, their own age. They see in

that story many morals that they point out.

The illustrations in the Netsilik booklets are particular favorites

of Kathy, who finds that they convey "the feeling" of the story and its

setting. It is interesting that Joey here takes a somewhat different,

tack from that of the group in the fourth interview about the value of

lipecific testing. The class was asked to summarize the material in

"The Arctic and Arctic Animals" booklet, and he decides:

..this book is so filled with facts...it's not so much
fun when you're (summarizing) under the subject of social'

studies...it was so boring. The facts are good, but I

could have read it on my own.

Their discussion of male-female roles among the Netsilik shows the

combination of feeling and information they use to arrive at an attitude

toward materials in the course. There is consensus that boys generally
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have more value than girls in Netsilik society. It is clear that Joey,

in this oase, goes along ,ri.th a generarattitude of male superiority:

...we wTre saying that if they had a lot of boys., they %

might trade with another family for a girl, whidh I
think is pretty dumb, because it's like.trading a
nickel for a dime.

Both the girls and Joey see a woman's work day as longer and less interestin&

than the hunting activities of/tI-1 man.

This is one of the rare interviews 'where youngsters show a glimmer

of understanding about infanticide: they grasp the rareness of its

occurrence, the fact that same families can have many girl babies and

keep all of Lhem.

Vhen they discuss the ecology of Pelly Bay, they express a sound

grasp of the environment and its limitations:

I think their way of life is centered to their climate
very well. Same of the conveniences we have will never
ever suit them, like the central heating bit, but you
couldn't get the pipes in, and they would freeze to,
death anyway.

Kathy, the Lucy of the group, summarizes their thoughts on the use of

. guns with her own interpretation of American problems-

I think aame of the bad habits we have acquired as
a culture are because of the evils that we've
created for ourselves.

These are budding philosophers, and they are seriouSly and thoughtfUlly

piecing together the knowledge they have mastered in this unit into a

general'view of human behavior, and results of certain ways of life.

Ellie's simmnry of the 'ralue of historical knowledge is to the point:

...we havi...to know their backgrounds from way back
there in order to see the comparisons, You've gotta
learn the far-back before you learn the future.

2 5
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The word-choice exercise (select two words from a list that you most

associate with the Netsilik and their way of life) proved to be one

of the most valuable interview questions. As in this interview, it

elicited both reflective responses showing how youngsters were viewing

Netsilik lifes-and also many glimpses of the Ways they rblated their

knowledge to theirown concerna. This group discusses with one another

the distinctions and similarities in friendship and family, and they

speak in intimate and frank statements about their own feelings toward

siblings. There is a. vivid example of their insight tato behavior in

Ellie's comment:

...(the Betsilik) have to have someone to Support them,

so they will have a Child. (Otherwise) what happens

when they grow old...even if they, don't love each other,

"they're going to have 'One.

The ensuing discussion between Ellie and Kathy (can a child be born

without love between the parents?) is testimony in itself that there

axe ramantic and pragmatic interpretations of fundamental behavior

within any one classroom, and that fifth graders can exchange their

views with one another, eblarging the range of each individual's

thinking; and certainly not ?taking lightly or becalligembatraseed hbott

personal yet universal human emotions.
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1

7 Iterviews with Mike
_

Interviewer: Did you like the salmon film?

Mike: It vas interestiAg seeini all the 'salmon jumpins up the water-,
falls. Trying to get it, and keep on trying.

, Interviewer: Do they jump pretty high?

Mike: Yeah!

Interviewer: Was the film clear?

Mike: Yes, it was pretty clear. At some poiets it was 0 little worn out.

Interviewer: Could you understand Che sound?

fake: Yes.

Interviewer: Would.you have wanted more information in .the film?

Mike: 'No, not very mueh moie. It:told us a lot.

Interviewer: How about the booklets?

Mike: The booklets are the same. Wb read a Lot in the booklets. I

think we skipped a few looklets'or something, but we read' a lot
of the books-. How they grew up an4 reproduce, and go downstream

and die.

Interviewer: Do you like the separate booklets? Do you think they're hard?

Or too easy?

mike: Not really too easy or hard. Theykre just good enough so that
you can understand them or run through them so that you do/et

have to waste very much time.

Interviewer: They're easy to read, then?

Mike: Tea. They're not very easy -- like you know -- but they're easy
,enough for what you're trying to do.

.

Interviewer: . Do they have ans!Jers to questiois you might have? ,

Mike: yes. A lot.

Interviewer': Do you find that sometimes they don't have enough information?

Mike: No. Because we put a lot of questions on the board before we get
in. Then we start reading the books, and questions fell out until
there were two or three more and Mrs. . . . had to answer, but

that was about it.

2 7



Interviewer: What if Mrs. . . can't answer them? Allen what happens?

take: I don't know. Bat there.weren't any tbat the hoc* didn't includes

or that She couldn't same:2i.

Interviewer: Eld you read the boOk on 'structure and function?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Can you tell me scmething about,tbat? Do you remember anything

pout that, at.all?

Mike: No, I get the bcSoks mixed up.

Interviewer: pid you think that was kind of confUsing for you?

Mike: No, it wasn't confusing. Oh yeah. I think I remember something

about it. Yeah. Moscraitoes and other animals. les. I remember

it.
Interviewer: What was it about?

Mike: Well, it told abott ihat the shape of the'animals or whatever
they're doing makes them do what they have to do to keep on living.

Interviewer: Can you give me an example?

Mike: The mosquito.- A-pregnant mosquito has to suek blood for the eggs%

so that the eggs will grow. And. the other mosquitoes win keep on

going and keep the life cycle going.

Interviewer: He's built that way so that he Q.n do this; or what?

Mike: Yes, he's b4lt so that he can reproduce and do whatever be has to
do to keep the life cycle going.

Intervl wer: Can you remember anything 'that you particularky liked about,it?

Mike: Yeah, the information and lachavica:. They had animals, and they had

a bac.::. .t.d of something. Flip the page and yeu seethe animal
doing s..ething else and you flip the =Ft page and the animal's
doing something else. And yuu flip the page and the antmal is

doing the exact airsite. It's pretty fUnny.

Interviewer: It uss sort oi like a cartoon thing?

Mike: -Yeah, bilt the backgrounds looked like they were real photos. .,,But

the other ones looked like they we just sketches that were just

sketched onto,the paper.

Interviewer: So it was fun?

2 8
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Mike: Flipping them over and seeing what the animal would do next.

interviewer: What types of things was the animal doing?

Mike: Like, one time, a bird saw an animal do= there and hé wanted it
So he sent a message to his brainami it started =Lag down for
it. And when he got down to it, he got hungrierand hungrier.
And he got down to it. It was ,a porcRpine. I thidk it was. And
it spread omt its quills and all of a sudden the bird goes /Makes
sound/ Like a car going real fast to a dead end street andthen
stopping all of a sudden.

.Intervimer: What went wrong?

Nike: After the quills went up, he didn't like it very much. He wasn't
very hungry anymore.

interviewer: What-do you think had happened? He sww something there that-bad
.tiade himhumgry..

Mike: And then when he came down . . when the quills Shot up he had to
protect himself and he.didn't want to be hurt, you know, with all
the quills. So he stopped dhort.

Commentary

VI

Mike, in his first interview, sLarts out with a refrain heard over and

over about the salmon, especially from boys:

It vit.; interesting seeing all the salmon jumping up the
waterfalls. Tiying to get'ie, and keep on trying.

He feels the reading level in Ole booklets is right for hita. There are

children who do not show an unquenchable curiosity and sense of unfinished

business while studying this course, and Mike, judging from his intervields, seems

to be one of them. For example, he feels that all of the questions he and the

class had were answered.

While he mentions gettign; the specific content in eacfi booklet ")mixeclup"

in his own mind, and does indeed give ,an example (the mosquito) from another

booklet to illustrate material from the "Structure and Function" booklet, his

description of the adaptive structures and behavior of the mosquito are quite
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accurate and shou a good use of the vocabulary of the course. This is a good

example of the general nature of important knowledge: a booklet-specific test

-

asking for recall of information might have shown !like to be 'Wong" or not

knowledgeable; yet he has a good understanding of the concept of structure and

of adaptive funct!Dning which is brought out in the taterview.

When he discusses another concept booklet, "Information and Behavior," it

is the page lay-out and the humor he finds'in the.drawings that engage his.

attention. Then he proceeds to give, in good detail, the story of one of the

aniMals as presented in the booklet. dbviously, the format and method of con-
, 1

veying information visually, in an example unfolding through a series of drawings,

contributed mUch to this child's retention of an idea ...- in this case, how

conflicting signals about the environment prOduce a change in an .animal's

behavior.
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Interview with Mike

January 5, 1968

pitervieweiv Did you see the movie-on the herring gull?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Did you like that?

Hike: Yes.

Interviewer: Well, did you like the salMon better?

Hike: Well, the salmon looked like it had much more activity than the
herring gull.

Interviewer: You like things with action?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Can you describe to me what the difference is between ianate be-

havior and learned behavior?

Mike: Well, with the learning of behavior, it's different because
usually they have to go through an experience to learn it.
When they have it innate, they just know so that they don't

have to go through it.

Interviewer: Can you give ma an example?

Mika: Well, when a baby Chick's born, sometimes they don't know their
own territory, so they have got to find out the hard way. They

go wandering around being chased back and everything, and pretty

soon they know. But if they tave-the natural inatinct that tells

them that their territory is so far, then they won't have to get

hurt.

Interviewer: What kind of instinct do they have? I mean,.can you "give me an

example of herring gull instinct where he doesn't have to learn

the h rd way?

Eike: Yes, wh n he piqcs on the red spot in front of his feet.

Interviewer: Do you think if an animal's environment changed, that he would

have to change in order to continue to live there?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Can you think up an example f9r this or something?

/
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Mike: Well, we saw a film on the sniltiesiand . . .

Interviewer: *hat are the ant/ties?

Mike:- Well, I don'i really know. I think they might have been a make.up
mortuatior a real live,aninal that I never heard of before. And
they showed anilticstand theylomme born different colors at differ.
ent times of the:four. And =IBMS bluegoadthe grass was dyed
sort of like it." Or yellow. Yellow wa far orangeoso that they
wouldn't be found. And then you'd see a predator come down and
scoop up the blue ones. And then you'd see later on a blme one
with green grass, you.know, and then the orange cnes would goby,
and then you'd see the predator coning and scooping up the oLrange-

ones. So that neama if they don't adapt to their kimd of enviroAm
Eat, theywaalt live too long.'

Interviewer: I see. That's vary interesting. I never heard of

you say?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Is there anything that you didn't like about"the unit at all? Or

something that you did particularly like?

Mike: No, not really. We EUW a lot of filmm. We didn't read the books

much.

Interviewer: Did you like thL films?

Mike: Yez.

Interviewer: Sort of?

Yake: Yeah, because they did havz4 a lot of 'action.

Interviewer: Right, and you like the action. Okay, doyen have a4:y other cam.
Ments you want to nake? No? What do you. think Mrs likes

best?

NIke: Well, I think she's going to . think she likes the baboons

best.

Interviewer: Do ypu think for the same rens= you do?

Mike: I don't know,

Interviewer: Okay, fine, Mike. Thank you,
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Commentary

The second interview shows that Mike is able to take the ideas of the

2 course, trwlate them into his own language, and give them back as general

organizing concepts. While it isn't clear to him that the snilty* used to

illustrate natural selection is an imaginary animal Mike's summary'of the

snilty slides is clear and to the point:

...if they don't adapt to their kind of environment they
won't .live top long.

*
an exercise now omitted from the course,

011,
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Interview with Mike

.

Vatrch 332 1968

Interviewer: How did you like the booklets with the films that you saul

Mike: Well, the films were good; because they bad all the animals 'walking
around in their natural behaviorsand the books were goodobecause
they had, like in baboon camiunicatiou, they caught some or tho
=Islas as a regular thing, as in the regular behavior, so it made
them both work very good.

4

Interviewer: What book do you think you liked the best?

Mike: That book, Ca communications.

Interviewer: You liked thal book on commmication?

Mike: ieah.

Interviewer: What did you like about it?

Mike: I don't know. I just liked the way they were commnicating. Haw
they would grunt wh9n they wanted, something or groan at the troop
monarch when they were playing around and they didn't want to go
after him. Or humming sounds when they were being groomed. And
how they were when they got very mad.

Interviewer: You found that most interesting?

Mike: Yeah.

Interviewer: What do you think of the pictures? 132 you like them? This kind
of picture or what? And the reading,you said you didn't have any
difficulty, right?

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:.

Yes. I like the other kind of pictures-- you knows the photos .

In the Notes, or in there?

In here and la the Notes.

How about this one, the Innate and Learned Behavior?

No, we didn't have that book.

And. how about Intonation and Behavior?
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Mike: Yes, we had, that booki, This is the one thatj was talking about

snapshots and everything. _Let's see, Here.

Interviewer: What about the snapshots?

Mike: Welly half the pictures were what they drew-up and then pert of

the pictures were snapshots. And I like the lay that they did it.

Interviewer: Mat: the snapshots or the two different types of things?

Mike: Th9Ltwo different types of things. I loikedthe real background

with the mica that they drew. on.

Interviewer: Ohs you liked that?

Mike: /eah.

Intervieaer: Do you have anything else you wamt to :list my in general amout

the booklets or anything?

Mike: They-were very easy to read. They were good. OC it didn't take

you toe much thme on one booklet. .Or if you wanted to go into

detail on one things since the reading was nice amd easliyou could

just go by and see votat they were talking about in the photos.

So it was very nice. You could just go right,hrangh a 1=1114

Interviewer: Would you like anything changed about them? Or would you give it

to your friends to read just the way it is?

Mike: Give it to a friend to read just the way it is.

Commentary

The manner in which youngsters integrate the aural and written materials

of the course is illustrated in Mike's liking of the booklet on baboon communica-

tion. Without consciously recognizing it, he is tying the material in the booklet

to the record of baboon sounds and to the films he has seen:

just like the way they were communicating. How they would

grunt when they wanted something, or groan at the troop

monarch when they were playing around and they didn't want

to go after him. Or humming sounds.when they were being
groomed. And how they were when they got very mad.

These are all expressions of feeling states that are highly appealing to
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this child. He has taken written and audio-visnal materials and integrated them

into his recollection.

Like other youngsters, he notices tha visual illustrations in the booklets

and the way they are put together. "I liked the real background with the

animals they drew on." He again mentions how comfortable he finds the readins

'level, and how the combination of illustration and text fanilitates his ditder,

standing of the material.
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-Interview with Mike

Nay 6, 1968

Intervief4er: What do you think of what yoa've been doing with,the Netsilik

unit?

Mike: We've bean reading slot in the ilet_a_otj......,...._2eArctic.louit . . . that's.

Rasmussen's journal . . . and we've been writing a lot in our .

Journal. .

Interviewer: What kind of journal do you keep? What do you say in ied

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Interviewer:

Mike:

Well, We've got these booklets, and every day that something
happens, we always write in our booklets so we can keep a track
of what is happening.

Do you like doing that?

Yes.

Do you like having your own persona/ diary?

Yes.

Ilu saw some films, didn't you? Can

Well, we saw "At the Fish Weir," and
something about tile Caribous, and we
a trip across the Tundra, and we saw
that I don't remember.

What do you think of.them?

I think they're good .

you tell me about them?

we ssw something like . .

saw one about a family taking
a couple about the family

. . they ,included a lot of information. 4 41

A lot of information about what?

Well, it depends on what the movie's about. Like at the Fish

Weir, they showed a family traveling .until tljey got,to.the Flight
place where they were going to build their weir. Then they

showed all the mosquitoes almost eating them alive. Then they

;hewed them taking their weapon° and going down and building up
the'weir. And then, waiting until the fish came in, and then
killing all the fish. Then they had sort of.like a string . . .

and they put all the fish on the string and put the string in
their mouth, and that was how they held the fish. Everytime they

saw another fish come by they'd lean back their spear, I don't

know what it was called . . . a leister, or something like that .

. . which had-three sharp points and they'd stab them into the
filth and take it out, and put the fish on the string and put the
string in their mouth.
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Interviewer: Do you know why they did that'll

Mike:
-

So everytime they caught a fish, they wouldn't have to take Chem
over and put 'em on the shore...and so they didn't have to
waste as meth time,

Interviewer: What do you think about the EskiMes? .

Mike: Well, I like studying about them.

Interviewer: What do you like about that?

Mike: Well, I think they had...their customs AO= pretty funny around
here, but'you know, they.makb sense for their environment. They
have to do this to survive.

Interviewer: Can you give ue an example of what you mean by Chat?

Mike: Thum. . .

Interviewer: I think I understasd what you man, but what would we think was
strange or something thst they...this and if they do, it's
because of environment?

Well, you might think that it's strange that 1:ihen a mother's
having a baby, Chat she goes off all alone into a special tent
outside Che village where there's nobody around. Rut Chat
doesn't have to do with anything about the environment. Ummm....

Interviewer: But Chat's on a lot of their superstitions.

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Do you think the superstition that's explained is very interesting?

Mike: It's interesting, but I couldn't really say theylte crazy.

Interviewer: Do.you think we ought to go and tell them what's right?

Mike: No, because we don't.have any real proof that we're right.

. Interviewer: Do you Chink these films ore as good as, better than, or less
good than the Man and Animals filts that you snw?

Mike:

)

Mike: I think they're as good as...

Interviewer: Did you hear any tapes at all?

Mike: Yeah...we had records, but I don't think we had any tapes.
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IZIMMM it was telling about . it was tOling stories that
. 4-on the record, it had nklmos telling storiessand at the end
it Ead a couple of children singing songs, and they were telling
what bad happened to them and what happened when they hada baby,
and what bapPened *hen they went fishing for a caribou, and:things
like that.

Interviewer: Did you like the record?

Mike: Yes.

Interviewer: Do you find the reading harli or difficult?

Mike: No.

Interviewer: And you liie reading the stories?

Mike: Yeah.

Intervievcr: Do you bring them home,or do you read them in class?

Mike: I mainly read tem in class,except on a couple of articles .

which sometimes I may bring home.

Interviewer: You did an exercise on same family diary .

about?

Mike:

. what was that all

It was supposed to make a symbol for every nember in the family,
but, you know . like, the girls would have something im common,
or the boys would have something in ccImmodpor loeople wto were right-
handed and left-handed would have samething in common, or there
would be just syMbols for what people in the family were,

r-Interviewer: Is there any gentral way that you could make one up and I would
understand it,and somebody else could make.one up and we c oth
underst3nd it? Or you wouldn't have to explain it each time, r

Mike: I don't know . . it'd be pretty hard.

Interviewer:. Do you feel as though you're repeating what you learned before?

Mike: Well, at the very first one we sttarted and wem repeating a little
bit. But now we're not repeating anything, we're learning a lot
nova..
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Commentary

In Mike's feurth interviewi hisrecall of aim material is astonishing.

When asked what information WAS included In "Fishing at the Stone Weir," he

gives accurate and detailed accounts of the Eskimos' way of fishing. Few.

ethnographic accounts would be more clear or specific. In other words, the
*Is

model giveit in the film became translatdd into an enduring visual image that he

could convey verbally.

Mike is also honest in his appraisal of Netsilik customs:

...their customs seem pretty funny around here, but
you know, they make sense for their environment.

tr

It is interesing in this int,erviem to note how Mike is able to reflect

on an answer to a question and evaluate its relevance. ke speaks of the

example of the birth tent as a Netsilik respon'se to the environment and then

decides,"But that doesn't have anything-to do.with the environment." This

shows him in the process of receiving his own thoughts and illustrates the

reflective nature of the interviews.

. k



Diterview with Kenny

,t

Decembe 5, 1967

Kenny: Well, we're stu t makeaman human. And we're trying to

compare the animals; to e human being.

Interyiewer: What tiave int found so far?

Kenny:

Interviewer:

Kenny:

Well,' the salmon babies haVe no dependeney to their parepts, because

they die right after they lay the eggs. And the humans axe the most
pampered animals. .They have on to 22 years of dependency.

What do you mean_by dependency?. What happens to tmem?

Well, like our dependency. . . . the parents get fOod for um and they

thbuy cloing and .supporh us through sehoceland.pick out stuff,and

things like that.

Interviewer: So, did you enjoy the movie?

Kenny: Yes.

Interviewer: Did you like that better than the booklets?

Kenak: It was hard to say, because Ithesalmon booklets, you're comparing
everything with it, and a.few other animals, too. And they put a
lot of information into it, and they're doing it veyy succinctly.

And in the film they were doing it longer. And they 'put in-a lot of

information. There's two different techniques.

Interviewer: So, you like each of them for what they are?

Kenny: Yes.

Interviewer: You saw the slides on the herring'gull?

Kenny: Well, I've seen herring gulls before, 'because I've been down to ihe

beach. And they come down. I've' never seen them real close. And I

never imagined how pretty they are. JIhey are very pretty. And if .

you look closely at the structure, you can see how they're built to

fly. And to dive.

Iuterviewer: What is their structure like?

1:enny: It's the bird-like structure. It's streamlined. The wings are out-

stretched,tilting down and sort of slanting backward, witha lot Di
feathers, Like any bird. And when it dives down to get fish, it
has this oi24y sUbstance on their.feathers that repel the water, be-

. cause if they aldn't have this, and then dove, they'd just sink,
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interviewer: Any other mays:besides dependency, that mands difierent fron the
animals? :

Kenny: Well, man lives longer, and man is much smarter. Man has a bigger
. brain. Like agorae. A horse has a bigger brain than its size,
but man has a greater ability to learn than any others:alma.

Interviewer: Why is that?

Kenny: Beeswax:1=4s unique. And he has different sensesoand he can think,
unlike many others:animas. ln the theory of evolution, they say man
is descended from.the apes. The apes aie the second smartest, or
maybe the dolphin. But it's said we're the end ofthe line, so we
have to be . . . me must be the smartest.

Interviewer: What makes sanebockr smart, do you think?

Kenny Mal, we have a section in our brains for learnimg. And you could
,saY we have differebt things for senses, and movements, and relaying
messages. But the biggest spice in our brain's for learning. And
the oth4 animals have a very small space for learning.

Interviewer: Can you point to the learning space, mhere it is?

Kean

Commentary

Well, no, but me have different sections, apd we're studying dbout
the human brain, too. And we got a disgrpm =dye divicle up into
sections. Andme divide it A, B, Cs D and B. A to do with your
arms, your legs, your back, and everything like that. And B is the
sensitive area. The senses like toudh. C. ecald.be vision and

- hearing, Snd thinking. I think that's D. But that's a big part for
thinking. That's the biggest part.

Early in his study of NACOS, this boy shows right off how he is relating the

material in the course to his own perceptions and experiences outside the class-

room. The herring gull visuals, for example, bring him a new sense of the bird's

1,eauty mud structure:

I've seen herriug gulls before...I never imagined'how
prelty they are...you can see how they're built ,to fly...

-

On the whole, his first interview shows a building up of detail and knowledge

about specific animals dtd human differences nr similarities. There is a
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3traightfQrwurd, int.:rusted, detailed quality to these-early cannents, a: boy.

like curiosity-and ztoring of information.'

It is worth noting thAt his only linking of personal reactions to learning

inputu comes from thc visUal materials, where he gives an emotional, aesthetic

resipsmst! az well as, a contest-centered reply to questions.
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Interview with Kenn?

Interviewer:

Kem

Interviewer:

Kenny:

Interviewer:

Kenny:

Interviewer:

Kenuy:

Interviewer:

KO:My:

Interviewer:

Kenny:

interviewer:

Kenny:

Interviewer:

Kenny.

.za

January 5, 1968

What do you remember about the herring gull?

Wells it is a fish-eating bird,and its structure helps it survive,
because when it is preening it sticks its beak into this oil. gland
in the back,and frail this oil gland melee this oil substance ithich
he puts all. over his featheratand this makes him repel water.

So, this is sort of haw higi structure helps it survive?

Yes.

What does preening mean?

Well, he Cleaned off his feathers.

Tilly is it that same herring gull Chicks

Some,when they get big4forget to crouch
parents forget to feed them so they die

survive and others don't?

down, and sonetimas their
of starvation.

Is there a way that a parent knows its own Chicks?

.Scrt of. The Chicks really know the parents better than the parents
know! their own chicks. They peck at them so much (the chicks at
the.parents) --they peck at the red spat so much that they can tell
the difference. They can recognize a few things. Tteyheme, WAY
good xisionoso they can tell.

Do ymuthink. that if a strange Chick got into the nest, the =other
,

would feed him?

I don't think so - because they have a little different smell, and
they look a little differently.

Does the herring gull learn very much?

Well, it doesn't have very much learning ;pace in its brain. It can,
a little, but mostly it is instinct whiCh he reacts with.

What is an example of instinct?.
F.

Well, some people think that a herring gull picks up a clamand
drop it an a rock to , and then gets to eat it, but that is not
really true, because sometimes he can drop it about a hundred times
and not hit a rock and just drop it on the sand. Thatss an instinct,
:ast to drop it. And preening is another instinct. And the chicks

.14!



are born with an instinct to peck at the red spot - we don't
know why but they just do,it -- the parents don't teach them
to do it.

Interviewer: Well, what are some things that you think that they learn?

Kenny: They learn their territory and to keep out of other people's
territory,because if they dopthey can get into a fight.

Interviewer: How do they learn that?

Kenny: Very easily. They catch certain boundariespand they nest all
around the territoryiamd the chicks are.taught by their parents
where the territory is and not to wander off from the
territory.

Interviewer: How do they teach them -- do they say "Now., Johnny, don't go
here"?

Kenny: Well, I think by experience,because they get chased out or
somethinglike that.

Interviewer: Can you give me an example?

Kenny: If you ok the anatomy of the whale find looked at his bone
structurvphe has places where there used to be legs and arms,
and I have a theory about this which may seem stupid, but I've
been thinking that if all the whales went back to the landsthey
would be what we*know as the dinosaurs.

Interviewer: Really? Can you explain more about .that to me?

Kenny:

Ccramentary

Well, the whales are the biggest mammals . . . the biggest
animals that we have, so I think that they must have gotten
smaller,and they were bigger when they had the extra limbs.

A noticeable attribute of this interview is the colorful language Kenny uses

in'his examples to convey ideas about the herring gull. There is a narrative

quality to his telling about the herrinc gull; he recounts what he has learned

as a story.

The interest of this age group in learning about animals is apparent in

Kenny's interview. He closes wi his own theory about whales as the survivors

of the dinosaur era.
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Interview with Kenny

March 13 1

Interviewer: All right, Well, here, I awes, aro all thb baboon booklets. Tal
me, you know, what you liked, what you didn't like.

Kenny: Well, I liked this one, The Baboon Troop.

Interviewer: You did?

Kenny: I liked the way it showed the different the amount of the
kind of baboons in each trooppand.the dominancesand things
like that. I liked most of the books on the baboon troop. The
two of them.

Interviewer: What? The Rangel or just The Troop2

Kenny: I really...I liked all of them. They were...They gave good
information.

Interviewer: Do you like what it talked aboutsor how it talked about it?
Do you know what I mean?

Kenny: Well, really both. And it's...I liked the information montly.
The style isn't really Edgar Allen l'itaa.ish, but it's kind of nice.

Interviewer: Would you like it to be Edgar Allen Poe-ish?

Kenny: No, I wouldn't,

Interviewer: Okay, how about these booklets here? These are a different type.

Kenny: Well, I especially lilted this one.

Interviewer: The Animal Adaptation?

Kenny: Yeah. Because I liked the information:Land I liked the pictures
in it.

Interviewer: The cartoon type?

Kenny: Yeah. Some of these things, like this and like this, I liked.
Because of the animation.

Interviewer: Can you tell me something about the content of that book?

Kenny: Well, it says what different functions...the functions of the
bodies are. Like the mosquito. Everybody thinks mosquitoes
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are terrible cr .tures...they bite you, they're terrible, they're
horrible. And that's really not true because just the mosquito
bites to get blood for the eggs. But then he can...it would
be good if thqyJdidn't have the eggs.

Interviewer: So there wouldn't be any mosquitoes at all?

Kenny: Riiht.

Interviewer: Okay, how about this Information and Behavior booklet?

Kenny: Well, I don't remember that onti...0h yeah, this one. Well, I
liked itlexcept it was a little confusing on the three different
ires of the paper.

Interviewer: And so, if it were...each of the pages were full length?

Kenny: Yeah, like the other,ones.

Interviewer: Okay. And how about this one, Innate and Learned Behavior?0.1001!

Kenny: I don't think we took that one. I don't think so. No, we
didn't.

Interviewer: Would you like to have it?

Kenny: Well, I guess so. Looks sort of like...a little like the
Animal Adaptation. It's written sort of in the same thing.

Interviewer: How about these Structure and Function booklets?

Kenny: Oho yeah, I liked thissbecause it had the practicality of the
different structuressand it says, like in the first placesif
your hands were disk-shaped, you couldn't

Commentary

As Konny notes in this third interview: "Lliked the information mostly."

He mentions the straightforward informational quality of the materiuls in the

first section of the course: '"The style isn't really E r Allen Poeish, but it's

kind of nice."

While he appreciates some of the more whimsir. illustrations in the booklet

on animal adaptation, he is somewhat put off by the introduction of different-

sized pages in another booklet.

Again, we recognize the steady accumulation of information as a main

117
component of his experience as the course progresses.
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Interviewer: Have you ever studiid Eskimos before?

Kenny: Yes, in third grade.

Interviewer: Do you remember anything about them?

Kenny:

6, 1968

Well, we didn't study any specific tribe. We etudied Eskimos
in general. I remember the different animals'and the igloos
that they built,and the different types-of !shelters Chat they
had, and the clothing that theywma.

Interviewer: What were some of the different animals?

Kenny: . The caribou, seal, walrus, muskox, and occasionally a whale.

Interviewer: bo you remember about their way of life and their ideas, and
things like that?

1

Kenny: Well, the.. were supe

Interviewer: Do you remember that

Kenny: Yes, because they ha
Eskimos.

ious,

before?

thene picturesyand they showed the

Interviewer: When you heard that you were going to stuAy the Eskimo, how
did you feel about that?

Kenny: Well, I was kind of glad, because I had a little basic knowledge
of itland I hadn't had anything on the salmon or the seagull or
the baboon.

Interviewer: So you wanted to do something with them?

Kenny: Yeah.

Interviewer: What do you think of what you've been doing so far?

Kenny: It's pretty good. It's gone into more ideas than just basic
things. They're showing details of the ideas, and when I
studied it before I just had facts, I didn't have that much ideas.

Interviewer: What kind of ideas?

Kenny: Well,the men, their philosophy of life.
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Interviewer: What do you think of their way of life and their ideas?

Kenny: They're very primitive. And as far as I know, very slaw in
getting modernized..

-

Interviewer: Do you think we should go in and tell them what's what, and
that they're very superstitious and silly?

Kenny: llot really, because they nicht think that ger religion is very
stupid.

/

Interviewer: What do yOu think about their way of life?!

Kenny: Well, it's,very interesting. It has a sort
,

of_everyday super-
stition with everything they do. Like they have taboos on.sealhuntingland fishing, and things like that.

Interviewer: You've seen some films. What ,did- you think of those?

Kenny: Well, I liked them a lot, but I didn't, well one of the films
liked a lot, and another one I didn't like that much. The

one crossing the Tundra, I.didn't like that One, become they
just showed them walkigg across and things like that. The other---,Alla, they set up a teat and went fishing. And I think it was
much nicer. And the one with the caribou was good.

Interviewer: How do you like these films compared with the ones in Man and
Animals?

Kenny: Well, the one about fishing was probably as good as the salmon
films. It had a 19t of content of action,and it showed more
than some of the other films.

Interviewer: What about the records telling the stories, did you hear much
of.that?

Kenny: No, we heard some of it, but I think that they're good stories.
I liked them. -I enjoyed them, and they might...I personally
think that they're kind of primitive type things. Things like
that, but I like them, and they might think that our stories
are so crazytso that I really have no say in it.

Interviewer: What do you mean about primitive? You've used that a couple
of times?

Kenny: Old-fashioned,sort of. Not up to our development. Or what we
call civilization.

interviewer: Well, like what things?



Keany: Well, they don't go around riding cars or snowmobiles. And
they don't have submachine guns. They're still in the old-
fashioned place of the ancestors. I think that here in the
United States we've got a lot of machines. We use zany
things. We use electric heaters, gas heaters, but there they
have different houses, different heating systems, almost every-
thing is different.

Interviewer: Does that make them primitive?

Kenny: Sort of.

Interviewer: Does being different make them primitive?

Kery: No, but being old-fashioned. They don't have all these inven-
tions that we do.

Interviewet: DO you think that if they had our inventions,that would be a
good thing.?

Kenny: Not really, they'd have to know how to use it.

Interviewer: Well, if they did know how to use them?

Kenny: Well, yes, it would be. If the machine like a snowmobile.
They couldn't use something like a car up there. But snow-
mobile machines would help them.

Interviewer: What about their ideas? Do you think their ideas are primitive?

Kenny: Yes and no. Some of them are,and some of them aren't. The ideas
of life, I mean the way they just go along and they share every-
thing, / think that's excellentpand I wish the rest of the world
could do that. And things like their folklore and-things like
that are amusing, but sort of kind of primitive, and also
spiritual.

Interviewer: You did a diagram on families?

Kenny: No.

Interviewer: Making a family tree?

Ken y: I think so.

Jn'erviewer:

Kfrny:

Do you remember anything 'about that?

A diagram of your father and your mother, like with a line?
Yeah, that was, well, it showed different rerations and it
showed how you came to be. And I think that was really all. I

think really the main thing it showed is different relations.

tif 150
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Interviewer: Is there any yay that you could draw a diagram and you could
be sure that I would understand it?

Kenny: Yes. f

Interviewer: How's that?

Kenny: Well, I might be... I have five people In my familyeand it goes
like this, down like that, and I put a squiggly thing and a
square. And then in the middle of this line, I take a line
going down, and I wake a thing just like up there, except it's
going down. And I put three little squiggly things.

'Interviewer: How do I know what the squiggly things are?

Kenny: Well, I'll tell you something, that there's only one girl in
my.family -and the rest are boys'and then you can figure that out,
'because the squiggly things would have to be the men and the
square Would have to be my mother.

Interviewer: Anything else you want to say about the Netsilik stuff you've
been Studying?

Kenny: No, I don't think so.

Cammeltary

A greater range of reflective thinking is elicited.fram Kenny by the Netsilik

materils. Ane of the criticisms aimed at the Betsilik unit is that it leaves

children with the vieg that the Eskimo is "primitive." Considering this chilf?Ts

thouetts after about half the unit, we can explqre his use of the word "primitive."

It is apparent that he is yv't usizig this word ia a-facile, derogatory way, but

is subsuming under it a thoughtful, amd in many ways accurate, interpretation of

their, life style. He ses "a smrt f everyday superstition" in their use of

tio4N)s that pertains.to their survival r'leeds, and he stresses that he means "old-

fLshiliged" whorl he uses the word primitive: "They're still in the old.fashioned

la lf the ancIstors." It seems that he is getting at the unchanging quality

ct thair lives., compared with.our constantly inventive civilization.

1 51
'11 t
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The astuteness of children as to the purposes of class materials is evident

in KennY's remarks about the Netsilik unit:

It's gone into more ideas than just basic things. They're
showing details of the ideas, and when I studied it before,
I just had facis, I didn't have that much ideas'.

The national checklist sample results showed that the overwhelming majority

of children selected as the most important aspects of the unit learning about the

way Eskimos work and their feelings, dreams, and religton. We find many illustra-

tions in the interviews of this preference fdi learning about life-style. Beliefs,

religionand ways of interpreting the meaning of life hold a special fascination

for youngsters. When Kenny is asked what the ideqs are to which he is referring

above, he says, "Well, the men, their philosophy of life."

He is also reflective about the characteristics of Eskimo religiaus

practices and senses their attentiveness to the capricious aspects of their

lives -- the variability of the food supply, the vagaries of the hunt, the whims

of wind and snow as they detert_ne daily existence. With regard to the sun --

the power that children know is worshipped in some areas of the world as the

ultimate and life-civing source -- Kenny has decided that the Netsilik take it:

...for granted, and they don't have to worship it...
it keeps coming back...they worship the bad gods, but
they don't worship the good.

, 152
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Interview with Bruce

f

December 5, 1967

Interviewer: What about theisalmon?

Bruce:- Well, salmon, there isn't much. more to talk About.

Interviewer: What do you mean?

Bruce: They coveredleverything about the salMon. That was okay,
because the booklets were at least longer. They told more.

Interviewer: How about the film? What did you think of the film of the
salmon?

Bruce: Oh that? It was great. It was rather chopped up. It was an
old film, and if they could get it they should have it. I

don't know if they oduldw but they should make another film of
it, or fix the film, becawe .it wasn'tvery clear, gspecialiy
the sound.

Interviewer: The soutid wasn't clear?

Bruce: It wasn't even with the pictures.

Interviewer: Is that what you-meant by being chopped up?

Bruce: Well, the sound...if you've ever seeri 4 film:where the sound
jigglea? And the sound track is scraped or cut into. How old
is that film, anyway/

Interviewer: I have no idea.

Bruce: Cause it's not in the besecondition.

Interviewer: Was this the one in color, where he woz fiGhtinG to Go upstream?

Bruce: Yeah, and he became king oi the river. I like the sliides. Do
they have another set of slides coming?

Interviewer: Slides on which ones?

Bruce: The herring gull.

Interviewer: I have seen some slides on the herring gull. Then they had some
other slides which Are more general about all.types of animals.
Do you like the slides better than .the film, though?,

4.1 1 53



bruca Uh-huh. I don't know, becauseI haven't seen the film on the
herring gull. So I don't know about the May thoudh: The
slides, were excellent.

Interviewer: Would you like the reading to be a little harder?

Bruce: Yeah,

Interviewer: How would you make it harder? .

Bruce: Well, the booklets, the Inie of the herring gull, they weren't
.too long. And I'd rather have more infqrmation in the booklet.
If they're'going to have to pack the thing, they mj.ght as well
not have those bopklets, because they're not ve They
tell soae, but they could tell more.

Interviewer: What kind of things would you'like them 6 t 11 More about?

Bruce: How it makes out in the territory or what it does. Things like
that. How they Make their nests... It didn't tell anythinvabout
that. It didn't tell anything about the nest at all. '1 think

. it was..4-the second book in that little packet on herring gulls.
You know that cardboard cover with the books inside? The slides
showed tl,%ree eggs in the nest, and the book said out of the eix
or seven eggs, only one survived. They only had three eggs, so
I was wondering whether they reproduce two times in one summer.
Because they only showed three eggs in the film, and out of'six
or seven, only one survived.

4 Interviewer: Did you find out ;our answer?

truce: ;Tot yet.

Commentary

The interview with Bruce begins at the analytic level which we came to

recognize as his special style. He starts with a critical reviw'g the visual

and sound quality of the salmon film. "It was great" as material, he exclaims,

and then proceeds like a professional to dissect the conditfon 9f the film which

he does not consider the best.

He puts his stamp of approval on all of the slides he has seen so far and

then goes on to discuss tjie format of the booklets:

1 ki 4.4 '
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I'd rather have more informatien on the booklets...
they could tell more.

His attention to details, and the relating.of one source, of information to

another, is clearly, demonstrated in his questions on the herring gull. , He finds

that the booklet gave a survital rate of one in-seven, while the slides "showed

three eggs in the hest...so I was wondering whether they reproduce two times in

one summer:"

r

4



Intervie4 with Bruce

Inteririewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

,Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

1149

) `,.\.3a.nuary 5, 1968

Why is it that some baby chicks survive aFd others die?

It could be the parents haven't eaten for 0 while and the chick'
is out of luck -- no food. They.couldistinifefto death. OT the '

chick wanders to another nest and the tiird deesn't recognize
its chick, it'll kill it. Or if the chiek just comes to its
own nest and tbe mother doesn't recognize it, itYll kill it%
And there's always predators.

So he's got a lot of things gOliig against him?

Yes.

How does the mother recognize the chick?

There's a pattern of spots'on the bock of his- necks_ond she'll
recognize that as oue of her chicks. If she doesn't, she'll
kill it.

Does the mother instihctively recognize the spots?

No. Well, s4è has to,pee them,for a while. And alsossometimes,
because of the sounds,they make. That also tell's. Sometimes
they'don't recognize the spots.'

Then they've had it, huh?

Yeah.

Can you give me an example of the difference between innate
behavior and learned behivior?

Innate behavior. is something that's built in when they're born,
and they don't have to learn it. Like pecking at the red spot.
That's built in. And learned is like, when the chicks they
can't fight, they have to learn to fight.

,

.If_ an animal lives in a certain environment and then the environ-
ment changes, do.you think he ,would have to change.in order to
survive?

Yeah. He'd have 6 change or migrate, either one.

Can you give me an example?
eq



Bruce: Let's.see. If there were a bird that likes hot weathervand it
suddenly got cold, he's going to migrate. Because I don't
think a bird that was built for hot weather is going to stay
around if It's freezing cold, so he migrates. But usually the
environment doesn't_change that.much. If an animal picks an .

environment, that's where hs wants .6 livesand usually that's
where he stays.

Interviewer: Does an animal pick his environment?

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

No, it's where he's born. That's what the parents pick it
for him.

Well. I'll think that one over. Which do you like best of the
animals you've studied?

The baboons.

Interviewer: Why?

Bruce: I'm more interested in primates.

Interviewer: What's a primate?

Bruce: A primate's a monkey. Well, we're primates, too... Monkeys have
Nigger brains than birds. Monkeys...I think that in the class of
animals, monkeysrate next to us.

Interviewer: I see.' Do you like to study about smart things?

Bruce: Yeah. I'm more interested in monkeys than I would be in fish
or gulls or something like that.

Interviewer: You're not interested in fish? Unrelated to you, is that why?

Bruce: I don't know. It's just that it doesn't hold my interest, that's
all.

Interviewer: Okay.

Bruce: Neither did the gulls.

Interviewer: What don't you like about gulls?

Bruce: I don't know. I'd rather not fuss with them. Space.

Interviewer: Space?

Bruce: That would be a little better than animals. But I don't mind.

7
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Interviewer: What would you like to know about space?

Bruce: Well, you know, spaceships, planets. I Just can't say one thtng.
I'd like to learn a lot about space.

Interviewer:' So you wOuld like an astronomy course. or...?

Bruce: Yeah. But the girls wouldn't like it that much. That's the
whole problem.

Interviewer: Oh, would you like to have a class just for boys in astronomy?

Bruce: Yeah.

Interviewer: Would it be all right if the girls liked .astronomy, could they
be in the class? No? Okay, I'm sorry.for suggesting it.
Okay, thanks a lot, Bruce.

Commentary

As the course continues, Bruce expresses preference among animal Studies

for the baboon, because "I-% more interested in primates...we're primatek,too."

He states, however, that what he'd really,like to be l6arning about is "Space...

-

That would be a little better than animals." His %sense of adventure and

exploration is not satisfied at; this, point by the animal studies, and he yearns

for the stars...



Interview with Bruce

March 13, 1968

Interviewer: When did you learn about the innate behavior, then? Where
did you pick up your information?

Bruce: Well, the herring gull... Well, we started with the salmon,
aly1 the ability to work its way upstream to where it was born.
Innate learning. Well, he was born with an urge, in other
words, when he was five to go back upstream. And that was
innate behavior. That was where we started. And then the
gulls. Let's see, the baboon...Let's start with the gull.
Ihe gull's innate behavior was to peck the red spotl and the
baboon's was that a baby would cling to his mother's chest.

Interviewer: Okay, So you learned the innate'behavior while studying the .

animal. How about Animal Adaptation, did you read it?

Bruce: Yes,

Interviewer: What did you think about this?

Bruce: Mthm,At was a good booklet. The illustrations showed clearly
what the book was trying to get across.

Interviewer: What...did you think df the reading? Was it too hard, or easy?

Bruce: Well, it was rather easy. Because none of the words were too
hard.

Interviewer: Would you change this.booklet?

Bzuce: The booklet? I don't think I'd change it. I like reading
smaller print better.

Interviewer: . Why?

Bruce: Just

Interviewer: You just do?

Sruce: It's easier to read than the smaller print, but they Overdo, and
i don't like the color of the words. I'd rather have them dark.

Interviewer: A darker green or a black on themt

Bruce:. Yeah. I like the.photographed stuff.

Interviewer: Do you like the combination of photographs and sort of cartoon
or hand-drawing?



Bruce:

Intervicuer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

IAerviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Yeeh, veil, it doesns.::. cctly looli real.

Ana hou about the baboon ;millets, just in General?'

Uell, the belemmibOoklets, I thouGhts uere the best oalloll
booilleta. I think I told you

Better than these here?

Yes. I think I told you that once. Maybe I didn't.

Why?

They interest you more
P

because Strumture and Function and things
like that ... I like t1lem betterc--1%;571;arga,777they were
more interesting generallY, I guess.

You atarted to say that things like these books, Structure and
FUnetion and Animal Behavior and ail that Is -1.'711-71c".
that doesn't quite interest you?

Well, structure and fUnction are .. we were tetkillg about
structure. It was a-good book, the way it was put out, but I
don't think it needed to be in there.

It wasn't relevant to ..?

Well, the stucture we could talk about without having to use
this, I dpn't think.

I see. So you'd rather learn about ... juat deal with all that
information in the booklets about the animals themselves.

If you could change the information booklets, and you made them
into the kind of booklets that baboons were ...

What do you mean?

Well, like you'd have the things like this and the drawings,
more stuff written on the pages, and things like this, so that
it would be like this book, only it would be about this subject.

I see, klittle more like a book.

Yeah.

I GO



Courcrontary

His third interviev, as be is closing off his stwly of tbe animals, reveals

a good sense of the conceptual progression of the course. He gives =example

of the innate behavior of the salmon, herring gull, and. baboon* Again, bis

critical approadh to the quality ofkthe materials is shown in his response to the

question, "What did you think about the booklet, "Animal Adaptation?"

It was a good booklet. The illustrations ghowed CleerlY
what the book was trying to get across.

Bruee continues this critical perspective on the physical attribUtes of the;.

materials with a comment on the printing in another booklet.

I like reading smaller print better...(the big print)
is easier to read than the smaller print, but they
overdo. 'And I don't like the color of the words.
I'd rather have them dark.

Anyone Who is misguided enough tO think that youngsters don't notice the

differences and details in classroculmaterials must chow his mind after

listening, as we have, to the responses of many youngsters to the format and

style of these materials.

Bruce then moves to a criticism of the content of the materials and states

that be prefers the tvaInnn bookletc to mpli, conrept booklets as "Structure and

Function," because:

The structure we could talk about without having to use this....

He is a bright child, and he feels soricwhat talked down to by such devices as

large print asd uncrowdnd pages.

1 6 1



May 6, 1968
Interview with Bruce

Interviewer: What have you.thought about the Eskimos?

Bruce: It's one of the better studies. The material is alot

better, I think, the way they set it up. They're getting

some pretty cool stuff....I like it, and the other things
that we've been doing...'cause this is, has more visual

aid that has a lot zore thinge, like booklets I like
them better than the others, even better than the animals.

Interviewer: Have you studied about the Eskimo before?

Bruce: Yeah, in the third grade.

Interviewer: And what do you remember about that?

Bruce: Not much. We weren't really talking about...we didn't

have the material we have not, and we weren't really

talking in detail. So, we had a short study....

Interviewer: What do you remember most about what you've been

doilg so far?

Bruce: I'll have kept the whole journal thing out. I just

don't....

Interviewer: You don't like reading his journal?

Bruce: No....I'm pretty sure it's real, but uh...iit's kind

of a boring journal, I think. I don't know why, it'S

the first book I've been reading that I've even disliked.

Interviewer: Do you think that nn Eckimo family iz very zuch like your

remilv/

Bruce: Yeah.

Interviewer: In what way?

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

They aren't any different. We have...we live easier than

they do, we have more things...but otherwise the fsmily's

tb: .me. Children sometimes play...they. play some of

the same things...they don't actually, because they

live in a different place. Their family's the same...

they're human beings and it should be the same. So...it

is.

Anything else you want to say?

Well, it's been one of the best studies so far. I'd

seen all of these books and what we've used has been

bookletc and the journal and the animal booklet...and

building an Igloo (that was just a page), and another

tbing...the cardsc.aad I made up a game with those cards.
. .
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Interviewer:

Bruce:

%

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Commentary

noes

Do you think that Eskimo family is very much like your family?

Yeah.

In what way?

They aren't any different. We have...we live easier than they
do, we have more things...but otherwise the family's the same.
Children sometimes play...they play some of the same things...
they don't actually, because they live In a different plac4.
Their family's the same...they're human be:mgs, and it should be
the same. So...it Is.

Anything else you want to say?

Well, it's been one of the beet studies do far. I'd seen all
of these bookApand wha6gebVi used has been bOoklets and the
Journal and the animal booklet... and building an igloo
(that was just a page), and another thing...the cards. I wade
up a game with those cards.

As he moves into the study of the Netsilik, Bruce continues in.his

"materials" approach to evaluating the course:

The material is a lot better, I think, the way they set it
up. They're getting same pretty cool staff...this has more
visual aid...a lot more things, like booklets.

He r6views his third grade study of the Eskimos in thoughtful fashion:

We weren't really talking in detail, so we had a short study...

He dislikes the Rasmussen journal, a cammareactionto that set of readings,

and enjoys the categorizing exercises that accompany the use of the "Arctic

and Arctic Animals" booklet.
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June

Interview with Bruce

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

What have you thought about the Eskimos?

1968

It's one of the better studies'. The material is a lot better,
I think, the way they set it up. They're getting some pretty
cool stuff... / like it and the other things that we've been
doing...cause this has more visual aid that has slot vore
things, like booklets,. I like them better than the others,
even better than the'animals.

Did you'prefer one movie to another?

That first movie, "Fishlng at the Stone Weir," / liked that one
better than the other one.

Have you studied about the Eskimo befop?

'Yeah. In the third trade.

And wfiat do you remember atIout thee?

Not much. We weren't really talking about...we didn't have the.

material we have now, and we weren't really talking in detail.
§o, we had a short study. I'd have kept the whole journal
thing out. I jupt don't....

You don't like reading ia journal?

No...I'm pretty sure it's real, but it's kind of a boring journal
I think. f don't know why, it's the first book I've been reading
'that l've even disliked.

How about the book on the Arctic?

That wap good...it was great. She had the animals, the
adaptation,, and we had to classify what it had on the sheet.
The mammal, herbivore or carnivore, whichever one it was.
We put that down and the member of what family and when we got
another about adaptation: claws, teeth, eyes...



Interviewer: .What have you enjoyed most of the reading?

Bruce: On Firm Ice. It's a lot better than that journal..

Interviewer: You mean you like it best because it's better?

Bruce: I just liked it. I liked the stories. It's the only book

we read them in.

Interviewer:, What did you think about the pictures?

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bzuce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

I think 'they're great.

How about the pictures in the other books? Do you like them as

well?

Yes, they're all done well. These, I thinkpare sketched the

same way.

For Journey?

Yeah, they were sketched the same way.

What did you do with the play?

We read through it, we had different people do the parts.

What did you think of it?

It was O.K.

Did ybu act it out at all?

No.

Would you have liked to?

I don't know.

Of the films that you saw, are there any that made you parti-

cularly admire the'Eskimo?

No. We haven't seen many films about the Eskimos. We saw

the one about crossing the tundra, and that one about

building a tent, and I znid that they had had one About their
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crossing in the wintertime, but I don't think -- do you thihk
they could get one like that, maYbe?

I erviewer: Yeah.

Bruce* Or building an igloo? Or some of it?

In92viewer: You'd like to see that?

Bruce: Yeah. Of course, it's harder to photograph up there in the
winter. It's a lot colder then. So you'd really get an.idea
of what it's like.

Interviewer: There hasn't been anyone to film what it's like. It's a
very good point. If you were an Eskimo, would you rather be
a man or a woman?

Bruce: I'd rather be a man.

Interviewer: Why?

Bruce: I just would.

Interviewer: What do you think about killing the labies?

Bruce: I think they have to. I can see why they should, Lecau.se a
baby isn't really old enough to know anythinglactually. Some
people didn't like the part when they were eating the.caribou
you know, the film, when they were in the kayaks. They,
could take some of the things,but eating the eye, that really
got to them.

Interviewer: Did it bother you?

Bruce: Not really very much. It was a little bit worse than the fish
eye. The fish. eye he'd just pop in his mouth, but I get so
giddy...

Interviewer: The caribou eye. Did he chew it?

Bruce: Yeah, he chewed it. The caribou eye he had to take a bite
out of, that really got ya. The films didn't tell you very
much, they tell a lot, but ...

Interviewer: You want more information.

Bruce: Yeah. Like the one where they were crossing the tundra, now
that I feel that I don't know why they even bothered to put
out. They sat there for about ten minutes and walked. Did
you see that one?

1U6



Interviewer: No, I didn't

Bruce: They just walked, and then...

Interviewer: There was no narration telling what they were doing?

Bruce: None of them do. They don't have any narration.

Interviewer: Do you think that would help?

Bruce: Well, that would give more information, yeah. But they didn't
have any narration.

Interviewer: Does the Eskimo life seem routine to you, or do you think they
do different things?

Pruce: Oh, it's not routine; you go out hunting; one day your might
catch something; maybe the next day you won't catch anything
at al" and maybe you go out, and you're not feeling too well,
and then you catch two seals by yourself when the whole camp
has been starving. So it's not routine, actually.

Interviewer:. What do you think the Eskimo really cares about?

Bruce: Oh, he cared alioUt food, spirits. In On,Firm Lee, this story,
right here, that told a lot about the sidrits, uut this little
girl who had a leak in her boot, and she went in and sewed it
up, during seal hunting. Well, the women aren't supposed to
do any sewing, and just then the camp started going into
starvation, and nobody had any meat, and she couldn't stop
leaking, she couldn't; you seeonobody Was in the igloo at that
time, and so she'd even forgotten that she'd sewed it up. And
so he found out, and, well, first of all they held this thing
in the great igloo, and everybody was silent, and next morning,
let's see, the grandmother told her a story about.thisvitch,
who,ah, ate children, andy_ah, the children were playing, and
the witch saw them,,and she grabbed the fattest boy, and he
had'a.hole in his boot, and he stuck his toe out, and he started
wiggling it at her and she said, "What's that?" and he said,
"The toe witch," and she said, "I've never seen one of those
before," and She said, "What does it eat?" And he said, "Old
woman witches," And then he ran. And sh remembered about the
boot.

Interviewer: You liked that story?

Bruce: Yeah. Then they found out and they brought in some seals and
they brought in two a night, and a whole bunch in a day.
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Interviewer: Here are some words. Please plck the two most important
for the Eskimo life.

Bruce: Two?

Interviewer: Two

Bruce: Beliefs and family.

Interviewer: Why those two?

Bruce: I chose beliefs because they do watch out very constantly
for what they're doing, and what they believe in, and
family. I know why I picked it but I can't explain it.

interviewer: What were your feelings?

Bruce: They try to protect people In their family, and they really...
and there's a great deal of love involved and they really
like the family. They like the group, and they sort of
make a family if you know what I mean. Not just from one,.
family, but from people in the camp.

Interviewer: They're part of the family, sort of?

Bruce: They're a i)ig family. And it's important to stay together,
so they can share some of the protection they need, and
,something to eat. So the family is important.

Interviewer: Do you have general comments? Did you enjoy the study? Better
or less than the others?

Bruce: Oh, I like it better. Because I changed mymind, like; before
I said I didn't like it, but, and that was when I wrote the
journal, and it seemed boring, but I don't know thy. Lt seems
better now, the second half, going through this other book?

Interviewer: On Firm Ice?

Bruce: Yeah.

Interviewer: Thanks.
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Commentary

d'

A

By his final interview, Bruce is an enthusiast of the Netsilik unit.

He has not yet seeri.all of the 'films. As he continues his critical com-

mentary on materials, he suggests films he would like to see. Interestinan

those actually do exist in the later sequence of the course.

When Bruce is faced with an emotionally loaded question, he seems to

back away from it. When asked about infanticide, he gives a hasty reply

and goes on quickly to the topic of eating habits, as if triggered to speak

of distasteful episodes, but on a less disturbing topic. He does give an

extremely vivid and open description of Ii response to same of thl film

sequences:

The fish eye, he'd just pop in his mouth, but I get so
giddy...he chewed it. The caribou eye he had to take
a bite out of, that really got ya.

The interviewer does not go back to probe about the infanticide material,

so we are left to speculate about Bruce's deeper responses to the question.

His version of the story about the girl sewing during a taboo period

in the booklet "On Firm Ice," while samewhat hard to follow in parts, is

replete with dialogue and detail; uBruce,Pjust as other youngsters, gives

back stories of the Netsilik in great detail and, with obvious zest.

He shows considerable understanding of the Netsilik way of life as he

replies to the question asking for a choice of the two most important words.

Beliefs and family are his choices.

The paragraph in which he discusses these two words is especially note-

worthy in helping us to understand Elw to 'elicit responses from youngsters to

() 9
_
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questions of 'deep importance. He hesitates to explain why he selected the

Word "family": "I know why I picked if, but I can't explain it." Here,

with a sensitive interviewer, the issue is not dropped. The.interviewer

probes gently with the question, %That were your feelings?" and is given-in

reply a most impressive response:

They try to protect people in their family...there's a
good deal of love involved...They like the'groups and
they sort of make a family, if you know what I mean,
not just from one family, but from people in the camp...
They're a big family. And Ws important to stay
together, so they can stiare SCM2 of the protection
they needx and something to eat. So the family is
important.

His thoughts are so rich and so comPlex that he finds them difficult to

articulate. When asked for his "feelings," he is able to present them in

a moving statement. The meanings in human interaction and responsiveness move

this child most in the entire course sequence. For Bruce, there has been

a growing understanding of human qualities. The films and the booklets seemed

to make the greatest impression on him -- he doesn't talk as frequently as

other children aboat the impact of the group, discussion, talking, etc. He

seems to see a lot and to absorb a lot through the materials. He shown more

of the "loner" style, makes very acute critical commenti about each booklet

and film, has strong likes and dislikes and reasons hir them.

It is impressive to watch him mcve, over time and through the intervitws,

building-a sense of the structure of animal and human life based upon some

fundamental conceptual models such as care of young, family or group

protection, adaptation, and innate versus learned behaviors.
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Follow-Up Interviews

We were able to do a follow-up interview with these youngSterS in

rarch of their sixth grade year. What do they remember as they 1,..ok

back over the course?

Considering the children individua4y, beginning with Mike, we find

he prefers the Eskimo unit in retrospect, for reasons that we must

respect in youngsters' thinking: concern over human behavior.

Well, the Eskimo was dealing with real men, and I guess
I just like studying about men - about man, actually.

Categorical attributes of animals are still strong in his memory.

For instance:

I remember that (baboons) used to travel in herds, and
that certain bobcono would have dominance over the
.others, and that thei:e were different age groups, like
infants, juveniles aild the adults.

He also synthesized the information into son:e general summaries of

the differences between man and other animals:

(Can) can recall things, and remember things, and
A

think in a split-second, and make decisions, whereas
other animals can't make decisions like man can.

The distinctneis of man among animal species remains clearly with this

youngster; in fact, he feels it is hard actually to compare man with

other animals because "they're a whole different thing." But man,

he feels, "will always be man, so you can always compare different

civilizations with each other." He selects both important and relevant

attributes from Netsilik life to compare against American society:

They're sort of like us, becaUse they have a society
and they group together, and they stay with their
families and they have a relationship to each other.

Mike prefers this year's social studies to last year's, however,
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finding it even more active and interactive -- projeets, discussions,

etc. He remembers his previods experience as a great deal of reading4

particularly in the Mat and Other Animals unit:

It's easier (now) because everyone gets to give their
opinion, and I like to hear opinion.... (last year)
you had to believe what you read, instead of, you
know, being able to tell the teacher that yeu didn't
think that was really true.

Mike is the only student-of this group who recalls the "givens" of the

course ab n constraint to opinion-forming. He feels the booklets left

no room tor divergent opinions about the information in them. This is

essentially a true perception. The consistency of information presented

can be viewed as an element suggesting conformity of knowledge: inquiry

begins from the givens of the course; children are not encouraged to

doubt the quality of the basic source material.

A second boy, Kenny, remembers first of all "seeing a lot of films"

and repalln the booklets on the Netsilik, mentioning the pleasure he

found in them "because they had stories, like 'Kaluarsuk' -- yeah,

that's his name." He foUnd these materials more imaginative than the

animal booklets, and spoke of the latter as being much more repetitive

of what he had seen in the films: an astute observation, and accounting

in part, sire believe, for the better "showing" for the animal Unit than

for the Netsilik unit on objective tests. Kenny alses clearly

several attributes that distinguish man from other animals:

He could provide for
almost every climate
He used tab's, which
hunted every animal,
him....

himself and adapt himself to
and situation... He couid think.

vas an advantage, and... be
rather than every animal hunting

His regard for the Netsilik belief system is typical of this group
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of bright suburban youngsters; he accepts what he terms their "supersti-

time' as:

...logical. The Greeks probably had this same sort
of system...I believe in monotheism.., and they seem
a little strange to me, but I can accept it, because

people worship in different ways.

Kenny does mention that "I don't remember (the unit) that clearly."

/
He notes, however, the sacial structure of Netsilik Ile almost a year

later, and relates it to the economic necessities t.CCd by the

environMent:

They seem to be very close-knit people, and dependent
on each other, and they Se= to be more food-getters
instead of food-producers.., everybody provided for
each other....

Details will alwaya be forgotten, as we know. What remains with this

boy is an impressie set of general categories.

Kenny goes 4n to astonish us with his awareness of the educational

materials he uses in school:

Last year we had many little booklets.., and a matiE
that c:as specified... I think last year the material
was better organized... Instead, like this year, one
book can say "They did" and another book could say
"They didn't" and you get a little mixed up.

Unlike Mike, Kenny saw the conflicting evidence in different textbooks

as a source of productive tension, leading to interesting discussion.

Both boys, however, recognized the consistency of the MACOS materials.

For Kenny, this consistency had great appeal:

I think the EDC program last year was a lot easier
for me than the program we're follawing this year,
and how we're learning. I don't know why -- we
didn't do that much written work.., but it was much
more fun to learn Chan this year. This yearlit
was more like work.
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AA the following comment illustrates, it was also the manner of class-

room management that appealed to this bey:

We worked more in a group. We had different grcups that
we worked tcgether in, and we had working groups more
than we dathis year. This year we're more individual
than we were last year.

This statement further documents the power of group-oriented techniques

to stimulate and motivate youngsters of all ability levels. Children's

repeated references to the importance of the socially interactive mode in

the classroom raise maey questions about methods of instruction, particu-

larly the more isolated work pattern of programmed instruction, and

challenge the prevang idea that less able youngsters mdght prefer

programmed instruction precisely for its less socially involved qualities.

Once youngsters taste the pleasures of working in groups, they want more

of this mode of learning.

A third boy, Brune, illustrates the range of materials that draw

out the interest of youngsters:

The film wherethey were building their igloo was
interesting. They showed a lot of customs that we read
in the booki On Firm Ice... They showed how they lived,
mainly.

Bruce is the only one of the six youngsters to mention oarry-over

'of methods or ways of thinking and organizing material. This, of

course, is not surprising-- children adapt quickly to the style of

their present teacher; also, the mention of methodology would be a

fairly high-order abstraction of course irpact. Bruce does, however,

utilize the methods he absorbed in the Course for his own pleasure in

observing local birds and amall animals, illustrating in his comments

that he did learn this method directly from the baboon unit:
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Interviewer: If you were to study about the squirrel or a robin
now, haw would you go about it?

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Interviewer:

Bruce:

Blind. Then a tent ought to be in.the bushes, or
places where they couldn'tsses me. But I am trying
to gat close to the birda and the squirrels around.
I always do this. Umally I walls slowly, and I
sit there. And eviery day / do this, and pretty
soon, the birds or squirrels don't think that
there's anything wrong with me. I'm Uot going to
hurt them. And they aren't as seated. That's all
I'm doing now, but if I really were going to study
it, I guess I'd want to gpt in a blinds, but animals
could detect me there anyway, but you'see, if I'm
sitting still and I'm not doing anything they won't
really mind.

Um-hm. They just,got to get used to your,bcing
there.

Yeah. That's what they did with the baboons, too.
They sat,'hnd the baboons got used to them:

Would you use any other kind of resources, or
would you just sit there and observe? And what
would you be looking for?

I'd be looking for things they did. I'd pick out
one bird, I'd watch it, and see where it flew, and'
then I'd keep the same pattern, and if it did,the .

same pattern, I'd find out why, or try to anyway,
and find its nest, if I could, aud I'd watch that
and you can get a lot of things from it.

Interviewer: Would a scientist do it any differently from the
way you're thinking of doing it?

Bruce: Well, not too much differently, considering he
would have better tools to do'it with, and he'd
have more knowledge of the field anyway, on whet
to do and how to -- I guess he'd go about it
pretty much the same way. Depends on what kind
of animal you're studying. If you're studying
a whale sitting on land....

Another insight into material that contributes to successful

teaching (or facilitates independent learning) comes when Bruce'speaks

of the difference between the Rasmussen journal and the animal booklets,

the former strongly disliked by hlm, and the latter a' favorite reading.
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sen he found as a "lot of talking," meaning 3.engthy adult conmen..

tary of a detailed, didactic nature, whereas the little booklets seemed

like:

.. you have knowledge, actually, knowlcdp. vhere you want
to find it... anytime you have a question about something, you
know where to go to get it.

Again, consistency of presentation.and organization of information are

5mportani characteristics of the course.for this youth amd many others,

AN
who noted slar things. Mike's reaction was rare, but illustrative

of small numbers of students who were not as pleased with the course

style as were the majority.

The group interview is with particularly interesting youngsters

Kathy, Ellie find Joey -- who love debal-te, discussion of opinion, and

who are full of ideas about the.materials. They had arrived, as the

reader may recall, at a global view of the course by their final inter-

view a year earlier. When aske in this follow-rp wha't emme to mind

about 'man and other arima.ls, Ellie replies:

.., that big sign that says, 1What makes man
humulet

And Kathy adds:

The way he reacts to certain problems, and the way he
communicates and the way-he is... the way he questions.
And what makes him, you kno4, the way he is. Two,
animals Are not always the same, I mean, they're some-
what the smme, but two people are never the same.

They find the MACOS experience helpfUl in their current social studies

(archeology and pre-historic man) "because it helps to know what makes

a man first."

The group displays much of the same give.and take, building on

6
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and correcting each other's comments, that they showed in their earlier

interviews.. Joey reveals same confusion about innate behavior, arguing

that animals reason and hold conversations with themselves about the

appropriate behavior in a given circumstance. Kathy counters with a

more correct interpretation, and the conversation continues beyond the

extract given below to somewhat of a drew between the two, with Joey

beginning to modify his views:

Interviewer: Do animals reason, too?

Joey: Animals do. They have to reason... Instincts are
reasoning...

Kathy: Instinct aren't reasoning. They're put into you by....

Joey:

Kathy:

Well, now, Say if a baby cub, and he smells an
enemy, and he knows, it's a natural instinct that
this think is an enemy, he'll run, and thilt's
reasoning, because if he stays, he knows he's
going to get hurt, because of his instincts, so
he's reasoning with himself. I mean, "You've got
to leave." "No, I'm not going to Leave. My
foot is broken. I can't leave." "But you got
to leave, 'cause you're going to get killed,
'ause your enemy is over there..." "But
can't leave, because..." He's reasoning with
himself. Well, that's what everybody does.

Like animals -- take, oh, any animal. If you
take, Iet's say, a rabbit -- a rabbit doesn't
have to use any reason, because whena rabbit
sees a fox, the first thiag that comes into a
rabbit's mind is "Run!"

Joey: Because he has a reason to run. If hq doesn't run,
he's going to get eaten.

Interviewer: Is this the rabbit's idea, that he has a reason
to run?

Kathy: No, it's instinct!

When they discuss the Netsilik, these youngsters clearly perceive



the basic humanness of this group:

4

... we can only say things that we think about the animalsv
becausq no one's ever been an 'animal, but... you caWask
the Dietsilik thirgs, and jUst because you're a human, you
cmn fee/ same of the things they feel... anikeas can't
tell you inside things.

Joey resPonds to Kathy's ccuments with a definition of the experimental

method that makes it plain he understands the purpose of hypothesizing

about behavior, testing hypotheses in field situations, and drawing

conclusions about ?xej.behavior under study frcm the obserled evidence.

But ycu can.experiment with animals, and it's sort of
like asking them. It's like saying, "Can you do this?"
And then you see if they can do it, and it's just like
asking them....

They go on to discuss attributes of Netsilik life, comparing it to

their own with such comments as: "Our source of government is central.
*

Theirs isn't." Joey comments on Netsilik inventiveness in creating a

structure in which to live:

Whoever thought of building an igloo? Whose idea
was that? You lenow, that's really neat. That's good
architecture. Standing up by itself....

These youngsters express, as other children have, a great preference

for the Netsilik stories over other readings -- "Whoever wrote the

stories, that was great" -- and an enthusiasm for the pictures* the

Netsilik unit. Kathy notes:

The pictures of the animals were O. K. They gave you
a feeling of the animal. But the ones that were about
the spirits -- they were really modern. I thought they
were great, because you had to look deeper into the
picture to see anything. And also then, I beean to draw
some of wownsicturcs of that.

Kathy had mentioned her liking for Netsilik drawings in her original

interviews. As seen here, she remembered this fondness a year later.
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The imaginative=quality of the materials gave her impetus toward

personal arListic expression.

A humorous note is struck when the grow's. is asked Ilnw a'scientist

would go about Observing a robin:

First, he'd get a grant or something like that, and
then he'd get a whole mess of people to do it...Yeah,
get a group.

Subutbia 'Cates shining through in this comment!

Filmg,,mie given their usual f=oolade:

ies were much better (than most of the reading),
because you can see what you're doing. I mean, if they
say, "Well, we have to approach with caution now,"
you can show it better.

The films were great... we didn't have the last one of
the set of four, you know, "Fishing at the Stone Wier."
We didn't see the last one, and she said if she gets
it this year, we can see it, and I look forward to that.

Joey's summary of the purpose of the course tato the point, and

correct:

What makes man man, and what makes a ...almon a salmon?
And that was the main question.

Yeah, ccmpare....

Their closing eamments provide an insight into why ,so many youngsters

seem to prefer the Netsilik unit to the Man and Other Animals unit:

... you didn't just tell about the Netsilik. With the
Netsilik went all the animals that they hunted, their
entire envirnnment, the plants and everything. The
Netsilik had more to it than the others, because the
others talked about "the salmon, the salmon, the sal-
mon," and Vie Netsilik talked about the animalseand
the plants, and the culture, and everything that went
with it.

In retrospect, this group at lea.t prefers study "in the round" to th(

focus on one animal at a time which was a stylistic quality of the Man
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and Other Antials unit.

In these youngsters' recollection of MAWS, we find that attri-

butes,of behavior, both other animal and human, are recalled with

accUracy and with a good some of the organizing framework for consider-

ing human and animal eitatiarities and differences. There is nb tone

of condescension in their discussion of the Netsilik; the unit seems to

have contributed to a broad, embracing view of humanity and the varying

life styles of different cultures.

While only one youngster showed through examples his continued

use of the methodology of the social sciences, these boys and girls

have a way of Observing, relating ideas, and verbally expressing judg-

ments %hat reflects their work in MACOS. It is surprising how critic-

ally reflective they remain about the components of the course. The

way materials were organized, the media of presentation (even to the

style of illustrating bookleLs), and the pedagogy of the course are

vividly described after a year's time.

The teacher, ecncerned with interpersonal development, and

focusing the coarse on the question of rases humanness, was a critical

element in the emphases these students selected and remeMbered. Ellie

mentlened in the broup intekview:

We got sort of lost sometimes in the courses with all
the different things that we studied, that we often
bad to refer back to the question of what makes nan
human. You know, it didn't came up in the readings.

From observations and intrviews with the teadher, we know she stressed

consideration of the overriding questions of the course. These youxig-

eters kemember her with fondness as the pekson who made the materials
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cohere.

Kathy: I think that some of the things Mts. brought
up, I guess they weren't easy to see... we got into
discussion and everything. That made it more interest.
ing.

Ellie: Mrs. is a good teaeher for that kind of thing.

Given able yeumgsters, a supportive school environment, and a

teacher who believes that the classroom is the place where students

and teacher share together in learniag, MAN:: A COURSE OF STUDY seems

a powerful piece of curriculum that resonates in the minds of boys and

girls long after the year of study is over. The interview analysis

that folloi:7, show that its power extends to a range of classrooms

from city to suburb, and that special problems of teacher style and

student ability, while mitigating the total possible e1fectiven4s, do

not destroy its essential strength in motivating children to think

seriously about its content and to find pleasure and a sense of compe.

tence in its interactive pedagogy.

1
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Case Study of a Suburban Classroom
tat

In another classroom in this same suburbar system Observations and

student and teacher interviews were conducted over the year.. The following

is an intensive ease study based on the collected data and centering on the

interaction of teacher style, classroam climate and student learning.

The teacher was in her early thirties and in her tenth year of teaching

at thL, one school. According to the classroam o!!!!yert.she,appeared very

confident and relaxed, sensitive to and concerned about the needs and interests

of the students, imaginative and creative in devising and scheduling tasks to

motivate youngsters. He described the teacher's style as "emphasizing the

goals of free expression, confidence in one's ability to express thoughts and

feelings aloud: confidence that what one says is important that other people

are interested in it" and noted her lack of concern with the content of social

studies instruction per se.

Consistent with this description arc the teacher's own ccmments regarding

her general goals in the social studies curriculum and the relationship

of MACOS to these goals. What came across clearly in her statements during

recorded interview sessions was the fact that the broad scope of the MACOS

materials gave her the flexibility she needed to follow through on areas

that werv of greatest interest to her students and provided her with the

opportunity to pursue her own particular interests in interpersobal com-

munication and involvement.

The teacher expressed her lack Jf concern with pursuing specific

content goals in her social studies progl-am. For her, materials were

catalytic agents. She considered it to be much more important to get students

involved in a project or excited about an idea than to have them pursue

1 82
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the, more specific goals of any one course of.study. Whenher class

expressed interest in a particularulesson -or idea, she dwelled upon it

to advantage and did not concern herself with the possibility that there

would not be enough time to cover the canatang booklets, films, games or

other projects of the course.

(Why are they spending so much time on classification?)

I think I spent more time than most people. But they bade
so much fun aoing it. I figured this was sort of an
interest area. When you get them you sometimes have to capitalize

-on it. I did show a film strip....that they were just fascinated
by. They insisted that I show it again...

Through her use of the MACCS materials, this teacher felt she was

able to gain\perspective on the interactive process of the students:

(Through the course have you found out anything about the
children -- about the way they learn?)

In terms of communicating with each other, I've found that they will
talk with each,other about the things rather than come back to ma.
If we're sitting in a circle and I start a discussion or I've
planted a seed elsewhere to start the discussion, they can discuss
with each other, od a given day. Sometimes they can't possibly do
it. Like this morning they had a very'fine discussion, not with me,
but among themselVes. I was there. You learn who the-Strong ones
are, verbally, and who had lots of ideas, and you notice the kid
who always repeats what'someone else says. He doesn't have anything
to say himself, but he has to say something, just to protect himself

Thrce girls and three boys tepresentin a wide range of academic

ability were selected from this classroom to be interviewed regularly

throughout the academdc year. (A tracking system was not used at thii

school.) Although it would be inaccurate to refer to one or two of these

youngsters as being typically average or above-average, it is possible to

sub-divide the ineerviewees into two broad achievement levels -- the

average to above-average and the below-average to slaw. The distinction

betw an these two groups was much more apparent during the first half of

183
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the course and beam less noticeable during the interviewees' study of

the Netsilik. (This factor will be more fully discussed later in this

report.)

A significant proportion of time was devoted to group work by the

tdacher,who concentrated her efforts on the interactive process to imch

an extent that the impact of her approach to teaching was apparent' during

interview sessions. The ease with which most of the youngsters interacted

with each other and expressed their ideas was on a level rarely encountered

in other interview sessions with youngsters of this age group. They

viewed their experience in their classroom as a cooperative venture in

which teacher and students participated on a relatively' equal basis. They

felt confident and relaxed when expressing their ideas in the classroom,

as well as to the interviewer.

Analysis of the transcribed interviews revealed that the average

and above-average students raised an unusually large number of questions

which were aimed at clarification of concepts presented in the materials.

The following excerpts from interviews conducted with these stud(acs ovQr

the course of the year show the range and depth of their concerns.

On Natural Selection:

D. (If an animal's environment changes, would the animal have to
change in order to survive?) Yes. It would take many centuries,
but he probably would. (Could you give me an example?) Can I
take a different animal? (Any animal would do.) Say, the giraffe.
He's used to eating off the high trees. In a year,all the txees
are dead and they're all down on the ground. Sure, they can
spread their front legs to put 'their head down, but it hurts after
about an hour, so they'll just have to get a shorter neck after
many centuries. That's whpt I don't get. Haw they'get a smaller
neck. (Hew it happens?) Yuh....Someone takes a sledge hawmer and
hits him over the head?
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On Innate and Learned Behavior:

171: Uhat I don't get is when they give a warning call, and a
little baby is over, there and I'm here, would the baby
know enough to go to its'mother? Ot is it instinct or
urge? Or what? Does he leiow the eallt

On Reproduction:

(Is there anything else you would have wanted to know more
about?)

T: How they...How the animal /baboon/ reproduces offspring.

B: Well, in the salmon we saw how they did that, and herring gull,
it showed how they...out of the neck, you know. But the
baboons, it just showed...the first film we saw, that was the
only thing we knew about it, when the young baby cried for
his milk and got it, but it didn't show how they did it, you
know.

(That's right, come to Chink of it. What about in the films --

Did they show anything about reproduction in the films?
Anything at all, that you remember?)

B: Uo, not for the baboons, because it didn't show if the female
just did it alone, or with the male helper\ or what.

In caimans the slower students who were interviewed did not ask questions.

They were quite vague in thei, requests for further information, and

' although all of the interviewv3s stated they wanted more information,

the slower students apparen'tly had the greatest difficulty in articulating

areas in the materials which they found confusing, or lacking information.

(Are there things you'd like to know more about?)

I'd like to learn more about baboons -- I think ve learned a
lot about the gulls and the salmons, and I'd like to know
rmore about baboons.

(Do you have anythinn in mind?)

Just like to learn more about them.

ahe slower students also appeared reluctant to express opinions

about,the materials and :-equently resorted to the convenient response,

"I 411LtiTow1" when questions were directed at them:

(You saw the film on the herring Ill. Wbat did you think

of that?)

It's pretty.



(What did you think of that compared to the film on the
salmon?)

I don't know. Birds don't live under water. And salmon
don't live in the air.

(Did you like one film better than the other?)

Yeah.

(Which one did you like better?)

Toe salmon one,

(Why?)

I don't know why. Cause...I don't know.

The more capable students' apptoach to "problem" situations showed

a keenness of perception which the slower dhildren did not elehib t.

When asked to use their imagination to describe what th'ey would seie

they were to go to an island to study herring gulls, they stated they

would look for specific types of behavior which they did not completely

understand. They were not particularly interested in repeating to the

interviewer information which they felt they already knew and understood

They were much more involved in analyzing the "situation" for their awn

purposes and in seekin6 information which would further satisfy their

awn questions about gull behavior.

(Suppose you went to an island...to study gulls. What do you
think you would see?)

B: Find out more about how they get their territories, so Chat
no gulls will come on.

(You're going to look for specific things, then?)

B: Yes...how they mate.

T: What else they eat 11 many...what' do they do in their life?
I mean, they eat, they sleep, they mate.

B: What do they d in-between times?

The slomer students, on the other hand, operated on a noticcibly laver

' level of evOceptualization. Their responses lacked the imaginative

approach so.noticeable in the responses of the other students and were

characterited by a descriptive quality in which information gleaned from

the booklets and films was repeated.

;,8,6
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V Comnrehension of Content:

Life Cycle:

All but the very slawest child interviewed in this class were

able to describe a life cycle and" compare the lile cycles of different

animals:

(What's the life cycle of a herring gull?)

Well, usually you can start off anywhere in the cycle.
So there are the mother and the father get together.
They mate. They build the nest, and the mother lays
the eggs. The eggs are hatched. lhey incubate it,
and fhen they're hatched. They grow up, get food from the
mother by pecking tHe red spot, and when they'ke grown
up, they do the same thing that their mother and their
father did.

(Do you think animals and human beings are very mueh
alike?)

M: Yes.

B: Not in dependency, though.

(What do you mean by that?)

B: Well, like the salmon don't even have it. They just
stay in the stream for about a year, and then they just
go. Then they come back again. They don't have any
parents at all...

This teacher evidently spent a considerable amount of time intro-

ducing this particular concept to the class -- perhaps too much time,

in view of one youngster's negative reaction to this part of the

course:

(What do you think is the hardest-thing you've done?)

pitting while shutting up while watching the salmon
life cycle.

(You didn't like studying that. Why was that?)

Well, I made like I did, but right nnw, since Miss
isn't here, tell you the truth. No, I don't.

(Why not?)

1



Well, it just didn't interest me very much.

(Why WAS that?)

Well, she kept talking about the same thing for days
until she finally got onto the next thing. We sew
more movies on the life cycle. You could get pretty
bored.

Innate and Learned Behavior:

The slower students had difficulty with 'the concept of innate and

learned'behavior. One youngster was unable to define either innate or

learned behavior. Another was able to define the two types of behavior,

but his examples were often confused:

(Do you think you could explain what is meant,..by innate
behavior?)

Innate behavior is there when you come from birth. It's

like, innate behavior is like they have the urge to like
scratch themself, to clean themself, and they have that
urge to peck at the mother's red spot and the father's,

and they have...that's all.

(Do you do anything that is innate?)

We learn to talk.

(Do you think there's a difference betwten innate behavior
and learned behavior?)

Well, learned behavior, the mother will teach it. Like

we go to school and we learn things, like. Innate

behavior is to do on your own. You get the urge to do

it.

When the average and above-average students discussed innate and

learned behavior, their responses revealed much less confusion, although

they still expressed their uncertainty regarding the differences in-

volved.

B: In one of the booklets we saw, you had to do something in
order to learn whether to do it again and: again, or just

once. Like the bear, he went over to the cactus and
touched it. He learned he shouldn't touch .4 again,
because it hurt it. Like if we jump in the-river and we
almost die, but luckily right when we were going under,
someone came and rescued us. We'd know if someone told

us to do it again, we wouldn't do it. We learn not to do

it.
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(What do we mean when we talk about behavior?)

T: Instinct behavior and learned behavior, which they are born
with,and which they learn by their parents...two different
types. -

(How would you explain to someone what is meant by'innate
behavior?)

T: Innate behavior would be like you incubate the eggs when it's
their generation to lay the eggs and to feed them when the
babies peck at the red spot.

(Can you think of something that would be learned behavior?)

T: I'm not sure, but I think to preen themselves....

...What I don't understand about the herring gulls, they
fight off their predators to protect -- they fight off
other herring gulls to protect their chicks, and when
the chick doesn't peck at the red spot, he doesn't get
food. They just leave it alone, and it seems like --
I think they fight off predators because it's an instinct
that they have to have the territory, because I don't
think they care anything about the little chick if they
would let it starve if it didn't peck.

B: And they wouldn't fight if they didn't have territories.
I think it's instinct, what you say is instinct, because
they wouldn't have nothing to'fight about if they didn't
have territories...I don't agree When you said they only
fought because they were protecting their own chicks. I

don't agree with that, because they are really just pro-
tecting theiroelves, because they are fighting off, so it
must be an instinct.

T: To keep the territory. They want to live someplace.

B: But they don't really care. I think tie only time they
really care is...I think the only reason they tight off
the predators is urge or instinct. They don't really care
much about their chicks. Like a male don't go over to a.
female and say, "That baby chick hasn't been eaking lately.
I think I better peck on the red spot near her so/that
she can eat." They wouldn't dO that. They don't have
feelings.

T: And when the chicks get (Ader and when they are a different
color, the parents will attaek the chick unless they crouch
down. They don't care about them. Tney better scrouch
down,or else they are going to get killed by their own'
parents.

- ...If someone died and they took a human brain and put it

in a herring gull, it would show their feelings would geinto the
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chick, and they would protect them; and then those baby
chicks would.do the same thing to them, and Chau maybe
everything would change. So I don't think they have
free power, free will ro do what they want to do. I

Chink it's just instinct and urge. There wasn't one
thing that I saw that they had to do on their own free
power, except preen maybe...What I don't get is when
they give a warning call, and a little baby is over
there and I'm here, would the baby know enough to go
to its mother?._Or is it instiect or urge? Or what?
Does he know the call?

T: He's learned that his mother's there and she'll protect
him.

B: Yuh, but what if-he's just born and he s going to get
food, and he hears the warning call and never heard it
before and never Leard what to do? How would he know
what to do?

T: Yuh, but the males always protect the young, so, and
the female, so.I think they would get them or something.
Cause the dominant males, it said they loved the babies,
and they think they are attracted Wthem,so they'd be
watched. The little infants, they wouldn't be away from
their mother. So if the mother hears the warning call,
she'll run away, and then the baby will learn that means
run'avay.

Stimulated by a discussion of innate and learned behavior, one

.
youngster very enthusiastically revealed her awareness of the focus

of the course:

T: And it doesn't seem as if the salmon plays. That they
have any contact with ,each other except When they're
maing, you know, the eggs and everything. But they
really don't...Baboons, they play-with each other, and
they care about each other. But dhe salmon, it doesn't
seem as if they care at all.

(What about the herring gull? Where would they fit in?)

T: Well, they' don't, really. The parents are the, really,
only ones who sort of care for theui. They feed them, but,
you see, the baboons, tohey learn, you kvow, they wouldn't

feed them. They feed ith4m because they nave the instinct.
When they are pecked,'th9, have to regurgitate food. But

they wouldn't feed th8M otherwise. And the territories --
if the chick wanders cut Of-its territory, it would be
killed by another one. And it doesn't seem as if they
care about, because they would kill each other just if
they were out If the territory....
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Baboons, they learn much more. I Chink the salmon'
learns the least, then the herring gull, and then the
baboon, and then the Eskimo! And it's going to be
all a step higher! And you have to do chis,and they
don't haveolike,their own free will. Probably if
they didn't have that instinct, I don't think they
would want to swim upstream.

(Do you Chink we have unlimited freedom, or do you
think something controls usl)

T: Laws, that's all, 'cause that's just for safety. But
we can do mostly anything we want to. Like we don't
have to.

The youngsters drew on their knOwledge of innate and learned

behavior in a later session when they becaue involved in relating

their new understandings to their etudy of man:

(What did you think about the films you've seen on the
Eskimos1 compared to the ones you saw during Men and
Animals?)

B: I like the Eskimos better, because he has free will.

(He has what?)

B: Free will. Because they have a brain_like us, you know,
and they can...Well, he doesn't have to do everything
on instinct. He has a lot...he has the ability to do it.
He has his arms to eat, and....

T: Well, in a way everybody has his instinct, you know, to
keep their...to keep qlive.

B: Yeah, but the salmon, it's like, it's like they're robots
or something. They just go on instinct alone.

T: You have an instinct to want to eat, to feel hungry, things
like that.

14: Nor an instinct to feel hungry...you feel hungry.

T: Yeah, but it's an instinct...on urge to get food.

M: An urge, an urge.

T: An urge to get food when you're hungry...



Natural Selection:

Of the six interviewees, only one boy -- th brightest of the
.

group, whose father, incidentally, is an anthropologist -- was able

to describe the proces6 of natural *selection adequately:

A long time ago, when the baboons began,to be small
and, you know, once there was a big one. And a predator
comes along, and it can defeat most of the small ones,
but the big one stays alive because it's larger and it
could go fasfer or something. And then the big one would
reproduce, and there would be more big ones, and they
would survive, and it would keep on going. There would
be more and more and more, and so all the little ones
were wiped out,and all the'big ones survived, because
they were stronger.

But his. mastery of this concept was not complete,as revealed bi die

inconsistencies in his response during the same interview session:

We'll probably change. We'll probably...We used to be,
'way back, real big so we could climb trees, and as we
didn't need to climb trees, our toes got smaller, and...

Another youngster, an average, student, was able to explain the rrocess

of natural selection when approac4ing it in the cohtext of a specific

situation:

(If a friend of yours came up to you one day and said
to you, "Herring gulls live in deep, dark forests," what
would you say?)

I never went into a thick, dark forest. If I vent incto
the Lorest, I would spe if I could get one and study it.

(Do you think that the gulls would live in the forest?)

No .

(1Thy not?)

It could be. I doubt very much, but it's possible.

(Why would you doubt it?)

Well, in a thick, dark forest, there is much greater possibi-
lity that he wouid get killed. Animals, badgers, bears
could be a lot of animals or there might not be food.

(So you think it's possible that he could live there?)
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tes, if he's lucky. Maybe around the spring where

. dhéTe is fo9d.
..r

The slower students did not understand natural seliction, as was

evident in resprinses.such ai the following:

Well, if he was brown, and his environnent was brawn,
he'd have to change his color somehoW,or he'd have to'

die. Like if it turned yellow, he'd have to change
, his color,to yellow; or he'd have to die.

The Netsilik

Whenthe class began,its study of thg Netsilik, 'a.change was

9

nade in the composition of the group of interviewees: the 4ery slow-

est child was dropped from the group. 'Analyses of the slowest child's'

responses had revealed a consistent lack of understanding of the con-

cepts inherent in the materials, an inability to draw on w.hat little

information had been acquired to meat new situations,and a strong

reluctance -- or perhaps inability -4, to evaluate the materials

except on a very superfiaal level. Another ehild, who fell into

the average and above-average grouping, was added. This change had

the effect of nArrowing the range of response that could be antici-

pated.

Throughout the'fiist half of the course, the interviewees had

made occasional coiftparisons between the behavior of man and Chat of

other animals. References _to the Eskimes indicated their initial

feeling Chat Eskimos were,very much,like themselves.

During their study of the Netsilik, tbey talked about. the Eskimo

in a manner which indicated that tRey had a strong feeling for tne

Netsilik way of life.

They...travel. Every
the caribou; aq0 then
don't just keep doing
different things, but
living.

year, they have to go catch .

they catch seals, Eno We
that every year.- We do
they Have to do that for a

(Does Eskimo life seem 7ery routine to youv or do
you think it seems very different from day to day?)

Well, the Eskimos, they live like us. We have to
go-to work, and the Eskimos have-to go to,work

killingigeal and caribou and fish. So it's really

t) 3
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a little lile us, and, like, instead of getting mainey,.,
they-trade things, and they just go on and on to keep
alive. They have,to keep killiegs'and so their life
is soneutatlike ours.

*4*****

(Did any of the filns make you like the Eskihb or
admdre them imany way?)

Well, there VW one filM, I didn't like he, cid too

much, because the dog had little puppies inside and
be started kicking them... but there-were sone filns
whenthey... well, in all the films I've seen, I liked
the way theywoek and how they-handle thinge, andtow
theyget their food; and haw they qake tools. So I
liked them in sone ways, alF1 some ways Ipdiduit....

Tbe Netsilils were also viewed as people.with feelings similar to

their own:-

,. (Dia youlearn anything about how Eskimos feel fram 7

% /the filp/7)

All you could tell was that they'didn't like it, because
all the bugs were on t1=2... all theibugs, and the dog
had.to carry a.pack. They nuit get really tired, loecause
the man has to carry a padk and has te, carry the!boy,
and you-could tell the lady didn't like the water, be-
cause the man had to go over and help her; and they'd
stop about every hundred yards or so, bicause theyld
be tired.

4HHHHHI-K.

(Did ydU learn anything from the record about the way
Eskinos feel?)

N

theY have feelings for each other, and also they
tell stories with each other, and they have a kick out
of it. They havefun with dach other, and the way they
believe'is a special way, like they all believe it.
Mbyte sone don't.

(Do you think they're happy-or sad people?)

They have feelings. Sonetines they're sad, 4uld some-
times they're happy. A lot of tines they're happy.
In the novies, they're happy.

Yik4HHHHE4

(What do you think Eskimos really eare about?)

...their children...just they sort of love the ch3ldren
so nueh, and the movies...they take...they went to keep
them occUpied and just really let them, play and just
really love them so much....

1 9 4
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(Were you in this play ;bout Itimangnark?)

Yes,.I was the mother of Kingnuk.

(Oh, you were! Did you have a lot of fun doing the
pare)

4

Yes..

(Did you think it was kind *of funny?)

No. I thought it was real, because it could r.eally have
happened. He came all the way from where he was, because
it shows how much he really wanted her. Sometimes they
say the Eskimos don't have that ciuch fealing.'..but the
Eskimos had pretty much feelings.

(Do you think that they have the same kind of feelings
that you have?)

No.

(How were they different?)

Becauie we wouldet dare just go 41ling animals and
eating them. That's what happens, but we don't know it.
We know it, but we don't just eat it plain -- jupt kill
it and eat it.

(We cook it, you mean.)

Yes, and same of us wouldn't dare go out and watCh
ourselves kill it.

They expressed their admiration for.the Eskimo's ingenuity;in

.cdapting to his environment: ,

I admire them sort of for the way they live, because
I don't think I could go out and live like that in
Chat weather and eat raw meat. It's audit a hard

fe, you know; to travel and not really have a home.
`.,./td just everyplace you go, make another house and

you have AD hunt and you have to...It's just, you just
have such a hard Iife.

****Alk

(Are Eskimos interesting people to learn about%)

Yeah, they areanteresting in some ways -- How they
use the Eskimo seal skins and caribou skins, aid how
they plan to get their caribou down, and how they
make those images out of rock Inuk-shuks to make
the deer, when they see it run from it and that heads
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them down in that direction...and how theyrltke those

boats, the kayaks, out of skins and° woad.

Commonfto their diAessions both of the Netarlik and of

animals was the universal theme ofthe struggle for survival:

They (the saloon) couldn't care less, just as .

long as ehey stay alive.-.They doetliave feeling
that much, really.

(What do you think makes a successful pskent in a

herring gull?)

To be a successful parent, the parent har to know

when to feed the baby. It won't feed him unless

it pecks at tha red spot. 'A succpasful parent
means the mother has to incubate the eggs so the

eggs will live, care for the young, and just take

care ot it.

(What do you think all animals have in common?)

Tliey all adapt to their environment. They make

do with what they've got. (Ara Yon an animal?)
Yea. (Why?) Wall, we eat.and breathe, and we

see. We adapt to our environment.

(What do you think.that Eskimos really care about?)

I think they care-mostly about the food, amd they

really care about their children. They'd give Chem

the-food if there vas not enough, because the

Children can go on and they can grow up and have

Children so that the children can gruw up ahd be

like. that.

(What do you think the Netsilik relally care about?)

Whether they get flod or nop to survive.

During the course of their study of the Netsilikle however, the

interviewees began to reveal very mixed feelings about the Eskimo. Re-

actions ranged from the sympathetic as noted above to ones of disbelief

and dismay. There appear to be several reasons for fheir amlavalenfi

feelings. The first seems to center around a "distance" factor the
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lack of opportunityrior personal contact with the Eskimos. .As one

youngster put it: .

(Do you think that the Eskimos feel about the

world the same way that we do?) I don't know. %

The only.way you could find out about this is
to spend about six to eiEht months with.them.
(Welle'youlv studied like about the story
aboqt thunder and lightning. Do you think

Aor

that's sort of the way we thiak_abouglithunder
and lightning and events that happeneto us
like that?) (You really don't know?) No.

You'd have to see them ia person sometime and
ask tklem a lot of questions to really know

what they're like. (Do you think that seeing
the films makes any difference- Or do you
still think...)

r still think the most importance would be if

we were able to see one in person.

(And interact with Chem, sort of....?).

Yeah. Ask him about his homeland, what it's

# like in the different ceasons...

Another youngster referred to. ehe language barrier which dhe-felt

existed between herself and the Netsilik:

(I want-ta ask you.some genera/ questions.about
the Eskimos. I guess what I want to.know first
is whefher all this stuff seems real to you.)

I think-we probably get the idea -- from the %.

pamphlets and the records ard stuff. All those

stories. The records, they don't -- they just

sort of seem like you're making thamlup4 because

you don't rpally hear, like, the Eskimos. It

seems likeryou're just sort of, you know, making

everything up: Like you're telling stories.
. And it's all so stupid that it doesn't,Oem that

it's real, you know.

Another reason for their imbivalent feelings is related to the

students' tendency to interpret the stories and beliefs of the

Netdilik literally. Ther was no indication in the interviewa thA

the meaning of myth'had ever been explorbd in class. As a result,

1 7
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they found them confnsing and difficult to accept, because they wore

struggliag to understand them oa a rational Level.
fte.

(Did you:hear the record Worcel12?)

M: Some of .em are so confusing that they don't make;sense.

One says Le world collapsed and'all the anlmals died.

Theibelieve that the world cracked up and these two
men got married, and sne man goes, "I'm a woman,"

so he turns into a woman. They pick their children
by...if they want a boy they go far away, if they
want girls they stick arOund.

M: They just look around if they want girls,

B: Yedh. That's what they believe, and that's how the world

started....

T: But then,you know,they have that legend thg,t if you want

boys you go far. Rut they have these special chambers
where women co when they are having their baby, you

- know, and It's sort of stupid,, because they know: Chat

you Uhow. .They tell thins like that, and it's not

rrue, and they know it's not rrae.

B: Yeah.

. (So what'a the point of the story, then?)

B: Itts just to show what theybelieve. Well, I dân't see'

hew they can believe it, to/say that if you want a child

you go out and get one, and yet they have Children.

They don't go out and find them in the snow or anything.

No evidence comes tut km these Intervista, 68 it does in talking

with yount.sters in ckther classes, that comparisons of our myths and

Netsilik myths were made to establish a context for viewing myths in

their role of explaining experience,

Most Eshmos, it just didn't seewthat they could
.follow their taboos. It just wouldn't workout,
.because every time they break them, they reall

nothing really does happen. It was unbelievable.

They should be able to see theynobody 'really does

attack them. I suppose sbme people do. Because when

you see what happens, really happens -- then if they

don't get punished for breaking the taboo..t.

Most of the Children also found it difficult emotignally to accept

,
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the more extmme practices of the Wetsilik, and this, too, added to

the diptance they felt between'themselves allo the Eskimo.. Their

discussions &how a mixture of emotiohal and rational reactions to

Metbilik practices:

(Do you. Chink that Eskimos have feelings the way you
have? Are they very much like you in...?)

K: pot...well, sometimes. But they don't really have the
same feelings we do, because they live in a whole dif-
ferent environment, and they need to, like, be rough
with the dogs, or else theywon't get the way.they
want.' And they need to kill the girls, because they're
no good they, don't have enough food.

R: And we would think this was awful, and it s just nothing
to them, to kill a little baby, you know, or to pusli,
around a dog. And it seems so terrible to us. So a lot
of the time, the feelings are different....

T: They sortxof don't have any,like,any, feeling, though,
like for eheir dogs and everything.like that. They
kill the girls, you know, the babies, when they're
first born if they don't need them.

13: Thtit's not very nice.

T: They just, you know, they don't really haye a feelinc
for, like, humans. I mean, once the kid grows up,
mean, they like him a lot,'but...

(tWhy is this so?) .

B: I think'they need men more than they need women.

M: Yeah, because the men can do the work.'
0

7

-Yeah, because if we were there, we would have to depend
on the can, because they're the ones who have to go
hunting.

"r: Yeah, and you know, they kill the orphans and stuff
because they don't want tt) feed them or anything.
That's sort of mean, because it's a person.

B: Ail they do is knock off peol)le...knock off animals, too.

T: It's sort of like when you're po use at all, they kill you.
A

B: Like, you live your term, you're useful...but after you get
a broken leg or something or you're not useful, they just
kill you.

4
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(Well, what if the-y let.all pf these people live?)

B: They'd have to get More food.

M: Thei'd have to get more food, and they d have to take more

care. of them, end if...it'A kind of to preserve the people

that are.after them. If everyone dide't kill their old

people who just sat around eating and couldn't do anything...
the'caribou would just die out faster, and the whole sort
of Es4imo thing would just die out.

T: But it's still...

M: Well, if you were caught in A building, and there was enough
air to have three people for es long as...they had to drill

a hdle through, and it would take an how; 'to drill a hole .

through, .and there was only enough air for an hour for
three people.and there were four people in the room, whet

would you do -- let everyone die', or one person die?

B: Sacrifice yourself....

(Does the Eskimo'faimily seeelike your family in any way?)

T: Uh-huh.

B: Cause everythinel so alike and stuef like that. In a way,

we've got it much easier.

(Whet do you think, N ?)

M: Well, they're a6;of like .it, because the father goes out

and does the work, and wheh-they go out hunting, tkkey do

it with their relntives. Ihey don't go out hunting with

a complete' itranger or anything. Sq they-do it with some-

one"who is a friend or a relative, and it's... /

B: Yeah, but we don't go to work with a rel...you know, my
family can't work ii all the same company, you know.

T: Yeah.

M: It's possible.

Bi 0o, it's not.

N: Some families do.

B: Well, wilat would happen if there was only one job and one

person wants it?

7

M: Well, if they make their 'own company, like a .shoe store,

they can have their kids working for it.

.
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M: Oh, big deal.

----"------II -124

T: And stuff like -- t I don't think it's...we're educated'.
,.and tivey're not, and it's sort of strange for us to see
humans who don't go school or anything, you know, because...

B: I don't agree, because tb,e Africans, they don't have the
money, and tistsiliks don't have the money, and if they

'don't haVe the money...

sr: I know, and no.money!

M: They have no use for monc.&.

T: I know, but it would be real funny if one day'they started
making hunters come out of the stores'and industry...

B: And the father comeschome and says, "Hey lookit, wife,
I got a new pair of shoes."

T: '"k bought a new pair oi.shoes."

B: And then he came hone with a leopard skin on him.
6

Although the interviewees were getting somewhat silly toward the

last part of the pieceding quotation, the turn which their discussion

took is an indication of the lack of identification which these young-

sters felt with the Netsilik, particularly with ieference to ehe

Netsilik practice of infanticide and senilicide. This quotation is

especially revealing, because it indicates the amount of 11.1isinforma-

tion on which these dhildren Reamed to be basing their reactions to .

the Netsilik. Nowhere in the material were the5F told that infanticide

or senilicide is practiced on a wide scale, yat they came away with

thd impression that "All they do is'knock off people...," and it was

against this'idea that they had a natural and strong retction.

t Because of their acute reaction to senicilide and infanticide, it

is understandable that they also reacted stroney against the hunting

and slaughtering of animals, co IvivIdly covered in the unit:

M: I think the film is so sickening...I can't look at
them.

T: 1. hate when they du ,open that caribou.

a.
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At the same time, althouzh they found.it difficult to accept dhe

ideas of sealicide and infanticide, they wore able to understand the

needfor.the.killing 9f animals as a'requisite for surviVal. As one

youngster put it:

didile film mahe the kids feel6

Uill; some thought it was'kind a disgusting when
they cut open the fish, but I thinkMaybe that's
hOw they Ave and they just had to do it.

Characteristic of all their discussions centering around myths',

seniliciddand infanticide was the students' constant struggle to

understand the.infarmation to WhiCh thdy had been exposed. Just as they

had done earlier in the course, these.youngstets were struggling to4

understand the coUise content as it was presenteg to them (or as they
e-- ,

perceived it to.be)1 once again reflecting the teacher's focuSon proc'ess

ai.oPposed to content. . For example, the ybungsters.quoted in the

following excerpt are grappling with the problem of interpreting a

Netsilik myth:

M.: Well, I don't see how they can believe it, to say that
if you want a child you.go out and get one, and yet
they have children. They don't go out'and fiiid them

2.14 the snow or anything....

41.0.

B: Well,.then, how,Would it be if when the first Eskimos
lived,they had to sort of go and find Children, you
know, then: how do they belieye-- then, they lust
get it, you know, out of their -- then .they just get

, it. Then how can they believe it was a...I don't
get that.. 1

A1 a liter point 'in their discussion Of the Netsilik, these same

youngsters wrestled with the problems of surVival and senilicide.

B; Yeah,..and you know,they don't want to feed the orphans
and stuff, but if you go caribou-hunting and you get a
lot of caribou, they share it with'whomever is there.
Like if there's three other families there, they'd share
it, but they wouldet do it with just one orphan.

T: They'll ohare itwith the family Chat has.already got
cariMou.and hasn't got as many....but an orphan who can't

hunt or anything...they just don't .gixe them Anything.

.M: Didn't Miss say Chat their son was adopted?

B: Yes.

,
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NE: Well, they had to care for 9rphana. They loved their son a let,

and he must have been an orphan for them to adopt him.

T: Yeah, but they probably...well, they needed a

B: They didn't sed it.

M: He doesn't do much, he 'just plays around and lugs them down.
.

B: It gimes that they love him, because they have to get more
caribous for him...to survfve.

m When they were walking across that lake, they.were.carrying him
on their back and that was harder...and if he wasn't on their

badk, they could have carried sometking else.

T: They want him to grow up and learn how to hunt his own caribou.

(For what reason?)

B: His family....

T: His family...

B: The Eskimos can keep going.

T: Yeah...sort of want to preserve their...and keep going.

Of particular interest at this point ill their discussion is the

breadth of the students' perspective of the tailik -- their realize-

ion that the'individual Netsilik is a member o a wider culture and

at his individual efforts contribute to the survivat of the group.

They then delved'into the whole area of delilicide aid into a considera-

tion of the individual's personal response to this practice:

(You're troubled by it.) .

T: Yeah. Didn't they say that they donit know whether they'rp
going to kill the old people after they become a nuisance
to the family...when they can't do anything...well, you
could always sort of still live.

M: It's eort of, the person who they would kill would feel...

not Very's,. .

T: When they kill him, he's not going to feel anything.

14: No...11 they keep doing this, I don't think people would

want to live just till they were Old and useless and thee
have to be killed because they were nolood anymore.
it's sort of living and growing up to be killed. Now-
adays, always people grow up and they know they're gonna

di e

T: Yeah, but it's a different things cause you know yoillre
gonna die, but you're notAgonna...it's a different thing

When someone kills you cause you're not useful anymore.

? 3



141: But 'you don't

B: You probably

that ymugre gonna be ki/Asd.

M; No..but it's different if someone wants to kill you because

you're just no good anymore. 'It's.a different.thing Aga
you die, but you doniticnow you're ,going tote killed.

Because senilicide.was not explored extensively tu this classroom,

these youngsters erroneously viewed Was an rick cdlourder. They failed

to see that the Netsilik considers it hie duty-to-aacrifice his life'whin

he becomes burdensome and can no longer contribute to the well-being of the

group.

In spite of the youngsters' highly'charged reactions to specific

sections of the unit, their reactions tothe course in general were con..

sistantly favorable, Student reaction to the salmon unit Was least'

favorable in comparison with the response to other sections of the

course. The problem basically seemed to center on the fact that of

all the animals studied, including man, students found the salmon to

be the least complex. As indicated earlier, perhaps too mdph time WAG

spent on that portion of the course:

T: I liked the.herring gull as much-aw.the baboons

because they were two different things and they

were both interesting. 711 salmon was just too

B: It just swims. The herring gull can walk on lind,

fly in the air, take care of its chicks and stuff

while a baboon does more. It climbs trues, grew,
plays, eats, sleeps. They have a 'sore easy life

than the herring gull. I'd rather be a hunmn being

or a baboon.

The salmon films, however, did appeal somewhat to a few -youngsteis.

What they found mist fascinating was the salmon's triP upstream.

(1 know you've seen a film of thi herring gull

since I saw you last. What did you think of

that?)

It was a good movie, because it showed how the

babies get camouflaged in the rocks with all those

dots on them. And how...the mother keeps Chen under

her to notect them from the water, rain and stuff.

And from cold weather. If they get too close to warm

2 4
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weather, awn their. feathers will, etiek and- they

won' t.,.be able to fly.

(What did you dank of that one compared to the one
you saw on salmon?)

Well, the salmon one, they didn't have -- their mother
couldn't take care of than or anything, cause their
mothers bad died off. They float dewnstresm. So they

were on their own. They didn't go too far froln the

nests where they were born, the aahnon.

(Which did you like better?)

lhe salmon.

(Why was that?)

Cause I liked how they...I like how they jump waterfalls
and fight the high currents.

(Why didn't yoU like the other one?)

liked it, but not as much as the other.

A rule of thumb with rel,ard to the degree of interest expressed

by these youngsters is: the more bib:A-motion and activial, and the

more complex the subjklet,the Lreater the incerest:

4e

(What have you been doing since the,last time I was here?)

Oh, learning Eskimos.
"

61177 do you like that, compared to the Man and Animals

stuff?)

It's hard, but it's enjoying. It's got e lot of material
in it, it's not too much to read, and we've got three
booklets we've got to hold an to, the one on the Netsilik
Eskimos, and it's a good study, but not as...1 Chl.nk this

will be the best.

(Do you think Wwill 14 the best? Why do you say it's...7)

It's got the most study in it, I dhink; the most study

and research in it.

(How do you like Eskimo stuff compared to Man and Animals?)
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I like the Eskimos.

M: I &jet know...

B: They're human.

4119

M: Yea. It's more fun to talk about someone that's sort
of on the same...let's see...When we were studying
baboons, we couldn't pladi any games, like about how .

the baboons got their food'or anything, because the
baboons are on almer i4elligenee level :than w,e !re,
ana it just wouldn't work: But. Withlhe Eskimos, we
know how they get theirfeed, and we caredemonstrate it

. with the games.

B: But we like to see how-pet:tile live%in different parts
of the country and stuff like.,..

One youngster couldn't state a preference:

(How does this unit campare with et;(1 Man and Animals;
you know, the baboons and stilff? Which did you prefer?)

T: Well, I'd-rather study about-the EskimO's.

B: You get to see how other people live and in other parts of
the world. I don't kiaw. I was sort of ituck between
the salmon and the-Eskimos and the baboon. I didn't know
what I liked, but I liked them all ao mach. Everything's
completelY different, like the baboons and thenislmon,
and then the,Eskimos an4 the salmmn, and then the Eskimo
and the baboons. And it's just so fun to read about all
of them. I didn't really have a lavorlte.

In Conclusion

In an attempt totie together the above observatibne; several

factors present themselves aEr of significance:

In the Man and Animals unit, all that the students had mastered

with consistency was the information centered around the life cycle

concept. With respect to the concept of innate and learned behavior,

the slaver students showed some confusion in their responses; the

brighter-students showed much less confusion, perhaps because they

drew primarily on those examples of behavior actually disclissed'in the

material's.' The latter, however, did express the difficulty they had

I. The limited range of responses that were given seemed to suggest
the possible need for the inclusien of a great many more examples
of innate and learned behavior in the unit. This could serve to

206
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La distLaguithing between the qwo types of behavior4in their questions.

Besp6ases in the area a natural selection s?ere di.sappeinting;

although nct unexpected, since this topic was aat covered extenkively

in the course. Only one: very brieht boy gamed to have a notion of

what it was ail about, but even then his commenEs were not consistently

accurate, raising the question whether his one apparently keed insight

tato the process of natural selection had been tbe result of pure

chqnce.

It is evident that the interviewees hap'beeun with a highly

intellectual approach to the content, but during their study.of the

Netsilik, there was a'definite switch to a highly charged, emqtional

approach. Although the students Came away with a good sense of the

Netsilik way of life, the youngsters had skeet difficulty ia coming to
4

grips with some sections of the Netiilik materials. Differences in

practices (chiefly senilicide ana infanticide), eating habits, language,

calvironment, and in type of education (mne child la particular referred

several times to the fact that it seemed.strange'that they had no

"education") -- all seemed to contribute-toward making the Netsilik

seem strange and somewhat incomprehensible to these youngsters.. In

addition, most'of them were unable to understand dhe meaning of the

various Netsilik legends with which they had become familiar, Mainly

because they interpreted the material literally and could not relate

it to their own expericnces.

What was noticeably lacking in their discussiens of.,,the Nitsilik

were references to the concepts introduced during the first half of

the course. Both the brighter and slower students became equally

involved in expressing their feelings about the Netelik way of life,

so that differences in levels of response.which appeared to be related

to the students' ability levels during the Man and Animals section of

the course seemed to play a much lesseT role during the Netsilik

orpnt the course content around the more gross differences between

innate and learnakbehavior, whieh apparently are not clear,to the

students. Giving more examples might also serve dhe purpose of

creating an accumulative backlog of data from which the students

could draw in their analysis of newly encountered examples of
behavior.

2
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unit. The concerns.of the interviewees were much mote general, and

responses were Highly personal. They seamed much more concerned with

sorting out their emotional reactions to the Netailik than they ware

with making more explicit the cogniti've issues involved,

in dearch of an explanation for the strong polarity between the

responses to the.Man and Animals Unit and, to...the Netsililt qnit along

cognitive-emoti6na1 dimensiOns, it is-apparent that the working style,

concerns, and.tone of the teacher h.ad a very direct influence.on the
6

way the class-responded. The teacher's stylesplaced great emphdsis on

the expreesion of opinions in.an open manner, on the personal "'reeling"

reaction of the students tauard the sekject.matter, and on the itnter-

,active process of the students. Because of these emphases being placed

on process, there tended to be an Implicit di-empbasis on content

learning.

The reactions, of.the students to ihe roterials directly reflected

the focus which the teacher had given to the materials. Throughout

the course; their responses showed the effects of her emptiasis on

process: in the "give anci take" quality of the discussion (which

seemed to the interviewer, et least, to be quite unusual in young-

stars of 'this age level), in their questioning approach to the

materials, and in their freedom of expressio6. There is no indication

fhat the teacher became involled falkeIping-the students to rqsolve

the questions they raised, with the result that the students failed

to master some of the basic course content.

In addition 6 their failure to master certain content is the

more 4isturbing factor of the youngsters' having carried away from

the course a distorted picture of the Netsilik -- one in which the

Netsilik are sometimes viewed as insensitive beings who kill the

young and helpless, and who explain life processes in strange and

incomprehensible ways. This appears to be the direct result of the

teaehers' lack of concern with content in her effort to "release" the

students' full potential in the area of verbal expression. 'These

youngsters reponded well to the teacher's emphases, but were evidently

not given a consistent and solid conteXt in which to operate. They

asked conteat-related questions but failed to find the answers; they

expressed their confusion and their personal feelings, but failed to

2 U



resolve them through a consideiition of more objective data.

Tha.experience in this classroom highlights the need for

a multi.focuszed'appltach whichinaintainatheAptegrity of the

'course content eviin when the ebacher's prime concern is with prOcess:,

EMphasis on process for its own sake can have negative effects whea

the canter& which the teacher is using as a vehicle for develoipimg

certain skills is'as potent, and perhaps controversial, as is some

ok the material ia-MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY.

<
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Interviews itt the Center City

,N 1.;

A.rewarding asPect of interviewing youngsters is to watch them grow

over the year. As Children in the center cities worked with MAN: A

couitsE OF STUDY, we particularly noted development in the following areas:,

understanding of the.vocabulary of the course and ease in using it, mos*

tery of information, concepts and skills, and reflective criticism of the

materials end the classroom climate. In short, they were developing free-

dom Of thought and self-confidence in their abilities. Difficulties in,all

of these areas occurred, of course, and specific instances- of problem areas

are noted.

Interview data from two city field sites are hre considered -- the

some situations described in-the section "Interviews with Teadhers" GO

that comparisons of Children's and teaChers' views is possible. In the

first center city system, where children's interviews.were analyze4, MACOS

vas one of several innovations, both curricular and methodological, with

which teachers in the school were experimenting. This climate of experi-

mentation seems to be reflected in what Children Make of,the course.

Their comments about class environment, particularly, reveal a more.open

classroom situatlen than in the previous center city; and their Specula-

Lions f;bout Netsilik life show not only the_influence, of complete study,

of the unit, but also a more personalized respon'se to the materials.

COntent:

1. The interviews with these children reveal clearly the major themes of .

the cimrse that have special relevance for youngsters. The ways in which

creatures risitacTluce, nurture or do not nurture, and protect their yomy

are especially intriguing. The struggle for survival of all living things
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has a deep fascination.

I liked the salmon because it shove how animals that
don't have to depend on other animals can live. Bei-

cause the baby salmons it can't depend on its mother
. .and father because,they died when they laid the eggs

The salmon, they live on their own.

What I liked, about the saLmoni they node ma most
curious. At first I wondered why do youwant to swim
up this stream, this certain' stream to lay the eggs?

And...he does not know he's going to die after he
reaches this point. This made me like him more.
And I liked his struggle, he struggled very hard to
go upstream. And sometimes they'd make it and some-
times they'd fail.

. 2. These young ieople.are also intrigued by the roles which various.mem-

thers of groups fulfial, be they members of a baboon troop or manbers of a

humap society. They domake comparisons of the Netsilik with the animals

they have studied. In the interviews, uhere we had the freedom to pursue

4
theii choice of analogy, me Learned that their comparisons were indeed

based on valid similarities. The.children were notsimply anthroponor-

phizing on"the. basis of primitive or animal Characteristics which they

attributed to Eskimos; rather, they mere selecting truly universal pri-

mate qualities that are not only essential for survival, but also promote

a state of well-being in species members.
c

...the Netelik Eskimos run around and find food and the
baboons govaround on the savannah finding food: And most

- of the time the Netsilik need somebody to help them--Chey
groom when they're Xittle auct the baboon's mother or some

other baboon just sit around and groom each other: And

the baboon troop at night, the baboofis just sit down

softly and groom each.other,

I think the Eskimos and the baboon are much alike because
the male of the family in the Eskimo family protects the
family. He's the one who goes out to hsrpoon.the dinner.

3. Overriding goals of the coarse are implemented not only by the way

students 'work _together during lessons, but aiso by the materials, which
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display the value and necessAty of stable environmeató, of continuity,

nod of cooperation among membera of the group. The conversation of these
:

1

youbgaters revebra &growing setugi-of-tharinterdapindon.re-of-eraatameav-
.

.aad indicates a budding model for considering human needs. The model.
.

involves cooperation, .curtLrance, protectian, and tbe *baring of voapou-

1

4

sibilities. Study of the Nesilik unitt seams to be%essantial fmr.the

development of this model.

The American moiler proteCts *he yoUng and she teaches

him...so.dowthe fatherthe ways of his life after

they are gone. And-sojkiea the Eskimoithother. They

come togethtr and they.de things together...It's like

treop, a baboon troop. lbey'ali just don't de a

different,thing or wander off somewhere by theirselves.

pley're all together. And-in tiMes of emergency, en'

Eskimo family-weuld come together so that they can

defend Oeirself...

4. In general, however, fifth-graders'dn eat this* in models, but .in

terms of speCific examples 'To Wintrate, children who sawthe Net-

silik as more similar to'a baboon than to an American used very specific,

accurate examples of similarity as the basis for their comparison, e.g.

dominance of the male, moving in troops, needing the other members of

the amall group in wjlich they travel, and having a kind of territorY or

" roo ming arca.n They seldom go heyond specific manifestations-to organ-

izing concepts. So they need many examples as a base for developing a

general idea. The social model described under 3 is a culmination of a

year's work that is replete with examples of that model.

As another illustration, powerful footage.exists in the NetSilik

unit on hunting..on.preparation of food for eating, etc. This kind of

These.children expressed preference for the Eskimo unit. The main

reason giVen was that "Were studying a real human being."
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food-gathering is often defined as animalistic by the children. The aty

child especially lives within the boundaries of a highly industrialized

society cut off from nature. Buying ZSI574-7M-i-itore edia-td-bo-the mark

of civilized man. Thus, hunting for food makes a creature more an animal

than a human, having aio similartty to man as the Children know him. In
a^

many'cases spectfic beilaviors are viewed as animalistic because they are

rejected emotionally: bloody scenes of the hunt, etc. In auch cases,

comparative examples serve as bases for wore comprehensive understanding.

A young boy makes an excellent statement aboutathe difference between

material that is emotionally pleasing an material that is disturbing. He

has decided for himself that he will confront the latter.
4

There were a lot of things that I didn't like, but
I don't think they should change them. Like when

'they took the animal apart and they skinned him.
I didn't like that, but.there's no reason, why you

should change it, because it's true, that's what

they did. So, let them. We heve to clean fiah
end take th4m apart before we have to eat them,

too. And just because you don't like it...that's
their way of living.

AU part of his emafrontation, this student.in using analogous situations

from his own culture to help him put the disturbing images into a Workable

reispective.

5.. The question of the relevance of the materials to the lives of the

Children is rightly raised by educators. We find au answer in the words

of the children themselves. For example, two girls describe the fol-

. lowing:

Vera: On the films, I liked the Eskimos best, because when
they shewed a fiLm, they seemed more like US; They
sort of gave me a picture of my family if I were out

there. Like the time they were crossing the river.
If my father was there, I guess he would cross it
first, just to see how deep it was, and then he would
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carry my mother acrosso.and I'm just about as tall as
he is, so I could walk apross, but my sister would
have to be carried. And iny mother coUld help carry,

something on her head as we walked across. That's

one thing fn the picture I saw. And my motiiiiiidways

combs her hair andlaskes my father happY. APA we are
always together, and they looked sort of happy toim.

gether. When you,re young, whatever you do and your
mother is happy, that makea you mRre happy.

Jacq: Ii we lived in the,Arctic, my father would.like
tile mosquitoes started,biting on the little boY,

and the mother tried to prdtect him from the mos-

quitoes, and dhe gave him a balloon to entertain
him, and he fidhed and got food.I

e

I.

For these children, the,film showing thp.14etailik crossing the water and

helping dog end wife across is very powerfeI in conveying the meaning. oe

human Similarities:

That's wh,pt thpy sort of. mean bytfeeldngs. They love

each other...and they call each other by pet names.
And they care for the young.

6. 'Details of the Netsilik films remembered by these youngsters are

specifics of family life, the mcmher in whieh humans care for each other,

particularly the protect4ve end loving relationships amongleq;mily.

Similarities between Netsilik and their own livems are usually made using

film mpterials as evidence. -We cannot overstress the'importance of these

ethnographic films as visual.triggers of linking images of common human

beaviors.
40.

7 As in other groupf of youngster91 these efiildren mention the fixed

and repetitive quality of Netsilik Life, and specify that:

We're happier than they are, because we have more
advantages to do different.thingtietban they do.

-

Roth the boys and the girls in this inEerview mention the narrative and

interpretive Netsilik materials as favorite readings. "Songs My Mother

7.-! A
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' Taught lie", "Songs' and Stories of the Nktsilick Eskimo% and "Stories (2f

BeoloniOg Times" were specified, each by a ditierent Child. ln addition\*

theyiiree athat th-rafiiked all of the Ià anlictiatalooktettf:Itlo.
.

noteworthy here that the morafactual data souKces for the Netsilik-
,

unit - the data book.on the Arctic and Afctie Animals, and the "Jogrnal"

of Knud Rasmussen -fare very rarelymOtioned bY children as favorite

readings of the course. *

0
Climite of Learning:

1. Children often declaked MACOS to be their favorite subject.

this could be viewed with some skepticism (even being chosen for the
4 (

interview.might tip the balance), their reasons for so Choosing are

explicit and clearly reflect their sense ofganew classroom climate.

In this/city, a child stated:

r "

Well, you get a chance,to say-more what you're feeling.

In any other class, you're going to have to just write

down reports. It gave me a dunce to express how I
feel about that particular field.

, 2. Another behavior dmaloped-by use ofthe course - the skewing of

, .

different opinions - is aemonstrated in children's ease in saying "I

disagree, because..." and to give .the evidence:for their reasons. We

-

cannot, of course, be sure that these abilities to share and express '

ideas should all be attributed to NACOS; however, there can be no quasi.

tion but that the cgtirse serVes as a vdhicle and as a focus for sharihg

opinions.

3. Further, children show that they are influenced by the ideas of

ether children and can change opinions yheft given better evidence. One
%

child who stressed the similarities between Netsilik and baboons dtated
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a little-later, afteeldstening to his two female classmates:

I think that the Netsilik are a cross between the

Americah and the baboon, but I think tile American
is probabliw,cioseit to the
calks°. what Vera and Jacquelime.said.

10

Ideas Changeand grog in this course through eachledividualas testinig'

orhis learning against the interpteiition of caother.

What do you think you learned the most from?
'What was most helgul?) .

IMP

I.think when we went in sma/1 groups for dis-

cussion and we gave up our kown thoughts. That's

. 'all we'knew about it our thoughti. And then

when the other childien brought up their thoughts,

we learned more..

4. Children's preferencp for working together in groups withaut direct

interventiolvof the 6acher Es brought out in these interViews. As the'

Childrenexpress it, work in small groups permits inforyality, a sense

of-gape, and the relaxation of authority llnes.-
Sometimes, you knpw., our groups gke.in students...

wetire by ourselves, And in this group we can argue
with each'other and like that...in a small group,
*you walk up to (a book) and say, "Well, here's Wit

answer, right here."

This is one example of the'pedagogic means to aehieving shared opinions

as noted in 2 above. a

5.. The course supports the attitude that there are many sources of
Vir

knowledge not Just a given source such as a textbook. Questions that

children raise in the course often have no "right answer," The Children

begin to recognize this'as they collect data and search materials for

11.

answers.
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...we had books, and we read, and we asked
questions...and we read our way throt* the

_Ald_stmatimes we dAdet find out the answers,
books and found out some of the answers...

. and we'd have toilook in another bOok.
141

'There was one question I asked about the herring
gull. I asked when theyNneed anothei islandelthe
mates, do they stay together or do they break V?
And we never found an answer to that question.

Im



A large elementark school in the Northeast provides the second .

a

set of city interviews for analysis. With a predominantly black stuemt

population, this school utilizes a tracking system it which children

are grouped together according to ability.and motivation. Since MAU; A

CONRSE OF STUDY was udedsin all tracks, from highest to'lowest we ,have

illustrative material about *the responSes of children in.different school

groupings. The A class ia considered the °brightest" and "most.motivate4.°

The D class is considered "least able," "difficult to teach." The

interview materials from the A, ,C, and D clasies are the basis,of this

section, since the B group changed teachers early in the fall and did not

participate fully in the new curriculum venture,.
. . .

Becausefonly one of the thre classes covered the Nett3...ik materialsr-
.,-

and this was done on an extremely limked.basis -It IS not possible tO

comment extensively on the youngsters' learnings in relation to . the

entire course. Howsver, these protocols lead to some comments ow.the

special envifoments of city schools, and on the needs and problems of

inner city teachers. Two summaries (5A and 5D) of major themes are given,

with interview protocols provided in the Ansendix. In addition, a class .

7

case study based on both observations and interviews has been prepared

for the 5C class.
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SA Interview4

Content:,

1. tnitially these students find the vocabulary difficult; yet they

obviously enjoy mastering it. In a group imterviaw tbey proceed elp*

string out like pearls.all the words they found difficult to learn,

and then, in a proud refrain, erplain that now they know the defini.

tiens but "when they first put the words in the books, they.should put

the meanings at the bottom of the page."

2 Conceptually, these children are not willing to put aside the notion

that animals conmunicbte with each other in a language that humans just

don't understand. This problemremains unresolved even at the end of

4.

the year.

3. One child notes the importance of films as sources of evidence-for

exploring the questions of the coursed

Gometimeb you never.have questions to ask, b t when

you do, you writkthez down, then look at the film,

and than you knoU the answer.

4 As the course 'progresses dm these center city youngsters think

about this material outside of the classroom? And do they begin to use

the observation techniques and methods of understanding data that are

conveyed through the films and booklets? A borresponded to the

tion below with the comments that follow:

Int: If a friend said to you that herring gulls live

in thick, dark forest, what would you say?

Child: I'd say that they were wrong and that I could

prove it.

Int: How?

Child: I'd say, "How many times have you gone in the
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forest ind seen herring gulls, and how pony
times have you seen herring gulls at the
beach? Where do you sea the herring gulls
motit of the time?" And they'll say, "The
beaeh."

\

Int: So there aren't any hprring\gulla in tho; forest?

Child; Maybe a different kind from the kined vie/re 4

studyi* Like I was at the bird section of
the Science Museum, and I Iookedaall around,
and I.didn't see any herring gulls. Men I'
kept going, and they had this one spacial cage
for all the different kinds of herring gulls.
There are lots of different types.

In addition to his relating class woik to.altriO to thescience museum,
w

he alsci shows skill at /nquiripg into a problem. His questions are apt,

and. he poses theni as a framework for reaching conclusions about, a prob-

lem. In addition, he shows an open stance toward knowledge.. He recog-

nizesthat he does not know all there'4is to know about gulls, and he

substantiates his tentative position with further evidence from his trip

to the museum.

5, These children want complete information, and criticize their study

of the Netsilik unit in this regard .r-they had time only far'a shori

section of it:

Int: How did this compare with the salmon or the baboon?

Child: I still like the-baboons best...we didn't see as
much as When we saw the baboons. We know more
about babobns.

Yet their interest ift the Netsilik life is great, and some of, them show

a real grasp of the Netsilik life style. Others find it .difficult to

understand why Netsilik haven't developed machines - "robots" - as we

have, and why they don't have a more highly devekped tdchnology. The

limitations of the climate and the nomadic way of life are not clear
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'to them. As in the suburban interviews these youngsters select as

admirable Netsiiik qualities their.skills in hunting aiid fiehing:

...the only pait I like'about them is the way they

fidh. That's smart...they catch the salmon better.
'They build than rocks up.

CompletiOn of the unit does seam essential for clarigyiag the basic

life style.ok the Netsilik..

6. We find more criticism of...the art work in the Netsilik bookie= from

center city children than we do from suburbanites.

...they didn't describe,anything good...like,
there's a picture in here and you don't knew
what it is...you can't tell, because of the

lines.
. .

It seems a reasOnable hypothesis that youngsters who have had more ex-

'

perience with free-form and' imaginative drawing, and who have not been

encouraged to create simply literal images in art classes, would find

,the imaginative Netsilik drawings more appealing..

.7. .11 perusal of these interviews makes it possible to understand

better the set of values which these youngsters have absorbed over
Mr,

time and .the effect-these values aave on their ability to accept the

unfamiliar practices of other societies. Much of what these youngsters

express as important could be summarized under Nanners." They &tress

the need to do things nicely, not eating' raw meat, etc. They are not

yet willing to Ipcept other, apparently more primitive, modes as

legitimate or valuable.

Further, there is a certain reluctance to admit that manlhas urges.

7

This relates to the "good manners" that these fifth-graders emphaiize;

urges, to them, clelp4 mean eliminative fmnctions, sexual behavior,

etc., and they find it difficult to acapt bodily functions'as part of
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their budding definitions of whet man is, what is human.

Int: Do you feel any urges?

.Pat: No.

Vicky: Man 4oesn t get urges.

Pat: talk all you want, but I don't get no

urg .
.

,

Vicky: Man doesn't have urges, hellos desires.

16

There is a ching concern on e part of youngsters in a,:group

interview about the economic conditan of the-Netsilik. In a film

they viewea, the Eskimos looked very woebegone and poverty stricken

to the youngsters, who want, to help in some way.

'They had the film in color,-and they had the men and'

the women just sitting up there, with yellow-skln,
black hair, and a whole bunch of raggedy clothes.
It made them look queer,.so that you want te go to
there and help them some, the way they lived in the

film...

Slastte.of

1. We find high awareness of the responsiveness of other classmates

to the material. There are some negative reactions; youngsters in this

group often mention the "stupid questions" others ask, or the confudion

of classmates about concepts, e,g. "Some of the kids keep pointing to

the wrong structure of this and that." One child clearly makes the

4
point that he understands the difference between,"good" questions and

:,. "stupid" questions, but that he doesn't feel that the teacher makes

this discrimination; also, that he understands the difference between

a valid answer and an irrelevant or off-target answer.

In the positive, there is further corroboration Chat Children o.

this age, if given the opportunity, seek to Share with and help onp
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another. A 5A boy commented in reply to tge Impstion, "What do you

like Vest in this courser

To help other people in it. I like working with
other people and helping.them and having thei
help me and figuring out'the answers together. ,

In interviewe,'we found that these ehildren have important cameras-

tions about the material, respond to and listen to each other, build

on what each is suing. They have a great deal of energy, "and a great

desire to /earn and master material.

2. There is general criticism of the pacing of the coarse. The teaeher

mentioned several times during observer,visits that the youngsters could

not progress as fast as he would like' because they did not understand

the materials ap well as they thought they did. Yet the youngsters them-
,

selves were more critical of the pacing of the course than.of any other

aspect of it;

And our teacher, he takea all'day and 01 night to
get about two pages .. he teaehes so slow ..; we
don't pay attention, cause it takes too long.

- In fact, one'ehild note, that he Prefers the films,,because:

.When we get the books; the teaeher takes a long time
to .go to one certaie picturei.because he'd be_reading
in his notes, and then he takes his time to go-to
another page.

In this case there is criticism of the teaeher's seeming lack of

preparation. The youngsters at times seem extremely critical of the

teicher, of booklets, pictures, etc.; yet viewed ia cockiest, this

seems to indicate their lively intelligence and desire f6r idhievement

they %mat to be ehallenged.

3. These ehildren are inquisitive and their questions are serious and
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important to them. One child 'views the films as a triggering mechan-
.

ism -- as an inciter of provocittive questions the class can consider.

The pace of the Class seems often tedious for tranY of the youngsters, .

sincethe teadher foices'mudh.reTievtion of,-,material. Films break

up this slow pace.
re

...whim* have movies instead of doing the book,
people pak strange questions that aren't'aved
near the stuff that's in the book. Seet'the mge
we adk questions that aie.near the.stuff in thir.

books,*people ask dumb questions;
(*Strpnae in.this context meaning faseinating.)

4. The children dhaff under too much discussion and sea more active,

project-focussed activity. "It's just talking" is arcriticism they

make when class sessions have been exclusively discussion. TheY.look

forward to more experimental activities.

The teacher said he's going ta try to get some herring
gq.1 eggs so-that we can hatch them. Then there'll be
something (to ,do) With it... We'should have like ex-
periments to dg, like plastic baboons, and make sounds
and things 1ie that. We should have experiments to do.

. ,

They want more active nvolvement, and.when they are given film loops

to work. with laterftin the course, thdy are-ecstatic about the oppor-

tunity to search out data for,themselves, to use the little projectors --

in dhort, to engage'in motor-minded activities that permit manipulation
r-

of both ideas and equipment. They also seek more opportunity for in-
,

dependent work, away from the control and'direction of the teacher:

...everytime.he gets up there,'everytime he starts
talking about a book, and he's talking about it pmd

-.talking abOut,it aud talking about it. Sit with the

loops, you just get the madhine and you can look-at

it straight without nobody imierrupting...

'Anoth r' girl comments on the loosening up of 'the teacher's cltroll as
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the course goes into 4te spring:

Now I like the course. Before, the teacher used to
always give us the answers. NOw we have to4incht
mit for ourselves in the book. By figuring out an
answer yaurself, you leain more. When the tqaCher
tells you all -the answers, you don't hardly know,
because.you forget.

jatetriews ,

Content:

1. These youngsters did not get beyond the Man and Other Animals Unit.

Special problems of understanding the Material are most apparent in

thia group.

When I first started out; I didn't like it too well,
but when / get used to it, I like it I didn't
understand it.

md feelings of these youngsters are poignantly revealed In one girl's

-comments about how she would like to be in school:

I like to bp perfect in things. When someone aske you
4 question about something, you just come out and say it.

Other examples of the comprehension problem include:

There are hard Words Hy teacher, he ask ue to
sound out the:*ord, but I don't know how to sound out.

Well, I don't understand what they sametimas say.
They say like what the fish does, and I doet under-
stand when they day like a fidh is born, then
what happen -- I don't understand what they say.

This Child finds even the movies hard ta understand, and of the booklets

he adds:

/ don't understand some of those words.

In essence, there is a difficult problem of verbal comprehension

in this track, and,the readings are hard and troublesome for the young-

sters. Coupled withthe teacher's forbidding of book browsing (described

I\
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td point 1 under climate, below) the reading and vocabulary leve

present a highiusrdle for those youngsters.

2. lbe A and C groups are much more focussed on the material during

the interviews; the D group proliferates more rsndomly. Thip is Ln

keeping with aliments that many educational critics and researcheri

have made, that one requirement for success.in.sehool is focus: the

ability to cut out of the field any material that is extraneous

according to die rules established in the school setting.

3. As the year progreases, however, we find mastery developing in the

use of the vocabulary, particularly as a.tool for building ideas.

Int: Did you study structure and function?

All: Yeah.

Bud: It's the way something is built.

Jerry: A cair is made to lock a door sometimes; sometimes
it's'to sit down.

Hannah: Sometimes it's made to fight a lion.

Int: What's the difference between structure and function?

Bud: Structure is the way something is built, and the

function...

.Jerry: Is dme way it serves a purpose.

Int: Why do some baby herring gulls live, and some don't?

Bud: Cause wmme baby herring gulls goes onto another herring
gull's territory, and the other herring gulls attack
the baby berrinrgulls.

Int: Why do some baby herring gulls die, and some,don't7

.Jerry: When they come out of the egg., they be wet, and then
they stay out a Little too long, they going to die.
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Budt And if the mother herring gull doesn't come oui'
and sit on them, Chen they'll die. kW' yhen the
female herring gull siis on the baby after it's
hatched, it gives him enough time to dry hisself.

Int: Why else udght they die?

Bannalm- If they don't have nothing to est.w

tat: tkne do they get food?' .

00

Hannah: They peck on their mother's red spot... Then'ehe
coughs -- not coughs,"she throws it up, and then
the baby eats it.

4. There is more mixture of the materials with myths they hava heard

outside the school than we find in suburban settings where logic,

scientific attitude, and critical thinking have been inculcated from

the first years of schooling.

My friend said that if you cut a bird's tongue, they
can talk ... and he said that, if you cut a dog's
tongue, it can talk to you instead of barking.

5. The films are very special for most of these youngsters, who say:

I think everything should be put in film, because then
maybe the kids will understand more better ... like
how the salmon reproduce and everything ... Every .tine

foe learn about something new, we should have a 'Movie. .

Another boy, who found the course interesting because "there's

always something doing," mentioned "They show us movies about animals

and stuff" as the especially interesting part of the course. Another

child, who found the verbal couprehension particularly-difficult, said:

"I like Chat watching pictures."

Climate of Learninp:

1. The working style the teacher imposes on the class does nothing

to encourage reflection or to reinfOrce any learning:
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Sometimes I like to look at the sada' thingie then
he says no, cause we ain't allowed unless we using-
-it sometimes when we ain't got nothing to do
and same of ths kids would like to.ask him, "Om we
Iodic at the salmon'book?" but he would4say no, on
account of ... everybody would want one.

/his strangely punitive attitude toward childrents.curiosity and

Interest in eke materials is dispurbing at best, and, a clear symptom

of much that is wrong with center city schools. One of the children

who lound it hard to "sound out the word" yes asked how he thought

he udght understand the material better:

We wouldn't have it in drawers, and he'd let us
sometimes sneak one of the books over and read it.

2. Even in this class, where so much difficulty witk the materials was

encountered by the youngsters, they still show a strong, independent

spirit, wanting to umster the pnoblem themselves and not to be subjected

to the enntinuAlly dumivavv"teacher."

If you BA him what one word means, then he says.
"Listen, class," and then starts telling thep.
So if we look in our dictionary and. don't say
nothing to him, then he won't ever find out.

The teacher, young and in his first year of teaching, hesitated through-

out the course to permit any give and take.

Int: Do you have any class discussion's in Man and Animals?

Child: Not actually.

Int: What usually happens in class/

Child: Well, sometimes he will like tell us about
them, but some of the kids start talking
and stuff like that, then he won't do it.
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Int: Wen what will: he do?

Child: Hake us write.

Int: What do you write?

Child: "I will not talk in class."

Int: Does that keep anyone frap talking

Child: Yeah, but 'I don't,like that though.

Vik

5C Case Studv

The classroom itself was furnished with desksand chairs arranged

in five rows of six, w.ith the teacher's desk positioned at the front of

the roam. ,The teacher was young, in her early twenties, and traditional

in her approach to teaching: The early classroom Observations indicate
.

that her teaching style, in both MACOS and other s.ubject areas, consisted

-

almost entirely of posing questions which required short, factual responses.

Youngsters were required to rise from their seats when respondibg to

questions, and they directed their responses to the teacher. They were

pot encvraged to ask questions. Over the course of the sdhool year,

however, hex:pedagogical approach began to show very slight signs of change.

This change will be discussed later in Xhis report.

Pram an analysis of the interviews, it would appear that the teacher

exercised's. consideral3le mmount of control over classroom discussion in

her use of the Mail and Animals booklets. By reading the material to

the class, she was effectively able to determine the rate at which they

progressed, and through selective recognition of the children's raised
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hands, she vas az" to control the nature and extent we discussions.. It

also seems fairly clear that slz was .unresponsIve to the learning process

through which the children were trying to wskerstand the materiel.

(Do you pink you spend a lot of time talking ia

class. do you ssend a lot of time reading, or
listening, or what?

T: We 'sie.nd a lot of tine listening at the teacher, because'

mast of the tim she reads. But sometimes she lets us

read; but most 'of the Use she. reads, and ve have to

read along with ber silently on the page.

(I see, The teacher reads it to you.)

A:, yes, and sommtimes ve read it. We close ths boa, and

we start talicing about a lot of things. And she puts

more things into our mind, and we can give her better

/answers/ ..

% Nhat about learned behavior?)

: T: W didn't learn that yet

B: I think we went past it; That's because 4.. /the
teacherf.....she always talks too fast. We donft even

get to bear what-she says.

(Do you raise your hand to tell her?)

B: Vuh. 'Mums dhe says to put your hand down Qnd wait uotirk

she finishes reading. But then when she reads, she readb

so fast then when I go to 'wither wbat did she say, she

says, "Raise your hand." Then I forget after she says,
"Raise your hand; because she goes,on and on to the aext

;eV.

Confronted with this type of learning situation, the Children's main

reaction was to learn the correct responses by anticipating the teacher's

questions in Buda a manner as to have the (usually) factual answerstat

their fingertips. To put it in the intervieweee own words:

14 You have all these kinds of books ia your desk,

in your spare time, you can just take theocrat

read them, and I look at them over again, awl

you'll be ahead of the class and when the teacher

asks you a question, you'll knew 'els.

?1/4.
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The children s rote responiee ver reimforced by' a blatant system of
1

pundsbnent utilized by the teacher. This nothod.of pamishnent not only

suppressed spontaneity, but also discouraged the cbdldren's contribution

of their outside experiences to Classrmaddscussion. In an attempt to

please the teather, the Children reacted in conformity to her expectations,

and went so far as to criticize openly the attempts of other youngsters to

relate Oeir extracurricular experiences io school waft:

(What about the' girl at-thea backof the-roonN) /She

was obviously isolated fromithe rest of the'vlass

during py visit./

B: She's the one who asks the stupidaquestions.

T. She said, like, when ve were studying Man and Animals,

she says, "Caul* talk about The Birds?" because tbey

seen the navie Saturday night. [Alfiall Hitchcodk's The

RIESE(

B: And they were herring gulls, they were mad herring gels
and crows ...

(DD you ever sit and talk to.each other -- all the boy's
and girls, and the teacher too -- just all sitting and-

talking?)

B: No. Sopetimes.the teacher, she uss going to let us

talk about 7be Birds, but we mere bad.

T: Some of the people were bad, because tiley were already
talking about The Birds when she was reading, so we bad

to write one hundred tines, "Listen to the directions
and do not talk."

And in a slightly different vein

(Do you all read the sane bock?)

T: Yes.

(itt the sane tine?)

B and T: Yes.

2; 3
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T: We donft read it. Tbe teacher reeds it -- on the barring
Sal. We read it a little. We read along with her, but
in our minds, not out loud.

(Do you like dans that?)

YeWcause I don't want to interrupt her, cause she
gets mad at you.

(Does'she get mad if you ask her questions?)

T: No, you don't ask her questions while she's reading.
After she reads. Whenehe's reading, she gete.mad.

18,ft

The demand for acceptable factual, or non-spontaneous, responses by

the teacher resul9ted in the withdrawal of sone Childrpn from classroom

participation. InterestingLy enough, these children veye admixed by their .

classmates for their successful withdrawal, as canbe seen in the fdllow-

ing emeerpt:

(Do you think the whole class understands Man sad Animals,
or do you think they are confused about sone of it?)

Boma of them aim confused.

Like Paul and Sandy they talk too nuch, and they're
always asking stupid questions.

T:,I know. Paul tries to be pinny.

(Who are the smartest kids in the class?)

T: I don't know. The teacher knows. Joan, last time, she
almost nade the honor roll.

T: Tom don't ask that isny questions. Tom is pretty smart.

B: Be's pretty.smart, but he keeps his south shut.

T: Rita.

B4 She's real smart. She don't sAY,nothing

In view of all the above, it is not surprising that one boy stated

that the hardest thing for him in class is expressing, his ideas to the
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(What do you spend your time doing in eina137)

'094.444W'4
rtt.

.(Do you do a lot of listenine id cl,ass or do you do a

lot of talking:, too?)

Listening.

(What do you thidk is the hardest thing you have to
do when you're6studying?)

Tell him wbat it's all about.

( Ten wm? )

Tell the people.

(You find it hard for you and your classmates to tell
the teacher? Is that what you mean?) J

STir.; tells us we have to raise.sour handl_

Keeping the general climate 0::.tba elassroom in mind, lot us coneicler

sone of the concepts streGued in the course and Gee haw these children fared.

The concept of the lift cycle was the easiest fear the Children to understana.

Aal interviewed youngsters were able to define life cytla and to give an

exampae of it. The ChildirienIc responses ranged from very rote descripttonss,

by the slowest chilAree,to responses bordering on the abstract by those

children of average ability. The simplest explanation was: "Birth,

Growth, Reproduction, and Death." The explanation given by the dhildren in

the group interview was broader:

(What do we mean when we talk about life cydles?)

T: How they live. How they live all through tileir life.

It means bow they reprodrle and how they grao ups haw

they act, and how they die. They-die and Ueep having

dhildren. It's they're never eitinct.

(What's the life cycle of the herring gull?)

2 33



B: Tbe real imyortant thing is that be reproduoes.and he survives;

1Vhs he reproduces; and the way 40 ac..

B: His behavior.

(Do you think that the lift cycle of the herring gull is

like the life cycle of tbeisalmom2)

B and T: No.

Herrimg gulls* the male comes.outi and from the tail --

he gets on top of the ftmele, and then from tlxi tail

they put in the sierml and then on thd saliva; after

.the female Aays thp eggs.he jubreaws.up and-ibakes.

B: lin the herring gal, the mother it just'sita on the

egg; and the caimans dogt. It just leaves itr there.

Then after the salmon reproduce they die., They're.

.bungry and tired. They tyn white; and they die,

Ti The herring gull-babies depend on the mother: and

the salMon babies don't.

(That's a big dliference.)

T: Biggest difference of all, I think.

It is also apparent that the notion of structure and function was

fairly easy for the children to understand. All the children who were

interviewed (except for one who was the,slowest learner and who had a

considerdble absentee record) were able to describe a structure and its

function. The children's widespread success ip being able to define and

explain life cycles and structure-function would, appear to be partially a

result of the rote nature of their learning process, which is very conducive

to answers which require a consecutive delineation of facts.

The concept of natural selection, on the other band, was very diffi-

cult for the children to grasp. Tais topic, which is more abstract in

nature, was not covered extensively ia aass.. Here again, the children

who were interviewed were fairly successful in handling tbe less abstract

aspects of the topic, and could give traditional examples of adaptation,
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such as the rabbit who is whlie in-witter and brown in summer -.. but they

did-not really comprehend the-eirocess of natural selection to agr apprecift

able.degree.

AlthoUgh the conee2t oenatural selection is indeed a verydifficult

one to understand (and it can *be argued that it is too difficult for these

fifth-graders to comprehend) it would seem that the children were further

handicapped in their efforts to better unaerstand the Material by the-rote

learning approach, with its disregard for abstracting from spircific :acts.

Since classroom question and answer sessions were extremelylindted and were

'centered rigidly on the factual knformatian provided in the Man and

Animas naterial, it is .not'surprising that the scope of the children's

responses would be correspendinglillisited in range.

,The.children had simnel:difficulties when they considered the con-

cepts of innate and learned behavior. Here again, they were-able to

understand certain brie facte about behavior and repeat those examples of

both learned and innate behavior which hal:been covered in class, but as

soon as theY considered examples beyond those specifically covered in
If

claim, their discussion became fragmented, and they retreated to ueing

examples provided in the written materials, rather than contineing With an

exploration of new possibilities. Az an example of learned behavior, one

boy said:

Your mother teaches you ... Your mother taught you
haw to talk, didn't She?

When the other children started arguing with hinCon this point, he found

it hard to deferd his position. He dropped his original line citi sttacr,and

resorted to the booklets for a more ffliliar answer to the question under

discussiam ("What is learned.behavior?") and related the story pout the

'235
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cactus:
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Remenber,in that bock it said Innate behavior and
learned behaviorl.like when you pinch your nose da
a cactus, then you doetsgo after that anYmare,
because pule= it will hurt you.

The interviewed Children's ladk of mortunity to participate ia group

discussions in the classroom was reflected in the way in which they exiressed

their ideas. Instea4 of directing their statmients to each other, they

usually expressed their-ideas specifidally to the interviewer.' The lack or

skill which these yOungsters exhibited ciring the group discussions is

relatively easy to understand, in light of the classroom procedure insti-,

tuted 1y the teacher. Essentia1ly6 it consisted of the teacher posing a

question, with a student responding directly toter question, rather than.

a free student-to-student type of interaction.. They therefore laqed all
opportunity to develop those skills which :are requisite to good discussion.

In general, the Children were not cOnscious31 Ware of the purpose of

the course, and clay the better students wero able to articulate.the

reasons for studying the unit.

Wetre studying about man, bUt we're studying more about
AP animals.

N

We're trying to fina out what's different between man
:Eind mthno ,

TTle rcafiem for this might be partially that.these children (and perhaps most

children of thxs age level) did not seem to think about their activities
6

in terms of long ranges of time; they were nuch nore geared to thinking in

terns of the present and the immedicite past. They tended, 'therefore, to

considerthe course in bits and pieces, rather than as a total eutity. In

general, they understooid the purpose of the course to be the provision of
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nine information'about animals,,a tepic which is apparently:fascinating for

children in this age group. For these children, a typical resPonsepfo the

dUestioa "Why are you studyiag 'about Man *ad Amdnalse ins: "So that if

Vefind animals, ve can take care,of them."'

For aore of the itudints ,who were intervipdd, however, the oourse was

neaningfUl ia that it stinmlated Wm to consider various aspects oftheir
. .

, .

mu lives 'from a new vantage point. This was particularly true ia their

discussions about reprOduction, as is evidenced in the following quotation, in
,

which some really earnfist tliinking was taking place:

.S0 when the mOther herring gUll's on the bottom, the'
father herring gull's uji on.the tpg, and the father
herring gUil gets up on'top, like, and then-be lets
some sperm go through, and it goes to the egg. And
then the eggs are el ready to hatchp.sinee they got,
you knoW, fertilized. But '92ett

B: People, hunan beings, that's differento'because a nan,
be don't have a baby. And a lady is the one that has
the baby, and it's differerdbetuven man, because the
'Gaulle don't fertilize the bdby. And he don't hatch
him. And tbe father herring gull, be hatChes tham.
ix1 he fertilizes them. But / can't understand how tore
they lame to:fertilize them, and amen don't fertilize
them.

Be does fertilize them. The man puts the sperm down
into the mother, and then the mother, and then It goes
into the =tiler, and the motlier goes ...

B: But how came it don't happen to ,human beings?

(It does.)

Uh-huh. I know how. My father told me. /giggles from
R and T/

B: What are you laughing dbout?

The children also began to be mare of the differences between man

and other Wyman:
5.
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(So you see that in some ways man le like an anima
that he eats, to,331 what else?)

B: lie drinks.

T: lie grows. They conounicate.

(Animals communicate, or nun?)

A: Both.

Man and animals;

(Do they both do it # the sane ways?)

As Ts B: No.

B: They do it in different wArs.

12: Don't you know-that they don't do it in the saw Inge

(Wen, Ilm asking you. You tell m.)

A, Ts B: No. They don't do it in the ease waNy.

(Why mot?)

B: Yes, they do do it in the same way.

T: No, they don't do it in the asze way. Thdy don't
"antler."

B: But both of them do coninunicate.

(They do? Do they tell each other things?)

Yups

(Do they communicate the way we- communicate?)

As Ts 14 NO.

(What's the difference?)

They have -- like .they don't have a brain.

A: They have brains.

go

One child expressed her al% Interpretation of animal behaviors which
..

emhasized human -qualities. This happened again and again, even to the
.? 38 .
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extent that she denied at one point that the infarmationprovidedin the

written iloaterials was accurate:

T: Do they/herring gulls/ ,recognize each other?

They recognize ... They don't recognize eaeh other,
because if the bigger one is -- like if onela'snailer
and ones 'big, the big one might fight him because that
little one If be don't crouch down. If he don't get .

au urge to crouch down

A: They'll fight.

B: NO, sirs /Notice how she switches her argunent here."

A: 'Yes, they will.

B. No, they won't.

(Why did you iiay they would?)

A: They will,

B: It says in
to fight.
no reason.

because in the book

the book, but in szt own words, I say they won't go
Haw cone they L.t to crouch down? They ain't got

A: I've seen it before, when I went down to the seashore ...

This child's confUsion raises an ineresting.question: whether dhildren

Who.are going through a fantasy stage in their development are able to deal

effectiVely with the factual information and concepts which are essential

to en understanding of the Man and Animas unit. Fbr this child, the

material was difficult to accept because of her vivid imagination and

perhaps her strcalg, ezotional needs at the tine.

Theccengsters who were interviewed an an indtrichull.basis Were, in

generalo.slightly less at ease than those 1.11 the group and demonstrated

greater reluctance to criticize the materials, but as awhole, the level

of critical dbility of all interviewees was wry law. When specifically

asked for their prpferences about different areas of the subject natter. of
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t3e Man and Animals unit, they usizatly stat4d that everything'tbey had

studied so far vas interesting.. Tbeir reason far this vas that it was,

in essence, new information. iihen pressed for sore specific answers, they

usually resoi ".;ed to. a factual description of the information in ihe c-c-xirse.

Malle on the one hand their hesitancy ta evaluate the ma..terii;i1 mieit

have been due to their feeling sonny/sat ill at ease or to their fear of

displeasing or 'disappointing the interylawer, on the other haat it can be

explaited in light of their lack of experience in eXpressing an opinion in

an academic setting. They had been "taught" :to agent ontrdeatlY what they

were told in class; they 'had been discouraged from questioning "the facts"

and discouraged from iarticipating in discussion-type activities ,(even 'at

indocr recess). It vas natural, therefore, for these children to be non-

committal when asked for their opinion about the subject matter chosen for

them by school authorities.

Bowevet, despite the environment in whiCh these children/Wind themselves,

they still expressed a zest for learning and an tnterest inthe materials:

(Do loll askher a lot of questions?) f.

Bs Yes. Before we got the second boOk about the salmon, we
kept on asking Mr. , because sometires Mr. ... comes'in
and talks to us about it, and we kept before we kmw
about the,salmon, how they get to the water, we wanted to
know-why they have to go wstream where they were born,
ard how they get 'the urge to go back,and the Chemicals
in the water and everything. Axmlhowthey crossed the
stream where the waterfall splashed and everything.

(Po you find you ask a lot of questions When you study
other things?)

A, T, Bs Not as spy.

Besides the interest in the course that this quotation reveals, it

is interesting in itself, because the student has 1)t4icated that it was
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when a visiting teacher base that the dhildren aaked questions. This suggests

that their regular teadher probably did not stimulate the children to wadh

1

an extent. Indeed, classroom observation data have substantiated this

v.

These children were especially eager to learn new information and felt

sonewhat resentful because they suspected that the material could have been

covered mere thoroughly:

B: She collects everybody's books, but I didn't pass
mdne in. I got them all in w desk, and sometine when
I got free time, I take them out and do them over and
over.

(Do youlike to lodk at the books over and over? Whyl)

CaUse'it's fun.

(What's fun about it?)

It's int esting.

(Like what?)

Like ... like before I didn't even know there Ins such
a bird as a herring gull. Then all of a sudden when

I I didn't even 'mow .40 ask somebody, and they'll
tell you I didn't even know about them, and then I got
the book and I looked in it. Then I found out a whole
bunch of things.

I didn't know there ves a fish called a salmOn.

I didn't, either.

(Do you think you spent too much time reading each
booklet?)

T: Yeah, because, see, we're not even finidhed with one,
)and she's already giving us Gnother one.

D: We should finish one before we go on to another.
We're not going to learn mudh.

A: Soon as we're finished, too, she'll. put the boos back.

N.441
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The Children's use ofothe material was revealing. The urittpn, materiel

was relatively easy for some of the students to handle. All the children

made use of the written materials, although they seemed to rely more heavily

op films for the infatuation.

(Do you like to see films, talk about thinge, or
read, draw, or urite?)

Al T, B: See Bins.

T: Draw about it and see filns

(Why do you like to see films?)

sr: Because you learn more about it than reading. You see

how they act, and in reading, you Just ses the pictures.

Like the salmon. Ybu don't see the way he atts, how

fast he goes. They're just shown in a picture, just

staying there, make believe the water's flowingby.

Their preferenoes in filns varied, but in general, they seemed to

prefer filns with action -. the salmon more than tbe barring gull. Weir

exposure to baboon naterials was linited.

The children valued their booka highly and enjoyed reading them in

their spare tine -- as nantioned above, one girl even talked About keeping

them in her deak after the teadher had collected everyone else's. They

were sensitive to the colors and quality of paper in the booklets as well:

(Is there any one booklet you like locking at better
than the others?)

1% The one hWe got now.

B: The one we got now, there's three books in it, and

it's smooth on the outside -- it's green.

21 Itla,got Gull Behavior Part I and Gull Behamior Book

II on one-B7677Earc771775UFFit sirytrracalarr.----*

And it.has a cover, and you put it in and close it, and
it's so anooth and green, with a white herring gull.

t 2.4
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Their enthusiasm for the nateriala extended beyond the classroom to their

extra-curricular activities:

I like to go to the Emmanuel Nouse.

(Is that the same place as Barbara goes to7)

No, it's a nun place, and you go there and yOu get
religious education. One tine they took us on a trip.

I forget /ots of places" manes. I think it was sone
kind of bird soo. And I 8811 80:0 herring gmlis there.
And I bad sone bread in n5r hand, youknow, crunibled up
bread, that vas left over from nu' frankfurt, and M3 1
gave it to the birds, and then after that another bird,

and two baby chicks they were playing gaups. And

so I anked tbe nun if the two babies, like if one baby
dhicbpecked-on the other baby chidk, would he regurgi-

tate food?

In all, a total of six months was spent by tbis class on the Nan and

Animals materials. The salmon and herring gull were covered intensively

for approximately five nonthsj: the baboon was considered briefly for a perioi

of only one nonth. The teacher may have felt that the longer the 'children

spent on eadh section, the more they- would learn. The length of time spent

on the materials W88 far beyond that ever anticipated by EMC, however, and

it is really questionatae whether the children gained any more knowledge for

having spent so much tine on the unit. Because baboon behavior W88 not

covered completely, and the retsilik unit was never studied, it cannot te

expected that these children would bave the depth of understanding that

would be expected of a class that had studied the course an a total entity.

Over this six month period, the teacher's pedagogical style began to

show slight signs of change. The first visible sign cane in the spring, with

the rearrangement of student desks from rows to groups. From the Children's

point of view, there seened to te little diffez ce, if any, in tte way-in

which their classes were conducted as a result of the change in seating plan.

:2 4 3
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In fact, they indicated a euepiciciu that the reason for the change wu to

separate some of the ncre taiketiV:stlidea. fit= friends, They did, however,

feel that being elated in grows was Wage, because in, their oar, time

they were able to assist each other within their own particular groups.

At the 'tans. of the octopi year, the teacher reflected ao her anerienee

with grow work, revealing her new flexibility in wpzvach to taaelving

(albeit very limited on the basis of our Clammy°. observations):

I think that dividing them into groups, you have
the children working ware, you know, because they
have their own little group, and they're part of
that grow ani they're working wre If you take
the class as a whole, you'll. have sure kids that
don't can what's going on in the room It is good
that when you get them in groups that they can work
together

I know that at the beginning of the school year
I had them in rows. 'Then / decided to put them in
grove. lik:1 d out for a little while,
and then thsy ware c..featly telkinks talking,
talking, and I jus put them baek in the rows again.
I found that I 4- be more effective in rows. But
when I wanted to group them, I just sort of put the
rows together and cut them up into groups, I don't
have them that way all the tim

Nis

Given, the environment in %Allah the youngsters found themselves, aod

the basic "oet" of their teadher's pedagogical style, it is quite under-

standable that these youngsters came away from this course with a consider-

able amount of factual information but with every limited understanding of

the broader concerts specific to the course. They did, htuever, benefit

from their study of the course: They became involved in making vital

comparisons between man and apimals, as, for example, in the area of

reproduction, and they also found themselves applying same of their new

understandings to their out-of-sdhool experiences. In addition, they had

acquired a mew and meaningful vocabularswhich they-were using with a
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surprising degree of flexibility.!by tbe close of the 'school year.

It is qukta understandable ,that scam taachers might be reluctant to

introduce a course such as SIWOB in their classroom for fear that the

children's participation in gams 'and role.playingond otior Sist1 activi:.

ties which are very mueh a part of MIMS-, night create ap uncontrollable

situation in theii expariaince in this classrocea with this

particular tencher,flic;se initial approach was traditional and .fairly* rigid,'

has shown that MACO3 can be used with some auccest in a range of inner-city

claisrooms, whith are often considered to be diffpult places in which to

introduce new curricula successfdlIy. This teacher exert:anted with

grouping, and, having found her first attempts somewhat unsatisfactory,

used a modified version, giving her class the 'benefit of both the more

traditional pedagogical apprOach with ich she wes most comfortable and

the approach suggested in the EDC course of study. Another fear has teen

that consideration of controversial aUbjects suth as reproduction might

not be handled by the students in a mature. manner. The children in this

classroom dispaayed a seriousness of purpose in their diecussiomb of

controversial topics and showed their ability to bring to such discussions

the knowledge vhiCh they were gaining from the course.

The teacher in this instance was a very critical factor in determining

the degree of succ-ess of the materials in her classroom. This experience

seems to sugge at that the degpee to which Children are succesqfday, affected

by a course of study is directly influenced by the particular teacher's

interests and mode of teaching.
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In designing testa for NACOS, we kept in mind that we would have

several sources of infornaiion for assessing the learning gaius of

youngsters. The tests, th4efore were designed specifically to measure

information gains and conceRt maatery at s fairly difficult but quite

straightforward level.'

Nut and Other Animrls Test

Of the unit pre-post tests conetructed specifically for MAWS, we

jadgo that the test for Mu and Other Animals was more successful. The

1967468 _version of the test (imodified for 68-69 testing) and total sample

responses follow, with sone interpretation of findings. In some ways, the

test vas less ambitious than Chat constructed for the Netsilik unit in the

'67 - '68 trial. It contained only objective type items, Uhoreas the

latter test contained several open-ended questions. In conjunction ulth

working party members, we prepared several item-types: (specific questions

. are included in parentheses).

1, simple information and definitions, including vocabulary
(9b, 9f, 16)

2. knowledge of human and other animal behavior (5, 6, 7, 8, 9a,

9c, 9d, 9e, 9h)

3. understanding of basic concepts of the course, e.g. innate
and learned behavior, adaption, variation (8, 9g, 9i, 13, 17)

4. ability to interpret simple graphs and to draw conclusions
concerning the information therein (2 - 4)

ability to make comparisons and distinctions between man and

6.

7.

other'snimals (la - i)

ability to reason-fr is information given (10, 11, 12, 14, 15)

ability to use evidence to predict behavior (10, 11, 12, 14

15)
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FEZ, 11) POST VCST 11=ITACS QM=
NATIONAL SAMPLE

Winter 1968

Man and Other Animals

Education Development Center

Date:
Noma:.

School;

City:

Teadher:

Sox: ('Check one) M F

Grade:

Dear Stmdent:

-A you finish studying about man and other animals we would like

you to answer some questions. Just do the best you cen. .

1. On the list below are 9 things that happen during the lifetime of
animals. .Soce things happen to all animals, some things happsn just
to human beings, and some happen tdother animals but not to human

- beings. In the box beside each question, write a

1 if it is true for hpam.hilialkulatz

2 if it is true for Isseatisonly.
0

O 3 if it is true for both human bein a gad other animalsm
0 to

o The first two are examples.
fle

U

413 C breathe

CO
T .2) lay eggs

90% +10% Lii a. marry

98% +17. Lii b. eat

817. + 7% c. grow up without adult care

76% +21% al d. uso a language

75% + 8% Ca) e. cooperate with others of their kind

89% + 3% CII f. protect themselves from enemies

977. + 2% 0..) g. build fires

967, + 3% OD h. tell a Iie

51% +10%
[2:3

i. share a meal with a stranger
f.

e .

248
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This diagram shows the areas in which two baboon troops live.
Troop A lives in Section A. ,7koop B limas In-Section B.
Questions 2 through 5 below ata about this diagras6

2. Which is the overlapping section? (Choose one answer and write ita
number in t e boxe)

3. The overlapping section
number in the box.) .

92% + 10%

is one Chat (Choose one answer and write its

I. none of the'animals use

2. ,both groups use

4. Compared"to the other two sections, the overlapping sectl,dn is
(Choose one answer and write its number in die box.)

1, richer in food and water

53% + 12% 2. the same

poorer in food:and water

5. When two troops come together (Choose one answer and write its number
in the box.)

60X + 34%

I. the larger troop would dhare the food and water with
the cmaller troop

2, the troops might be nervous

3. young baboons of the two troops would play together

249
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6. Baboon troops,iiver Wave *Sir boss rans4 Ibis is because:
(Choose ons anowir and write its oaks' in.ths box.)

1. ;hey (Wet want to leave sick or old baboon' toTo
fer-behind.

+ 2. NO ona is sure of the reasen.

3. ThsYdan't went.othar animals to got ths thing. thei
hays buileup.

4. They are able to survive only in that spacial arta.

91% + 35%

A salmoa is 'able te find its way back to its birthplace because:
(Choose one answer and write its number in the WO

1. Some member of the group has madethe trip before.

2. The parents tell the way.:to their young.

3. Each salmon remembers the small of its river.

4. Salmon learn to do this by trial and error.

8. The group life of a baboon troop allows: (Writs the number of each
answer you choose in the box beside that answer. Choose as many as
you wieh.)

42%,+ 5%

327. - 33%

SI% + 24%

17% - 41%

42%t 1%

85% + 5%

tiIi 1. ioung baboons to play organized games

(:::]

GIL),

2. an adult to dhare meat with en-infant

3. the macs to keep peace La,the trOop

4. the males to hunt while the females gather food

5. other fimales to help a mother with her newborn Went

6. the males to protect the females and babied

fta
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9. 'In thelocag Wilde each question writs a I if it is ltue. if.it is,
False alisi a 3 if yoU Dcatt'Encw..

497. 4: 20% ED a.

%-

33% 4%-
,.

..

- 69% + 49% I M c.

at True

2 alif Palos

.3 am Dogst Inv!

.Sams 'antmaa have a language like hams language but we
havaiettuiderstoo4 ft yet.

In many animal rups more ba.bies die than live.i

Hale babOons prompt their own Children better than they
protect other youn$ baboons.

88:, +MB% trl d. When ft,herring guWehick looks hungry, its parentmped

Ir
67% + 25% 'e. Baboons care for ;heir young longer than herring gulls care

for.their young.' A

63% + 77. 11= f.. Human beings are animals.

79% + 97. CD g. When wedEamine how something is built, we can tell a lot
w,

about; how It is uped.

77% + 17% K. WheneVer a gull sees sticks, it wants to build a nest.

90% + 17% CEJ i. A brown rabbitlhas a better chance of survtving in a dark
forest Chan q wh4e.rabbit.
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10. Look at the pi.cturas. Than *mite in the bpi below the number of tha
. picture showing an animal you think would not bs abbe to live in the

place dhomd.

^e

U. imaside tkera Are nd plants in the environment Shown. Which og the
following animals eould live ift that environment ig them, "TUE
21ants there?: Write a "1" in the box beads each animal that you
choose.

.

animal 1

11:3 aniMal. 3

(25 animal 5

QUESTION OMIT1ED

PEON SCOallW

,

, (2) animal 6
.

f.

IL,If all animals like those in picture 5 died, what would happen to the
amaimals like those in picture 37 .0Writa the nimbi= of gout answer in
the box.Y

v
-.

.

.

.1. nothing would happen .

2. the graup vould incriasè'in number st first

s

62% + 22% they would live.happily

e 4. they wiAuld have.A,bigger food supply

T.

N
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13. During their lifetimes áLMZ today*, things,
to do bther things Vitsaltmalei. Road mach sentance sIo. lban'c
write a "t" in thi box pax; to tha aantanca if you think it is solothiag
tjzzliadabajmni or a "0" in the Utte, if you think tha animal could do
that thingAspout immowpa!flio Ao it.

Rerrim 0611

667. + 9%* M. a. flit(' the edge of its territory

86% + 167. b. peck at the red spot-on its parent's beak

24% - 37. c. fly

657. + 15% On a. crouch when in danger

447. + 97. recognize its chicks by spots on the head

Baboon

40% 67. I1 a. know the alarm calls of other animals

817. + 97. 0 b cling to its mother's chest

71% + ZZ ILL-1 e, make sounds

64% 107. d, ive special cells at special times

14. Ihis is the skull of an animal. BY examining
its teeth, what would you be able to say about
thilvenimal7 (Write the number of your answer
in: the boxe)

It, would be Likely to defend itself by

757. 4 317 fri

397. - 21% LI.1

- 59% - 2%

73%4 .317.

1. fleeing from enemies

2. 'attacking and biting

It would eat

1. a lot

2. not muCh

4

601

\-If the weather iurns very cold in a plea it id

1. migrate

2, stay these just the SSW

It would be likely to

1. eat other ahimals

2 be eaten by them

id
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Flamm read the five

64%

paragraphs below.

It wes early morning im Africa sad the
scientist Irven Demi started out tO
continue his study of-baboons. Aa he
drove along, he came to an area where
lie saw a few tress, 'some low vogotatioa,
a greasy plain and a water hole. He 2.
decided this would be a good place to stop.

Hs was lookini for a new troop of baboons 3.
if he cLould find me,. because he felt he
couldnit learn much bY watching the same
baboons,day after day.

"I can t tell one trmn the other anyway.
-One baboon is just like the next," he
laughed to himeelf,

Dia mga
+15%

Ea sans

+17% +21%

56Z

+30% +33%

78% [:3 (DIME)

se 5% +
'44%

C.3 357.

81%

+13% +15%8lZj

1..

Dr. DeVore had left his field glasses-at
-the camp because the troop. were not N84-.
turbed by him and would allow him to come
very close.
He especially looked forward to playins
with the baby baboons.

Some of the paragralahs you just read give correct informationabout the way a scientist would work and think. Others arenot at all true.

Read the first paragreph again. If you think what it says istrue, color in the box beside the paragraph.under True. If youthink it is falai° color in the box under False. After Agota8-.this, read the nu;bered sentences on the right side of the page.Choose the sentence that tells why you decided the paragraph wastrue or false. Write tlit,number of yOur reason in the Soz underBeeson. °

Do the same thing for-each paragraph.

4.

liessonsr'

Baboons aril not bothered by the
'presence of human baings.

Every baboon in a troop can be iden-
tified by the way it Woke an4 aits.

,BAboons are never found where there
are Only a few trees and some low
vmptation.

All sault baboons are so alike in
Appearance that we Cannot tell them
epaft.

A scientist can't learn very much by .
watching only a amen group of cne
type of animal.

6. Tb gat the bestvobservations
.should,not tat baboons becom;
..that they are beiniwatched.

The baboon troop guards infants very
closely pid would not let a stranger
get near. one..

8. Troops of baboons are found in an area,
that provides foodt.water, and some
tres.

9. By studying one rtroop of baboons very
closely a scientist is able to learn
a great dnal,about all baboons.

Vat

aline
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16. In column A ace some words you have read and used during this course.-

Please read each one. Then find in Column B the blot definition for
the word end write thst letter in the box next to the word in Column A.

il% + 43'%

89% + 17%
I .

82% + 24%

47-4 + 36%

32% +

85% + 1.57;

85% + 31%

61% + 33'4

87% + 47%

-)RitE21.6
Selumn

baboon a ths young of.any animal

structure' b. onsta.surroundinge

reproduction . c the opposite of animal

juvenile d. a mammal and a primate

human being a. the special way something is,built

life cyle f. juiP to one side

environment g. a young human or other young

offspring
animal

predator
h a delinquent or bad teenager

72% + 41% iJ
L. a special way in whiCh something

47% + 20% I 11111 behavior

is used

3. a hunter of pther animals

k. giving birth to young

1. the ways an animal acts

06 a baby gorilla

n. not learned

o., the pattern of birth, having babies

and dying .

p. good or bad manners
POST-TEST QUESTION ONLY

17. Place a."1" next to each"statement you think is true.

Percent 617. 1

Checking
True

23%

76% 1

377.

54% 1

74% 1

17%

An animal gathers information through its sense organs.

The braiO receives information only from the outer environment.

An animal's brain receives information and sends signals to

the different parts of the body.

Allimals usually adapt to Changes in the environment by

deciding what is best for thew. 8

The variety within a species is what allows an animal species

to adapt to a changing environment.

Information from the environment is necessary for an animal's

survival.

You can see and touch the signals that the brain sends to

the body.

5 G
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For the total matched sample of 1669 students in 13 aresi*, pre to peat

teat item rivaults show soms interesting areas of pin. Children learn a

great deal of information bon the NWn and Other Animals.unit. lbe vay
4110

utilize the vpcsbulary, and the questions and speculations they

1.)
raise during intervlevv, reveal how directly the rich informational con-

tent of the course contributes to their growing seise of competence. A

content-rich course in espocielly appropriate for this age-level, Wile

capsciry for processing information'is enormous, and where, there is in-

satiable curiosity about such intrinsically interesting content as animal

and human bdhsvior.

It is apparent from the evidence that where the unit deals mith

happenings -- descriptive aiipects of idhavior -- Children are quicker to

grasp and retain the content. Where inferential or conceptual dkill ia

called for, children find mare difficulty and fall into more confusion, as

/
we would expect.

On over-all vocabulary competence (question 16), a 307. increase, from

an average 40% to an average 707. level of knowledge, is found. Certain

words that recur throughout the unit are correctly defined by over 807. of

the sample (auch as "structure," "reproduction," "life cyle," "environ-

ment," "predator"). On definition of "human being" small laic:mesas are

shown due to teat instructions. It was uot made clear to students that a

definition could be used more than once; thus, having used up the correct

choice to define baboon, children did not have another option.

*Brookline, Mass.; Maria County, California; Oakland, Calif.; Jefferson
County, Colorado; Niles, Illinotat Webster Grove, Missouri; Orange; New
Jersey; Newton, Mass.; New York City; Philadelphia; BenningtOn, Wimont;
Washington, D.C.; West Hartford, Conn.

2 J1
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On correct distinction of animal mid human behavioef (question 1),

high Levels of knowledge are shown at the beginning of the course. Even

here, however, that'll is consistent gsin.

Special problem mess prove to be tnose of understanding language si

a peculiarly human Characteristic, and of correctly identigying imitate

versus Learned behaviors in baboous end herring gull! (question 13).

On analyais, some of the tost items sre considered to be open to en

Interpretation other then the answer expected, such as items b and c of

question 14. Indeed on these poor test items, youngsters shoW under.

standabla confusion Where items of this reasoning type are clearly worded

and unambiguous (a and d of question 14) very large increases La correct

response are foend.

One of the more diffisult questions on the test was 015, in terms of

both directtons for answering and skills required. On the whdIe, youngaters

do surprisingly well on this question. It is interesting to note in

children's post test responses that, where they are reasoning from infor-

mation essentially congruent with what they had learned in the unit

idescription of baboon troop range, etc.), they show good increases from

pre to post test. Where they are least able to perform on the post test

is on an item.that calls for them to put out of mind what they heve

"learned" about Irven DeVore's work with baboon troops (he was so familiar

to the trodps that they allowed him to become a close observer) and to

thiAk of hLa in L w situation, with a new troop (iteit 4 of the question).

The distinction here focuses on the new situation, and litat it would entail.

But most children do not read this as a new situation, and interpret it
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directly from th.eir prior learning in the dnurse, not reasoning soleiy

from the information given on the test.

boa interviews we know younksters fams.a stroas personal feel/ft for

DeVore; itso, the field notes are the most popular sonatas' of the.unit.

From an instructionaliperepective it is worth noting that sudh high

identification with an interesting wok, and inthnsive exposure vo

his experiences, can lead,at,this (or any) age love to'difficulty in

breektu away from the mind-set so established. This-factor works power-

fully to reverse, however, for we have found In other,curriculer rem/arch

in the area of rscihl attitude thst suCh identification with an individual

who is the focus of a narrative cam exert stroas iufluence on previously

existing stereotypes and,help to break down such configurations.

Media end the Messagp

We did not have a research design that would permit us to parcel Tit

the specific learning gains attributable te any one medium of presentation

(except for'games, where a special inteneive study was undertaken), We

can, however, look at test results in the light of materials and methods

specif.dally related to certain times

In applying this method to the Man and Other Animals unit test, we

find a great relationihip between amount of reinforcement of an idea

through various media and exercises, and the gain im learning that takes

place by the end of the unit. In the few inetances where learning seems te

be going in a direction opposite to that desired, a close inspection of

the course reveals contradictions and lack of clarity in the presentation,

or no matetial directly related to that idea.

20 9
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Question 13, on baboon Whavior innate and beamed, is a prime example

of this probl,em. Oa two itams, and d children give'more incorrect

acswers at the end of the course then at the beginning. Item a was not

directly covered in tee material. Item d was ostensibly covered in the

booklet, "Baboon Communication" but upon inspection the pages dealing

with spacial calls reve4ed that both innate sounds and laaraod calls wsrJii

discussed tpgether, without say sorting outv and were lloth referred to as-

"autouatic," a word that the children bed already associated with innzte

behavior. The reason for confusion becomes clear. If youngsters heve not

worked with amterials that help them to.uoderstsnd and interpret a question,.

thin the results are diappointing. But the fault is ours, not the child's.

Questions 6, 7, and 8 give us further e-Adence from which to speculate

-
about the effects of media and reinforcement. Queotion 6 is never.

directly handled in the materials; the gain on correct choice (2) from

pre to post is only nine perecnt. It must be mentioned, however -that

qehoice 4 ian be.seen as a reasonable sele tion 1tnce students could well

interpret this to mean that baboons are adapted to their own and not

other environments. Together, reasonable ehoices account for 88 percent

of the response, but the preferred choice, 2 is selected by less than

half of the students.

On queption 7, by contrast, the correct response increases 36 percent

to over a 90 perient response on the post test. This information was

treated in the salmon film, the booklet, and in the teaeher material

pertinent to class discussion.

On ci-Istion,8, we consider three statements to be correct, choices

260
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3, 5"an4 6. Choice 6 33 so popular at the beginniag that little increase

is possible. Choices 3 and 5 are intereating a consider, however. Choice
Fe

3 is chosen'by 24 percent mare.studints on the post test. Mere is in-

fermition pertinent to both 3 and 6 in the ,booklet on the baboon ,troop,

ia the baboon troop film, and in the environment board exercise. Choice

5,1bey contrest, which doss not inceoase prs to post, could be interpreted

as incorrect by younssters after viewing the young infant film, since there

they see a baboon female guarding..her newbbrn offspring from all othei

boboons. PerhapS our word "newborn" is mislqading La this option. la

any case, materials do not support the Choice ad a correct option.

The set of Truo-False items inder question 9 provides further

interesting data te consider. Let us look spacifitally at staiements b,

c, d end e. The first, b, is the only item showing loss on the post test.

The other three are the hi3hast gain items. Item b. is a general stateMent

calling for extrapolation from examples vf specific animal cases. An

exercise leading up to this concept, or a statemant a such, is not in-

cluded anywhere in the materials. Possibly in some classes, during

discussion, the point could have been raised. We do know that evidence

for specific cases was at hand: of 6000 salmon eggs, only two survive.

All children know .tflis -- it is one of those facts that become burned into

memory. .nowever, whether from wording or frem level of abstraction, and

given 'lie fact Chat no direct expression of this idea was conveyed in the

materials, the general item proves unmanageable.

The baboon boaklets, films, and the environment board eXercise all

contain'learning bearing on item c. Item d is covered in the herring
.

gull booklet, in the film, in the slides and in class discussion. The

0. 1
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material in item a is raised directly in work on the life cycle Chart

and in discussion questions following this work. In additions tihe items

deal with both informatioe and comparisons explicit in the materials and

specific to the animals studied.

We cannot help but be reminded of Robinson Jefferls admonition about

poetry: never let au idea sit by itaelf without a presence ok soma sort.

With elementary age children, prips anidea to an example ieems.to be

the most successful method for ensuring its discovery and retention,

particularly when the example is conveyed visually, verbally, and often

is part of an enactive exercise.

While it would certainly be justified to point to these findings as

evidence of certain unsatisfactory test items, we think we can turn this
of.

somewhat negative view to a more positive advantage. We have considered

some of our flawed items as part of a process of.assessing the importance

of vivid and reinforced presentation of ideas within the curriculum, to

identification and retention of these ideas by students.

It is clear from this inspection that if one wanes youngsters to

come may from a course with correct information and mastery of certain

concepts, one.must carefully inspect all materials carrying these facts

and ideas, to be sure that the point and perspective are not olscured by

the materials and the different sources of information do not contradict

one another.

Almost without exception, tre seem to be explanations found .in the

materials themselves for the test score patterns. Largest increases on

individual items occur where there is a consistent theme and where that

theme is reinforced by the media of the course.



Analgses of the Man and Other Animas U..._.....Wg,Epeakts.

For purposes of statistical analysis the Man and CMher Animals Unit

Test was divided into two parts, reasoning section (19 items) and an

iafoinstion sectipn (46 items). TO give focus to this analysis we posed

several questions which were apperiate to address uaing statistical

analysis of the basic test data

Do students score better on the post-test than ChevAILMLAS_PETZW.C.

1967-1966 Data

On the infIrmation
items:

Oa the reasoning
items:

e
On the total test:

Increase Standerd Error b.Ttant SisatfieggatUala

8.30 0.149 55.718 P10.0001

1.75 0.073 24.132 P10.0001

10.05 0.173 58.161 PC0.0001

104646

The second year of test trials (1968-69), a revised version of the

same test produced results comparable to those for 1967-1968, with an in-

, crease on information items, pre to post, of 9.8;-on reasoning items of

2.0; giving a total test increase of 11.8 (14=303). The increases are

larger tilma those of the previous year and all are highly significant.

The answer to question 1, then, is that students do score sigaificantly

better on the post-test than they do on the pre-test.

The remaining in1alY3019 were made of the 67-68 data.

2.. Do students differ4_bv the are& in the ere

amount of know1ed osnesa about animal behavior as th besin
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On Information Items;

Noun Score Meat St if cane Level

4th 24.6

5th 27.0

6th 29.8 36.241 P(0.001

Ungraded 27.3

Students do differ greatly by grade La their knowledge as determined

by information items on the pre-test. Sixth graders are mostkubwl-

edgeablii. and fourti; graders least.

On Reasoning Items:

4th

5th

6th

Ungraded

Mean Score

5.44

6.12

6.78

7.15

F-Tert malliEence Level

18.591 P(0.001

Scudents also differ by grlide as determined by items requiring

reasoning skills, though the difference is not quite as large as that

found in information items. In this case the ungraded students score

highest whilp the fourth graders are stiil lowest.

3. Does de km which the student is enrolled influence the Chan e in

pre-post test scores.?

On Information Items:

Mean
Difference F-Test

4th 7.81

5th 0.17

6th 7.88 3.379 P .018

Ungraded .9.71

2 64



Fifth grads and ungreded students tend to acquire sore infonmmtimi

from ihe course.than do 4th or 6th:grade students ihough these differences

are small (significance is in part dtle to the fact that tha number of

students is largq).

On Reasoning It

4th

5th

6th

Ungraded

Kean
Difference P-Test Signifircance Leval

1.955

1.703

1.899 1.055 P m .367

1.465

. There is no difference found among the atudenta by grade level in the

mastery of ramming items.

On Total Test:

6:an
Difference F-Test 21.1.12111.992M-LEF.21

a

4th 10.373

5th . 10.026

6th 9.759 1.484 P is .217

Ungraded 11.141

While learning outcomes tmnd to favor ungraded classes most and 6th

grade classes least, the differences are not significant and would well

be the function of chance..

The general conclusion that we draw is that students do differ

greatly by grade in their begimning knowledge of these areas; however, the

amount of learning that takes place during the Man and Other Animals Unit

is by and Large not associated with grade level. *The one notable ex-

265
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ceptioe is ihat the ungraded and fifth grads students tend to master more

of the information from the unit than do the 4th and 6th grodsm Ibis is

an especially interesting finding since the unit was designed primarily

with the fifth gradi level in mind.

i1fema1ecor&o'uentto

Girls tend to have a slight edge on boys in their knowledge about

animal behavior es the unit barviiin(t01.432; Pa0.152) but cannot reason

any better with this Automation (t0.490, P approxinately 0 1.000). Girls

as characteristic of their performaw;i1 in elementary school learn, during

the course, the answets 03 more inforndtion questions than do the boys

- (t 0 2.234, P 0 0.026) and.are able to reason a little more effectively

with that information (t 1.094, P 0 0.274), though not significantly so.

-

The results of the total score change do, however, leave the girls La a

stronger position than the boys (t m 2.333, P se 0.020). For a sample of

this magnitude, significant differences even as large as 0.02 do not

represent important differences in performance -- in fact girls answer

only one more question Trrectly than do thp boys. These findings go

against the usual trend for learning patterns in the fifth grade, where

normTy girls fai outihine their male peers.

5. Is there a difference in the amount of khowledge.adenle in various

school stems have about animal behavior as the be in the course?

The pre-test results nhow that systems do diSfer (F value 0 22.115;

only 2.18 is required for .01 level of significance).
17.

*High scores came from systems in Marin county, California, Illinois,

Colorado, Newton and Brookline. Oa the low aide were classes in Washington,

D.C.; New York; Oakland; Philadel#hia; Bennington, Vermont; and Orange,

9tia
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Nal! Jersey.
. The students in cantor city system toad to know less about

the area of human and animal behavior than students in the saburban

ilysetaMe.

If one looks at the system differences (tie table following psge),

they appear to be small. Thim, however, cen be misleading. Students in

the systems with'high scores answer aorrectly nine more items than stOsats

in the poor scoring systems. But let's give it another perspectival

students would be expected to score about 28 points by guessing, so the

average pra-test score of 34 points indicates that they really know, on

the overages six"items. Seen in this perspective, differences of nine

points between systems are large; the students la some systems know almost

twice as mudh as those to others. The differences among the systess are,

interestingly, less on the reasoning items than on the information section

of the text.

6. Arethedl._....ailtRmL...._m___.......zrerencsintheiovementofsentelscoresb

admaLmgat!

Essentially, this question can be asked in two forms. First, we can

ask:whether studeats improve their scores (by system) more than could be

expected by chance. Second, we can ask whether the scores in some systems

improve more than those in other systems. ;able I answers the first

question. The students in all school systems improved their scores from

pre- to post-test more than would have been expected by chance. la fact,

for all but one of the 13 systems, the change in scores was very, very

significant.

ti 7
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Man and Other Animals

Pre and Post Test Mean Scores by astmatx and Other Systems

Pre-Test Total Scar Post-Test Total Score Mean Increase Nuriber of Students

New York

New Jersey (Orange)

California (Oakland)

Ponasylvania (Philadelphia)

Washington, D.C.

Massachusetts (Brookline)

California (Marin County)

Colorado (Jefferson County)

Illinois (Niles)

Missouri (Webster Groves)

Massachusetts (Newton)

Vermaat (Bennington)

Connecticut (West Hartford)

Tot al for all systems

chance score -- 28

total possible score

2 6 8

30.6 32.9 2.3 18

32.5 36.3 3.8 45

31.5 43.0 11.5 _ 137

3167 40.5 8.8 168,

28.0 36.2 8.2 71

35.0 48.3 13,3 35

39.2 48.3 9.1 113

36.9 46.7 9.8 216

37.0 46.4 9.4 46

36.2 43.0 6.8 46

35.9 46.6 10.8 425

33.1 40.0 6.9 90

33.4 46,2 12.8 236

34.1 44.3 10.1 1646

65
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t Ulnas for Pte- to Post,Dast Bear* Manses on Man and Animals

Sehogl Systoq Value lavIA ot8tgagic4Pci

I. Brookline

.t

12.22 .0005

2. California 14.72 .0005
4

3. Colorado 22.11 .0005

4. Illinois 9.51 .0005

5. Missouri 7.99 .0005

6. New Jersey 3.18 .005

7. Newton 34.47 .0005

8. New York 1.57 .07

9. Oakland 19.19 .0005

10. Philadelphia 15.38 .0005

11. Vermont 9.24 .0005

12. Washington, D. C. 10.91 90005

13, West Hartford. 30.32 .0005

The improyement in scores ranged from a high of 13 points for two

classes in Brookline to a low of 2 points for me class ia New York.

The systems are ranked as follows:.

§.212221.12MIR Mean Pre-Test Score Ma.122Pcrease

Brookline 35.0 13.3 35

West Hartford 33.4 12.7 236

Oakland 31.5 11.9 137

Newton 35.9 10.8 425

Colorado 36.9 9.8 216

Philadelphia 31.7 9.2 168
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4 -4

Cslifbrnis (Marin 39.2 9.0 113
County)

Illinois 37.0 10.0 46

Weihingten, D.C. 28.0 844 71

Vermont 33.1 7:3 90

Missouri 36.2 '6.7 46

New Jersey 32.5 3.7 45

New York 30.6 2:3 18

Total for all Systems 34.1 10.1

The differences among the system were evelusted.by the analysis of

variance technique (F 13.602,.P(.001). Clearly, the amount of learning

lhat took piece, as measured by the tests, differed markedly among the

system's. In the total sample, post-test scores were tan.points higher

than pre-test. Since we previously establidhed the fact that the average

student had a base knowledge of six items over the chance score, this

increase of ten points indicates that students almost doubled their

knowledge of animal behavior and ecological concepts. 0An interesting

wrinkle, however, is that these pre-post test Changes across systema.are

smaller than the differencesuhich were found among the systems on the

pre-test. (F pre.test 22.115; F Change score 13.602). The Man and

Other Animals Unit tended to make the systems more homogeneous.

Again, using the F value as the index of evaluation-, we fohnd that the

larger system differences in pre-post test scores were found in the

information section of the test. The growth on the reasoning section

seemed to be somewhat smeller and differed Less from syitom to system

than did that on information.
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For three systmai, we had no Z.Q. scores; however: for the,10 systems

for which I.Q. datapere available, there was little relationship- between

I.Q. 4nd scoring 2ains.

Ilipb Z.Q. systems

k um 1.Q. systems
Total

Stoll Pre-koet Gain laarp.W-Post Gain z
2 3 5

3 2 5

5 5 10

In fact, Oakland, ihe: system with the next-to-lowast 1.Q. acmes;

Showed one of the largest gcins. It is also true that the knowledge of

student& as they started the Man and Animals unit was independent Of the

growth. Prem other experience, we know that if the course material is

relatively simple, there is a negative correlation between pre-test scores

and course gatm. However: for most courses thevpre-post change scores

have a lhigh positive correlation with pre-test scores. The reasons for

this are quite transparent: if ehe atudeut knows. unch of the material

before hetakes a course, his improvement is negligible compared with a

student who knows little of the area.who learns a great deal hence, a

negative correlation between pre-test achievement and course gain. Most

courses are designed for the stuaent who starts at aboUt the 60th per-

centile level with the extra flourishes of materials designed to flash out

the richness of the concepts rather than to serve readiness or remedial

functions. If students who improve most are dune who start with the most

knowledge, there is a strong positive correlation'between pre-test

_standing and gains from the beurse. The Man and Other Animals unit falls
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into neither of these categories. Dull students improved as much as

bright studanti and vice versa. Knowledgeable students improved as much

as the iSnorelit, and.vice verse.

We further separated the items into two more etylo categories:

animal material and integrative items. Using the previous Reasoning and

Information division, we placed all items in a four-fold table and tallied

the median change score for leach item doimin. We found similar improve-

meut en items with eadh style of content.

bastuales Information

Integrative 4157, 443%

Animal 4114 +11%

Interestingly, the Man and Other Animals unit does liot tend to

favor learniug in one area at the expense of another.

In eummary, what has been the impact, as seen through statistical

analyses, of the Man and Other Animals unit? Children did learn a

significant amount of information and developed in ability to reason using

the materials. Where significance does appear, there is a tendency for

learning gains to be higher for fifth graders and ungraded classes than

for fourth or sixth graders. The unit has neither a male nor female

learning bias in its effectiveness. Among the moat remarkable of the

findings is that individual differences are not associated with etudentel

intelligence or previous knowledge of the area. Clearly, those students

with poor academic background, found so often in the center city, gained

in loarniag and mastery over the ideas and concepts as axial as those whose

beginning positions were much stronger. On the other hvad, the improve-

2 73
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pent of themestudeuts vas not secured at the sacrifice of the.most

edgesble students, for their galas were equally large And finally,

the differences distaste found among school magma at the belialint of

the progreq tended to be reduced by the end of the unit.

4

fit

OD
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Analyses of Netsilik Unit Test Results

1967-68

Ts provide some variety for the,reader interested,ss. test findings,

we will present analyses of Netsilik results in a somewhat different fashion

than was done for the Man and Other Animals unit. In addition to systems,

I.Q. and grade level explorations, we will examine the r6lation9hip3 between

father's education and occupation, and test achievement. Complete tabular

presentations of results for the matched pre-post sample Rf 782'students

are included for the reader's perusal.

the test devised fat the 67-68 field trials consisted of four open-end

items, a series of true-false items, two multiple-choice questions, and a set

of statements concerning American ways of life Which children had to classify

as seeming-either "strange" or "familiar" to ..:he Netsilik. Because the

Netsilik unit is more concerned with a life style and the total setting, we

particularly.wanted to give youngsters opportunity to express subjective

interpretations via the open-end items.

To present basic results from testing in the Netsilik unit, sevellt

tables were created using background statistics on the children Lid pr2 and

pi_st-test scores. These tables contain a nomber of findings most of which,

while obvisus, are of sufficient importance that 470 think they should be

noted. The following points come from the data found in the seven pagL.:s of

tables on-the 1967-68 Netsilik teit, and correspond approximately to the

questions raised abou: the Man and Other Anidals test results.

1. Do students score better on thp post-test thar they do on the pre7

test, and do chaneesjn scores differ by school system?

There was a very significant innrease in the pre to post-test scores of
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students who studied the Netsilik uhlt as measured by the test. This

eignificant improyement in scores holds true for all thirty-bne sub groups

into which students were classified.

The school systems' Where the largest gaiiat took place were Illinois,

Newton, Colorado, and Philadelphia; smalest gains took place in Matrin

[minty, ((alifornia), Oakland, and Vermont. One can see especially bynoting

the distribution of scores how consistently there was gain across the board:

ossess about Eskimos as the in the unit and is ad' level related to

learning gains?

The knowledge of 4th, 5th, 6th, and ungraded students as they began

this unit was virtually identical. This differs from the pre-test results

in the Man and Other Animals unit. Sixth grade students had a better grasp

of primate behavior than did fifth graders, who scored higher that; did

fourth graders.

While students in all gra es improved significantly on the Netsilik

post test, the mean increase for sixth graders was slightly larger than fer

the younger students. As is illustrated in several ways in this report

some of the conceptual portions of the course are more difficult for the

mdre immature students than they are for older students. In this sense,

learning gains might be expected to be'associated with grade level; however,

The score for Newton is so very large because of the large size of the
sample. West Hartford was omitted from these analyses; since they did not
complete the unit, their students took a shortened form of the post-test,
making the results non-comparable.
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those differences for the Netsilik unit are small.

3. Istherseass.,...01._.tceofIdrenrredelated to their knowledge

iount

1
lew I.Q. students began the Netsilik unit with someyhat less knowledge

than, did either of the ether -two groups which scored identically on the prie-

test. The fact that essentially no relatioaship exists between I.Q. and

pre-test scores illustrates Chat the test is not simply another measure of

intelligence (a frequently stated criticism of such tests).

Test gains were largest for those students of highest I.Q. and least

for those of lowest. The differences in gains between the low and middle

and middle and high are small (in the first case, less Chan hdlf an item

difference; in the second case, two-thirds of an item difference). With

fhis substantial sample, it is true that students with high I.Q. learned

more than did those of low 1.Q., though the differences in absolute terms

are very small.

4. Are school grade averages related to learning gains?

Students who had B averages in school started higher on the pre-test

Chan any other group. Thd big gainers were the A students; they started

lower than the B's and finished strong. For B and C students the learning

gains eere comparable. C students, tnterestingly, started at the level of

the D's, but gained more during the seuester. On: cannot help but wonder

if Chat is not the difference between C and D students, especially in grades

4-5-6.

The student I.Q. distribution was originally cut into thirds at the
points cited in fhe table (107-, 108-118, 119+); however, from the losses
that occurred during the pre-post matching (e.g. West Hartford's omission),
the number in the 107- category was markedly larger than the other two. This
is mentioned to explain what appears to be an odd choice of cutting points.
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The test apparently does'isave a high ceiling which permits.dhe A-type

student to demonstrate hisrange of knowledge. Yet it is not so difficult

Chat the more average student is frustrated; he is also able to demonstrate

his new mastery.

5. Arj parental
ement?

In one sense'the amount of the fathers' education (a common soeiological

variable) does not explain these test data, for students whose fathers only

went to elementary school were as a group as knowledgeable of the area when

they began the unit as were those students whose fathers went to high school.

Students of elementary educated fathers did not make as much progress as did

those whose fathers attended high school, even though they started at the

same base line. Note please the standard deviation of this group; there was

much more variation in their performance than for Chose whose fathers had bad

more education. Some of these itudents did well, others poorly, and this

range in their performance is quitd noticeable.

The distribution of scores by fathers' occupation gives further informa-

tion eoncerning beekground variables. Clearly dhe gain scores varied little;

students from ail backgrounds learned a significant amount. Those whose fa-'

thers were engineers or;professionals did soeeWhat better; sales, skilled and

absent fathers children were second, followed by self-employed, clerical

and unskilled.

What we have seen is a tendency for the brighter student and the stetleni

with the better educated father higher on the occupational ladder, to4kaarn

more frcm the course than do those students with lower I.Q.'a or frcm lower

secio-ecototic backgrounds& These differences Beldam are large enough to

72
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reach statistical significance. Zseentially, what this is,saying is that)

there is considerable independence of test adhievemodt from sll math'

I ,

variables and that individual student variation is the predominant fac or

in learning.

Other Test Issues:

One of el4 inherent problems of field testing is lick of control over

the pace with Which teadhers use the materials. ance teadhers frequently

spent more Chan the recommended time on the Han and Other Animals Unit
0

short shrift was often given to the Netsilik Unit. In the remaining time in

the spring, some teadhers moved quickly through all of the materials, some

selected sekii:ns to cover at a more leisurely pace. The covera.ge in any

case varied considerably. To determine the impaf4t of the coverage (or lack

of coverage) we extracted test data for three classes known to have cam-

1.

plated all of the materials (148'49) and a number ot classes known not to have

1.

finished the unit (N0380). The distribution of pre-test scores for the two

groups are very similar. At the end of the seMester, both groups had made

very signifiiant improvements (t=11.21*** for finishers, 7.70*** for non-

finishers); however, the group Chat hod completed the Netsilik Unit was able

to answer significantly more questions than the non-finishers (tp3.08**).

We found that the open-end items on the test were the least successful

**significant at .01 level

***significant at .001 level

-. Number of students with matdhed pre and post tests enrolled in these

classes.



etsttLk Milt Test

Pre..Post Scores jte systpms

Score
(%otal

California
(not (Mkt.)

Colorado Illinois Newton 0a1tl8nd Philadelplia Vermont

possible
n 43) 41 Pre% Past% Pre% Post% Pce% Point Pce% Post% Pee% Post% Pre% Post% P:43% post

1-14 3.6. 0.0 2.4 0.8 6.2 2.1 2.5 0.3 3.8 0.0 8.3 0.0

15-20 34.5. '1.8 34.1 5.6 27.1 0.0 37.3 5.0 30.1 18.1 22.6 1.9 38.3 11.7

21-26 50.9 60.0 53.2 24.6
,

60.4 35.4 54.9 34.2 49.4 30.1 62.3 39.6 45.0 40.0

27-32 10:9. 38.2 10.3 65.1 6.2 45..8 5.0 'CT.4 19.3 38.6 83 46.7

33-43 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 16.7 0.3 9.0 0 0 12.0 0 0 3 8 0.0 :1.7

60.N er
a

Students
55 126 48

_
357 83 53

Mean 21.7 .25.4 22.0 27.4 21.9 28.1 21.3 27.2 22.5 26.8 22.2 27.3 20.8 25.2

m.d. 3.9 3.6 3.5 3.9 3.7 4.3 3.6 4.1 3.8 5.7 4.1 3.5 5.2 4.1

*
**
***

7.18***

significant at .05 level
significant at .01 level
significant at .001 level

14.1*** 8.03*** 24.9*** 6.86*** 5.71***

280 281



Score
(total
possible

43)

1-14

15-20

21-26

27-32

33-41

Number
of

1 Students

282

Netailik Unit kjil
Pre-Post Scores kaGliade

Ungraded 4 5

Pte% Post% Pre% Poat% Pre% Post%

4.3 2.2 3.8 0.3 2.0
.

0.0
.

37.0 8.7 34.7 6.4 38.6 2.6

50.0 34 8 55.5 36.4 54.9 37.9

8.7 i 47.8 49.4 4.6 51.6

0.0 6.5 0.0 7.5

46

Mean
s.d.

21.9 27.1

4.4 4.8
12.31***

21.6

3.5

26.2

4.5

6.73***

21.4 26.8

3.8 4.3

20.03***

* significant at .05 level
** significant at .01 level

*** significant at .001 lewd

153

21.3 27.3

3.4 3.7

17.7***

283



Score Law
(total (Below 107)
possible ice% Post%
m 43

Netsilik Unit Test

Pee-Post Scores kx i.n. Anows,

Hi h
(Above 118)

Pre% Post%

Mean
s.d.

20.4

3.8

16.9***

significant at .05 'level
** significant at .01 level
*** sinificant at .001 level

25.6 22.3 27.9 22,3 28.6
4.5 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.6

15.6*** 17.8***

9 85
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Pre-Post. Scores hz School Emil Average
........

Score *A B

(total possible
-43) re% PestZ Pre% Post% . Pre% Post%

1-14 4.3 0.0 2.7 0.9, 10.7 3.6

15-20 25.5 0.0 26.8 3.6

2146 65.0 34.0 58.9 36.6 47.8 39.6 35.7 57.1

27-32 4.3 59.6 11.6 50.9 3.0 45.5 7.1 17.S

%. 43-43 0.0

,

6.4 0 0 3.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0

Number of
students 47 112 134 26 .

Mean
s.d.

significant
significant
significant

at
at

at

21.8 28.1
3.9 3.3

9.4,***

.05 level

.01 level

.001 level

22.4 27.3 20.4 25.2

3.8 4.0 3.8

11.40*** 11.91***

2 b G

20.2 23.3
4.1 4.3

2.47*
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PKezpept Scores by Father' Eduestion

Scores
total pos-
sible =, 4') Pre%-

College

Post% Pre%

High School

Post% Pre%

Elementary

Post%

1-14 5.1 0.0 6.9 0.0

15-20 38.0 7.3 ,41.4 20.7

il-26 46.9 40.: 48.3 44. 8

1 27-32 6.3 57.9.
27.6

33-43 3.0 11.5 0.0 7.3 0.0 6.9

Number
of

1

Students
252 137 29

Ilean 21.6 28.1 21.0 20.4 20.5 24.2

c.d. 3.G 3.7 4.2' 4.4 4.4. 4.5

22.90***

* significant at .05 level
** ft " .01 "

.001

2o1

12.90*** 3.09**

288



Nctsilik Unit Test

Pre-Post SCoees by Father:'s Occuliation -- Page 1 of 2.

Score
(total
possible
a 43)

ABS Unskilled Blue Skilled Clerical
e

Silas

; Post% Pre% Post% Pre% iost% Pre% Post7: Pre% Post%

1-14 0.0 .0.0 0.0
.

0.0
'

7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 .0.0

15-23 18.7 0.0 53.8 7.7 43.7 . 9,9 50.0 0.0 32.2 0.0

21-26 62.5 6.2 35.9 53.8 43.7 40.8 50.0 41.7 62.7 .33.b.

27-32 18.7 .93.7 10.3 35.9 5.6 46.5 0.0 58.3 3.4 6r.0

33-43 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 2.6 0.0 2.8 0.0 0.0 10.0 .5.1

Number oe
Ei tudente

16

_

39
.

71 .
12

.

,1

5R

Mean

s.d.

23.0 28.6

3.7 2.3

6.29***

* siinificant at .05 level
** significmit at .01 level

***.significaht at .001 level

° 289

-20.9 24.9 20.6 26.3 21.3 26.9 21:8 27.6

3.3 3.5 4.2 4.2 2.8 3.8 3. 3.L

6.74*** 10.19*** 4.36***

4

00"
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Iletsilik. Unit. Test

Pre-Post Scores by Yathees Occupation -- Page F of 2

'Score
(total
possible
.--4:

,

Ifanagerial Self-emp. Professional Eng.4 Sci.*Slcild.'Serv.i'

Pie% Post% Pra Post% Pre% Pos4
.

Pre% Post% Pre% Poet%

1.4 0.0 . MIME 0.0 .0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

15-20 IIMMIS 36:4 4.5 22.6 0.0 50.0 0.0

111111111111111111
64.5 19.4

21-26. 65.0 :7.0 56.3 31.3
65'6 24.7

7.7-32 INIMINNIMMEIMI 11.3 69.2 16.7 50.0 9.7 64.5

33-43 0.0 11.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 15.1. 0.0 16.7 0.0 . 12.9

11.11111111111.1111.111111.11111111.1MMI.11.11.111.111.1.11.1111.1.
7.1 ber

dents

of

S tu

111111111111111111

6

L.ean 21.7 . 27.2 21.2 26.2 22.7 20.3 '22.0 277 22.4

c.d. 3.3 4.4 3.7 4.7 3.2 3.4 3.7 5.0 3.,

10.33*** 5.76*** 14.92*:Ar* 3.40* 7.03***

,-%''Significant at .05 level
.** it " :01 If

.001 If

O.

411!

2,92
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oi any item type. Children were unable to express ithemselves in writing,1

with any of the riChness, detail and reflectiveness :they showed in the
1

interviews; their risponses on the test were essentiallyrone wor0 or brief

phrases. Fifteen classea representing the total sample were selected for

coding; pre to post-iest changes wereiminiMel, followed no patt.ern; and

added little to our understanding of student learning in elm unit. We had

confirmatlon thk children in the upper elementaryirades, under thi tips

limitations of a testing situation and kiven their own lipits inwritten.

expression, ao not convey the knowledge they actually have on wri;ten essay

question, and perfckmmu.ch better in oral situations when the Lame is one

of expanding and using ideas. Conseqtantly, these itchs are not included-

in the score results; which cover responses to objective items only.

1968-69 Test Analyses

In formAt, the second year's field test was somewhat different from the .
. .

first yeaes. It contained a similar set of true-false and strange-familinr

items, but excluded the open-end and multiple-choice items, and included

instead a section!of semantic Differential Items and several check forthat

options. The sample was much smaller, and not iyaidnal.in scope, but it did

Lever both mrhan end oub4rbou classrooms.
1
The type of question asked.are illustrated by two examples below':

La's imagine that you are going to vlsit a foreign landwheri you
have never been before., You know fiothing about'the people there but you
can speak their Langugage. Think of 5 questions yoal wonld ask them that .

would help you to,Kderstand their way of-life and how they think and fgel.

. If a friend asked you, "What are the five most icteresting and
important things.you know about Eskimos?" what'would you say?

2 9 3
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We bsve inquded the Osiood Semantic Differential' format in,a

number of the evaluationresearch projects and hue always been somewhat

disappointed witOihe results. Students on the pretes't do represent their
AL

irosiilons wilt apparent ease and this is of considerable interest; howyger,
,

pre to post tett Changes have alwas bean of small mignitude and frequently

in surprising or disappbinting direbtiens, TWo ieasons for inich findings

would be 1) simplY that the curricular experience did not irke the kind af

impact anticipated'or 2) that the.differential &haat was notA good method

for capturing the &sages that occurred. Ure-did expipre the results of a

number.of other research projects which had included some form of the

semantic differential as one of iheir measuring instruments. Their results

wete as disappointing as were ours. In an 'ego-counseling project the clients

regressed on scales relatilie to self-concept after a year of therapy; in

curriculum project on physics whieh had as one of its goals the revitalizing

of the image of physicists a0 indivt4ials, it was found that students felt

that physicists as a group were older.and less creative than before the
4.

'For those unfamiliar with the format of the semantic differential, it
is quite simple. A basic key word is given; in this case we used'four
difisrent key words: ARCTIC, ESUlio FAMILIES, COOPERATION, and AMERICAN
FAMILIES. Under each of these words (ar word phrases) appear tin juxtaposed
adjectives, e.g. ugly beautitul; ehanging -- changeless. Students ..

indicate their cencept of'the ARCTIC on these dimensions by Checking one of
five sections into,Which each adjective pair lmale.is divided, e.g., ugly

beautiful. We have developed through several tryouts
directions which fourth, fifth and sixth graders have little or no trouble .
in understanding.
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materials were preiented. To wit: we did not find any evidence of research

t
where intervention,Wvs sucassful in making major desired dhanges in'pre-post

sepantic results. The easiest hypothesis is that the human psychb is really

very stable and major Changes in beliefs are not easily brought"about.

Possibly, this very resistance, whiCh at times seems so frustrating, has

given the human species the stebility necessary for survival. This die-

cursive introduction is simply to indicate that the widely acclaimed and

frequentAy used measuring instrumentthe semantic 4ifferential--has some

limitations When one is atteTpting to measure small and Sometimes subtle

chaggea. Such remarks are also an invitation to the reader to eitablish (or

re-establish) a-level of expectation about the findings that udght be forth-

coming.

The primary reason for including the semantic differential scale in the,

-appraisal of the Netsilik Eskimo unit is that,as a unit it seems to contain

a lsrge'quotient of attitudinal materials. To make the contrast between

man and other animals 40 to illustrate ehe commonness amsng men wherever i

they are found, the Netsilik'nnit contains a strong cultural component which

should be reflected'in the attitudes of students as much, perhaps more than,

in their cognitive grasp. The reasons for the choice of the basic concepts

tested thus becomes apparent: ARCTIC to determine if there develops a new

fel

level of understsnding of the environment in which the Netsilik must survive;

ESK/NO ind AMERICAN FAMILIES to see what are the commonly perceived qualitiee

of humanness and if the differences in response on the post-test reflect a
AR

new sensitivity; COOPERATION because it is such a basic ingredient for

Netsilik survival and radiates to a total pet of values which the curriculum

developers bnpe are transmitted.
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The style of the analysis is straightforward: the pre mad post-test

results bete been examined in several forms -- means and.standard deviations,

and pescentages- of respensb for each of the five cetegoriel. The data have

been analyzed both waya for each of the ten adjective pairs of the four key

words. The sa:iple consisted 6f five classes in eaeh of t4O school systems,

one urban and the other suburban. While a number of other separations of the

data would havO been interesting', e.g...males versus tmmales, fifth graders

versus sixth traders, high IQ versus low IQ, separation by learning styles,

the urban versus suburban division is probably the single most provocative

break. From an analyticel standpoint tNis is Llso the best ehoice, for tnis

gives us maximum separation between the two'groups.
e

First we shall present the pretest position q-the students from urban

and suOurban schools. Those, items thet differ significantly frmn a neutral

position will be discussetil as will the differences between the patterni; of

the two groups. This will be followed by a discussion of tiie cheliges Chat

took place on the post-test. The data are also presented graphically so
a

that the reader can grasp quickly the essence of the discussion. As a rule

of thumb, it should be noted that it takes ab.out a third of a scale interVal

for a significant difference (actually 0.25 for the .05 level on the average

and 0.35 fOr the .01 lAvel) to occur;

The perception about what ESKIMO FAMILIES are is com rable for student3

from thtt center city and those from the suburb. The qualities students chose

nre ranked in descending et-der:

1. .51.0nificance levels cited shou.the strencth of association with
the given adjective, that ds, the distance of the mean percentage
response Pram a "Q" or neutral position; henia,cthe more students
attribute the adjoctive to thc.key word.
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Suburban

.hardworkirig"

dharing**

hoppY**

kiria**

poor**

Urban

hardworking**

sharing**

bane*

land**

p;or**

wise** wise**
**significant at 1% level (see previoua page).

#
Eskimos are a surprisingly popular subjuct of study in the early ale-

aleatory grades, thus, many of these children bight have through fotmal class

work *arrived at these attitudes. lhat both urban and.suburban studints hold
%

comparable attiiudes about NetsiliL Families is provocative.

\.
The changes that took place-during the unit are reflected in the post-

.

test results. While an inspection reveals ewes Changes to be pnall, the

significant Changes ara ranked as follows:

Pre.Post Changes

ESKIMO FAMILIES

Suburban,

More

primativd**

complex**

cruel**

less

happy*

* significait at 5% level
** significant at I% level

Urban

more

lawful**

wise**

dark**

primitive

less

bripPY
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The only Change in common for these two groups of students is toward

thinking of. Eskimos as more primitive.and less happy; the contrast between

stulente daily liveb and that of the Eskimos sdems to produca.some of this

emphasis. In this sense, student chances are toward realism. Uhile

students in the suburb weighted heavily en .the rd "complex" and urban

students on the word "wise", these both might reflect a common increase in

respect for the power of mind that Eskimos brought to their problems:

clever, creative solutions.

There arc many instances that are prqsented in the materialse.g.

hunting, killing a herring gull--that might give riac to the suburben stu-

dories increased Perception that Eskimos are cruel, just as there are film

illustrations that Eskimos have "dark" skin as reflected in their deeply

tanned faces, or that they are lawful, reflecting natural law that

deteiimines in such large measvre their social organization!

What,changes mi ht have been anticipated? .An increase in the selection

of the mord "sharing" -- indeed -- but 54% checked the most extreme category

here on the pre-test so. that was an overwhelming opinion of Eskimo life

before the unit.began. The students chooSing this extreme category, however,

increased to 56% father than regressing,toward the mean, which would have

been a highly probable phenomenon.

The semantic results on AMERICAN FAMILIES, ranked in terms of,the



student groupla deviance irela.iitiditscale are se follows:

Suburban/ yrban

lawful** lawful**

happy** happy**

advanced** sharing**

iiharing** advanced**
.

ht** kind** .

wise** hardworking**

kind** light**

hardworking** wise**

* significant at 54 leve'
** significant at 1% leve. %me

Again a great similarity is found in the ordering of the qualities of
ag.

AMERICAN FAMILIES by suburban and urbnn students. Viat the 'quality 9f

lawfulness should be at the top of the list for fifth graders is difficult

to interpret; does it say smteLhing about a search for order in their lives

or is it a reflection of public concerns of which they hove become aware?

That children see the American family.as reflecting happines, sharing,

kindness, and an advanced style of life, for example, is more easily com-

preh'ensible. The overwhelmingly powerful finding is that theae two groups

oZ children see Amvican family styles as alike: the stereotype is ob-

viously strong. The impact of ehe Netsilik unit on ehis peiception of
Z.

iimari.can families is similar for both groups:

4, 3 0
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AMERICAN FAMILIES

Suburban Urban ,

less less

dharing** sharing**

happy**. .hardworking**

wice sisqpIU*6-

more

advanced*

*signifiCant at 57. level
**significant at m level

kind 1'

more .

advanced*

Less "sharing" was by far the most pronouncoa change for students. The

contrast between Netsilik and Aierican life was so apparent that they evi-

dently were forced to revalue the Amenican position. The suburban children

also felt that American Families were less- "happy" in the post test; urban

children Showed the same feeling though the pre-post Change' was not quite

significant. Possibly the viewing of freggent encounters between parents

and their children, of teaching of skills ndwayof4ife, of interaction

between those of pll ages gave rise to this less sa.....daslo views of American

relationships. Children also saw American Families as more advanced on'the

post test. The stark living c.-inditions of Netsilik life were in contrast to

the complex technology of AMerican lives, inviting Children te this view of

the American family at the end of the course. It is possible to see h.cw the

attributes of less kind and wise could also have been drawn from the materi-

els; changes on these items while significant are not large.

3 0 :1
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Without,belaboring the sim,ilarities between the urban and the suburben

Children's perception of oancepts, suffice it to saly that in response to the

word cooperation, the sama adjectives -- togethee**, necessary**, good**,

human** and learned** were given the firet five rankings by bOth suburban

and urban groupe. Suburban students on,the poat-test increasal in their

. choice of cooperation as being animal*, hard, alone and necessary, while

urban inCreased on-lasting*, complex, learnedrand together: While the

changes are sufficiently-small tb raise questions about whether they could

be replicated, we do see directions where the unit has apPeared to have had

au impact.44 Essentially cooperation is,seen as a difficult problem, but

solutions that can be developed ara lasting. 'The suburban increase in the

cholce oninimaris not easy to interpret for while cooperation among

animals was presented, it was human cooperation thatwas stressed. 1,

The final word, whiCh actually was presented first to the "students,

is ARCTIC. Suburban children had more of a positive feeling toward this

geogpfc area than did the urban children.- Both groups saw it as windy,:

strange and wild, but,tbe suburban groups also saw it es beautiful, in-

habited and good. The chenges in the scores indicated that urban students

added positive qualities, e.g. livable** and explored, while suburban only

modified some of their previous positions, e.g. less beautiful** Anhabited*',

good*, and wild*. Urban students also showed same of these feelings by

viewing the Arctic as less windy** and strange14* dian.they thought it was

before they began the course.

Is it. possible to find any general trends in, these results? ;Phe most

basic and most important finding is that stereotyped or uninformed views

* significant at 5%. level
*** significant at VX level

10.).;*4
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*

of both American and Neteilik,families, cooeration and the Arctic, in

general show i slightehift toward more realistic and iftformed interpre-

tations. The changes, however, are relatively small. The curriculum ex-

make a:marked Change in patterns of answering the semantic differential

items. Neverthelcem, oven these small changes are worth recording in light

of other negative or non-findings noted earlier.

IRO

34.1

.
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For the 68-69 sample, it is interesting to look.at pre to*post teat

Changes on a.few true-false type items. From the followtig page cantaining

11 items and item statistics for the urban and suburban systems, one Can

see that several items showed very large gaine;4, while spuppainthprA_AptuAily

showed negative Change; and the:items for which there were large gains or

losses were the same for urban and suburban systems.

There were great gains on items 1 and 4, concerning 6.0 relative status

of boys in the Netsilik society, and the purpose of ungic in Netsilik life.

Children also learned well that Netsilik do not have a written history or

literary tradition.
.

Thera was little learning taking.place on items 6, 8 and 9, concerned

with commonality and uniqueness among the human species, and the sharing

copcept associated with seal hunting. It is especially hard to.understaud*

the lack of learning concerning sealsharing since this is equally well

specified tp the materials, as are the two most mastered items. It would

appear that the course must bear the responsihility for Chip problem area,

since both urban and suburban Children had troOle with the question. Why

, students had difficulty the particular topic we do, not know; unfor-

tunately, we have no other direct evidence en this issue.

Items six and eight were attempts to learn if Children, after studying

MACOS, Understand that there are some basic huuan attributes common and

unique to all men. We have evidence (as discussed further in Section IV,

Conceptual Grasp and Generalization), that cilildren-do-not deal with gener-

alizations very successfully. ,WessysuCh'questions asked in an interview AZ

situation, and the child encouraged to give examples to support his answer,
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Selected ItemsA.Netsilik.Unit Test

1968-69

1. A Netsilik Eskimo mother is just as hA;ppy
when she gives birth to a girl as she is
when she gives birth to a boy. (F)

2. A Netsilik Eskimo woman must have a husband
to survive, but a Netsilik man can live yery
well alone. (F)

3. Through language man and other-animals are
able to communicate ideas to each other. (F)

4. Using magic words and following old customs
make a Netailik Eskimo feel safe. (T)

5. Four hunters working together at a crossing
place can usualy kill more caribou than four
hunters working alone. (T)

4.

URBAN SUBURBAN

6. There are some,people around the-world who are
not like Americans in any. way. (F)

7. If a Netsilik Eskimo were angrY, he would
probably sing a song. (I)

8. Man and other animals.all,have beliefs. (F)

9. If a Netsilik Eskimo is noi a successful
seal hunter, his family will starve. (F)

10. Netgilik Eskimo 'children learn about
Netsilik beliefs by reading books. (F)

11. lietsilik Eskimos think of hunting as a spcirt.

(F) b

Fre Poet Pre FOst

% Correct Response.. .

24 58 13

32 39 42

38 40 55

36 81 45

44 61 49

28 25 15

8 22 11

21 29 14

33 38 47

57 83 57

,

48 63 4.

54

66

46

81.

70

23

19

26

",35

64



it is likely.that out of the exespAss he used would coma his insight that

Wised all man are alike In same fundamental respects, some of whicliare,

tiiiique to the *cies. Put the abstract, general statements do not elicit

an understanding resoonSe: we have frerptly encountered this phenomenon

in alliwork with elemanteey age children and we do not attribute the item

six pattern to ethnocentric thinking per se. 7

Language as a'peculiarly:human
achievement has always been difficult

for children tO accept and item threwilluatrates this. No matter which way

the item is conildered--as man talking to other animals, or other animals

talking among themselveschildren generally anthropomorObized to the.extent

that they never conceded emotionally that animals do not have a language as

rich as humans do.;.T-Ihns, their cognitive responses were colored by their

emotional commitments.

Nine fewer perfeent of the suburban students answered this item correctly

on the post-test while there was a correSpOnding increase in the "don't know"

oategory. Ihe urbal:children Whiped2r6.1ryllittle shift one way or the other

on this item, though'iheir initial commitment ;t,o animal language was stronger

than suburban children's.

One important conceptual area where the course fails to produCe signi-

ficant learning is that of symbolic language as a distinctly human phenomenon,

and all other evicignce points to this failure.
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As desciibed earlier,'student checklists were designed to provide

group assessments of MACCS as it functioned ta the classroom: what did

xhildren interpret as theiimphassa_in_the-cotirse?-what--414-tiley-eee-as-necer----",

sary for "dotalgwell;" ho4 did they' feel they learnad most; what we,s most

difficult; where was the locus of discussien--amang students, between teacher

and students; what did they spend most tima doing? Admittedly, results

reflect childten's perceitions of the rhythm of class activities and the

pedagogical emphases of the course as teatilers used it and Chus msy be some-

wiZit distorted from actual time allocations and pattern of activities.

Within the boundaries established by the questions asked, however,,their, per-

ceptions do give a sense of the psychological reality -of their experieices.

While observations were conducted in.a limited number of classrooms, end

interviewed students also comprised a very ma/ number of the total group

studying MACOS, dhecklist findings reflect the evaluations of thousands ,ot

students.

"Results from the Checklists' have been selected to show the most impor-

hunt findins from the'iield testa of 1967-68 ead 1968169, and to illustrate

f e

the apparent trends from these administrations. In general, we did not find'

differences in group responses from one year's sample to the next. Ihe-
.

2attern of responses shown, therefore, is representative of-all checklist

(administrations for the topics evaluated, with exceptions.as described.

Wawere particularly interested to see if boys as a group showed

.1
1
Camplete checiliet forms are exhibited in the Appendix.



differsnt patterns of _response than girls, and if urban children viewed

the course differently from suburban Oildren. Eatiy tabulations separating
'

Children into high, middle and Low ability groupings did not reveal differ-

ences In pattern-or-resOnlit,Tho-timisirvere-iiat:-coitInned.

Man.......ancitaLher i 11........neCIAn die Resutts

1967-68 Tiltal Sampia = 2169

% Malqs 51.0

If
7.

.

Females ip.o

1968-69 Teta Sample 762

% Males 0 50.4

% Females 0 49.6

f

Um checklists ware administered during the teaching of the Man and Other

Animals unit. The first writ; given at the completion of the herring gull

study, about mid-way through the unit; and the secold given at the end of

the baboon study. Selected results are shaWn below: all numbers Oven

AU_ELIELcztas.9s of sialk.MISLEEIEMEE-

Ease and Difficulty of Learning Methods:

4.

Learning about Man and Animals is easiest.when I: (Check three answers)

fl

(Checklist I 67-88)

listen to the opinions of others

14 draw pictures

7 play a we

work in small groups

talk with my classmates add teacher

(This item is continued on the next page.)

71:4



29 read

76
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look'at pictures, slides,.filme

a do wtitten work

10 havictb-taillOthers 01-epinibhs

make.charts, do projects

Ihcse responses show the cluster ce activities that promote in.students the

feeling of ease of learning. ihe visual materials are clearly parpount,

with the attObutes of discussion (listening pdd talking), group work and

I.

projects also frequently selected.: However.; from ehis questi6n and the next

wy note that the verbal mode regaring expression of opinion is seen'as one

of the most difficult aspects of the course -- the skill of using course

materials to arrive at a position is consistently viewed as a hard challenge.

by this aie group, and as different from "talk" per se. Ihe only activity

'thit-seems more difficult to youngsters is written work, children show a

4
cilsistent pattern of expressed difficulty with the activity.

Check the three things you have found most difficult to 6)4hile studying

Man and Animals: (Checklist 1, 67-68)

1
In all cases where multiple answets are requested, total percentages

should add to 100 times the number of choices. Since students did not
always dheck the suggested number of options, total percentages for any
question frequently fall short of the possible number. In this particular

, case, these percentages total to 295 rather than 300.

1-



16 listen to the opinions of others

draw piutures

IS play a game

21 work in smelt groups

19 talk with my classmates and taather

24 read'

5 'look at pictures, slides, films

do written work

have to tell others my opinions

26 make charts, do projects

Sixty-two.percent of students on thip first checklist find i4 most difficult

to "do written work" of any activy connected with MACOS. However, It ahould

be noted that written work occupies a very small portion of class time. The

Netsilik unit checklist findings corroborate that verbal expression requiring

a substantiated opinion is a diffiCult MACA task for youngsters of this age.

One might have expected reading to be a particularly difficult aspect of the

course; this does not seem to be the ease. The success of the booklets in

achieving the appropriate reading level, their subject matter, and the mul-

tiple sources of information abbut any one idea all contribute to their

positive reception.
go.

'It is well worth noting that the difficulty level of "expressing my

opinion" drops from early in the course io late in the course 'by a good

amount, 437. so checking in this first checklist, to only 25%.so selecting

by the end of the Netsilik unit (fiee Netsilik checklist results follo4ng).

As dhildren view their own learning, eivressIvity and formulation of ideas

313. .



in spoken form become easier for .them: ap'important accomplishment for Chia.

course. From ot,4er perspectivesteaCher and student interviews, and ob-
4

servstionsthis growth is evident. In fact, it is seen as one orthe moat

important cfiinges in-chald behavior over the-couise of the year children's

ability to communicate ideas effectively is mentioned frequently by teachers

QS a major achievement: It should be mentioned tht.on this question, urban

and suburban groups do not show notable differences.

Preferences in Early Materials:

Of the following Man and Animals mmterials; check the two you liked besti.

(Checklist 1, 67-68)

66 salmon film

10 salmon bookleti

13 herring gull slides

61 herring gull film

10 herring gull booklets

.20 structure-function booklet

16 life cycle booklet

444

4

This question is included to show that whenever chiidren are given the

option of selecting reading or films as fayorite formats, there is unequivocal

choice of film mmterials. We have found this at all grado levels where

honest ethnographic or documentary treatments of a topic are provided. It is

important to note this because of recent evidence that youngsters in general

do not favor learning by films or TV, and give as the reasons that this
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"cast them in the paosive-ro!e-and-freze_put class discussion." (eee

Tha Human Dimnsion, Section IV) We belicve that it is the quality of film

and its use that make the difference.

Sources of Learning:

I learned most about baboons when I: (Check one answer)

Piecklist II. 67-68)

read the baboon booklets

9 did projects like the environment boards

watdhed films and slides

4 listrT)cd to other students talk about the Man and Animals

matOrials

12 listened to the teacher

8 talked in class about Man and Animals

I. wrote answers to questiOns

5 other (Please write in your answer:

Almost half of the answers to this question cluster into 'buitching

films and slides" while "reading" picks up over a quarter o, .1e'students

73 percent select the two'major modes of presenting materials as the sources

of most learning. Clearly, the curricular materials of the course are

viewed as the critical data sources. The exchanges-between and among stu-

dents and teacher are not selected as sources of learning but as other queq.

dons and the interviews suggest, as ways of consolidating or dhanging ideas.

sharing insights, and making learning easier. The one component of the

coarse Chat consistently emerges as most 'enioyed, easiest to learn fraT, ard

315
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sourcestlesain4 is the film material. The percentages above are
4

-from the 67-68 sample. Soma interesting 6849 results fallow.

In 1968-69, a small.contral group was'included in the field sample.

Knowing.that other social studies cla'asis, and specincalli these we obaerved
\

and used as a coutrol group (see Iiiterviawswith Teachers and Students in
\

Control Classes, Section Iv, and In the Classroom: Observations, Findings,

Section V), did not use film as an integral. part of their work and saw only

occasional supplaientary movies, early in the school.year we asked the 68-69,

control group
1
and the MACOS students how they learned the'most in social

studies.

. Since we had firm evidence already that film was the most popular and

important component of MACOS, we did not include the film dimension on the

question below. Taking .Lnto account, then, that filmwould have emerged as

the top priority leariiing mode forAIACOS youngsters; What do they.and non-

MACOS 'students in public school view as "learning most" activities excluding

film? (Remember, however, Chat this item calls for three responses, While1?-

the previous question called far one only.)

The control Checklist data came from 2 urban classrooms, 4 suburban
classrooms, and 3 private school classrooms.

316
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I learn the most in (MACOS-social studies) when .I: (check three answers)

(Ghecklist I, 68-69)

read We book

2
NACOS Sample Control Sample

3

urban s9burban urban sqbuTban

listen to.the ideas of other
boys'"and'gil9

sitare my ideas with a sisal group

listen to the teacher

draW pidtures or make things

give an oral report in cltss

write reports or stories

act thiags out

answer questions

solve piobleas

("othee category)

69

30

10

18 9

5 t.17

8 5

.19

6

49

14 4

3 0

'The pattern of responses shows same important similarities:, listening to

20

13

13

12

le

3

r-

the teacher, to the ideas of other boys and girls,,and reading are selected

by'all youngsters as. important "learning most" activities. There are,

however,.some areas of interesting difference between MACOS and control

2
41% urban
59% suburban

3
34% urban
66% sUburban

317
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grotips.

NACOS youngsters even this early in the course are already showing the

importance of group work as a learning metho'd; the contrast between MACOS and

control urban samples is particularly evident. The More active, manipulative

exercises NACOS brings to the classroom aelearning deiricei appear in the

higher percentage of MACOS than of control students selecting the optien

"draw pictures or make 'things"; urban control .youngsters give especially low

response to this item.

Suburban students in the control sample are low on "reading" compared

with all others, and extremely high on the "writing reports and stories"

option. Urban control'youngsters also more frequently-select the latter item

than do all NACOS students. MACOS teachers often mentioned that the course

WAS one of verbal communication, with very little written expression required

or used. Certainly NACOS students' perceptions of learning activities

support the de-amphasis on written work:

The one sample where "answering questions" is seen as a major way to

learn is the urbOn control group. Answering questions, reading and.listenirg

to the teachTr were the three most frequently selected options and reflect the

pattern of more traditional learning modes 'associated with center city close-

roams. The impact of MACOS on center city classrooms..more actiprgroup-

oriented learning--is apparent early in the course SS tontrasts between

4 urban MACOS and control samples show. That the suburban controls were high

on writing (52%) and low on answering westions (12%), while the,center city

systems were high on answering gulations (49%) and lower on writing (23X),

also parallels traditiopar suburban and urban expectations of youngsters'
r
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abilities and needs, (suburban children will need writing skillefor their

college and professional lives; urbanyoungsters gennot succeed in these
411

difficult expressive areas, and further, disciplifte.cah be maintaiied better

in question-answevsessionewhere thi iew:her.le the center of activity.)

Obviously even in WC* classea the teadher does not lose hie or bar

role as ih importaim source of ideas aud, informatiou. Children do look

the teacher as a person with more knaeledo than they pongees;

- dpring the first weeks of use does not diminish this re

Asking HMOS youngsters in 1968.69-8 simi sat of questions several

wejeks later in the course, and Inc 1udigtft1m itens tm the list of choices

we see what happens to the thr most popular-choices on the earlier check-,

list. (These care also Ito contrasted with single respoases to the questim

asked the preyAmiis yesei)

}Learreed most about baioons when I: (check three answers)

(Checklist II, 68-69)

urban suburban'

read the baboon booklets 76 .64 ,

wstoked films end slides 78 ,87

listened to the ideas of my
classmates 16 '24

listened to the teacher 41 39

(Six other options) (81) (80)

Film is clearly the first choice of all students. ,iestning from reading

materials, howeverliiis increasing for both urban aid suburb:3n students,

31 9



to.the teacher and other classmates are less frequently chosen

----options when the film option is available; (8y the end of the 1968-69 yiir,

only 327. of students are selepting the "teacher",options, over time, there

does.seem G3 be diminishing emphasis on the teacher's role in conveying..

knowledge.) "Thule the two major soitries'of ideas'and information that are

actually part of course materials are the overWhelming learning choices.

Whe9 childrenrare forced into a iinile dimension of respo sne, as on the

checklist of the preVious year, film is_ by far nuMber.enel with reeding the

.onlz other sizeable dhoice.

Te reiterate, reading the booklets and wstdhing the films are consiat-
y

ently cited throughout the course and across field eamplca as die two main .

sources of leerning. Krom interviews, we have evidence that children seam

to be making an important distinction about Materials that carry the themes

and information of the course, and activipties by which one explores these

materials. Essentially, interactive work seems to ftinction as an aid in

better understandka.. .Children realize that it is not the Major mode by

whidh information and concepts are conveyedi it is, rather, an exploratory -

activity where.ideas are consolidated, revised or expsnded'through the inter-

change of childrZn and ieachei with.each other:

Other checklist questiona sh&w that'discussion is seen by the majority

as both "easy" and a necessary aspect'of getting good Marks--in fact, the

communication skills of discussion are rated,as the most Zimportant component

of getting "good marka" in ihe course. Youngsters in interviews talked of

discussion as the '"testing" point for exhibiting and sharing what it is that

hes .beeti le'arned.

I.
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Class Discussion

What is your opinion about class diecuisions on MAU and Animals?

(Check one answer).

Checklist 11 67-69)

toks`t?4,.:,,e N

18 They are hard to understand.

77 They are easy to understand.

(Check one)

25 The teadher does most of the talking.
:

10 The boys and girls do most of the talking.
*

%?.

65 Both the teacher and the boys and girls do about the samm
amount of:talking.

(Cho& ciao)

16 Discussions bore me.

67 Discussions are interesting.

14 Discussions are lively.

(Check one)

J*,-

.73 117 classmatesaften have new and intereating,things to say.

25 My classmetes, usually just repeat what the teacher and the
booklets said.

(Check one)

84 Discussions help me to better understand what we are studying.

14 'Discussions usually "mix me up".

By far the majority of youngsters feel that discussions are easy to

understand, help them to understand what they are studying,.that classmates

3 21
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have new and interesting things to say, and that the teacher and students

participate about equally in these discussions..

There is evidence in these straightforward percentages to support the

"Unpsyched" am& ".The Critics" learning styles which reflect

lack of luvolvepent in the inteiactive Learning mode. Aboiut 1 in 6 students

finds that +discussions are hard to understand, boring, and nag me up."

How Time Is Spent:

While studying about baboons the boys amd girls in my class have spent

most'of the time: (Check 'tad answers)

(Checklist II 68-69)

Total Males 'Females Urban Suburban

teading 46. 46 46" 48 46

doing projects, drawing 34 36 43 28

writing answers to questions 6 9 4 10 5

listening to the teacher 26 24 18 30
,

talking q each other about
the-course 14 16 12 12 14

answering the teacher's
questions 11 12 10 12 10

taking totes 9 11 7 7 4110
.

wa.tching fiLms 48 44 51 48 46

other (write in your answer) 9 8 10 4 13

From the reports of youngsters in center cities, these children appear
4

to spend considerably more time during NACOS "doing projeccs and drawing"

than do suburban youngsters. Classroom observation suggests that discussion
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and small group verbal woik,ste,someUbst Idsejraguantjn the city than tm

.

the suburb. 'Suburban youngst4i, however, se themselves. spencring a war*

larger percentage of time "listening to the teacher" than do urben-young.

stets. This iould reflect the\teacklea patticipiltion in verbal interchange

or it could indicate thildrenssAmpatiencewith "teethes' talk,"

While children in.,bnih;suburb:and';city titte their clesiasApanding

similar amounts of time in reading', classropei,observations indicate that

ceater city classes actually spend more :time.on reading per.** thm do

suburban ones (see Classroeta Use of Readklg )bte0als). The .pekeeivad

amount of time in both cases is very large end raises, frail the student
r

point of viva, the question of =Dent of time actually devoted to discussions
r

and other activities. Ono Vklaiieible explanation,fpr the kigh "reading"
,

component that should be mentioned is thet reading (that is, searching ammaleb .

booklets for evidence as part of 'Mall gimp work, returning periodically to

them during a class session ior fnrther information, or confirmation of.an

opinion) is an integral part of many of the suggested lessons, and serves 4s

the linking foundation for a range of activities, including discussion,

rather than as a traditional reading lesson in social studies.

When we consider the amount of literature that deacribas center city

school environments aa very different from suburban classroom environments,

the degree of percnivcd similarity among all MACOS.classas could be con-
:

sidered a notable attribute of the functioning of the.course.
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While studying about baboons, I have been: (Check three answers)

(Checklist -II 68-69)
a

Moles

confused . 8

thinking s lot about babodns 1 42 1

. bored 14

listening to .what is being said in class

thinking a lot about human beings

Females

7

9 5

talking about baboons 120 I

interested

unable to understand why we are sturlying
about baboons 8

asking questions 16

answering the teacherls questions 14

learning a lot of things I never knew befori:45-)

wirhing we could go more sloaly 3

wishing we could go faster 16

MI

13

2

14

In general. Checklist results show that boy-girl differences tm pre-

ference for materials or learning styles are minimal. There are slight

differences tm personal assertiveness apparent between boys and girls. Pcra

express less outward attentiveness and more independent cogitation than de

girls; they think a lot more about baboons, and someutat more about humans,

yet areless "interested," more "bored," listen less to what is being said



ta class, and fool they learn fewer new things than do girls.

Other chdeklist questions- show that girls foal somewhat less "important"

and more "shy than boys, wheM asking questions in MACOS;ia' also more girls

than boys believe they have to read well, and participate in class.dis.

cussions to get good grades. Conversely, boys, more often than girls, feel

they uust do extra projects and answer a lot of questioes to get good grades.

Preferences in Reading Materials:

Whieh did you like the best? (Check two answers)

(Checklist II 68-69)

s'almon booklets

herring gull booklets

y baboon boeklets

chimpanzee booklet

Irven DeVore's Field Notes

the booklets on animal adapta-
tion and behavior

Total Males

.

Females prbaq Subeiban

24 28 '20 30 20

15 9 21 21 12

52 53 51 59 49

48 48 48 35 55

30 31 28 29 '31

13 13 13 13 12

Children's responses to favorite readings in then= and'Other Animals"

unit show 3n interesting difference in preference that seems to reflect

psychological factors in learning. More Chan twice as many girls as boys

select the herring gull booklet, whereas significantly fewer girls than boys

select the salmon booklet. The salmon exemplifies in the most direct,

clearly dtfined way the struggle for survival and the active, thrusagg spirit

of the life forcjk The herring gull materials, on the other hand, express
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More dependency and parenting concerns, give pictures and reading materials

on infant chicks, andv ta short, convey many attributes of aurturance. The

differential responaes of boys and girls Iv these two studies do carry

cations for curriculum building. Curreut developments in psychological re .

seareh indicate that the Oftaity for certain topics derivys from deep

levels of personality_(male-aggieSsiva versus female conservative or recep-

tive attributes as delineated by Erikson and others), dhis would suggest

eiaabliahing a balance of_mater,tals that draws WfOri differantial motivations

of boys and girls. This dichotomy should not be overstressed, however;-as

the reading preferences show, many boys find the maLerials on nurturance more

appealing, and many girls are fascinated by the siruggle for survival.

-pc baboon and chimpanzee booklets are the favorite readings of both

urban and suburban.youngsters (with no male-female differences here), but

the suburban children do not like the early animal readings as well as the

later materials; while the urban ehildren are more evenly spread in their

preferences. We have found frmn several administzations of the checklist

that the concept booklets are dhe least liked" ot all of the .r$adings; and

this could well be attributed to their difficulty as compared with the other

readings.



Th Ideal" Classroom:

4.4+,

If.1 could have my classram any 'way I wante4, I vou1d ehoose: (Chock one)

(Checklist I, 67-68)

21 1. all boys

17 2. all girls

62 3 both boys and girls

V

(Check one) .

38 1. 20 or moristudents

62 2. less than 20 students

(Check one)

33 1. several people talking quietly

67 2. one person talking ael time

(Check one)

33 1. lots of things happening at the same time

67 2. one thing happening at a time

(Check.one)

22 I. desks in r.6ws

57 2. desks in small groups

,21 3. desks in one big circle

We were particularly interested to learn what students think about the

composition of the elementary classroom. This question asks children .es

select preferences in size, activity seqUencing, room arrangemott and verbkil

32 7
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focus or diffusion. The majority prefers a classroom of both boys'aad girls

but of less than 20 students--not especiallyisurprising. Howeitag, omesihat

more intereating is the fact that youngsters schooled in general under a

system of quiet, lisciplined seetings, in the majority prefer.the less

diverse and more focused classroom. TWO-thirds express preference for one '

activity at a time, and for one person talking at a time. This could well

4
be an,expression of lack of experience with productive'diversity in sthool

settings, and of a perception that the teacher is happiest in the more

focused situation. Interestingly, this focu6 of activity does not carry over

to the physical,arrangement of the class where 765; ofjthe students expressed

preference for desk arrangements that put thee' in small group cluuters or in

a large circle. Tyieg this to the previous peeferences we might also

speculate that youngsters find it easier to give attention to their work in

the nore focused situation where the class adheres to an orderly sequencing

of activities.

In school I like to work best: (Check one)

(Checklist II, 67-68)

37 in small groups

13 alone

10 with the teacher's help

29 with one friend

11 in one big group

This question'also pertains to fhe social arrangements of the class,

and we find that group work and the dyadic pattern of working with one
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friend are overwhelmingly preferred to solitary endeavors; and only 1 student

in 10 likes to-work best with the teacher's help or, at the other extreme, In

one big group. Throughout this investtgatton into class climate and student

reactions, we find eviaence that youngsters seek epportunities for in4epend-

ence from the teaCher in their work.
##.

sponees 6 Open-End questions:

Sone investigatois might feel that Children are conatiained in their

opportunity to describe their own perceptions of classroom by the forded

choice nature of the checklist. With this ha mifid, we included in all check-

lists open-end questions where Childrp could express further thoughts or

give surgestions. What do-they do with these questions? Do they simply

repeat %act they have already put doe% in checked form? We find that the

majority de not reply, but Chat those who do reinforce the information about

the course anct its materials conveyed in the rest of the checklist. Inspect-

ing two questions- from the Man and Other Animals final checklist (Ehguid

you especially like about the course so far? and Isthereantould

like to dhange?), we learn the following:

I. Responses to the "like" question cluster mainly into a few topics;-

the largest nunher of youngsters mentioned the baboon study (including

specifically the films, and Irven DeVore's notebook). Films and slides in

,generol were the second most frequently mentioneci.

2. On the "change" question, it is worth noting that reading--amount,

usually--is the most criticized aspect of the course; whenever it is men-

tioned, it is in criticism and generally of a "leave out" or "change" nature.

ra 2 9
a
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A goad number of youngsters want.te leave out pne or more of the concept

booklets.

3. Films and visuals are also mentioned On the "ciange" en h

the desire is consistently for "more". Aghere class activities ar9.ised,

tha majority of suggestions are for more projects and other act vides.

4. The limited Choice Checklist results show that reading akes up a

'Large proportion of class time--and of this students want less. ch lass

class time is. given to projectsi end of this ;hey say they want mok. What

such results seem to suggest is that youngsters respond best to paced

diversity in activities, and with the exception of watching films, de

'seek variety of activities. it is Also worth noting that Children,
4

jgiven free choice, do not seek to work more directry with the teachr ha any

of the traditional atudenttencher modes.



Checklist lion*

4tf

$ adant A ti'tuda MACOS and Cohtro /asses

When you read something, 7ou
know it is true.

The best way to lespn something
for school is to/look it up in

t

assmates often have good
as to share. 5tt 74 83

- (1968-69 samples)
41id-poLnt NWn

Control Classes and Animals Uty.t

Suburb,,oprIvate 515.1E Sauburb

41 15 -

I don't trust my own
opinions. 20 19 25

Opinions I read in books are.
more important than my own
ideas. 40 30 15

,

47 92 53

gA4A_MAII_LIA4
Animals Unit

$uburb

3Z 28

a book. 59 56 34 58 41 41 26

72 . 85 74 76

16 14 13 13

41 20 31- 20

329 429 N,

18 18

* On these items, students could check "agree," "do not agree" or "can't dgcide" for each
statement. The figures given here are percent agreeing with each Atm.

3 31
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A group*of items on,the.che'cklist concern students' fielinge 6out'

soures bf information and regard for their own and classmates id6a. Do

NACOS studente_differ_feem control greups.nn these items?

Of All group(, the private achool students in*the control aample

most sttongly to challenge ihe kook as the authoritative, true source (item

1). ltir the.end of the Man and Other Animals'unit, however, NACOS students in

both city and suburb are equaly skeptical of the absolute trUth of the

written word. The book per se as the authority and source of truth dimiu-

ishes.

Another area where NACOS seems to amke important inroads'is that of

best source of learning (item 2); the course modifies children's views of

data sources. Suburban'and city control classes heavily favoi the,book. As
.%

the course progresses, MACOS youngsters appear much less inclined to rely

only on books.

On the third item, concerning the value of classmates' ideas, suburbad

and private control groups feel very much as do their NACOS peers, expressing

overwhelmidgly the worth of classMates ideas. Center city controls, on the

other hand, show least agreemeni with this item. In general, the control

students from the center city show less confidence in their-owc and class-

'mates' ideas, and more acceptance of adthoritative sources of knowledge;

Mby MACOS students in the suburbs ahati less agreement with'thts item as tdme

goes on, we do not know.

. Very few youngsters in any group would agree that they don t trust their

own opinions (item 4). -MACOS youngsters, hoWever, display more confidence

in their awn ideas. Private school controls are most like NACOS students in

their attitudes, as tapped by these items.
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Selected Items Comparing Classroom Climates'

MAC SO and Control Samles:

4

If I had to describe my (Social.Studies-MACOS)_c1044,._1

(Checklist I, 6S-604,

rconfusing .

fun

not very important 6

boring

my favorite subject

Controls
Urban SuburbAn

15

13

9

-rr
4:4.14

MAC04
rz,..42 Suburban .

3

3

* (Students Checked two ariswers from nine options)

Youngsters.stidying MAN: A COURSE OF STUDY more frequently than controls

walect social studies as "my favorite subject." An interesting dimension,
a

not,shown in-the table above, is that,in MACOS classel!, boys and girls in

almost equal numbers prefer the course to their other sub4ects, In control

classes, boys twice as often as girls select social studies as the favorite

(23% versus 12%).
ra

In both aamplescenter city youngsters much more frequently than the
I.

suburban check the option "my favorite'subject." In Cho contiol classes,

however, four times as many city youngsters make this choice aa suburban

youngsters. In the NACOS classes, this gap id, narrowed; La other words,

MACCS seems to be making social studies more interesting for suburbmaites.

The "tun" and "boring" options.are interesting to note. NACOS is

clearly moge fun and less boring than other social studies. In the suburbs

;33
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particularly, NACOS seems far lams boring to Children Chan does reular

social studies. In the city, youngsterM in cpntrol, classes iildam use

either of the "fun4orin8" Choices; these affective, "fooling word* are

not often selected. By contramt,.almost half of the city childremstudying

NACOS select the word "fun," an4 only 37, select the words Ivring." /n

other words, while social studies is a favorite subject for about equal par-

centeges of control and NACOS classes in the city, it Ls not so often viewed

as a kleaaurabla'activity in control classes. /him seems to reflect directly

on both content and pedagogy in more traditional fifeh.and sixth-grade '

work--",fun" in school is not au expectation; in fact, it is frowned upon by

many teachers as distracting to learning. It Ls noteworthy that with the

difficulty of concepts and plethora of information in the Wm and CMher

Animals unit, the activities ArIA piatow1n10 mesh in such a way es Us seem

"fun," and not at all boring.
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Checklist I 68-69)

In-(Sm/al Studies-MACOS)
we WOrk in small groups:
(check ond)

often

sometimes

never

,--37.141

COntrol Classes,

9

28

63

To get good marks in (Social
Studies-MACOS) I have to:* .

take part in class discussion- 15

answer a lot of the teaCheres
questions 23

remember everything the teacher
says 30

agree with the teacher 13

Wave my own opinion 15

ask questions 38

Number of students. 47

54,

Mid-Pointo Man
& Animals Unit

..S0211/, Suburb

21 24 25

70 54 66

9 22 9

47 47 -68

/

14

23 24 17

6

22 , 19 22

44 29 42

92 329 429

*Children check three items from 15 options.
r

The use of smell group work id NACOS is clearly much greater Chan in

control classes. In fact, 637. of urban control students say they "never"

work in small groups. Uhile MAWS youngsters in the city engage in somewhat

less group work than their suburb'en peers (end remember, this is early in the

course) the difference between urban and suburban classrooms in this activity
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is far fess than we fic;d within the control sample. SubUrban controls are

similar to suburban experimentals.

The next question brings into sharp focus Ihe importance for achievement

esChat Childr attribute to their participation in class discussion. In

urban contro classrooms, the emphasis is strongly on the question-answer,

teacher-centered mode and little impoitance is given to discussion. In

suburban control classrooma, the freer discussion format emerges aa the most

important option. We find that urban MACOS children look more like suburban

children of both,samples. In comparable suburban situations, the pedagogical

differenCes contributing to students' perceptions of achievement dimensions

do not appear large between NACOS and other social studies; however, there is

e.tendency for NACOS children to attach even more importance to class dis-

cussion and less to what the teacher says.

These data sggest some provocative conclusions. Suburban children in

control classes apparently learn under a pedegogy quite similar to that of

MACOS; but the content does not appear comparable in appeal and in involving

students. Bruner
I
has written that curriculum is the endeavor par excellence

where the line between method end content grows necessarily indistinct. Yet

suburban checklist findings indicate that this happy union does not always

oCcur. The teachers in suburban situations as evidenced both by these

A
Checklist findings and class observations, are likely to be using (before or

ieithout MACOS) a pedagogy involving interactive situations, but the content

kf the social studies is clearly more boring and uninteresting to large

numbers of children than is MACOS, despite group work, discussion, and other

lIbid., p. 72.
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pedagogical diversities.
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Even, when school systems support the open classroom, theq, this in no

way guarantees that the majority of children will bring enthusiasm and

motivation to learning situations.. Classroom management procedures per se

will not energies the American classroom.. Curriculum materials have, a

critical role to play, and quality of content seems necessary to catch stir.

dents' entWusiasm; progressive classrooms focused on student participation

are not in themselves sufficient.

- Further, the heartland of resistance to changemthe urban center class-

room--responds to curriculum-methods Juni:multi= in measurable degree; students

in MACOS classes perceive their activities in a way that is comparable to the

suburban schools. They respond to these Changes by Sharing with their sub-
\

urban peers a new pleasure in social etudies. How much of this enthusiasm

could be classified as Hawthorne effect--children knowing they were using

new materials, etc.,--is a moot point. There were, however, some interven-

tions common to both control and experimental grOups, such as observer and

interviewer visits mad checklist administrations, which could have served to

balance for both samples some of the possible Hawthorne effects.

If we have evidence that open classrooms using small group work and

discussion do not of themselves generate student interest and involvement, the

next question is obvious: what about the opposite case? Does innovative,

substantive content utilized in a traditional way promote the same learning

as such content used in the interactive classroom? We have very little

evidence to mower this quention. From the control data, it appears that in

city classrooms, a great amount of children's energy is put into controlling
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modumisima, into not gettieg into trouble. liven in some MACCIS classes, ibis

is true; the city case study ,in Section II is evidence that MACCIS classes

can be conducted in a way that puts Children in more withdrawn, passive and

self-coutained situations. We know that in such classrooes there is very

little associated learning of a socially interactive form. Me emphasis is

on memorization and on controlled, unexpressive, unidirectioual behavior.

Tel quote from the case study:

The interviewed children's lack of opportunity to parti-
cipate in group discussions in the classroom was reflected
in the way in which,they expressed their ideas. Instead
of directing their stateeents to each other, they usually
expressed their ideas specifically to the interviewer.
The teacher's classroom procedures were to pose a question,
with a student respoading directly to her question. They
therefore lacked all opportunity to develop those skills
which are requisite to good discussion.

Did they gain any significant knowledge from this course? This class did

acquire a new and workable vocabulary. While they were somewhat stimulated

to consider various aspects of their own lives frmm a new vantage point--

differences between humans and other animals--they came away with a very

limited understanding of the broader concepts of the course, as well as with

few of the social skills developed in other clessrooms. In this case, of

couree, we have the dimension of tracking to consider; these were low-track

students, homogeneously grouped, with no opportunity for interchanee with

more able or academically interested students.

Granting that we do not have the full and necessary range of evidence

(this one traditional class observed intensively did not take the tests), we

are convinced from all the data we have gathered ehet the reai power of MAN:

A COUMSE OF STUDY derives irom the integration of sound, exciting content and

engaging pedagogy.

3 9
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Checklist Findino:-Two Classes with Teachers Not_Attending Works#2E1

What happens in the classroom when a teacher uses MAN: A COURSE

OF STUDY wittiout the besefit of a seminar program? During the epring__

of 1 two 5th grade teachers in a suburban Massachusetts system

(Syeem A) taught thetMan and Animals unit this way. A caution:

though the sample is'ressonable compared to the rest of the suburban

sample, it is too small to make definitive statements possible.

The two classes have been compared with those in two other

suburban systems of similar, high socio-economic level (Systems Sand C):

These two teachers rank as very competent, and they represent

distinct teaching styles -- one somewhat didactic and controlling,

the other more stadent-centered, creative and permissive. The

teachers may be considered representative of the Systeus Band C

samples. In t Ails of be school systems,. System A is more traditional

in approach than the t others; it,is. possible that these students

approached MACOS with a slightly different set of shills and expectations

than did other students. This potential distortion should be minimized

by the fact that these two clas es began using MACOS after they had

been with Lood, experimentally-oriented teachers for half a year.

On the basis of pre-post test scores this expergent was

highly successful. Thcit...13_A,po1 nt mean gain was the'greatest of all

systems sampled. (System B increased 10.8 points and System C,12.7

points.) While the test does not measure the total MACOS experience,

it does indicate the acquisition of certain skills-concepts,.aAd

information. In this respect, it seems clear that competent teachers

can teach content specifics successfully with or without seminar

310
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support. (Whether less able or strictly traditional teachers would

have different test,results is another question.)

ALSeC0041_Malay_interesting re411Lt comes from the students'

evaluation of what is happening in class. Although we would expect

the classroom styles of all three groups to be similar -. as the

students, teaChers, and curriculum are similar -- we found that
_-

group A differeeSignificantly frcm the other two systems on 20%

of the items on the Man and Other Animals Checklist I, given after

the herring'gull section. (Checklist II has not been considered,

because it was administered by only one of the two teachers.)

Differences appear on a number of dimensions: the nature of

verbal exchange, the existing and preferredlassmoom inahizatioe,

vd the degree of interest in the course.

1. Verbal exchange -- these students find it more difficult

than de System B and C children to "tell others my opinions," Fever

Group A students check this option whep asked when learning is easiest;

similarly, more check it as the most difficult thing:to do while

studying Man and Other Animals (50% vs. 41%). Also, these students

are less apt to ask.questions in class (7% vs. 18%). One senses

that discussion skills are not as developed here as they are in the

other two subuiban groups and that these students are more timid in

this area.

2. Classroom oreanizution -- System A teachers' approach to

MACOS is more project-oriented than in comparable school systems.

(While working on this course: I have been working on projects:

this group -- 36%, suburban group B 27%, suburban group C -- 21%. )



From our observations of these two classes and from our talks with these

teachers, it appears that they have interpreted the course as structured

around Atudent projects somewhat more than EDIC expected. These teachers

typically approach social studiez curriculum in this style. Since NACOS

can be taught this way, theiie was little reason for teachers who were

overwhelmed (by their own admission) with unfamiliar content to also

change their pedagogy.

Question 6, "In school I like to work best -. in small groups, alone,

with the teacher's help, with one friend, in one big group" also shows

sianificant aifference between the structure of tfiis experience and the

typical:NACOS usage. Unlike typical students, who prefer to work in

small groups, these youngsters rank working with a friend first. While

group work and working in.pairs are the first and second choices for both

sub-samples, pairing is much less popular than grouping in suburban systems

B and C.

small
gruups

pairs

System A Spstem t 1Svstem C

40.5 44.4 41.2

148.9 27.4 29.4

The System A choice may occur because student projects in their classrooms

involve pairs of students Making charts, or draving, etc., or it may be

.that group discussion is difficult for them and so they prefer to

communicat on a one-to-one basis. It is interesting to note that no

System A students selected "working in a whole-class group" while about

7.8% of.the others did so.
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3. Interest in MAN: A COMP, OF sTupy,-.. The checklist

arectollicting., More Children in System A desCribe

intreited in the course (61.9% vs. 50.6% and 51.3%

yes as

and they are more

likely to describe themselves as "learning a 1 f things I never knew

before" (78.6% vs. 69.7% an.i 64 ) On tvother hand, tbey claim that

the class ta:s a whole was moie bo ( .6% vs. 10.8%) than did the other

.systeMs. Also, these students in cated that they thought about the

material less than did the (11.9% vs. 20%). Perhaps the course

had a more differential t in these classes than in Systems B and CI

strong:y exciting 5flx of the students while turning ;ff others. pr the

conflicting atti,des

size of the A qu

on this dimension may simAy result fram the small

On thi baiis of limited data, we can,say that the checklist results

counter-et the positive pre-post scores. The latter wauld saRspst that

tea911er education does not contribute to the successfUl use.of %JIM, hat

tfac formei indicates differences between two samples in which we control

for everythine except workshop attendance. Whether either the checklist

or the pre-post differences would hold in larger, more representative

samples would be determined by further field testing of classes using

the course-whose toachers do not participate in sendnars.



gad 1 IAL Unit Ch cckUst Rnsulçs

The following pages present figuree sad interpretatioas for the

Netsilik uait student checklist.' 1330 boys and girls answered dbia

questionnaire, half of them in the fifth grade, over a quarter in the

sixth grade, and:the rest in fourth grade or ungraded clasies. Percentage

responses for boys end girls are given, with brief commentary beside each

question.

In reading preference and general interest ift,the course, there is

a tendency for girls to show the more traditionally feminine preference

for poetry1 fantasy, and personal relationships; however, it is only a

tendency/ A more important finding, perhaps, is that boys and girls show

such similar preferences and styles of interpreting and enjoying this

course. Seldom did average percentage differences between groups approach

104 of the samples.

There are some small but provocative differences in the learning styles,

personal preferences and interpretations of classroom clieste and class

response to the course, given by the sole and female samples. Boys appear

as slightly more inquisitive, more searching for information, more'ques-

timing and more satisfied that they had understood very well

Eskimo's and Eskimo life. At the same time, they also have a tendency to

be more negative about the class response to the course than do the girls,

selecting a hit more often the wnrds confused, bored and silly as their

descriptions of their class, and seeing the class as somewhat less tnter-

ested and participating less in discussions.

Preferences in learning style as related to film material are con-

sistent and similar for both groups--overwhelming preference for films

over reading, and for multiple viewings of each film.

1Administered during the 1967-68 field test.
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1VsiikEskimo Unit:tglitialat Che9kkist

Question 1.

Results and Interpretation

If I' had to describe the unit on the Netsilik

Eskimor,.I weuld use the words: (Checlk,two)

Results: Girls 12X1

easy 1 10%* 12%

confusing at.times 32 27

hard 9 9

fun 54 55

interesting t3

boring 6

,79

10

other (What is it? 7 6

Interprtation:

While over three fourths of the children found the unit

"interesting," and over half found it "fun," it is also true

that over a quarter found it "confubing at times." "Easy," "hard,"

and "boring," picked up rather small percentage responses.

Perhaps the above liTt of cdjectives could be criticized as

too confining; however, only 61/2% of the students chose to

write in,their own descriptive word. We would prefer to expand

the'list of choices in future Usage.

*Figures throughout are the percentages of students selecting

any given item.



Queetion 2 Compared with dhe Man and Afaimals Unit, the iskimo

Unit is: (Check Olio)

harder

more interesting

more fun,

easier

more confusing

More importent

other fklat is it?

Interpretation:

'

0111 222
22

68 64

52 49

15 18

13 14

20

'7 8

On question 2, the majority of childrenlound.the Eskimo unit

"more interesting" and "more fun" than the Man and Animals materials.
.

Some of this could be a gatural iouthful inclination to favor the

most recent experience if it hag lieen a relatively pleasant one:

'However, other checklist and interview findings seem to confirm

that the children who did study the Netsilik materials found them'

More intriguing and thought-provoking than the earlier unit.

Again the explanation for this could well'lie in the fait that

the Ken and Animals Unit had laid the groundwork fpr.atudy and

reflection about man as contraated with other animals and had

prepared them with a method, a vocabulary; in other words had given

them a competence fer,studying the Eskimo materials. In addition,

the emphasis on human qualities and ways of life cannot be under-

estimated; children perceive this emphasis as important and illu-

minating as they think about their own lives and families.



Questions sod Ai

Eskimos, I have bean:

(check three)

gas.' 1921

wishing %la couldfgo/faster. 42

13. 134
11101ily

-

learning a lot of things I 90 82

never knew before.

unable to unplerstand why . 8 9

we are studying about Eskimos.

asking a lot. Of questions. 18 26

.wadting mere reading. 24 22

looking for extra infor- 20 18

Elation on my own.

wishing we wouldn't have to 11
..............

19

do so much writing.

wiching we wquldn!t have to 21 22--...m.

do so much reading.
. ,

answering the teacher's 35 38

questions.

4. Since we began studying about the Netsilik, the boys and

'girls in my class have ,been: (check three)

asking a lot of questions. 54 55

confused. 7 12

bored 13 17

silly 22 28

interested 72' 67

talking more Chan usual 33 _22;t
/shout social studies

taking part in class 60 50 .

discussions.

wishing we could go 4 8

mote slevily.

wishing we could 21 23

4o faster.
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It is al,,,waYs intereating to empire youngsters interpretation:. of
,

their/own respon.m to a subject with the response they attribute to A
their clascwates Uore ue find that white 40% of the students uanted to

, .

y4Ove wore quic4ly through the ErLiwomlaterials, oup 222, of the seLlje
, .

. ,

saw this as a desire of their clarr as orwhole. Covered uith,tbe

Lim and Anicalo checjairt, we find that the option "learning a lot of
,

9u6vtLoar 3 and 4: Inter9ration

j
things I never kneu-aefore" is alwont unaniwously selected to deecribe

f

Zeelings.ebout thi unii, a much 4gher percentage than earlier.
6

The entrewely high inZomation crtent of pese waterier: ir clear to

yodne3sterr. A good percentage of cWents (37Z) cau thewselves in a elect

situation where they ware "anruering the teacher's quertionr." On the Van

aud Animals checklist, only,I4% of students celactad Car rec,)onse. Uhether

rtudentc greu wore 'S.criwinating in their evdluation of clots behaviors

or vhether the' unit is isite teacher-pe.:ej, is' herd ,to ray frau these data

above. Porheoc it is ciwply a child'r way of indicating that he or

!mous enowi-h to ',.7ivr! reri!onre when the teacher questions, for there ic

really no clearly,letinee "tioe went" einenLion indicted.

Ihterectingly, almost a quarter of the stuflentr muted wore reaCint: during

Unit, an: n quarter wanted 1.-2:1: reading,- indicatinz

tte range oL &Antic:: igterect the unit must reach. Alvoct I= of

the boys wanted ler writing; and, almost IOZ Lau thewtelver as arking

wore questions butms learning few6r new tiinc t,an did the girls.
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(24.4. ions 5 and 6

-
5. So,far N fume yinpukd _thy soOt about the jistSilii

from: (check three)

SIEll b...931

reading the booklets ..t.... 45

seeing movies and, slides 09

playing games in etas. 39 44

listeningto records 27 31

taking part in,amall 9. 11.

group discussiohs

listening to the teacher 41 35

explain' things.

waking things such as tools. 7 9

drawing maps and pictures. 4 6

other (what ia it? ) 2 2

6. While studying &pout the Eskimos I have liked Wit:
Xcheck three)

playing the games.

using problem cards.

reading tha booklets.

writing reports.

watching films.

discussing things about
the Eskimos.

making things such as tools.

listeni4 to recordo.

drawing pictures or maps.

other (what 11 it? )

75 75

6 5

26 25

6 4

87 88

2. 32

11 13

35 14

11

3 2



QUastions 5 and 6:Interpretation

Questions' 5 and 6 revaaltwo important aspects of stuOeutel
-

response to this unit: aspects Obith in students' views contribute

most tp lairning,and aspects which.wereAlest liked. It LS ;

important to contrist this* two sets of qUalltiaso for the

patterns Of response rental that students do discriWinate

between learning from and liking materials. Also!' ws find that

in learnine styles ,. there are slight boy-girl differences,

While in preferantes, tkiere is extremely,little *ferenc,C.

For both groups, the films and visual msterials.cif the'

course are almost unanimously acclaimed. However, While three-

fourths of both boys aud girls enjoyed playing the games. only.

about 407 felt gwmc;s had been one of three most importaht

learning components of the course (boys were slightly higher f4

this choice).

We would venture that youngsters, who as a group found that

"learning about the way'Eskimos,live and work" was the most

interesting aSpect of the complete Netsilik Unit (Question 19)

alsa found-that fhe films; records and discussions were mote

"complete" as conveyors of a sense of Eskimo life than were the

more specific and focussed gameg, and therefore were making the

choice on a global basis of contribution to'learning about life-

styles of Eskimos.

Only a quarter of both boys and girls liked best "reading

the booklets," while 457. of both groups felt they "learned most"

from them.
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question* 7 and 8

, 7. When studying about Eskimos, I find it hard to: (Check as

many as you wish)

play games in claim ,
.

understand whet is happening
in the films

remember what I see in the
films

understand what I hear on 21 4 21.......

records

take part in class discussions 16 13

understand Oat I read in 24 30
some of the booklets

explain to-the teacher what 20 18

I am confused about

ask questions 15 15

express my own opinion 27 25

learn the new words used in 28
,

30
talking about Eskimos

Other (What was it? ) 9 7

p. Of the reading, I have liked beep (Check two)

poems
.

26 16

journal 19 23

stories 70 70

information on the Arctic and 19 32

and Arctic Animals

The Many Lives of Kiviok 12 14

The True Play of Hew Iti- 42 34
mangnark Got Kingnuk, the
Girl He Really Wanted

Girls
.

5 . 4

9 10

23 20



Questions' 7 anil papirprettlition

This item is not co6parable to that asked during Man and Other Animals;

however, when ebildren check the-types of activities that they find most

difficult during the' Netsilik Unit, verbal usage in the .torse of vocabULary,

reading, and opinion-giving are the three most frequently chosen items. It

is worth noting in this regard, that about 6 percent tore boys than girls
ehecked "under'standing what I read in some of the booklets" as'gl:a. One in

three boys felt this way, while less than l,in 4 girls so checked. Fewer

boys than. girls found it hard to "take part Le class discussions," "express

my own opinion," and "remember what I sae in films" hut these are very

small differences. Overall, the boys and girts are agein quite similar in

their choice of item here, and on the whole, difficulty spreads across all
items, with the major-exceptions of playing games and understen4inglOhat is

happening in,the films. 14O single item draws the concentrated ehoice that
1,

we find in other questions such as the "learning most" and "liking best"

questions (5 and 6), or that we found in'the Man and Animals ehecklist where

the "written work" option was included and drew a majority response.

When we look at results on question 8, some obvious distinctions leap

out. The first is that the stories of the Eskimos were the most universally

liked reading of the unit, both for boys and girls. This La particularly

important,to note, since sex differences are more pronounced for other items

in this question than is true on other checklist sections. Ten percent less
. e

boys than girls selected poems as favorite readings, while 137. more boys

chose the booklet on'the Arctic and Arctic animals. Boys.also preferred

Raemussen's journal someWhat more than girls did and almost 107. less boys

than girls selected the.play as a favorite reading. These patterns do re-

flect expectable boy-girl differences in preference based upon traditionally

inculcated appropriate readings. That a meeting of the groups occurs in

the narrative of lives tells us euch about a common ground of.appraciation

that can be utilized in preparing the core of written materials of a course.

3
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Question. 9,

9a. Of the following filwe, I likad best the one on:

Girls ,Bovs

Itimangnark's family crossing 8 5

a stream

Fishing at ehe Stone Weir 22 27

(silent film)

the caribou and their trip 14 9

to the tundra

Knud Rasmussen and his Jour- 18 S 20

ney to the Arctic

caribou hunting at the 38 46

Crossing Place

9b. Of the following films, I liked bcst the one on:

building the Rarmak and fish- 11 14

ing through the ice

the way parhas are made and 12 10

sleds are prepared for winter

traveling in winter aad 13 13

building igloos

hunting seals 30 41

people playing games inside 13

the igloo and sharing aeal

Eskimo Stone carvings and 9 6

how they tell the legend of
how the Raven lost its voice

110

LallIMIELL41:

The hunting films emerge as favorites of Children, with almost

10% more boys than girls aelecting the seal hunting and ceribou hunting

films. The food-gathering process so essential for survival of the

Netsilik was on the whole a most attractive element. of the films

associate4 with the Inland Camp and Sea Ice sections of the unit.

Note should be taken of the enjoyment of these films, since many
0

adults have found the caribou hunting film somewhat brutal and
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explicit in its.footage of the bunt aad have expected children to

be repelled by the technicoIored realism of tts presentation.

It should be noted that it is possible the, second set of

films is not fairly evaluated by this checklist, since.many young-

sters ware in classes where the last two films Oracularly were not

shown duo to time limitations and die ildhool year ending..

4
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.9nestitons 103 11.'12 end 13

10. The pictures in the booklets:

Etat
helped me understand the
materiel better

were confaiing

were %interesting

wore silly

40 3+5

6 9

48 43

11

11% In the booklets, I would rather have had photographs or more

realistic pictures instead of drawings:

yes

110

no answer

12. The class discussed

yes

no

67 74

30 23

4 3

dhe drawings in the booklets:

40 41

54 54

no.answer 6 5

13. I understood the drawings in the booklets:

very well 40 40

somewhat 57 52

not st all 2 5



4

Questions, 10, 11, 12 gind 1.3: Lute ra tion

In questi6n 10, youngsters show very positive raeponses to the

illustrations in the booklets of this unit, with-only one in five

making negative judgments. Note too that dhe girls were spaewhst

more charitable im &Er judgment,,while the boys sam*What aOrO,

often selected "Confusing" and-"silly."

In terms of drawings,.it is interesting ihstwhile both boys

and girls indicate a strong preference for realistic drawings; about

8% dare boys prefer these realistic photographs.

AB another Check on the pictorial aspects of the booklets,

question 13 elicited generally positive evaluations. Only 47.

of the children felt:that they understood the drawings "not at,
,

all," while 40%,felt they understood them "very well." Other sec-

tions of the report dealing with readings and madia presentation

give.msny rovealfng examples of youngster2' awareness of illustra-

tions and their quality and style.
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Cf. 14. The following questions are about the

have-played:

% yes, Girls

Did you have' fun? 96

Did the game help you under- SO

stand how Eskimos hunt?

Did you fool around? (De honest) 36

Did you understand the rules? SC

Did you make up your own rules? 13

Would you-rather read or watch, 30

films abbut hunting than play
.the game?

caribou buntialgssoes you

% year/Boys
.15

15. Check yes or no for each of the following

the films yop have seen on.the Netsilik.

Gj
Are there too many films on 6

the Netsilik?

Is it helpful to see tha.same 83

film twice?

Do you like color films? 98

Do you like black-rnd-white 44

films?

Do you like silent films? 33

Did you have questions about 33

the films that were never
answered in class?

Would you like to have more 41-
narration in each film?

41

93

13

34

questions about

yes.,._ Buys

7

84

97

43

31

42

64

Are the films boring? 16 6

le
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Questions 14 and°15: Interpretation

The question concerning Che caribou hunting games'shows the

enthusiasm younsters brought to playing those games. Practically

the entire sample decided they "had fun." (No difference here

between boys and girls.) They felt they understood the rules (boys

more Chan girls) and that the games helped them to understand how

Eskimos hunt (boys,slightly less Chan girls --a switch from their

positions on Queetions 5 ).

There is a somewhat unfortunate wording to the last option,

where reading and film viewing are lumped together under one dhoice;

with this in mind, however, two-thirds of the youngsters preferred

to play the game than to learn about hunting through the visual

or written form. Boys were somewhat higher on.this last positive

choice than were girls, and also somewhat higher on "fooling around!"

In face, the percentage of youngsters who admitted to this last

activity seems witness to the honesty of their responses.

On Question 15, there is consistent agreement between boys and

girls on all but two of the items, and this agreement is overwhelm-

ingly a positive one about the Netsilik films. Almost ell students

felt there were not too many films, found it helpful to see films

twice, and expressed strong preference for color films. As we

found in other evaluation results, generally youngsters like films

with narration. This preference is not in itself sufficient reason

for including narration with all films, however.

That boys have more unandwered questions about the films could

be the reason for their also expressing more desire for narration --

they might be hoping fey answers to sone of these questiions.

On Question 3, it was again more boys than girls who saw themselves

asking questions; and on Question 5, fewer boys than girls saw them-

selves learning by listening to the teacher explain things. Through-

out the checklist boys dhow a somewhat more action-oriented atti-

tude, a more questioning stance fhan do the girls as a whole. However

considering usual sex differences, the boys aad girls are in all respects

surprisin ly close together in their responses.
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Questions 16 and 17

16. To get good marks when studying ebout the Netsilik Eskimos

had to: (Check three)

Girls Boys

memorize all the facts in the 32 16

booklets

read well -it 34

be able to think of a lot of 20 25

good examples ,

take part in class discussions 65 63

remember everything the teacher 18 19

said

agree with the teacher 5 9

have my own opinion 39 40

write well 6 5

do extra projects 12 16
,

try to be as quiet as possible 1:4 14

bring in extra information 14 14

about Eskimos

answer a lot of ihe teacher's 22 26

questions

other ( ) 11 _ 6

17. While studying about Eskimos, I liked bdst:

working by myself 13

working in a amall group 58,

working with the whole class 27

13

60

25



Questions 16 and 17: ta4e3ptetftion

The consistency in response is particularly striking Luton. of

interpretation of the classroom climate and their behavior in it

that would Oroduce,"good marks." By far the overwhelming Choice

here was "take part Le class discussions," indicating that in all

classrooms in all pystems, the discussion method or some variatiou

upon it was seen by Children as the primary teaChing-learning

mode. "Having my own opinion," the second most frequent Choice

supports this interpretation, as do two other options, "be able to

think of .a lot of good exampies," and."answer a Lot of the teacher's

questions."

The only other option drawing more than a quarter of student

response was "read well." It is encouraging that Less than main

ten students saw it as necessary to "wee with the teacher," and that

only one in six thought that "memorizing all the facts in the book-

lets" was a prerequisite to good grades. On this question, boys

more often felt they needed to think of good examples and answer

teacher's questions (an example of their more active orientation)

and less often than girls felt that they had to read well.

The response to Question 17 again reaffirms other evidence that

children at the upper elementary grade levels prefer working in a

small group to either working alone or working with the whole class.

The interviews reveal many reasons for ,this choice, including the

feelinL of support, sharing and lack of formality the small group

makes possible. Small group work does of course correspond with

the typologies of behavior defined by Erikson and others as most

common at this age level, for it permits a sense of industry and

competence to develop in company with a-group of age-mates.



Questions 182, '20 ond 21

16. 4 would rather learn about Eskimos:

Gtrls

by/reading 9 8

by watching films 86 69

no answer 4 3

19. Which part of the Eakin° unit was most interesting?

learning about Arctic animals

learning about the tools
Eskimos use

learning about the way Eskimos
live and work

learning about the Eskimos'
feelings, dreams and religion

10 16

3 8

53 51

32 23

20. When you were studying about the Netsilik, who did the most

talking?

the teacher 18 27

a few students and the teacher 35 33

Everyone, both the students and 47 40
the teacher, talked about
equally.

21. From studying the Netsilik, how well do you feel you know

what it is like to be an Eskimo?

very well 31 40

somewhat _12. 50

not well at all 10 10
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Questions 16, 19, 20 and 21: ItuunsIllels

Question 18 needs no commentary!

Learning about animals and tools is more attractive for about

10% more boys than girls, uhereas the girls prefer to learn about

Eskimos' feelings, dreams and religion. Again, the boy-girl differ-

ences are those that might be predicted, but they ore not large.

Just about half of each group select as most interesting the general

category of Eskimo life style --living and Vorking. This seems

important, because it indicates tbat youngsters are drawn to general

questions of hunan behavior, and do not ignore these issues in' favor

of specific, more "mai.ageable" information.

Boys see the teacher as doing more talking than the girls see

the teacher as doing: Almost three-quarters of the students see

the focus of class talk as dividad between teacher and students,

while the girls more than the boys see everyone participating about

equally. As mentioned previously, throughout this checklist the

boys and girls differ most on sone perceptions of their own and

classmates' roles in the class and on preferences in reading mate-

rials.

Interestingly, boys feel more strongly that they know very

well what it is like to be an Eskimo than do the girls. Their

involvement in games and huDting films, coupled with their ques-

tioning attitude and alertness in spoken exchange, seems to contrib-

ute to.a sense of knowledge particularly in the boys. Only one

student in ten, with no sex differences, feels he or she knows "not

well at all" what it is like to be an Eskimo. In the interview

section of the report many examples are given that illustrate the

personal relevance of the unit, and the many inthmate views of

Netsilik life.that each child holds as his own.

382
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Emi slim of 19f8 sad 1959Netlilik Checklists
I

Comparison of matched items of the 1968 and 1969 Nateilik checklists

shows a striking degree of uniformity in student responsea WL1e some

itens reveal statistically significant differences between tho two years,

for the vast majority of items, the differences are so small as to be

inconsequpntial on a practical level.

The similarity of data corroborates the checklist findings discussed

previously. It also indicates Chat students are contiauing te perceive

the course experience in the same manner, although ttie program itself is

one year older. NACOS was in the second year of national field testiag in

1969; the school systems sampled included those using ihe course for the

first time end those in which it had been intrOduced previously. In both

years the classes sampled were those ia Which the teadher was teaching

NACOS for the first time.

In only two areas was there important variation in students' response:

their global reactions to the Netailik unit and dheir evaluation of the

hunting gamee. In regard to the first, students in 1969 were sameWhat more

popitive in their description of the unit than were those sampled in '68.

Asked to select the words which best described the unit, twice as many

Chose "easy" in X969 (22%) as in '68. Compared with the Nan and Other

Animals units, 747. fourd the Netsilik "more interesting", versus 657. in 1\

1968. And the percentage of students who felt that their classmates had

been "silly" while studying the Netsilik dropped from 257. to 167..

During the 1968-69 school year, students on the whole spent more

time on the Netsilik unit than they had the previous year. It would

363
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appear that these differmces in reopen= are more related to the time

element than to curricular or classroom variations. Also, we hove reason

to believe that students respond more favorably to work in which they ore

currently engaged,or to work just completed, than to past work. However,

follow-up interviews with Children who studied the course in 1967-68 do

show that preference for the Netailik unit lingers a year later. Children,

of course, respond to their perceptions of the teacher's attitudectoward

.the curriculum as well as to the materials themoelveg. If the teacher

spent a good deal of time on the Hetsilik, children would have sensed its

importance and responded more favorably td it. And because they spent

more time on this unit, it is likely that it became easier to understand

than it had been for Children the previous year.

Similarly, the more negative assesameat of the hunting games in 1969

may be related 63 the time element: in an abbreviated unit the games

assumed special importance; im the full unit the games were one of many

competing elements. For exemple, the percentage who selected playing the

games as one of three "liked best" activities of the unit, decreased from

76% to 617.. When the entire unit in taught, some children could find

other ietivities which were more appealing. The Children who felt tkey

"learned the most" from the games decreased from 42% to 27% (though two

additional checklist options were available this year, making the

questions noncomparable). Likewise, those who found it "hard" to play

games increased from 5% to 10%. Caribou hunting at the Crossing Place

was the best liked film in the first part of the unit both years, but the

percentage of Children selecting it dropped from 42% to 24%.
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Only one other item on the checklipt ahowed significant variation:

more children liked the winter travel and igloo building film in '68-169

(31% versus 13%). perhaps simply because more students hid seen it.
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Learning Styles

Could we extract "learning styles" from the pattern of student

to the checklists? This presented itself as a crucial research issue because

a number pf important questions about student learning kept cropping up in

our minds in the course of the evaluation. Per example:

1. Do students of different abllity levels seem to prefer different
learning modes?

2. Do boys and girls prefer different learning model?

3. Do.students from different socio-economic backgrounds exhibit
different learning styles?

4. Does MACOS accommodate a range of learning styles?

S. Do students who express preference for
more?

6. Does information about learning styles
of classroom management?

certain learning modes leartl

help teaChers with problems

If we had some answers to these questions, teachers would have information

Le help them create the most satisfying climate for their students. The

4
checklist findings helped us define the predominating experiences in MACOS

classes, and shed some light on these issues. But we needed a better sum-

marizing mathod tu learn what Checklist options for several questions would

cluster together to form a more holistic "learning style." /For example, were

students who learned most by "doing projects" Che same ones who saw projects

as ehe means to getting good grodes in the course, ar as their "best-liked"

activity? Further, we wanted to be able to determine preferences in learning

modes as opposed to simple perceptions of class functioning. For example, if

items of "enjoyed," "interested," "learned most from" are associated together

with the content "herring gull film," children have expressed a preference.
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If on the other band, a cluster of items is cnmposed of the' teaCher.talking

"most of the time," "answering questions" and "taking notes" as the way to get

good marks, ve would have a description of the class environment with a

minimum of preference component.

Of the many ways to investigate this problem, factor analysis is the

teChnique we those to use to explore these interrelatiooships. Thii technique

provided us with clusters of highly correlated Checklist items. In addition

other variables such as sex, school system, test scores and I.Q. were

included in the analyses to determine their affiliation with.particuler ways

of learning. The only reference to the analytical base of this study is the

listing of checklist items wbith were found to cluster in each factor. this

gives the reader a chance to see a portion of the data base from which the

interpretations were mode.

1
Because of the mathematical obscurity of the methodology, many persons

are put off by a detailed account of these explorations. Consequently, the
analytical niceties are avoided here, and the section is limited to descrip-
tive prose drawing on the quantitative analysep. TO give a sense of scale,
two factor analyses were computed, one for Man Laid Other .4nimels items, dhe
sucond usint; Netsilik item6; the first on_flan and Other Animals items was
based on 198 variables and a sample of 1494 students; the second, on Neteilik
items, was based on 150 variables and a sample of 1128 students:
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UV= I: DISCURSIVE MODE

Checklist ,IteCorttritettotbeilsictor..

What IS your opinion ebout class discussion on Ibn and AnItos2,st
Discusejon3 he2p ne to batter understand Obatve are stukying.

To get goad marks when studying about baboons, I had to answer allot
of the teacher's questions.

If I evaldhave my classroom arsrwtor I wanted it, I would Choose several
people tolk4ng quietly.

If I could have my classroom any way I wanted it, I you'd choose less
t4an 20 students,

0,,Whilt is your opinion ebout class discussions on Yhn and Animas?
They are hard to understand.

While working on baboons, I have not been excited.

What is your opinion dbout class discussions on Man and Animals?
They are not easy to usderstand.

To get good marks when stuOying about baboons, I had to take part in
class discussions.

While woeking on this course I have not been wishing we could spend
more tine reading the-booklets.---

In school I do not like to work best with the teacher's help.

What is your opinion about clr...c discus ions oi. Nan and Animals?
Discussions do not "mix ne up."

The discursive node describes students who were involved in discussion

as their primary learning mode; they did not nake such a choice because

discussions were an easy form of learning or even an exciting form; thely

in faciet felt that discussions were hardnot confusing, but hard; they

felt liscussions were helpful to their gaining an understanding of the

concepts of the course. They didn't want to spend nom tine on the booklets

nor did they like best when working with teacher help; they wanted small

classes where several people could talk quiitly at the same tine. They

felt that participation in the discussions and answering questions was

368,
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easentiel to getting grodes,in the course. These students were ootstanding

from the point of objective assessment; they wore brighter than average,

they did well on the pre tests and even better on the post tests--by these

standards they learned a great deal. This was not a fourth grade style of

learning as much as that of the fifth graders and even more predominantly

Chat of the sixth graders. interestingly more boys chose this discursive

mode as their learning style theft did girls. Such students were found in

all of the school systems in the experimental sample; however, they were

found in Newton more often Chan in any other system end least often in Oakland

or Philadelphia. The dynamics of Chis sty:e of classroom discussion ere

illustrated in Section rv under the title: "Do Students Ask Questions and

Share Ideas Productively?"

FACTORM: TOWN VEETIEG 022

When we are studying about Man and Animals, the boys and girls in my clays ,

spend mast of .the time talking to each other about the course.

When we are siqdying about Man and Animals, the boys and girls in my class
spend moot of the time listening to the teacher.

While working on this course I have been asking questions.

While working on baboons I have been talking with the otherl'ioys and
girls about Men and Animals.

While studying.about baboons the boys and girls in my class have been
asking the teacher a lot of questions.

When I am studying about Man and Animals I always ask questions when I
don't understand something.

What is your"opinion about class discussions on Man and Animals?
My classmates often have new and interesting things to say.

What is your opinion about class discussions bn Man and Animals?
The teacher does not do most of the talking.

What is your opinion.about class discussions on Man and Animals?
My classmates do not usually just repeat what the teacher and the
booklets said.

G 9
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The'presence,ef another factor relating to verbal exChanges further

'delineates these ottributes'of NACOS Learning styles. V. have called it

the Town Meeting Set Factor. How might we contr4st this verbal.interchange

factor with that of the Discursive mpda?

In the first placep-this factdr describes students tniking; with eadh

- le--
other and about the course,first during the Man and Othet Animals Unit,

Factor IIa, and then in the In) cluster, while students are attentive to the

teacher, the teacher plays a.less dominant role Ln class Chan he or she does
S.

in the queation-nnswer mode below. The teacher does not dominate nor do

;
students see themselves repeatihg what the teacher has,said..

This collection of items does not have the cognitive focus of the dis-

cursive mode. These discussions are not "hard", they aren't even essential

to learning 3bout Man and Other Animals, or to getting good grades. This

group pounds convivial, pleasant, lower-pressured, less conceptual, and

could in fact show some aimlesstiess in their chatting together. In so many

ways it is comparable to the following factor which is based on Netsilik Unit

items.

Boys tend to be contributors to this factor more than do girls, fifth

graders more than sixth graders, and the two northeastern suburbs:Newton

and West Hartford, plus New Jersey, are positively relnted to the factor

while Colorado and Missouri systems are negatively related. This group

also tends to have lower than average pre-post test scores,land is not of

high ability as measured by I.Q. The factor seems to desctibe the average

student wtio studied the course and enjoyed the interactive discussion it

pomoted.

alg.
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FACTOR Ipt ,TOWN NEETING-SO II

_d_le..E.J.L....Checl'emsCoktsti_ntrititbuheFactor

Since I started studyi7g about Eskimos, I have been asking a lot of
questions.

When studying about Epcimos, I find it eau to take part in discussion.

The following questions are about the caribou hunting games you have
played.
Would you rether read or watch films about hunting than play the game?
Preferred Mina to games.

So far I luxe learlied the most'about the Netsilik froM taking pert in
discussion.

Whife studying abaut Eskimos, I have liked best discussing things about
fhe Eskimos.'

While studying about Eskimos, I liked best working with the Whole class.

While studying about Eekimos, I liked the whole class working together
better than in small groups.

Se far'I have not learned the most about the Netsilik from games.

While studying about Eskimos, I didn't lLke the games."best."

The orientation of students on Factor In seemed to turn on participatory

iunctoes: ,asking quastions.er learning from iscussions; taking part in

class activities. The factor Vas sharpened by the contrast with !;0i, which

were perceived as less functional by Chose etudents than by oti, rs I aster-

ing the concepts of the Netsilik unit. Since gemes were a popular activity,

and were perceived to have been very helpful In the mastery of ideas about

caribou hunting by most students, this denial by the Town Meeting Set

notable.

games in

The only time films entered this factor was to assist in placing

a;more deprecatory position. This group did like everybody gathering

together t, do their work; groupiness was a way of life.. These students have

a learnin4 style which appears much less focused add competitive, and much



more convivial, and partIcipatory than does the discursive ,group.

On this IIb factor the male - female differences go in the direction that

one would expect with more girls e29ressing interest in this style of learning

than do boys, but the relationship is not so pronounced as one might expect.

Most school Systems were also neutral which means that seldom ware there

cleises without some town meeting members. Two systems were exceptions to

this: Marin County, California and Illinois had'many more than their share.

Neither pre test, nor post test scores nor IQ had any relation4hip with the

factor. The Town Meeting Set, in other words, were pypical students on the

indices of ability, performance and learning.

FACTOr III: TRADITIONAL PEDAGOGY

Cluster a) Question - Angwer

While studying about baboons the boys and cirls in my class have spent
most of the time answering the tercherls questions.

While viorking on this course I hee been listening to what is being said
in class.

While studying about Man and AW,mals the boys and girls in my class have
been asking the teacher a lot of questions.

While studying about baboons the boys and girls in my class have spent
most of the time asking the teacher questions.

While studyIng about baboons the boys-and girls in my class have spent
most of the time listening to the teacher.

When we are studying about Man and Animals, the boys and girls in my
class sp22d most of the time listening to th44 teacher.

When we are studyins about Man and Animals, the boys and girls in my
class spend most of the.time answering the teacher's questions.

Cluster b) Projects

I learned most about baboons when I did projects like the environment,
boards.

While working on baboons, I have been working on projects.
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While studykng about baboons the boys and girls in My class have spent
most of the time doing projects, drawings.

While wbrking onthis course I have been working on projects.

When we are studying about Man and Animals, the boys and 'girls in my
class spend most of the time doing projects, making charts, pictures
diagrams.

'Ellis third factor is different in structure dian the first two. The

first tao factors, the discursive made and the Tbwn Meting Set each

represented a single.conception of a learning style to which students could

respond positively or negatively. The third factor like all factors in

factor analysis has pesitive and negative poles but in this case the poles

represent not simply presence or absence of qualities but two different

substantive positions. The items at either end of the cantinuum have the

ring of a traditional style of pedagogy; hence, the name of the factor.

But more importantly, what is the substance of these two reflections of

traditional pedagogical style? One end of the factor is defined by questions

and answers as they.ping-pong between student and teacher. For example it

is filled with items such as listening to the teacher asking teacher

questions, listening to vhat is said in class, answering teacher questions,

essentially those activities Chat constitute the ilge-old social studies

format. On the other end of the continuum is a series of items about pro-

jects. They consist of such activities as making charts, doing projects,

and drawing -- more traditional forms of elementary social studies in-

struction and wide-spread in practice. We thud conceive of the traditional

pedagogical style as composed of two parts: a) question and answer and

b) projects. Students could then in this analysis select items describing

a learning style that'associated with the traditional style in total, ar

they could have focussed on either of the poles: question-answer or projects.
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Girls tended to choose the queetio6.ansri end,pf.the dimension; boys

the project end. Fourth graders tended to cheose the pwojects and sixth

graders the question-answer; Newton and New Jersey students were more

questinn-answer, discussion orienied than'were students in other systems,

while West Hertford and Philadelphia stUdents were more project prone

than were other students. Is this a teacher style issue? Were the mater-

ials rich enough and sufficiently open to permit the teadher to impose

his ovn "traditIonal" style on NAOIS1 Was this the students chpice drawn

from their background of experiences and from their own basic preference

of learning styles? These data would tenft to support the firSt hypothesis--

that traditional pedagogical styles were externally imposed essentialLY

being teacher rather than student choice. This conclusion is based on

the lack of iters appearing in this factor which represent areas of chili.

dius's enjoyment and engagenent. There is less emphasis on tteus such as

interesting/ not boring, trying to do a good job, or learning new things.

FACTOR IV: TIE EAGER BEAVERS

To get good marks when studying about the Netsilik Eskisios I had to do'
extra projects.

Corapared with the Vian and Animals unit, the Eskimo unit is harder.

To get good marks when studying about the Netsilik Eskimos I had to bring
in extra information abDut Eskimos.

Sinee I started studying about Eskimos, I have been looking for extra
information on my dwn.

So far I have learned the most about the Netsilik from making things such
as tools.

While study.ing about Eskinos, I have liked best makistg things such RS
tools. k

The class discussed the drawings in the booklets.

3 74
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This cluster of itims does contaii a certain functionalism which places

the interest of these students very close td the project orieatation of

Factor IIIb. The item ftscussing the booklet illustralticmwin classlihad

the largest relationship to the factor; this was followed by items on

learning from and.liking those things that one makes. These students look

for extra information on their own; they feel that's the way to get'grades.

While this did originate aa a separate factor, essentially it parallels for

the Netsilik Eskimo Unit the Projects Factor IIIb of the Min and Other Animals

Unit, with the.exception Chat this factor inclide p am 'ext311 work" dimension.

The Students who were involved in thick faetOr were not a bright group
,

oi the traditional measures; also, there watf ne male female distinction as

the project-oriented technical style might'imply. -lheae_children through

,

extra diligence pursued their rewards; they'appeared sincerely concerned with

doing well, and %Jere object rather then concept.,ally oriented.

FACTOR IV: READING - FILM

Cluster 0) Reading
\

Since I started studying about Eskimos, I have been wanting mere reading:

So far I have learned the most about the Neteilik from reading the book-

lets:

Which part of the Eskimo unit was most interesting?
Learning about the Eskimos' feelings, dreams, and religion.

While studying about Eskimos I have lik-ed best reading the booklets .

would rather learn about Eakimos by reading.

Cluster b) FiLm

Since I.started studying about Eskimos, I have been wishing we wouldn't

have to do so much reading.

Which part of the Eskimo unit was most interesting?
Not haw Netsilik live and work.



These students checked less frequently than otharehow Netsilik Eskimos

live and work.

While.studying about Eskimos I have liked the films more than most

students.

I would rather learn about Eskimos by-watehing films.

Factor V like that of III has bi-polar qualities; at one end of the.

continuum cleat= those students whose learning preference la for reading;

at the other end are those iihose preferred learning style is through film.

It was fortunate that a reading-film learning mode contrast was fouud.in

these data; for the factor effectively juxtaposes two of the most powerfut

styles of teaching used in the schools. Uwe had obtained siszSly a

"film non-file learning made we would have learned little from the analysis.

From the ehecklist data (whichLfive been presented extenaively elsewhere

in the report), it is clearly evident that an overwhelMing percentage of

ehe students in ths total field test enloyfillha and are %strongly convinced that

they learn efficiently and extensively from film. They go eVen further,

for they contrast them= films(poaitive) with those they see on TV

(negative); they ascribe an important reality quotient to the film

content.

Esaentially then, what does this analysis, add to our understanding?

Knowing that the majority of students express great enthusiasm for learning

via HACOS film, it is interesting to find that some fifth gratioriraelOey

want to.learn and learn best by the core traditional mode of reading. This

finding is made more provocative by the associated variables; girls feel

this way more than boys as we would expect, but the difference -s very

small. Reading research has long indicated that boys have ten times as

much problem with reading -- a quiet, passive activity taught by lady
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tem:hers as do girls. From that finding we often jump to the conclusion

that boys basically have little interest in reading. These results challenge

that position. lIza interest of boys in the reading mode of learning is

virtually as high as girls. Does the content of the materials give a

reasou for this increased interest of b'oys?

,There are two results of this factoring that are worthy of special

dote. The first is that an interest in reading as the preferred learning

style is not associated with IQ. Since we do know that reading as a skill

is highly associated with ability, this finding comes as a refreshing aux-

prise. A number of teachers have described the course as a "readine course,

for its withject matter sexved as a magnate to draw non-readors into the

flow of the ideas and the concepts. And students after having developed this

engagement latched onto the bookXste rnd beg to read as they never had

before. To determine whether NACOS does serve as a reading course woeld

in itself be a worthy experimental enterprise. \That some teachers found

evidence in their classrooms to support this hyothetis does help to explain

this result.

The second point is that students who have Chosen the reading mode of

learning over that cf film do not cluster iv any particular school system.

We so often have heard of the suburban readers and the center city non-

readers, As zbown earlier, when we examine the pre and post

test data, we do find school system differences; but the Learning gains

that take place are not. a function of fhe knowledge a student has as he

begins the course. Such gains occur as frequently and extensively in the

canter city schools as they do in the suburban settings. This phenomenon

possibly is being rleflected itt this factor, and helps to explain why students
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who prefer the reading siode of learning do not coalesce in.any particular

system.

Teo factor* from the analysis reflect the feelings of students who were

having difficulty with the course and were non-learners. It should be noted

that both of these factors are concerned with the Netsilik: unit. Let's lgok

at them with some care to sea if we can understand these children and the

problem* they were having.

The first of these factors we called lhe Umpsyched and the second The

Critics. While the names of the factors might be inapproprietb, they were

chosen to convey the feeling that the materials, the teaCher, thd classroom,

the classmates, or the interaction of all of these variables were Somehow

wrong for these children. By this exploration we Shall attempt to pull out

some hypotheses which might help to avoid in the future some of the frustra-

tions that these children faced.
IV

FACTOR VI: UNITNCHED

There are not enough films on the Netsilik.

When studying about Eskimos, I find it hard to understand what I read )

in some of the booklets.

When studying about Eskimos, I find it hard to play games in class.

To get good marks When studying about the Netsilik Eskimos I had to
memerize all the facts in the booklets.

To get good marks when studying about the Netsilik Eskimos I had to agree
with the teacher.

I didn't Ictarn about the Netcilik from taking part in discussion.

To get good marks when studying about the
to have my own opinion.

To get gotarks when studying about the
to ta 'part in class discussion.

Netsilik Eskimos I didn't have

Netsilik Eskimos I didn't have
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So often, when we think of "psyehing out" a courqe we are addressing

those of college age. Here we have evidence that understanding a style

of a course (or lack of it) begins very early in life -- and becomes

sufficiently prominent that it can be uncovered by the crude approximation

of factor analysis.. We could say,that the items read like a "haw to fail in

MACOS" list especially if we contrast these with the goals of the course.

This list includes memorizing facts and agreeing with the teacher as-ways to

get grades; discusnions ere irrevelant, the games are hard, the reading is

.difficult. All this makes it sound like the guide book read backwards. What

is equally disturbing is that the cycle appears reinforcing. Th'ese students

were of low measured ability and were poor scorers laho leenned Mao itom

the course. The factor involves more than average number of students from

Colorado, and fewer than average from Newton. It consists of fourth

graders, not fifth graders aad very few sixth graders. Possibly the course

is too complex for some fouxth graders; the development of anoruer year or

two may be helpful in grasping and appreciating the style of the course;

or possibly some fourth grade teaehers do not feel their studen s are

ea..*
ready for the interactive, exploratory style of the ccurse. The\analysea

hae demonstrated that NACOS materials work well with students of considerable

grade range and of considerable ability range. However, this factor seems

to be primarily composed of students who are both young and below average

in ability. Our hypothesis would be that the course is inappropriate for

lesa able fourth grade students. Outstanding teachers may be able to con .

duct classes that would be exceptions to any such implied generalization.
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FACTOR VII: IKE CRITICS

When studying about Eskimos, I find it hard to explain to the teaCher
what I am confueed about.

When studying about Eskimos, I find it hard to understand what I read
in acme of the booklets.

Compared with the Nan and Animals unit, the Eskimo unit is harder.

In the booklets', I uould rather have had photographs or more realistic
pictures iastead of drawings.

If I had to describe the unit on the Neteilik Eskimos, I would Use the
words confusing at times.

The pictures in the booklete were not interesting.

From studying the Netsilik, how well do you feel you law what it is like '

to be an Eskimo? Not well at all.

If I am deacribing the unit on the Netsilik Eskimos, I do.not select the
*Lord fun.

The results of factcorVII came from students who are not converts to the

Netsilik unit in either pedagogy or content. In fact, this group of

studeuts gave s a pronounced negative view of the materials. According to

them the Netailik Eskimo unit was confuoing, not fun, harder than the Han

and Other Animals unit; the reading was hard to understand and one couldn't

even explain fhe confusion; the booklet pictures were not interesting. These

students had less idea than others of what it was like to be au Eskime.

The factor was somewhat more female thLIn male. The school systems

most involved were Marin County, California and Colorado; sixth graders

were hi h on the factor (the ungraded classes, however, were on the positive

6oel of the scale) and IQ was slightly above average and test scores were

semewhat below average. The evidence we have points to the materials of the

course as the culprits -- the bviklets were hard to underscand, the photo-
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graphs should have been more realis.tic, the themes were confusing and

students gaihed no sense of Netsilik life. The iniplication here seems to

be that a greater structuring of the materials might have helped these stu-

dents. Such an implication gives a clue to the student's personal style: the

teaCher was the only personal source of help mentioned and that failed.
%

With MACOS, whiCh places heavy emphasis on a variety of learning styles and

foremost among these styles, verbal interaction, thil group of students was

sadly out of touch. The factor did not include reference to classmates or

discussions or even to films or games.. Apparently these students as a group

did not see interactive skills as necessary for work in this course, They

were in age a mature group and of average ability. Yet they seemed to have

special difficulty with the Netsilik unit materials; and no items that meri-

t
ioned verbal participation as a means to understanding emerged in the factor.

nce the hypothesis: those students uho are critical of the coterie's, who

find the course difficult, and who appear to take no ipecial cognizance of

interactive work will neither like the course nor learn as much from it.
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In sumsary, the factors have been useful In delinWing the envirom-

manta in which MACOS was used. Some of these, such as the "Town Meeting"

style of learning, were associated otrongly with student preferences;

and :there, such as the "Question-Answer" mode, seem to be styles

established by teachers, without any motivating aspect for children,

for they are not associated with positive preference or affective

checklist items. One attempt to umderstand students' preferences in

learning modes, and the items into which these cluster is, then,

confounded by the fact that,the teacher is die mediator and usually

the determiner of classroom climate, in that her teaching style defines

the parameters of activities by which children can choose to learn.

Obviously, this work is not intended to give definitive answers

to the questions posed earlier. The suz.marizieg power of

factor analysis does, however, provide some provocative insights into

students' reactions to their classroom environments and course materials.

Since we will be referring back to the factors, their titles are alain

given:

ractcr Discursive Mode

Factor Uzi: Town Meeting Set I

Factor IIb: Town Meting Set II

Factor III: Traditional Pedagogy

Cluster a: Question-Answer

Cluster b: Project&

Factor IV: Eager Beavers

Factor V: Reading-Film

Cluster a: Reading

Cluster b: Film

Factor VI: Unpsyched

Factor VII: The Critics

3- 8 2
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A review of the factor results suggests the following answers to the

questions raised earlier.

ritsofdiffereksseDestudeveemtoreferdifferent

lcarnins modes?

Mbst of die factors are not associated with ability. The exceptions

are the "Eager Beavers," the "Unpsyched," and the "Discursives." The

Eager Beavers, for example, appear to be youngsters with less ability

in the conceptual abstract areas who thus found the Netetlik unit more

difficult than the Man and Other Animals unit where more specific and

repeated information was available to them. Students shawiag a

-

Discursive mode of deal".ng with the course seem to be the most serious-

minded students, involved in verbal exd.ange, and expressing more

preference for small classes and small, informal discussions without

teacher help than do other students. They were also children of high

ability.

2yynarls_ztfferdiffererr_ssuimo.Dobosatdes?

Again, we rarely found factors that revealed male/female differences.

Only in the area of traditional pedagogy -- a teacher-determined style --

-did girls interpret tlie cll.mte as requiring mbre verbally oriented,

passive activities (question-answer) and did boys show a tendency

toward the more active project orientation. In other words, factors

most descriptive of MACOS learning styles -- discussion, reading

and film learning -- do not shOw boy-girl differences. Verbal
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expressAn i3 typically an area in which boys are minsidered less able;

and they tend tolie less mature than girls at this age. In this course,

however, boys consistently show.uomeWhat tore questioning,-observing
411.

and investigatory preferences than do girls, and exhib/t their interests

by considerable participation in class.,

3. Do students' from different socio-economic back r unds ehiFit different

learning styles?

There is no separation on the majority of factors. Oely on the

Discursive 'mode -- drawing the majority of students from suburban samples --

and the,Eager Beaver mode -- draeing more children from the Urbat centers --

do we find notable differences. Is it the functioning of the classroom

that encourages these differences? Some evidence suggests yes (see,

for exaMple, Do Chlldren Ask Questions and Share Id'eas Productively?

and the center city case study in Section II).

4. Does MACOg accommodate a range of learning styles?

It is apparent.that children who prefer independent work or

prpjects, or who were not inclined or able to develop socia' learning

skills, did not enj'y or learn as much from these materiala as did the

majority. There wks also another group that did not learn as much as

the norm for this course. Such children tended to,be fourth gradeks

of.low ability. This suggests that there is a minimal amount of social

maturity and mental development necessary for full participation in the

issues of the-course.
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5. Do students who express preference for certain leatning modesAearn

more?

The "Iliscursive" modi is the only exceptional factor on the dimeniion

of tested learning.' The engagement with the material.that tpe "Discursive"

mode sugges ts 7- serious thinking in'a discussion situation.vhere vital

exploration and learning are on-going -- results in larger learning gains

in terms of tested qutcomps. As you will recall, most Children found

discussion "easy" while this,group of children did.not; they represented

a minority of students, but one especially praecked, to'hatd thought by

'discussion.

In terms of learning gains', there seemed to be a trichotomy of

types. The Discursive mcde cbildren sesied to spurt ahead, dealing with

the conceptual issues of the course in a serious fashion. For the

average learner (spread over ali.oitthe other positive learning styles'

Of the course -- Town Meeting, Filas-Reading factors, etc.) individsal

''variation in learning was pre*minant and gains were not associated

with the learning style itself. These.groups made,averSge learning

sincreases.in'terms of tested outcomes. A third group were those who

seemed to learn less (the Unpsyched'and the Critics) and who were not

engaaed in the,active dimensions of the course or did not seem tp

. possess the minimal amount of maturation necessary for significant
4%

-engagement with its content.

The middle group is the most interestifigto think about. They

appear unsker a collection of learning styles, both modern and traditional;

and they show essentially no differences in amount of learninv. The

traditional question-answer approach was as effective as the Town

sk. .

AM*
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Meeting Set. Ii seems clear th4it simply moving to modern pedagogical

techniques will not in and of ttself produce unusual learning gains. '

But there are two-sides to this cein: students learn as much through the

Town Meeting style as they do through`the traditional qnestion-answer

approach; and in addition, they enjoy the former method Oi instruction

much more than the Latter. If we:were to broaden ciur criteria from

simple test-mastery to include affective gaiiisl..then the Town Meeting
".

mode would seem to have a marked advantage and be a more desirable

learning styiIe.

.6. Does information about learning styles help teachers with prohlens

.4.4

ofclassromanement?

These analyse-13 point to several issues'of classrd6 management.
.

0

First, there is clearly one very productive style of conductina MACOS

classes, not only considering tested learning but also..taking into

account interview and observation findings. Students whose pattern.of

checklist responses clustered into the Discursive mode made the greatest

learning gains of any'group. When Childiea weie engaged in small
0

:discussion groeps, and did a good amount of hard thinking via discussion,

'they seemed tfirough tiiis verbal mode 9f partici ation to master the

cognitive ahpects of the course. If this mode ean be combined with

'some of,the freer, mare enjoyable components brought out ip the Town

Meeting Set factors, we have established some rather ideal aspects of

the verbally interactive classroom.
II

From this perspecttve, the teacher should take care to notice the

student who is not engaged actively in the course, for such cpildren

a

tie
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were not (as we sometimes suppose) quietly reflecting about the ideas

of the course; 'they did nqt seem either to enjoy or to master the

-course material. Teachers may want to make opportunities for spending

time working with such students, or use teachers' sides for this pufpose

when they are available. It yould seem advisable to determine the

pecial difficulties and frustrationS With the course these students

feel,. and to draw them more into the laiger classroom flow.

It alsoiseems evident that in terms of stUdeqt.learning, teachers
-

should feel free to experiment with a range of pedagogical stylefi within

their classrooms. From these'analyses, it appears that students In both

more opensaqd progressive, and more.stiuctured and.trilditional classes

mastered approximately the same amount. of cognitive material es measured -

on tests. Teachers do not need to fear that when students are engaged

in small group or studedt -centered discussion rather than'following a

more tiihtly structured question-and-ianswer routine, they are not

learninB as mucfi. They ar. In addition, the open classroom .is

'encouraged in another important respect: students are more involved

in and.erjoy the course more when it is less teachercentered and directed,
-

and more student oriented.


